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A comparative "l'Pxoach to analysis of the body of tzee-ring data
from prehistoric sites in the American SOUthwest provides information on
patterns of wood use, the effectiveness of interpretive metbods, and
culture history.

Requisite to this "l'Pxoach is an inte!:pretive frame-

work developed since the 1920s by archaeologists versed in tree-ring
analysis. Central to this scheme is indirect datJns, by means of which
dates derived for biological events of tree gro.th are "l'Plied to pro-

gressively more remote events in human history_

A

new contribution to

this framework is an interpretive model that focuses on the shape of
tree-ring date distdbutions.

The framework guides Ie-interpretation of tree-ring data from
sites categorized as Mogollon 2 through 4, Basketmaker III, Pueblo I,
PUeblo II, Chaco, Pueblo III, Westem Pueblo, Rio Grande, and Pueblo V,
and from late pithcuses and miscellaneous kivas. O>verage is relatively

comprehensive for pitiloose sites, Pueblo I sites, and kivas, but selective for post-Pueblo.

Intetpretations assign dates to construction and

repair events, idEntify dates from deadwood and from eroded, stockpiled,

and reused beams, demonstrate the usefulness of detailed provenience
information on individual tree-ring samples, and evaluate tree-ring data
for reconstructing structure and site histories.
The potential contribution to culture history of tile co!:pUS of

tree-ring dated events is illustrat"'<l through discussion of 213 dated

xxv

xxvi

pitstructures.

This body of data also contributes to knowledge of past

wood use and and to W1derstanding of interpretive metlXlds. Thus, dates

from firewood samples tend to predate hearth use dates, .v" dates are
close or equal to cutting dates, and ....... dates are useful though

~r

feet indicators of deadwood use. Construction-repair intervals iBJicate
that pitbouses typically survived for less than 20 years; no sllCh limi-

tation applies to kivas.

A sample of 20 or more dates is usually

adequate for dating a pitstructure; as the sample falls below this
level, unless patteming is clearcut, dating CCXlfidence decreases.

Pat-

teming in date distributions suggests that many sites were abandoned
within a decade or two after their latest tree-ring date.

CHl\Pl'ER

1

INl'lOlUCTION

In the three-quarters of a century since A. E. Douglass first

applied the technique of dendrochronology, or tree-ring dating, to wood
and charcoal samples from Indian villages and prehistoric ruins, archaeologists working in the American Southwest have amassed an immense
body of tree-ring data.

These data mclude thousands of tree-ring dates

from hundreds of sites scattered over much of the southern Colorado
Plateau.

Prehistorians have used this information to construct chronol-

ogies of prehistoric events that are among the most exact in the world.
In areas where dendrochronology has been applied with reasonable suc-

cess, it allows the dating of large numbers of events to the half

century and of smaller numbers of events to the decade or even to the
year. Only on occasion, however, have studies been designed in such a
way as to utilize more than a small fraction of the existing data.
Furthermore, relatively few archaeologists have given serious thought to
the research implications of the existence of a large, well organized
body of tree-ring data.
The primary goal of this study is to apply a comparative approach to the interpretation of Southwestern tree-ring data a..'1d f in t..l:le
process, to demonstrate the advantages of treating these data en masse
rather than a few sites or structures at a time.

The approach is

comparative in the sense that it employs a single conceptual framework

to interpret dates from many different sites.

The tools required for a

comparative analysis are already available from the archaeological treering literature.

This literature has three components: tree-.ting dates

accompanied by contextual information on the dated samples, theoretical
and metb:xlological discussions on

row

tree-ring dates should be inter-

preted, and interpretations of particular sets of tree-ring data. To
date, most attempts to integrate these facets of the tree-ring literature have been relatively narrow in scope. That is, they use the concepts and procedures developed in the theoretical literature, but only
to

interpret the dates from one or a few sites. This study goes further

in that it examines the corpus of available tree-ring dates -- or at
least a major p:>rtivn thereof.

In so doing it attempts to increase our

understanding of the corpus as a whole and of the individual sites that
have contributed to it.
Advantages of a

~rative

Approach

A broadly based, comparative approach to the analysis of treering data can produce several benefits. Most important, it can increase
our .3.bility tv

;:.'~swer

behavioral, methodological, and culture historical

questions that . . from the beginning, have been centrally important to the
interpretation of tree-ring data.
Studying Past Behavior
Behavioral questions relate to patterning in the use of wood,
particularly as a building material.

Archaeologists have long been

concemed with determining whether dates corne from beams that were newly

pIOCUred for use in a building, oollected as dead wood, stockpiled at an
earlier date, or salvaged from an older structure CIld reused. A compar-

ative approach makes it possible to develop new answers to questions
about these and other behaviors.

For example, did beam use differ

between structures built early and late in the history of a village,
between settlements that were large and small, planned and unplanned, or
briefly 5ld lcmg occupied, or between pithouse and p.leblo oommunities?

Answers to these questions could contribute greatly to an understanding

of how prehistoric people used natural resources. They would also be
relevant to problems of method in tree-ring date interpretation.
Method
Methodological questions focus on the problem of deriving reliable information about the past from tree-ring data.

plicate this process.

Two factors com-

First, tree-ring dates apply to events in the

lives of trees, but archaeologists use them to date events in human
history.

The relationship between the two kinds of events is often

tenuous, as when tree-ring dates are used to determine the period of
manufacture of a pottery type (for example, Bretemitz 1966).

Each of

the numerous steps in an inference of this sort requires justification..

Haury identified the second complicating factor soon after the first
archaeological tree-ring samples were dated. He recognized that, "Exact
as a date may be, it is not possible to value each one equally"
(1935:106).

i'here are numerous reasons why tree-ring dates should

differ in interpretive value. variation in prehistoric wood use of the
kind mentioned above can produce such differences, as can variation in

bow the dated tree-ring samples enteLed the archaeological record, were

affected by natural and cultural processes before and after deposition.
and were eventually recovered by the archaeologist.

The value of a date

also depends on whether it occurs alone or in association with other
dates.
Archaeologists have developed a framework of OOJlCepts and principles to aid in the inte.r:pretation of tree-ring dates.

The theoretical

tree-ring literature discusses this framework at length, and several
studies demonstrate just bow useful it can be when applied to particular

data sets. one such case study is Dean's (1969) analysis of tree-ring
data from cliff dwellings in Tseqi canyon, northeastem Arizona.

Gen-

eral statements on the use of tree-ring dating in archaeology frequently
cite this monograph -

and rightly so -

as a prime example of what can

be learned from data ti'.at are properly collected and analyzed (Bannister
and B'lbinson 1975; Dean 1978b, Robinson 1976).

Nonetheless, neither a

case study nor a theoretical discussion can provide a wholly adequate

model to guide the archaeologist in interpreting a suite of tree-ring
dates.

Case studies usually deal with a narrow range of site types.

Dean1s analysis, for example, derives most of its information from two
comparably sized, contemporaneous pueblo:;. located in a single canyon
system. Discussions of theory are not in general concerned with how
variables like site type or site history might affect the applicability

of concepts and principles.
The available literature provides few guidelines for determining
the interpretive value of a given collection of tree-ring data.

The

problem here is one of knowing bJw much consistency or redundancy must

be present in the data to support a reliable interpretation. Discussions of theory are too abstract to be of much value in this regaro..
Finally, case studies like Dean's that are made to serve as examples,
are likely to be based on better than average tree-ring data (Dean
1969:9-l0). If so, they may provide little guidance to the archaeologist with an indifferent data set.

In 1935, Haury noted that variables

relating to site history must be considered in evaluating tree-ring
dates.

He wrote:

We need to consio.er the value of a single date versus many
dates, first, from a one-type site, i.e., one in which the occupation was short and the material culture all of one phase, and
second, from a site long occupied, in which growth changes are
apparent. An individual date from a one-type ruin can be more
rigidly interpreted than one from a large complex site, since,
in the former, there was little opportunity for old beams to be
re-used and for other disturbing factors to creep in (l935:106).
In discussing the relative value of dates, Haury touched on a field of
inquiry of great

im~rtance

to archaeological analysis.

with few excep-

tions, archaeologists have done little in the years since to follow his
lead.

The exceptions include Smiley's (1951:9-10) use of the relation-

ship between number of tree-ring dates and site size in assessing the
qtJality of site dating and Schlanger's (1980) analysis of

oow

events in

the history of a site, both during and after its occupation, can affect
the record of tree-ring dated samples.

Except in the case of a few studies (for example, Dean and
Warren 1983), the tree-ring literature does not at present take into
account a number of likely sources of variation in the interpretive
value of tree-ring dates. Some factors, like the use of timbers salvaged from abandoned buildings, may account directly for variation in

the information content of a group of tree-ring dates.

other factors,

like site size and longevity, may provide information that is less
direct but nevertheless useful.

For example, the probability that a

beam was reused prehistorically may be greater if the beam comes from a

large, long-lived comInWlity than if it is from a small, briefly occupied
settlement.

Qle way in which to incorporate variables like these in the

interpretive scheme is by means of the controlled comparison of information from many sites.

A oornparative awroach is essential because data

from individual sites are typically uneven with respect to quantity,
quality, and representativeness.
site produce tree-ring dates.

Commonly, onl.Y a few structures at a
The data are likely to vary greatly in

quality, with some structures producing one or two essentially useless
dates and others yielding unambiguous clusters of many dates.

Also,

every site has characteristics that set it apart from all others.

For

these reasons, generalization beyond the site level must rely on consistency in the patterning of data from more than one site.

Controlled

comparison is necessary to assure that ca...<::€s grouped together for analysis are in fact comparable.
Assuming that cases are equivalent, comparison may provide criteria for evaluating the interpretive potential of tree-ring data.
kinds of information can be brought to bear on this problem.

Two

First,

tree-ring data themselves can indicate whether certain behaviors, such
as heavy reuse of construction beams, are conunon in sites of a particular time and place.

Second, tree-ring information can be compared to

independent chronological data. Tree-ring dates are so much more exact

than dates of other kinds that they are usually considered the final
arbiter in cases of disagreement.

Ql

occasion, data from architecture,

ceramics, or some other source can be used to test the accuracy of

inteIpretations based solely on tree-ring information. These situations
are fairly uncommon, so if they are to contribute to a broader understanding of t..'le strengths and limitations of

tree-r~

data, access to a

comparative data base drawn from many sites is needed •
In his article of 1935, Haury also commented on the difficulty

of generalizing on the inteIpretatian of tree-ring data:
We may ask at once, are there any standards of correlation which
may be offered for general acceptance? While to answer this
question requires some discussion, it may be admitted from the
start that each case in which tree-ring dates have contributed
to our knowled;e of ruins, special circumstances demanded special consideration in the interpretation, and that a formula or
group of standarda carmot be absolutely set down (1935:103).
From this perspective, the successful application of a comparative
approach to the body of tree-ring information cannot be considered a
foregone conclusion. That is, each site and structure may be sufficiently unique to preclude the identification of comparable cases.

Thus,

the present study can be considered an empirical test of the degree to

which generalization is in fact possible.
Ollture History
As

well as answering questions about wood use practices and

archaeological method, a broadly based comparative approach to the
analysis of tree-ring data can contribute to culture history.

The

present study provides two kinds of information about past events.
First, it discusses the history of individual structures and sites that

have yielded tree-ring dates.

Second, the study presents compilations

of chronological information, such as lists of dated structures.

It. is

hoped that the analyses of structures and sites will contribute to
studies on the growth and decline of prehistoric communities <Barmister
1962:513), and that these case studies and the data compilations will

prove useful for chronology building at both the local and regional
levels. Only a small percentage of investigated ruins actually yield
tree-ring dates.

To be useful to studies of culture history, data from

these sites must be integrated with information from the far more numerous sites without tree-ring dates.
this or any other single study.

That task is far beyond the scope of

Tree-ring dated sites do provide par-

ticularly valuable information on some issues in southwestern culture
history, however, and a few of these issues are discussed in at least a
c-ursory way.
~~jng

I.iteratllre

The three components of the archaeological tree-ring literature

have already been identified.

They include date lists and information

on dated samples, whether published or not, theoretical discussions of
the use of tree-ring data in archaeological research, and case studies

that analyze the data from a given structure, site, or region.

Within

recent years, developments in this literature have reached a thresoold
that makes a comprehensive review of tree-ring dating in the Southwest
both more desirable and easier to accomplish than ever before.

Date Lists and SufYOrting Docunentation
In 1975 the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research completed

publication of 16 volumes, known informally as -Quadrangle Reports,which were the product of a decade long reanalysis of practically all
tree-ring samples recovered and saved from SOU-.m [".ins during the
preceding half century !aJblnson, Harrill, and Warren 1975:ii). several
characteristics of the data presented m these volumes account for their
special value to chronological studies.

First, the tree-ring

dates

are

highly precise and accurate, for they indicate the year during which the

outermost tree ring on a wood or charcoal sample grew.

By comparison,

dating tecbniques such as stratigraphy and seriation can reveal only the

order in which past events occurred. Other techniques date events t.o
much grosser intervals than tree rings, depend on tree-ring dates for
calibration, or both.
The second distinguishing feature of the dates listed in the
Quadrangle Reports is their number, especially as compared to dates
appearmg m previous compilations.

In 1951, Terah 1. Smiley U951:6)

summarized some 5,600 dates from 365 sites, whereas the Quadrangle
Reports contain more than 20,000 dates from more than 1,300 sites
(Robinson 1976:16).

Much of this increase is due to the systematic

reanalysis of old samples. For example, m 1946 Harold

s.

COlton (1946)

had access to "!'Proximately 265 dates from 46 sites m the vicmity of

Flagstaff, Arizona. This compares to 670 dates from these same sites as

listed in the Quadrangle Report for this area (Robinson, Harrill, and
Warren 1975).

Practically all the new dates are from samples that were

available rut undated m 1946.
The third characteristic of the data presented in the C)ladrangle
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Reports relates to the comparability of the tree-ring dates.

From the

beginning. almost all dendrochronologists have worked according to a
single method, sometimes called the "Douglass System" in honor of the
founder of dendrochronology. For this reason, it is of minor consequence that the

~adrangle

Reports reflect the efforts of fewer than 10

dendrochronologists, whereas Smileyls (1951) summary included dates

derived by 18 individuals. What is important is the use of a single

reporting format throughout the Quad Books. In contrast, Bannisterls
(1965) study of previoosly published dates from Chaco canyon had to deal
with six different formats.
FoUrth, whenever possible, the QJadrangle Reports list tree-ring
dates according to structure or some comparable provenience designation.
Altrough some previous summaries of tree-ring dat.a provided this kind of

information, others did not. Numbers 1 through 5 in a series of date

summaries entitled ·Southwestern Dated Ruins" appeared in the!lXee=
Ring !lull eHn in 1937 and 1938; _ r s 6 and 7 were published in 1951

and 1960 (Bannister 1960).

These compilations, along with smiley's

(1951> summary of dates from throughout the Southwest, did not present
individual dates but instead indicated the date range and number of
dated samples for each site. This information wa<: potentially suited to
the assigning of sites to periods, measured in centuries or by units of
the Pecos Classification, but not to the study of In.''vidual site his-

tories. According to Breternitz (1966:2), "The nonspecific nature of

Smiley's list perhaps accounts for the fact that many archaeologists
have, unfortunately, ignored the large body of information contained

therein."
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In 1953 and 1965 the Iaboratoty of Tree-RUlg Research issued two

numbers in what was to be a series of regional summaries of tree-ring
data.

These compilations listed individual dates by provenience.

'!.be

first publication dealt with the northern Rio Grande (Smiley, Stubbs,
and Bannister 1953). In this case, the value of an itemized date list
was dimmished by the general lack of published site reports that could

give meaning to the proveniences of the dated samples.

The second

report m the series CBmnister 1965) did not suffer from this problem,

it did, b::>wever, present data from just one small area, Olaco canyon in
northwestern New Mexico. Thus, the Quadrangle Reports present more
dates in a standardized format with more complete provenience information than any previous compilation. Perhaps as important as the data in
those volumes is the provenience and site information in the Laboratory
of Tree-Ring Research's site files.

In addition, the Laboratory has

released many thousands of dates since the publication of the Quad

Books; some of these dates have been published in site and project
reports, though most have not. These dates have been processed and
reported exactly as those in the Olad Beports and hence are fully com-

parable with those older dates. It is the availability of many thousands of equivalent dates, in the Oladrangle aeports and elsewhere, that

underlies the claim that a "body" of SOUthwestem tree-rmg data in fact

exists.
~ry

and Method

The second component of the tree-ring literature consists of
theoretical and metOOdological discussions that, over the years, have
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produced a coherent body of concepts and principles to guide archaeologists in the interpretation of tree-ring dates.

The authors of the most

important of these studies have been employees and close associates of
the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, a reflection of the central role

played by that institution in the development of tree-ring studies.

Because of this relationship and of the way in which each discussion
builds on the ones that came before, the works in question can be seen
as the product of a single intellectual tradition.

Contributors to this

tradition include A. E. Douglass (1935), Emil W. Baury (l93S), Terah L.

Smiley (Smiley 1951f Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister 1953), Bryant Bannister (Bannister and Smiley 1955; Bannister 1962, 1965), William J.
Robinson (1967), and Jeffrey S. Dean (1969, 1978a, 197 8b). The inter-

pretive framework dl"'veloped by these individuals is described in the
next chapter.
Case studies
studies that utilize particular sets of tree-ring data comprise
the third portion of the archaeological tree-ring literature. A few
have used tree-ring dates from many sites to answer narrowly defined
research questions.

For example, Bretemitz (1966) dated the period of

manufacture of pottery types with tree-ring dates, Eighmy (1979) used
dates as an index of population growth at individual sites, and Berry
(1982) used dates as an indicator of population movement across the
Colorado Plateau. Far more common than t,hese broad problem oriented
studies are the discussions of tree-ring data that occur in scores of
site and project reports.

In the first such analysis, Haury (1934)
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reconstructed the building sequence at the Canyon Creek Ruin, a cliff
dwelling in east central Arizona.

Ball (l944) dated pithouses in the

Gobernador District of northwestern New Mexico, and COlton (1946) dated

pithouses, pueblos, and ceramic complexes in the area of Flagstaff,

Arizona.

More recently, Bayes U981a) bas inferred a construction

sequence for Gran Quivira, in central New Mexico, on the basis of treering dates and architectural information.

These and many similar works

have produced an ever growing body of case studies that is essential to
the kind of synthesis being undertaken here.

other research has focused

on the interpretation of collections of tree-ring data.

In the 1960s,

Bannister (1965) published a detailed analysis of tree-ring dates from

ruins in and around ("baeo Canyon, Nichols and Harlan (1967) presented
tree-ring data from sites on Mesa Verde

investigated by the Wetherill

Mesa Project, and Dean (1969) conducted a similar study of cliff dwellings in. Tscgi Canyon.

More recently, papers have dealt with tree-ring

information from Johnson Canyon (Harrill and Breternitz 1976), from the
Hopi pueblo of Walpi (Ahlstrom, Dean, and Robinson 1978), and from a
restudy of the Canyon Creek Ruin (Graves 1982>.

These focused tree-ring

studies are particularly useful because they tend to employ the full
array of concepts and prinCiples developed for use in the interpretation
of tree-ring data.
In

summation, Southwestern archaeology has at its disposal

(1)

thousands of tree-ring dates accompanied, in many instances, by detailed
contextual information,

(2)

an interpretive framework developed during

the last half century by archaeologists practiced in the cse of tree-
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ring data, and (3) many case studies, including a few that focus on

tree-ring data. The goal of the present study is to integrate these
three kinds of information through a comparative analysis of the avail-

able tree-ring data. Clearly, the research is an uutgrowth of a half
century of work conducted by dozens of sclx>lars.

It has a direct prece-

dent in Bannister's (196S) analysis of data from Chaco Canyon, which
applied a single interpretive scheme to a number of sites.

ibe present

analysis differs from Bannister's in ita wider scope, both spatial and

temporal, in its greater concern over the way in which particular concepts and principles are used in interpretation, and in the oomogeneity
of the tree-ring data base that it employs.
Scope and Qrganization of study

The study uses data from Anasazi sites that date from Basketmaker III to Pueblo V, or from about A.D. 475 to 1750, and from Mogollon
sites dating from Mogollon Periods 2 through 4, or from about A.D. 300

to

lOOO~

Basketmaker II sites were not included because few structures

with tree-ring dates have been described in detail in published reports.
Sites considered in the analysis are spread over a large area that

extends from the Colorado and Dolores Rivers on the north to just below
the MCXJollon Rim on the south, and from the Coconino Plateau on the west
to the Pecos River and Chupadero Mesa on the east.

The locations of

some of the more important sites, localities, and areas are shown in
Figure l.
The analysis does not include every structure and site in this

temporal and spatial range that has produced tree-ring dates.

Instead,
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Figure 1. IDeation of Major Sites, IDealities, and Areas Discussed in
Text.
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sites were selected or rejected on the basis of a number of criteria.
First, a judgment was made as to wbether the <lata from a site would be
useful for comparison.

For example, the King1s Banch Rlin CBannister,

Gell, and Hannah 1966:15), located north of Prescott, Arizona, was not
considered because there are no sites :in the vic:inity that can be studied along with it and becsuse the <lata it produced are :insufficient to

stand alone in comparison with data from more distant sites. other
ru:ins proved to have little comparative potential because they produced
data of uniformly poor quality. Por :instan::e, four sites :in the vicinity of COOlidge, New Mexico that were excavated by Gladw:in U94S) were

not included because not even a single construction event could be dared
with any confidence on the basis of the handful of available tree-ring
dates CBannister, Rlb:inson, and Warren 1970: 26-29).

A second criterion was the availability of a site description

that makes sense of the proveniences of dated tree-ring samples. For
most ruins included in the study, a published report provided much of

the necessary information4 The lack of such publications led to the
rejection of Arroyo Negro (Robinson, Hannah, and Harrill 1972: 27) and
Las Madres U!ob:inson, Harrill, and Warren 1973:50), both located in the

northern Rio Grande area. Because these and numerous other excluded
sites produced scores of dates, it is unfortunate that they could not be
used. Contextual data were also gleaned from Site files and related
documents in the Iaboratory of Tree-Ring Besearch, the Museum of Northem AJ:izona, the Laboratory of Anthropology of the Museum of New MexiCO,

and the Arizona State Museum.

Several individuals also generously
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provided information.

These sources made it possible to include a

number of sites that have not been described in print.

The existEnce of

unpublished information plses a difficulty for comparative stldies sllr.h

as this one. The use of archival data and manuscript reports can contribute greatly to the analysis, but the difficulty of obtaining this
information in the time available compels the omission of many sites.
A third test for inclusion in the sample hinges on the availability of independent chronological evidence that can be used to evalu-

ate tree-ring data.

For example, by themselves the dates from Gran

Quivira (Bayes 1981) are not of much interest to the present analysis.
They become informative, however, when considered in the light of inde-

pendent dating based on architecture and ceramics.
A

fourth criterion is the quantity of time required to analyze

the data from anyone site or group of sites.

Typically, in studying a

site, it proved necessary to compile and integrate information from
Tree-Ring Laboratory E;ite files and sample cards, a museum site file,
and a report, to extract temporal information from architectural and
ceramic evidence, to evaluate the chronological interpretations appearing in a report, and to determine how a site fits into local and regional chronologies.

There was simply not enough time to perform this kind

of analysis on all sites with suitable tree-ring data.

Therefore, a

judgment was made as to whether the information retuD'l from a site would
be worth the effort necessary to analyze it.

For example, both the

Museum of Northern Arizona and the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research
possess unpublished information relevant to the interpretation of 155
tree-ring dates from Wupatki <Robinson, Harrill, and Warren 1975:92-96).
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Examination of these data suggested that, even with considerable effort,

much uncertainty would remain in the interpretation of these dates.
Therefore, Wupatki does not appear in the analysis. For other sites,
the retuOl of information mjght bave been worth the effort, but the time

available for the study simply ran out.

TUzigoot lBannister, Gell, and

Hannah 1966:12-14> falls in this category.

A fifth test of whether a site should be considered depends on
the quality and coherence of local and regional chronologies. Colton
(1946) has provided ceramic dates for practically all sites in the

Flagstaff area that have produced tree-ring dates.

As a result, a

single chronological framework can be awlied to all sitss, including
those with both high and low quality tree-ring data.

In contrast, the

numerous excavated pithouses located along the Puerco River of the West

have never been classified according to a single scheme. This limits
what can be said about structures that produced only a few dates and
hence cannot be dated even approximately on the basis of tree-ring data

alone.
A final point to be made about the selection criteria is that
they were awlied differently to pitstructures, including pitbouses and

kivas, than to pueblo structures. That is, the analysis utilizes information from sites with dates from one or a couple of pitstructures, but

not from sitss where only a couple of pueblo rooms yielded dates.

This

is because single pitstructures are much more useful for comparison than
single pueblo rooms. First, they have more attributes that have proved

useful in the past.

These include shape, nature of ventilator complex,
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pattem of roof sugx>rt posts, and presence or absence of antechambers,

dividers, recesses, benches, and pilasters.

secood, a pitstructure is

often easier to date than the single room, at least on sites where the

structures have collapsed and been filled

m.

Pitstructures generally

contain more wood than rooms and hence tend to produce more dates.
Also, the dated samples in a room may come from the roofs of two or more

stories, C<Xlfusing the analysis. This problem rarely afflicts pithouses
and kivas. Third, in the case of ruins with both kivas and rooms, the

sample of elated kivas is typically better than the sample of elateel
rooms. This reflects the more frequent buming of kivas than rooms, the
bias of excavators toward the investigation of kivas, the better dating,
on the average, of kivas than rooms, and the much smaller number of

kivas than rooms on any given site. Finally, it is easier to conceive
of a pitstructure cos a discrete case for

p..1rp0se5

of comparison than it

is to think of a room in this way. For one thing, pitbouses and often
kivas are separated from other structures in space. This is not true of

one room in a pueblo.

Also, it could be argued that the activities

carried out in a pitbouse or kiva are more complete and self contained
than those performed in a room.

That is, rooms make interpretive sense

as parts of blocks or clusters that were inhabited by households or

other social Wlits.

CIlAPl'ER 2

Events that occurred in the past are not directly observable
today, but their products and consequences sometimes are. A dating
teclnique consists of a set of rules and procedures for analyzing evidence of this kind m order to deternUne the time of occurrence of past

events. It is of the nature of dating techniques that they provide a
limited range of information about a small II11IIiJer of past events, small

at any rate in comparison to the number of events one might like to
learn about.

To use a elating technique properly requires an understand-

ing of the kinds of information it does and does not provide.

Two

questions are particularly useful for evaluatmg any elatmg teclnique,
including tree-rmg elatjng.

First, what temporal mformation does it

convey, and secand, what events does it elate?
Tenporal Tnfopnatjon

In examining the kind of information about past time that a
elatmg technique provides, it is helpful to think of elatmg as a kind of

measurement. Dating, like other forms of measurement, consists of
assigning an entity, in this case an event, to a position or interval on

a scale of measure, specifically a scale of time. All forms of measurement divide the pbenomenon bejng measured mto bounded units; m elatmg
these units are mtervals of time.
20

Various elatmg teclniques available
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to the archaeologist make possible the differentiation of intervals
ranging in length from hundreds to fractions of years.

Although these

methods are crude compared to tb:>se etnployed by physicists to discrimi-

nate fractions of seconds, they share with these more sophisticated
teclmiques the characteristic of dividing time into intervals.

The

necessity of measuring time in chunks underlies the previous definition
of dating as the assignment of an event to an interval on a scale of
time. Dating teclmiques differ as to

(1)

the nature of the time scale

used, (2) the way in which an event is assigned to an interval on the
scale, and (3) the amount of time represented by the increments of the

scale and ;n terms of which an event is dated.

The interaction between

these three factors determines the level of temp:lral control provided by
a dating technique.

Time Scales
Archaeological dating primarily employs measurement scales of
two kinds, ordinal and interval.

The term ·ordinal scale" is used here

to be consistent with mathematical usage, though the common label in
archaeology is "relative scale." An ordinal scale consists of a sequence of events or time intervals.

Events dated with reference to an

ordinal scale "can be recognized as being earlier than, contemporaneous
with, or later than other events but the magnitude of the temporal
intervals separating events are unknown" (Dean 197 8a: 225).

Unlike the

increments of an ordinal scale, those of an interval scale are equally
spaced with respect to time. For this reason, the distance -

or aIDOWlt

of time -- separating two units on the scale can be derived by
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subtraction.

Interval. scales frequently used by archaeologists :Include

the Christian calendar and the scale of radiocarbon years (which consists of units that are -equal" with respect to the process of radio-

active ilecay but, as attesteil by publisheil calibration curvea, not with
respect to calenilar years).
lIssignnlmt
TIle seconiI important aspect of the temporal information conveyed

by a technique relates to the way in which an event is assignee to a

position on a scale of time.

There are three kinds of assignment:

similarityI statistical, and absolute. Assignment according to similarity consists of placing an event in the increment on a temporal scale to
which that event is most similar. Por example, archaeological phase
dating employs a scale consisting of increments defined in terms of
trait complexes. TIle ilerivation of a cate inYOlves assigning a site or
site component to the phase with which it shares either the largest
number of traits or, more commonly, the most "important· traits.

Typ-

ically, similarity measures rely on the strength of the researcher's
opinion, often backed up by a simple numerical or graphical comparison.
In statistical assignment, an estimate is made as to the prob-

ability that the event has been ilated oorrectly. That is, a statistioal
date indicates the probability that a stated interval brackets the
actual or true elate of an event (Glenther 1973:203-204, Buntsberger ana

Billingsley 1973:141-142, iblmas 1976:20ll. For example, a radiocarbcn
date of "500 ± 100 B.P." means that the chances are about two out of
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three (67%) that the interval from 400 to 600 B.P. includes the true
elate.

Absolute assigrunent places an event in a
interval on a temporal scale.

defirdt~,

circumscribed

In statistical terms, there is a prroa-

bility of 1.0 that the stated interval includes the true date of the

event.

the

Historians typically have access to absolute dates that indicate

y~ar,

day, and even hOUI when an event occurred. Of course, any

inference about the past may be incorrect, but in the case of absolute
dates the chances of error are small enough

to be ignOIea..

Resolution

Olality of temporal control is also a function of the length of
the intervals in terms of which events are dated.

That is to say,

temporal control is a function of resolution in dating.

Webster's

Dictionary (1966:1933) defines resolution as, among other things, "the

act, process, or capability or renoering distinguishable ••• events

occurring at nearly the same time." As applied to dating, resolution is
determined, first, by the size or duration of the W1i.tS comprising the
temporal scale. Decreasing the she of the units, that is, dividing a
quantity of time into soorter, more numerous increments, increases the
resolution of temporal measurement.

Thus the statement that an event

occurred on March 5 reflects a greater resolution in dating than. that it
occurred during the week of March 5.

second, resolution is a function

of whether an event is assigned to one increment on a scale of time or
to more than one increment. Since an event can be assigned to no less
than one increr ent on a scale, the resolution of a date can be no
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greater than the resolution of the scale to which it applies.

The

resolution of the date can be less than tbat: of the scale, however. For
example, assuming that one is dealing with a scale represented by a
calendar of days,. months, and years, then the date -March 5- is at the
resolution of the scale, whereas -the week of March 5- bas a resolution
that is less than that of the scale.
Resolution is closely related to the concepts of accuracy and
precision.

A recent _

in chemistry discusses tbese ooncepts as

follows:
'!bere is some degree of IlIlcertainty in every measurement, which

may come from either limitations of accuracy or limitations of
precision. • •• ~ involves a comparison of the average
result found for a measurement with that of a true or accepted
value. ~ on the other hand, involves comparison of a
series of measurem::lts, made in the same way, to one another.
We can always obtain an exact value for the precision on a given
set of measurements, but a true or accepted value must be known
in order for the accuracy to be determined. Otherwise the
accuracy can only be estimated (Lippincott, Meek, and Verboek
1974:442) •

Figure 2 abows tbe relationship between accuracy and precision for four
hypotbetical dating techniques.

Teclmiques 1 and 2 are equally precise,

and if the true value were unknown, the use of Technique 2 could result
in serious measurement error. Thus, simply because a technique consistently yields the same date, this does not guarantee that the date is
correct.

When a technique, like Technique 2, gives results that are

conSistently either greater or less than the true value, it is said to
be 'b!asm" (see also COwgill 1975:263-265 and MCCUen 1979).

Accuracy

and precision are related to resolution in the following ways.

First,

assessing either the accuracy or precision of a technique requires the
comparison of measurements to each other or to a true value.

These
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True
Value

Technique 1, high precision
high accuracy

Technique 2,

high precision
low accuracy

Tectmique 1,

low precision
high accuracy

Teclmique 1,

low precision
low accuracy

10

Figure 2. Precision and Accuracy as Displayed by Four Different Measurement Procedures (adapted from Lippincott, Meek I and
VerOOek 1974:442. Figure 35-1).
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comparisons must be made in terms of lD1its of measure, the size of which
depends on the resolution of the scale being used.

Second, the resolu-

tion of a date depends on its precision. As noted earlier, resolution
is the -act" of making distinctions; that is, it requires a decision as

to one's confidence that a stated interval includes an event's true
date.

The more imprecise the date, the longer the interval must be for

one to have confidence in it.

Conterrporaneity
The concept of resolution focuses attention on the temporal

differentiation of events, that is, on the ability to smw that events
occurred during different intervals of time.

The ooncept of contemIX>r-

aneity covers the opposite situation, when the goal is to demonstrate
that events occurred at the same time.

Two kinds of contemporaneity

that archaeologists deal with are classificatory and absolute contemp-

oraneity <Dean 1969:198, Wilcox 1972:14).

Classificatory conternfOrane-

ity awlies to events dated to the same interval e!i a temporal scale. A
tree-ring cutting date indicates the year during which a tree died.

If

two tree-ring samples produce cutting dates of A.D. 1250, then roth corne
from trees that died during that year.

Because they died during the

same interval, the two events of tree death are classificatorily contemporaneous.

This kind of contemporaneity relates to an important

aspect of resolution.

If one cannot resolve two events, if it is impos-

sible to distinguish them by their time of occurrence, then those events
exhibit classificatory contemporaneity (see Renfrew 1973: 249-250).

It

is important to note that two events dated to the same interval did not
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necessarily occur simultaneously.

Cl1e may have occurred at the begin-

ning of the interval and the other at the end. For example, the two
trees mentioned a moment ago may have died months apart.

They did,

b:>wever, die during the same interval, the growth year 1250. Figure 3a
shows some of the possible relationships between two events sharing

classificatory cootemporaneity.

Events A and B may have occurred (1) at

different times, (II> during overlapping intervals, or (III) during
coincident intervals. Given the temporal scale shown in the figure, it
is impossible to determine which relationship actually holds.

Nor is it

possible to compare the duration of events (IV). All that can be said
is that Events A and B both occurred during Interval 5.

Although events that are contemp:>raneous in the classificatory
sense may actually have occurred at cUfferent times, this fact may be of
little consequence.

If the beams in a structure'S roof produce cutting

dates of A.D. 1250, an archaeologist would be satisfied in most cases to
know the the events of tree death represented by those dates occurred. at
awroximately the same time. Often classificatory contemporaneity is
not adequate, and one needs to know that two events occurred at exactly
the same time.

Archaeologists frequently take the number of rooms in a

si te as an indicator of population size.

If only half the rooms were

occupied at anyone time, and if one knows only that the rooms exhibit
classificatory contem:fQraneity in that they date to the same phase, than
a population estimate based on room number would be seriously in error.
In

this

("..aBe

it would be necessary to know which rooms were contemporan-

eous in an absolute sense.
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a. CLASSIFICATORY CONTEMPORANEITY
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Figure 3. Classificatory and Absolute ConteIIJIX)raneity, with Respect to
the Relationship Between Two Events (A and B).
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Absolute contemporaneity refers to events that are simultaneous
in the sense that they occur during overlawing intervals of time.

events to overlap in time, the,Y must have duration.

For

The measurement of

duration on a scale of time requires that the beginning of an event be
dated to one increment on the scale and the end of the event to a later

increment.

Two dates are required because a single date indicates only

that an event took place during BOrne portion of an interval on a temp-

oral scale. '!he implications of this limitation were discussed above in
the context of classificatory contemporaneity. In essence, the measurement of duration requires that an event be divided into two or more
component dated events. The term "episode" is applied here to such a

group of linked, dated events.
Figure 3b shows some PJssiblE: relatlonshi:f6 between events that
are absolutely contemporaneous.

The beginning of Episode A is dated to

Interval 13 and tbe end to Interval 16. The same is true of Episode B.
The two episod.es are absolutely contemporaneous during Intervals 14 and

15.

They are also contemroraneous for tx>rtions of Intervals 13 and 1t::.

It is impossible to determine during what portion of Intervals 13 ana 16
the episoaes were contemporaneous, and for this reason situations V
through VII cannot be differentiated <Figure 3b). Strictly speaking,
one can say only that l:pisocles A and B were classificatorily contemporaneous during Intervals 13 and 16.

This is the case because the begin-

ning of EPisode A is an event dateCl to Interval 13, as is the beginning
of Episode B. And, as noted above, a single date shows only that an
event occurred sometime during an interval on a temporal scale.
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Tree-Iling Dating

How does tree-ring dating, or dendrochronology, fit into this

scheme? First, it should be noted that, except in circumstances discusseO below, in successfully dating a sample the dendrochronologist
determ~'es

the year of growth of every ring in the sample.

The archae-

ologist, however, is generally interested only in the date of the outer-

most ring, that is, the one that grew last. This date provides the best
estimate of when the tree that produced the sample died.

It was not

until after this event that the tree could be convertea into a wood
artifact for human use.

Therefore, throughout this study the expression

"tree-ring date" applies specifically to the date of a sample's outer
ring (Smiley, StuOOs, and Bannister 1953:8-9).

A tree-ring date has two

parts, a year in the Christian Calendar and one or more symbols that
bear on the date's usefulness in interpretation <Table 1).

The symlx>ls

can be divided into two groups, based on whether they pertain primarily

to the kind of temporal information provicled by a technique or to the
kind of events that it dates.
ana

i+)

SymOOls of the first group (inc, comp, +,

are discussed here, the others further
As

along~

noted, a dating technique can be evaluated with respect to

the nature of its time scale, to the way in which events are assigned
positions on the scale, ana to the resolution of the scale ana of the
dates of particular events.

The following is a very compact statement

of OOW tree-ring aating fits into this framework.
discussed in aetail in subsequent paragraphs.

The p:Jints raised are

Tree-ring dating employs

an interval scale, though in the case of Ciates accompanied by the symbol

Table 1. Explanation of Symbols used with Tree-Ring Dates. Cutting date symbols are in order of
decreasing confidence (Robinson, Harrill, and Warren 1975:6)1 see Bannister (1962:511) for
an alternative order.
~tt
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"comp" or "inc," a somewhat conplex one.

The dates are absolute, or as

Haury (1935:102) put it, "to express the cutting date of a log as 1100
AJ).

definitely places it; the quantity is unchanging; it is either

right or wrong." The exceptions are dates accompanied by
are not in fact absolute, and those with a

"++,. which

.+. symbol, which are abso-

lute only if interpreted properly. 'nle tree-ring time scale consists of
annual Wlits, except when a "romp" or "inc" is present.

'ttle resolution

of a tree-ring date is also annual, except when it is accompanied by a
"camp,· "inc,· .+," or .++.11'

In the absence of one or more of these

symbols, a tree-ring date is precise and accurate to the year.

That is,

any two competent dendrochronol03ists should agree on the date (precision) I and it is safe to conclude that the sample's last ring did in
fact grow during the year indicated (accuracy).
By convention, the tree-ring scale is interpreted as a sequence

of calendar years, though in the Southwest t.he tree-ring year actually
begins in the spring rather than on January 1 (Fritts, Smith, and Stokes

1965). The initiation of radial growth, that is, the production of an
annual growth increment or tree-ring, varies with species. For Douglasfir on Mesa Verde in southwestern Colorado, it begins in late April or
early May.

Thus, a tree-ring date of 1250 pertains to a "tree-ring

yearl: extending from about May 1 of 1250 to May 1 of 1251. Because of
this difference between tree-ring and calendar years, the use of the
latter introduces a potential error of four to five months to the interpretation of tree-ring dates.

'!his error is generally insignificant

because it is exceeded by error introduced at other points in the
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mteIpretation.

Nevertheless, it does provide an mitial iIJdication of

limite to the resolving power of tree-ring elates.

Dating BwdxiIs. -Inc· and .Copp" pat.u. Tree-rjng cutting dates
Cdiscussed below) are m general accompanied by :information that makes

it possible to resolve time m biannual unite.

This jnfonnation iIJdi-

cates whether the outer ring of the sample is incomplete (inc) or complete

(comp)

(Table

1).

If incomplete, the sample comes from a tree cut

during the growing season, and if complete, it comes from a tree cut
after the end of one growing season and before the beginning of the
next. Dates accompanied by this jnformation relate to a time scale that

consists of altem.ating growing and nongrowing seasons, arranged as
follows: 1250 (growing
season),

season),

1251 <nongrowing

unequal length.

1250 <nongrowing

season),

and so forth.

season),

1251 (growing

The two seasons are of

The growing season of Douglas-fir on Mesa Verde lasts

from late April or early May to sometime in June, or between one and two

manthe; the nongrowing season takes up the remaining 10 to 11 montba of
the year (Fritts, Smith, and stokes 1965).

thlike Douglas-fir r pinyon

on Mesa Verde bas a growing season three or more months in length that
begins in late May or early JUne and often laste into september (Jeffrey

S. Dean 1985). Because the growing and nongrowing seasons for anyone
species are of Wlequal length, the tree-ring scale conceived as a succession of biannual units is not, strictly speaking, an interval scale.
Because the

seasons are subdivisions of the regular tree-ring year, the

scale can be "oonverted" to an interval scale of annual units by simply
ignoring the ·comp" and winc" synDols.

Patjng S2JrhnJs.

"til

Dates.

Whereas the syrlx>ls "comp" and "inc"
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apply to intervals less than a year in length, a -+" or

-++- indicates

that a date pertains to an interval that is more than a year long. A

-+"

means that a sample's last ring cannot be dated with certainty

because it is not poss:lble to determine if one or more rings are missing
from near the end of the ring series (Table ll. In partiallar, the tree
may not have grown a ring during the last or next to last year before it

was cut, at least not in the portion of the tree represented by the
sanple examined by the dendrochronologist.

Because the

missing ring or

rings are not accounted for, the tree-ring date may be earlier than the

true date. Thus, .+ft dates are biased and, therefore, inaccurate estimators of the growth date of a sample's outermost ring.
bias is minimal.

Generally a

The amount of

.+. date is correct to within zero to

three years, and it is probably never off by more than five.

SO, rather

than providing either annual or biannual resolution, these dates OWly

to time increments that are between one and six years in length.

In

many inetances, additional data make it poss:lble to argue for an inter-

val only one or two years in length. Finally,

.+. dates are as precise

as other dates, because two dendrochrono1ogists working with a sample
should arrive at the same date.
Dat'ng S,wbols-

-++- Pates.

A n++_ indicates that the outer

rings of a sample cannot be dated (Table 1). Typically, the rings are
uniformly small, making it imposs:lble to recognize patterning in ring

widths or to identify particular rings as missing from the series.
Because of the possibility of missing rings, a

-++- date provides a

lower limit for the date of the sample's last ring.

That is, the outer
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ring grew in the year indicated or an unspecified number of years l.ater~
Thus, like

-+" dates, "++" dates are biased in the early

direction~

The

number of missing rings is related to at least two factors, the length
of the interval covered by the ring count and the number of critical
rings (those likely to be small or missing in the average specimen)
falling in that intervalw

If the oounted interval is 8OOrt, say no more

than ten or twenty years, it may be possible to guess '.:.hat only a few
rings are missing.

otherwise, there is no way of knowing, even approx-

imately, how many rings are absent from the sequence, and so
apply to intervals that are essentially open on one end.

.++"

dates

Like those

with a "+," dates with a "++" are probably as precise as other datesa

They may be extremely inaccurate, mwever, for tens of missing rings may
go unrecognized if the ring count is long.
In the

absence of evidence to the contrazy, tree-ring cates are

precise and accurate to the year.

Althougb this claim has not been

verified by means of a formal experiment or test, more than a half
century of dendrochronological research suggests that, for any given
date, it has an extremely high probability of being true.

For this

reason, it is assumed herein that all dates released by the Laboratory
of Tree-Ring Research are correct.

If a sample produced a cutting: date

(discussed below), and if it has been determined whether the last ring

is complete Dr incomplete, then the date is precise and accurate to the
season as well as to the year.

Dates accompanied by a

-+- tend to be

biased, though this bias can be corrected by realizing that the date
applies to an interval no more than five years in length. Dates with
w++n

are also biased, but in their case there are no criteria for
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determining the extent of the bias and correcting for it. Finally, a

"+11 or

w++w

can occur in association with a "comp" or "inc." In these

cases, the date indicates the season of the year when the last ring grew
but not the year when that event took place.
InfoUDation on Dated Egents

As just discussed, the first question to be asked about a dating

tecmique is, what sort of temporal information does it provide on past
events?

Th~

second question is, what events does it date. The dates

provided by any teclmique apply to a limited range and number of past
events.

Tree-ring dates, fOI example, apply to the annual incremental

growth of trees. As with the events dated by most other techniques,

these biological events are thernsel ves of little interest to the archaeologist.

'1lley become important as the basis for the indirect dating of

human behavioral events related in some way to tree growth.

Typically,

a date is applied first to a closely related activity, such as the
felling of a tree, and then to progressively more remote events, such as
the building of a house, the occupation of a site, the settling of a
region, and so forth.

The problem of identifying the biological event

being dated is discussed here. Issues relating to the application of
dates to events in human history are covered in a later section.
Tree-Ring Dating
PatioS SynboJgo CuttiDSl and ttmcytting Pates.

Dendrochronolo-

gists identify two kinds of tree-ring dates, cutting and noncutting.

A

sample is given a cutting date when there is evidence that the outer
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ring On the sample is the last ring grown by the tree before it died.

For this teason, and because trees could be felled a number of years
after they had died, the use of the term 'cutting' date is something of

a misnomer. It might be better to speak of -death- rather than ·cutting' dates, especially if the death is unrelated to human behavior.
i1le use of either term rests on a simple awlication of :indirect dating,

in that the date of one event, the growth of • ring, is being awlied to

another, the death of a tree or perhaps a tree limb. Table 1 gives the
sYl':!lols that

aooo~1

cutting dates.

Each symbol stands for a differ-

ent criterion for identifying cutting dates.

i1le table lists the cri-

teria in order of decreasing confidence, but for the purposes of this
study, they are treated as equally valid.
A

sample is given a noncutting date when definite evidence for a

cutting date is lacking and, as a consequence, there is no way of
knowing how many rings, if any, have been eroded from the sample's outer

surface. That is, the date applies to the growth of a ring that was
probably not the last one grown by the tree. Eecause of the probability

of ring loss, noncutting dates are biased estimates -

always in the

early direction -- of cutting or death dates. Noncutting dates are
acco~ied

by a 'w.'

Still to be considered iEi the

cat~ory

of .v" dates. As stated

in Table 1, a ·v· is assigned when, "In the abEience of direct evidence
of a true outside of a partial section, a subjective judgment is made
that the date is a cutting date.·

Based on hiEi experience in making

these judgments, Jeffrey S. Dean (1985) considers a .v" date to be just
another kind of cutting date.

b

present study considers 'v' dates to
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be nonclltting dates, but it takes as a working assumption that the
experienced dendrochronologist is often correct in identifying V dates
as being near or equal to cutting dates (Table 1).

In a large collec-

tion of these dates, some actually are cutting dates.

It should be

noted that this assumption applies to aggregate data, and there is no
way of knowing for sure whether a particular V date is a cutting date.
The meaning of symbols for cutting and noncutting dates is

affected by the presence of the symbols discussed earlier, those that
relate most directly to the kind of temporal information carried by a
tree-ring date.

A

"++. with one or more symbols of a cutting date

indicates that, although the last ring on the sample is the last ring
grown by the tree, the ring cannot be confiClently dated and the date is

not actually a cutting date.

In the case of a

"+" accompanying a

cutting date symbol, there is a cutting date, but with a resolution of
several years rather than one year.
combines
(3)

(1)

As noted earlier, a date that

one or more clltting date symbols, (2) a

"+" or "++," and

a "comp" or "inc" indicates the season, but not the year when death

occurred.

Finally, a

"++" used with a noncutting date indicates that an

unknown number of missing rings from a "++" sequence need to be added to
an unknown number of rings lost from the outside of the sample to arrive
at a cutting date.
Tree-Ring Dating

Eyents

in Human History

The primary objective of the theoretical tree-ring literature

has been to devise and perfect a framework of concepts and principles
that can guide archaeologists in the interpretation of tree-ring data.
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In the present context, a concept is a label that can be applied to
observations, or pieces of data, based on a decision as to what those
data have to tell us about the past.

A principle is a rule, derived

from experience, logic, or both, for drawing inferences about the past
on the basis of patterning in data.
'!he procedure of Indirect Dating
Dean (l97Ba) has devised a group of ooncepts to account for the

inferential steps used in indirect dating, which is the procedure of

applying a date to ever more remote events.

The scheme identifies

events of four kinds: dated, reference, target, and bridging events. An
event directly dated by a technique is a dated event,.

'!he dated event

of dendr-ochronology is the growth of a sample's outermost tree-ring.

A

reference event is the -:potentially datable event that is most closely
related to the phenomenon to which the date is to be applied"

U97Bb:228}.

In most archaeological applications, dendrochronology's

reference event is the growth of the final ring in the life of the tree
that produced a tree-ring sample.

In the case of cutting dates, the

dated and reference events are the same, but

~it.h

noncutting dates ring

loss may cause the dated event to precede the reference event by many
years.

When a date is applied to an occurrence other than the dated

event, that occurrence is known as a .t.a1:9.et ~. One example of a
common target event is room construction.

Bridging events are invoked

to aCCOWlt for the time separating dated, reference, and target events.
Bridging events that link a tree-ring cutting date to the target event

of room construction might include procurement of the dated beam, use of
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the beam in an earlier structure, and salvaging of the beam for reuse in
the structure being dated.

R":'!l.1 construction might be considered a

target event at one level of analysis and a bridging event at another
level. It would be a bridging event if, for example, the target event
were the occupation of the site where the room was located. Indirect

dating proceeds in just this manner by applying a date to events that
are progressively more removed from the actual dated event.

Dean's

classification has the virtue of linking a series of directly and indirectly dated events and of providing a framework for discussing the
intervals of time separating those events.
Table 2 lists a number of bI idging and target events that are
relevant to the interpretation of tree-ring dates. The events listed
are quite diverse, and several classifications exist that help make
sense of this diversity.

Bannister and Smiley (1955:189) differentiate

construction and nonconstruction events.

Construction events relate to

the erection and repair of buildings, whereas nonconstruction events
have to do mostly with the deposition of refuse, collection of firewood,
and use of firepits.

As Bannister and Smiley note, most tree-ring dates

come from roof timbers and other components of buildings, and for this
reason, construction events can be dated far more readily than nonconstruction events.
was proposed by

A second classification of target and bridging events
Dean

Q97I3b:147).

It distinguishes events in the his-

tory of concrete observable units, like pithouses and pueblos, from
events relating to analytical abstractions, such as pottery types and
archaeological phases.

A third classification of events appears in
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Table 2.

Btidging and Target Events Commonly Identified and Dated by

Means of Tree-Ring Data.
~

the Ristoty pf·

a construction beam

EyeotIfbisode

procuretent
seasoning
stockpiling
initial use

reuse
a structure

wall construction

roof construction
conplete construction
repair/rar.odeling
abandonIrent

occupation (construction to abandorment)
destruction
a piece of firewood

procurement

use
a firepit

use

de facto refuse

abandOlJllel1t

IraTlufacture, use, and discard of
artifacts incorpJrated in refuse

site building activity

initial activity

accelerated activity
norml activity
diminished activity
final activity

site occupation

initial settlerr.:mt
growth

stasis
decline
abandOlJllel1t

total occupation (from initial settlement
to abandorurentl

reoccupation
other phenoIrena

construction and use of a structure type
manufacture and use of a ceramic type or
group
an archaeological phase
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Table 2.

It groups events according to levels of analysis that are

familiar to the archaeologist, such as the artifact (or beam), the

structure, or the site.
The

step; in Indi rect

pating.

A final scheme classifies events

witll refereD:e to steps in the procedure of indirect dating.

Figure 4

illustrates this approach, which is basically an awlicaUon and elaboration of Oean l s system of dated, reference, target, and bridging
events.

As noted previously, each inferential step in the awlication

of tree-ring dates requires justification, and each step has its own
pitfalls.

A procedural flow chart like that in Figure 4 provides a

framework for identifying potential difficulties in i..'1terpretation. The
following discussion of problems in interpretation is keyed to the

numbered steps in the figure.

1. In the case of cutting dates, the dated and reference events
are the same.

That is, the outermost ring on the sample is also the

last ring grown by the tree that produced the dated wood artifact.
2.

For noncutting dates, the dated event precedes the reference

event by an unknown number of years.

The difference results from the

removal of rings from the outside of the sample that gave the date.
Ring loss can result from shaping of a beam before use or from erosion

before, during, or after use.
3.

Because

most beams were produced from trees harvested while

still alive, a beam 1s procurement date is usually the same as the date

of the last ring grown by the tree. Thus, a cutting date can be interpreted as a procurement date. This is not always the case because dead

Taraet Events

Dated Eyen.t

Growth of
outer ring
of sample

a.

date
b.

111----

I

CUtt~> Growth of IBSt2.-) Beam _4_> Roof

_5_> Building _8_> Site _11_> Site
procurement construction construction [:ilding occupation
activity

ring before
death

2
Noncuttingdate

(a)

15

U

Initial-) Initial

9

settlement

(b)Nomall~) Stasis/
accelerated!
diminished

growth!
decline

(c)Final~>

l\bandonment

. Lo

'------>Building repair/remodeling

FirE!'«lOd

procurrt

16

T

> Hearth

17

> Building

abanT~t
18

Figure 4.

A Chart Summarizing Steps in Indirect Dating as Applied to Tree-Ring Data.
inferential steps are discussed in the text.

Numbered

:t:
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wood was sometimes used in construction.

estimators -

Noncutting dates are biased

always in the early direction -

of procurement dates, and

the amount of bias is increased if the dated beam was produced from a
dead tree.
4-5.

In studying beam procurement, the individual wood artifact

is the primary unit of e.'1.alysis, but the situation changes in moving to

the next level of inference. In dating the construction, repair, or
remodeling of a building, interpretation focuses on the structure. This
means that interpretation can rely on nUlllbers of tree-ring dates grouped
according to structure.

Figllre 4 distinguishes between the oonstruction

of an entire building, including the roof, and construction of the roof

alone.

This distinction is not relevant to the dating of most pit-

rouses, in which the roof is actually a superstructure that incorporates
much or most of the building's walls.

It is potentially important in

buildings like masonry pleblos where a roof could be entirely rebuilt
without the rest of the structure being significantly affected. In some
cases door lintels or intramural logs produce dates, which means that
the walls rather than the roof are being used to date the building as a
woole.
Three bridging events can intervene between beam procurement and

the construction of a roof or building.

and stockpiling of timbers.

These are the reuse, seasoning,

Reuse is the most important of the three,

because it was a common occurrence and can lead to consiaerable error in
the elating of construction events. Two factors, the longevity of wooden
beams in an arid climate and the tjiscontinuous distribution of wood

resources in the Southwest, account for the prevalence of reuse.
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Considerable error in interpretation can result if, for instance, a beam

were procured, used initially in a structure that stood for a number of
years, then reused in t.he building that produced the dated samples.
Also, a beam could go through the cycle of use and reuse a number of
times before entering the archaeological record.
After being cut, beams could be seasoned by allowing them to dry

out for some months. If so, oonstruction might not have occurred in the
same year as procurement, as is commonly assumed. Thus, although the
cutting of trees often can be dated to the year or even the season, it

may not always be possible to date construction events so exactly.

The

degree of interpretive error is likely to be minor, probably amounting
to no more than a year or two in most cases.
In general, stockpiling is the practice of saving newly procured

beams for use at a later date.

In the short term, it is essentially

indistinguishaLle from seasoning.
could be more or less formal.
tunistic harvesting of trees -

An

Stockpiling of construction wood

informal practice would be the oWOr-

perhaps a few a year -

in anticipation

of future construction, whether actually planned or not. Also, beams
left over from one project might be saved to meet future needs.
formal sort of stockpiling occurred as well.

A more

Cases exist in which

social groups are believed to have procured numbers of beams for use,
some years down the line, in major construction efforts.
6. The events of reuse, seasoning, and stockpiling could also
intervene between the procurement of a beam and its use in the repair or
remodeling of a structure.

In aodition, it is worth noting that
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p"rtions of a roof could be repaired while the rest was left intact.
Thus,

tb~

tree-ring dates from a roof can apply to more than one con-

struction event.

7-8. Archaeologists use tree-rmg dates not only to place iniIividual structures in time, but to make inferences about construction
activity at a site during particular time intervals. There are two ways
of studying site construction history with tree-ring data..

First, one

can infer a building sequence on the basis of tree-ring dated oonstruction events, in association with architectural and other evidence.
Second, beam procurement dates can be used, independently of dated
construction events, as an index of building activity at a site. In
either case, the main pitfalls to interpretation relate to the representativeness of the available data. For example, it would be impos-

sible to date the initial construction at a site by the building
sequence awroach if the structures built first were dismantled later in
the occupation.

tbder these circumstances, beam procurement dates might

provide a better _imate of when construction began, but only if beams
from the dismantled structures were reused in later buildings. Procure-

ment dates might be misleading if beams used in initial construction
were salvaged from another site. '!'his coold be particularly trow.."lesome

if, in moving ftom one site to another located nearby, the members of a
community brought a large number of reusable timbers with them. A
representative sample of dated procurement and construction events is
also needed to distinguish periods of accelerated or diminished construction from intervals characteri-

j

by levels of activity required

for the maintenance of worn out or damaged buildmgs.
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9-10. Dated repair and remodeling ......ts can contribute to an
understanding of sit&-wide building activity, particularly with respect
to final construction.

one would expect the repair of buildings to

continue and even increase after the ccnatructioo of new buildings had
slowed or ceased.
11-14. Archaeclogists of_ use information en building activ-

ity to study other aspects of a site's occupation history.

Por

_le,

a date determined for the initial ccnatruction at a site slx>uld serve as

a good estimate of when site occupation began. Also, inferences concerning levels of building activity may provide information on the
grcwth and decline of a community, measured beth in terlN! of its pbys-

ieal

~t

and its population size.

ing, however.

This information can be mislead-

Accelerated construction may reflect changes in preferred

architectural style rather than change in community size. Diminished
coostruction activity may b. due to retrenchment in response to economic
or other factors, rather than to a decrease in population. Last, the

date of final construction may be a poor estimate of when a site was
abandoned.
15-18. A llW1tler of problems beset the interpretation of treering dates from firewood.

Two factors, the common Ude of dead wood and

the intentiooal burning of firewood, combine to produce a preponderance

of nor,cutting dates. Weathering l!'Iay have removed many rings from a
piece of dead wood before it was ex.

•.". ':ed for use as fuel, and the act

of burning the wood is likely to have caused the loss of many more
rings. As a result, many years may separate the reference event of
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terminal ring growth from the events of firewood procurement and use.
If beams salvaged from an old structure were used for firewood, then a
procurement date might precede the use date by many decades.

Conceiv-

ably, the archaeologist could employ a combination of construction and
firewood oates to det ~rmine the uselife of individual structures.

As

the preceding comments show, there are several reasons why tree-ring
dates from firewood may not provide good dates for the last use of the
hearth that produced the tree-ring samples.

Also, individual str..lctures

rarely yield useful dates both from the roof or other structural comp:ments and from firepits. Firewood dates have a greater potential when
applied to site occupation, for it is to be expected that, from time to

time, these dates will fall later than final construction dates.

In

these situations, firewood can provide a later and, presumably more
accurate, estimate of site abandonment date.
Figure 4 does not smw the steps in dating all important target

events.

Not shown, for example, is the deposition of refuse, which can

be dated with reference to construction events or by means of dates from

samples incorporated in the refuse. As a conceptual scheme, it shows
where particular problems, such as unsuspected bridging events, may
confuse the analysis, but it does not help in determining which oonfusing factors are relevant to the interpretation of particular sets of
data.

'!'he scheme shows

row

dates are extended from one event to anoth-

er, but it does not indicate how events are dated in the first place.
'lb

accomplish these goals, a different body of concepts and principles

is required.
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Relating Tree-Iting Dates to Past Events
F,our things must be considered in determining the relationship

between a tree-ring date and a past event: the tree-ring sample, the
date derived from that sample, the physical evidence of a past event

observed by the archaeologist, and a past event whose OCCurrence is
:inferred by the archaeologist.
EygJt

ways.

Identification. Events can be ic1entified in two major

SOmetimes the fact that an event occurred can be inferred solely

on the basis of tree-ring data, particularly tree-ring dates. As we
shall see, a tight clustering of dates from a structure may indicate
that an event has taken place, specifically the event of roof construc-

tion. Second, archaeological remains allow the identification of innumerable events that are unaccompanied by tree-ring data of any kind.

For

example, the presence of burned roof fall in a collapsed building can
provide convincing evidence that a roof was at some time built. A third
situation occurs when tree-ring data and associated archaeological remains provide evidence of past events, and tile problem is one of determining if these events are the same. Often, as when samples from burned
roof fall produce a convincing date cluster, it is oovious that they do.
Q1

the other hand, dating the target event of remodeling or repair: can

present much greater difficulties. As discussed below, a single late
tree-ring date following by a few years a presuIlleO. construction date is
generally interpreted as pertaining to the remodeling
structure.

o~

:cepair of a

Sometimes, the structure in question also yields architec-

tural evidence of modification.

Although it i(1 reasonable to conclude

that the two events are the same, it is important to consider the
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evidence supporting this inference.

The best case occurs when the

repair date comes from a beam identified as a repair piece on the basis
of architectural data.

This rarely haH;:ens, and typically there is no

direct physical link between the two events. The point is not that such
evioence must be available for interpretation to proceed, but that the
inference is stronger if it is.
Samn]e Context. For present purposes, the term "context" is
taken to cover three aspects of a tree-ring sample's position in both
tbe past and the present.

Context can be thought of

(1)

as the func-

tion, at the time of use, of the beam {or other artifact> from which the
sample came, (2) as sample location, or provenience, at the time of
collection, and

(3)

as a series of formation processes that brought. the

sample to that location.

The notion of function was touched on earlier

when a distinction was made between construction and nonconstruction
events.

Because parts of a structure, including p:>rtions of its walls

and roof, may have been built or remodeled at different times, determining beam function is particularly important to the identification of
potentially datable target events. Among the most useful functional
categories are the primary roof beam, secoodary roof beam, roof support
post, door lintel, and intramural log.
Problems re.1ating to the understanding of sample provenience and
formation processes are not peculiar to the interpretation of tree-ring
samples and are, in fact, best considered in the broader setting of
general archaeological method and theory. For this reason, they are
only touched on here.

Of special note are two situations in which
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sample provenience and formation processes can confuse the identification of artifact function. First, it sometimes happens that a sample

labeled as a SUftlOrt post actually came from a tini:>er found lying horizontally nea.I.-.t.Q a posthole rather than extending vertically from it.
In a case like this, the flUlctiOnal inference may be incorrect.

Second,

in the case of burned structures, it can be difficult to tell whether
charcoal samples are the remains of firewood or simply pieces of beams

that fell into the hearth when the roof collapsed.
Bannister's FtatJ'W)rk.

A conceptual framework developed by

Bannister (1962) categorizes the errors that can occur when tree-ring

dates are applied to past events.
two variables.

The framework (Table 3a) incorporates

First, it specifies the association between two objects,

an "archaeological manifestation," such as a pithouse, and a dated treering sample.

The association may be "Direct,· as when a date from a

roof beam is awlied to the construction of a building, or "Not Direct,"

as when a date from a hearth is applied to the same event.

second, the

framework considers the relation between the archaeological manifestation and the sample's tree-ring date.

Because the framework focuses on

interpretive error, it includes only two possibilities: Either the date
is "Early" for the manifestation being dated or it is "Late." By combining these variables, the framework identifies four kinds of error in
interpretation (Table 3a, c).
A revision appears in Table 3b that makes two changes in

Bannister's scheme.
ring date and a

First, it deals whith the relation between a tree-

1amet-~

in the history of the manifestation rather

than the manifestation itself.

This is in keeping with the observation
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Table 3.

Bannister's (1962) Scheme for Relating Tree-Ring Dates,
Dated Samples, and Archaeological Manifestations. A, the
original scheme; B, a revised version of the schemeJ C, examples of dating posswilities oovered by tbe scheme.

Relation of

A.

Tree-lUng Date to

Associatioo of Dated sample and

Arcbaeo1O!JicaJ Manifestation

Archaeological Mmlifestation

B. Relation of Tree-Ring Date to
Target Event in fIistory of
ArchaeoJroicaJ Manifestatjon

pirect

B?t Direct

Type 1 Error

Type 2 Error

Type 3 Error

Type 4 Error

Association of Dated Sarrple and
Archaeological Manjfestatign
Direct

Type 1 Error
Type 3 Error
pate Correct

Type 5 Accuracy

tbt

pirect

Type 2 Error
Type

4 Error

Type 6 I\Ccuracy

C. EXarrq;>les of the six dating p:)ssibilitiesr 1-4 from Bannister (1962).
Type 1 - using dates from reused beams to date construction of a

building.
Type 2 - applying the construction date of a room occupied for many
years to the room's contents, that is, to de facto refuse.
Type 3 - using dates from repair timbers to date construction of a

building.

dates from the firepit of a room occupied for many
years to the room's construction.

Type 4 - applying

Type

5 - using dates from newly prOClJred beams to date construction
of a building.

Type 6 - aw1ying the construction date of a room occupied for just a

few years to the room's contents, that is, to de facto
refuse.
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that we date events and i".ct Uunga.

second, the revision entertains the

possibility that the tree-ring date is "Correct."

states -

This results :in six

four kinds of error and two situations in which the interpre-

tation, which is to say the date inferred for the target event, is

correct.
Interpreting Tree-Ring Dates
To this point, little bas been said about how tree-ring dates

are actually used to date past events. Most situations requiring the
interpretation of dates partain to one of three levels of analysis - the

single beam, the single structure, or an aggregate of structures comprising all or part of a site - and to one of two general categories of
events - beam procurement or the construction of buildings.

By conbill··

ing the factors of analytic level and event category, one can identify

five cornmon dating situations:
1. beam analysiS 2.

beam procurerrent

structure analysis -

3. structure analysis -

An

beam procurarent
building construction

4.

site analysis -

beam procurerent

5.

site analysis -

construction

additional category applies to the interpretation of dates from

firewood:
6.

firewood and hearth analysis -- firewood procurement and
hearth utilization

Each situation gives rise to particular interpretive problems, and a
different set of interpretive techniques and principles is ar:propriate
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for dealing with each situation.

The situations and techniques are

discussed below.
Beam Analysis - Beam Procurenalt

The dating of individual wood collecting events has already been

discussed.

To reiterate, a noncutting date is earlier than a procure-

ment date by an unknown number of years.

A cutting date equals a

procurement date, but only if the beam or other wood artifact was cut
from a still living tree.

Robinson (1967) argues that from the time

around A.D. 600 when stone axes became available on the Colorado Plateau, most trees were felled when alive. This conclusion is based on
the observation that stone axes are better suited to the cutting of live
wood than dead wood (Haury 1935:103).

The use of dead trees for build-

ing materials may have been oommon before the introduction of the stone

axe (O'Bryan 1949).

Even after this event, deadwood was used when

available and suitecl to the task at hand.

Positively identifying an

individual piece of dead wood is problematic. Several attributes may
suggest that a beam was cut from a dead tree, but in most cases one or
more other explanations are equally possible.

For example, beetle

galleries and other signs of insect damage may indicate that a tree had
died before it was harvested. Alternatively, these scars may

~rtain

to

insect activity that took place after cutting, either before the timber
was debarked and otherwise prepared for use (Graham 1965:172-173) or, if
the log was not debar;ked, after it was incorporated in a roof.

similar-

ly, an extremely early date from a structure may result from the use of
deadwood, or it may simply indicate the reuse of a verr old beam. One
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reasonably gcxx1 indicator of deadwood is the presence of root flare at a
timber's basal end. Root flare, the expansion of the trunk. where it

jOins the root system. is particularly marked in some juniper and pinyon
trees. After a tree has died, root decay can proceed to the point where
the trunk, including the flaring portion at its base, can be quite

easily blown or

pJShed

over.

Characteristics of a tree's growth pattern may also indicate
that harvesting occurred after death. As noted previously, the -++-

s}'II'lx>l accompanying a tree-ring date means that the sample's outer rings

are highly compressed and cannot, therefore, be dated accurately to the
year.

Essentially, the rings are so uniformly nar_ow, each being only a

few cells in width, that variations in ring width of the magnitude

required for tree-ring dating are not present. Douglass (l935:47-48)
noted this growth pattern in beams from Wupatki Pueblo and suggested
that it might mean that the trees had died of starvation prior to being
cut.

Be thought that death may have been due to the erosion of soil

from around the base of the tree. Stallings U937:58) commented on a
similar growth pattern in samples from Riana Ruin..

He

mentioned several

possible causes of series of compressed rings: -insect pests, burrowing
and browsing animals, fire, winter-killing, soil denudation and local

erosion, advanCing age coupled with considerations of the habitat, or
the alteration of physiologic or eoologic conditions by other agencies"
(1937:58).

Stallings did not suggest that the trees had died before

being cut. It would appear, then, that -++- dates apply to trees that
were experiencing stress and that may have been dying.

Whether death
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had occurred prior to harvesting is another matter.

'!'he best evidence

that it had is provided by cases, like Riana Ruin (Chapter 7), in which

several ti.JIbers have -+t" dates, all of which precede known or suspected

construction dates by anywhere from a few to many years.

It must be

noted that, even in these instances, the earliness of the -++" dates may
be due to missing rings or, if the dates are noncutting, to the loss of

outer rings through erosion. As Stallings (1937:58) noted years ago,
this matter of compressed terminal rings requires further study.

use of dead wood can result in substantial interpretive error.

The

In 1960,

Hobler and Hobler (1978:38) sampled standing and recently fallen dead

trees in the White canyon area of southeastern utah.

Four of the trees

gave dates of 1716+<1>, 1797vv, 1849_, and 1850_.

It is worth noting

that three of the four are

-++" dates.

structure Analysis - Beam Procuranent and Building COnstruction
Several principles underlie the interpretation of tree-ring
dates from particular structures.

These prinCiples have never been

identified as such, nor have they been presented in a single list.

They

are as follows:
1.

Date clusters provide evidence of construction dates; "Say

that six :&'\ajor logs supporting a roof give, in each case, the same bark
date of 1300.

Little leeway is possible here in interpretation, for the

oods overwhelmingly favor
(Haury 1935:104).

that date as the time of construction • ••-

That is, date clusters come from beams that were

newly procured for use in construction.

Perhaps because this principle

is so basic to the interpretation of tree-ring dates, it is rarely
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stated explicitly.

Nevertheless, adherence to this principle is implic-

it in most discussions of tree-ring dating as applied to archaeology
(Bannister and Smiley 1955:191; Bannister 1962:510; Dean 19711:>:149).

2. Construction generally occurred soen after procurement of
the beams (Dean 1978b:148). Haury (1935:104) allows a year or two for

seasoning between the cutting of a beam and its use in construction.
3. Clusters of noncutting dates can provide evidence of construction .and procurement dates:
The uncertainty of noncutting dates can be offset by the clustering of many such dates. The probability that weathering,
burning, or shaping of a number of beams could remove exactly

the right number of rings to cause the beams to date within a
few years of one another is loW. Therefore, a tight grouping of
noncutting dates can be confidently applied to the associatea
material Q)ean 1978b:148; see also Smiley, stubbs, and Bannister
1953:10; Bannister and Smiley 1955:192; Bannister 1962:512).
4. Dates recognized as anomalous with respect

to

a presumed

construction date come from beams that were eroded, reused, stockpiled,
or used in the repair of a structure. Dates from repair beams follow
the construction date; dates from the other categories of beam precede

it.

The construction date is usually, though not always, inferred from

a date cluster, meaning that some dates from a structure are defined as
anomalous in relation to other dates.

This is one of the most

frequently quoted of the principles (Haury 1935:104-105; Smiley 1951:8;
Bannister and Smiley 1955:190-191; Bannister 1962:510; Dean 19711:>:149).

5.

In the absence of a date Cluster, the latest date from a

structure may provide the best estimate ")f when construction occurred
ffidury 1935:105).

The structure was probably LI1 use as late as or later

than the latest date (compare Dean 1978b:148).

In general,
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interpretations not based on date clusters should be considered suspect,
because reliable criteria are not available for recognizing anomalous

dates.
Two considerations affect the use of the prinCiples in interpreting tree-ring dates.

First, although an interpretation based on one

or more principles is likely to be correct, important exceptions do
occur. For example, date clusters are sometimes produced by reused

beams, and at times beams were stockpiled for more than a year or two
before being used in construction.

second, for trose principles based

on the recognition of date clusters, the more oonvincing md unambiguous
the clustering of dates, the greater the likelib'xxl of a correct inter-

pretation.

Decisions as to the presence or absence of clusters, the

strength of clusters, ana the identification of dates that are anomalous
with respect to clusters depend on the analysis of the date distributions.

That is, they require the analysis of groups of tree-ring dates

that come from particular structures or, more properly, that are deemed

awlicable to the dating of particular target events.
Describing Date Distrjbptions •

Several descriptive techniques

have been devised to assist in the discovery of patterning in tree-ring
date distributions.

The roster includes verbal, graphical, and

numerical techniques. Verbal description consists, first, of characterizing the dates that form all or part of a distribution as either
clustered or scattered. A date cluster consists of three or more dates
falling in a brief time interval. The strength of a cluster, that is,
its adequacy in providing a convincing date for a target event, is a
function of five variables.

The first is the number of dates that make
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up the cIuster.

ibe second vadable relal:es to the length of the .Inter-

val involved. A tight cluster might be said to cover a pedod of five

years or less, a loose cluster one of more than five years. Third, a
cluster's strength depends on the relative number of noncutting, ·v?
and cutting dates.

A fourth consideration is the relative strength of

two or more clusters in the same date distrlllution.
a function of the extent to which a cluster
tion described in detail below.

~e

Fifth, strength is

awroaches

an ideal situa-

analyses appearing in Chapters 3

through 8 assign many clusters to one of three classes, labeled weak
cluster,· ..date cluster," and ·strong cluster.- Although it is hard to
be specific and even barder to be consistent, weak clusters tend to
include three to nine dates, silrple date clusters four to 10 dates, and
strong clusters 10 or more dates.

ibe distinction between a weak clus-

ter and a Simple cluster rests less on the number of dates than on the
other three variables.
"lb carry this discussion of verbal and other descriptive tech-

niques further requires the use of an actual date distribution. The
example comes from Pithouse B at Site 1 (1938) in the Ack.men group of
sites in southwestern Colorado (Martin 1939; Robinson and Barrill
1974.13).

Figure 5 employs the tree-ring dates from pithouse B to

illustrate several graphical and numerical techniques for revealing
patterning in date distributions. Figure Sa shows the simplest format,

a listing of dates. The list is interpretive in that the dates appear
in temporal order.

Also, among dates falling in a given year, nancut-

tin9 dates come first, then cutting dates.

The ordering of dates
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w

760VV
825w
827w
827w
833w
838w
839vv
839Hr
84lw
844w
85lvv
852vv
852vv
852....r
854w
8SSr inc
855r COnp
855r conp
856w
857vv
857vv
858w
85Bv
858r conp

(B)

8SSe conp

8S8rB conp

858rB conp
859vv
869r
869r conp
869rB conp
869rB conp
(C)

760

780

800

(0)

77
76 0
78 1

79

80
81

820

840

860

DECADES

OJartiJe Ranges

llit
All Dates
Excluding Dates
in the 8606

2rul

J.nl.

Jt.h

8114311

79

15

825 7 7
83 3 8 9
84 1 4
85 1 2 2 2 4 .u,!il;;!il;;!il;;6 7 7 8 8 J&J&J&J&9
86 J! !!lL",'~
Figure 5.

Techniques for Presenting Tree-Ring Dates, Applied to
PithoUse B at Site 1 (1938) of the Ackmen Group of Sites: (A)
date list; (B) bar graph (filled bars - cutting dates, open
bars - noncutting dates); (e) stem-and-leaf diagram; (D)
quartile ranges (see text for explanation).
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follows from the assumption that, die to beam reuse and sa!1ple erosion,

the latest dates from a structure more often than not come closest to
the true date of a target event:. TIle date distril:ution

m Figure

Sa in-

cludes a scatter of noncutting dates from 760 to about 844 and a strong

cluster of cutting and noncutting dates from 855 to 859. There is a
secald cluster, coosisting solely of cutting dates, at 869. Because it

falls in a single year, this latter cluster is tighter than the one in
the 850s.

on the other hand, the cluster

m

the 850s is much the

stronger of the two because it includes many more dates and is relatively tight, thou9h not as tight as the 860s cluster.

Figure 5b is a bar grapb that groups the dates from pithouse B
by decade and according to whether they are cutting

Or

noncutting_ A

bar graph effectively depicts the shape of a date distribution, but
unless the horizontal axis is divided into single years, the actual

tree-ring dates cannot be derived from it. Thus, Figure 5b does not
Uld1cate that the cluster

m the

8S0s is concentrated

m the

latter half

of the decade. Also, it is not possible to determine the temporal
relationship between cutting and nancutting dates withm decades. Figure Sa presents the dates in what is known as a ·stem-arui-leaf' diagram
Qlartwig and Dearing 1979.16-19).
parts.

!!he diagram divides a date mto two

All digits bIt the last appear

,Jertical line.

m

the column to the left of the

This column, which forms the -stemW of the diagram, can

be read as a sequence of decades. The last digit of a date appears to
the right of the vertical line. The last digits of a group of dates
falling in a particular decade form one of the leaves of the diagram.
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As

we shall see, this form of presentation is especially we11-suited

to

the comparison of dates from differe.nt structures.
The Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research's Quadrangle Reports, as
well as a few other p,lblications <Bannister 1965:200; Anyon, Gilman, and

LeBlanc 1981:221) summarize dates by another graphic technique that
employs a horizontal line to depict the date range at a site, with
highlighted segments of the line corresponding to significant date

concentrations.

The date concentrations are identified

00

the basis of

subjective criteria that are not described, and thus, the graphs are not
strictly replicable.

For that reason, this technique of presentation is

not used here.
A purely numerical technique for

describir~

.;:, date distribution

appears in Figure Sd. It is based on rank order statistics, specifically on the four quartile ranges that are part of a distribution
(Hartwig and Dearing 1979:21-23).

To find the quartile ranges, one

first determines the "lower hinge,· median, and "upper hinge" of the
distribution.

The lower hinge is the lX>int below which lie one-quarter

of the dates and above which lie three quarters of the dates, the median
is the point below which lie one-half of the dates and above which lie
the other half, and the upper hinge is the point below which lie three-

quarters and above which lie one-quarter of the dates.
lX>ints divide the distribution into foor quartiles.

These three

The first quartile

range is the numerical distance from the earliest date to the lower
hinge, the second quartile range is the distance from the lower hinge to
the median, and so forth. The sum of the four quartile ranges equals
the date range of the distribution as a woole.

cuartile ranges provide
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a fairly objective means for comparing the sbape and spread of elate distributions.
lln Interpret!1/!! Medel.

A useful II[lprOBCh to the interpretation

of date distributions is to view them in relation to an ideal case.
This ideal goes as follows, (1) A structure is roofed with newly procured tiIlt>ers that are cut in the same year,

(2)

the archaeologist who

eventually investigates the stIUCture recovers a tree-ring

saDq?le

from

each tiIlt>er, and (3) the dendrochrono1ogist who studies the collection

derives tbe same cutting date from each sample. Under these circumstances, one might say that the structure has produced a perfect date
cluster, or that it bas a tree-ring date distribution thet is essential-

ly devoid of shape. There would be little reason to doubt that the
roof, if not the entire structure, was built within a year or two of the
date indicated by the cluster.
l\Ctual dating situations never achieve this ideal.

Rarely, if

ever, can the archaeologist state tlith confidence that every tiIlt>er that
was incorporated in a structure bas been recovered and dated. For those
samples that do elate, the factors of sample erosion, deadwcod procure-

ment, the reuse and stockpiling of timbers, and the remodeling and
repair of buildings practically guarantee that all dates will not be in

the same year and that all dates will not be cutting dates. This is
especially so for date distributions that include numerous dates and
that are, therefore, less likely than small distributions to be serious-

ly affected by sampling error.

In the light of these sources of ccnfusion, the striking thing

6S

is the degree to which actual date distributions approach the ideal.
Many distributions have a distmctive shape characterized by a
the right end -

spoken of Ilere as a terminal date cluster -

~

at

and by a

left tail that falls away more or less gracmally toward the early end of
the time scale (Figure 6) (Bannister 1962.512).

~

terminal cluster

represents an 8(:pIOximation to the ideal; that is, it results from the

use of new and recently procured beams in construction of the roof or
other structure that produced the samplea. At least two other mterpre-

tat ions of this cluster can also be proposed. First, all of the dates
oould come from reused beams that were salvaged from older structures.

This would require one of two somewhat unlikely occurrences. Either
beams from a single old building met perfectly the requirements of a new

structure, without the need for any new timbers, or reused beams were
pooled from more than one structure and happened to produce a date
cluster indicative of a single beam procurement event. Although one or
the other of tIlese SCESlario. probably is responsmle for some teIIJUnal

clusters, it is likely that most are due to procurement just prior to
construction •

A second altemative expllllation holds that the beams producing

the cluster were cut for repairs or remodeling rather than for initial
construction. If modificaticns to a structure are relatively minor, c ...
would not expect the new beams to provide a terminal cluster that could

overshadow the dates from beams used in initial construction. If, on
the other band, changes are major enough to result in a date distribution with a terminal clUster and a sloping left tail, then it would be

better to say that the structure was rebuilt than that it was remodeled
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NIl 5166

70 1
71
729
73 0
74
751
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(a)Discussed in the text.. Dates are from structure C at NAS166
(Robinson, Harrill, and Warren 1975:13).

Figure 6. A Date Distribution that Approaches the Ideal Situation.

(a)
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or repaired.

Of course, this redefinition of the event being dated does

not belp in determining whether a particular terminal date cluster
pertains to initial construction or reconstruction.

Nor does it help in

deciding -whether dates in the distribution's left tail possibly come
from beams reused from a different structure or from an earlier version
of the structure that produced the samples.

In

fact, tree-ring dates,

when considered alone, are generally ill suited to making these distinc-

tions.
In

a date distribution with a terminal date cluster and sloping

left tail, the cluster represents the ideal situation of procurement not
long before construction.

The left tail, in contrast, reflects the

operation of processes that cause the distribution to deviate from the
ideal.

The early dates making up the left tail are due to ring 10s6

from erosion or shaping of beams, to deadwood procurement, to reuse, or
There are several reasons why these factors srould tend

to

stockpiling.

to

produce a sloping left tail. For example, erosion can he expected to

affect some beams in a structure more than others.

When the beams in a

structure are just beginning to be erodea, the probability of a given
beam

losing a given number of rings smuld be inversely proIX'rtional to

the number of rings involved, at least in general terms.

That is, most

beams shoold exhibit little or no erosion, some beams moderate erosion,

and only a few beams severe erosion of outside rings.

For beam::; cut at

about the same time, this pattern of ring loss will produce a date
distribution with a sloping left tail.

There is another reason why

erosion slxxlld have this effect. As more and more rings are lost from a
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sample, fewer rings remain for the dendrochronologist to analyze.

'!his

would tend to cecrease the datability of samples that have been badly
eroded.
Reuse should also produce a sloping left tail, due to the finite

use life of wooden tinbers. The longer a beam is in use, the greater is
the probability that it will be consumed in a fire that destroys a
building, that it will weather or decay to the point of being no longer

usable, or that it will break Wlder the stress of prolonged use (compare

Schlanger 1980:13).

For these reason, reused beams should tend to

produce a distribution with fewer and fewer dates as one moves back in

time.

There are important limitations to this generalization, as dis-

cussed below.

In addition to a primary date cluster and a sloping left tail,
some date distributions have a truncated right tail.

The distribution

depicted in Figure 5 provides an example of this situation. The example

is typical in that the right tail includes only a few dates, 'Which are
within a decade or two of the primary date cluster.

As noted earlier,

dates like these, which are anomalously late with respect to a construction date cluster, are interpreted as representing the repair or remodeling of a structure.

The most likely alternative explanation is that

the late dates come from beams cut smrtly before construction and that
the primary date cluster comes from reused beams.
bas one major srortcoming, for it does not explain

This interpretation

row

a group of reused

beams could produce the date cluster and sloping left tail that charact-

erize all but the latest p::>rtion of the date distribution.

The identification of dates in the right tail as coming from
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repair beams provides a rationale for excluding tb:lse dates from certain

comparisons of date distributions.

The procedure is illustrated in

Figure Sd, where quartile ranges are given, first, for all dates and,
second, for all dates except those in the right tail. As already discussed, dates in the left tail and primary date cluster come from beams

used in initial construction, and they are, therefore, comparable to
dates from distributions that lack a right tail.

The few late dates

refer to a different target event, the repair or remodeling of the
structure, and can, for this reason, be eliminated from consideration.

It is imp:!rtant to note that this proceOure ignores the possibility that
dates in the left tail are from beams that were actually used in the
repair of tl"'.le structure but that, due to erosion, reuse, or both, pro-

duced early dates.
It is difficult to determine which factor or combination of
factors accounts for a particular date in the left tail of a date
distribution.

Problems in identifying beams obtained from dead trees

have been discussed.

In general, cutting dates come from reused or

stockpiled beams, or in some cases from relatively unweathered pieces of
deacwood.

It can be arguee that many if not most cutting dates that are

within five or so years of the end date of a construction cluster are
more likely to be from stockpiled than reused timbers. This follows
from the idea that most structures stood for a few years before they
were dismantled and their beams became available for reuse.

Beams that

have noncutting dates could have experienced any or all of the processes
that produce early dates.

If noncutting dates in the left tail of a
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distribution produce a cluster, then in accord with the third of the
principles of interpretation listed earlier, one can infer that the
dates are near to cutting dates and, therefore, that erosion alone

cannot account for their earliness. Also, it can often be argued that
very early noncutting dates probably come from old reused beams, on the
assumption that if the requisite number of rings had simply been eroded

from the sample, there probably would not be enough rings left for it to
be dated. 'lbe argument must be used with caution#, because it depends on

the untestable proposition that the beam in question did not come from
an especially long-lived tree.

The argument can be bolstered somewhat

if, as i::1 Figure 5, the early date is an extreme outlier from the

distribution.

The gap between this early date and all the others sug-

gests that it may not come from the same population of eroded beams.
The outlier may stand out in another way as well.

If the sample has an

unusually early pith date in comparison to the other samples, then in
order for it to come from an eroded beam that had not been reused, the
beam must have come from a tree that was not only long-lived, but long-

lived with respect to all the other trees that went into the structure.
Alternatively, a very old date could reflect the occasional procurement
of deadwood.

Deviations

(rm

the

Ideal.

The foregoing discussion of the

interpretive model assumes that, in spite of anomalously early and late
dates, a primary date cluster exists that can be identified with the
ideal situation of procurement shortly before oonstruction.

An

import-

ant implication of the model is that, as a date distribution diverges
more and more from the ideal, the identification of a cluster that
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indicat... a canstructim elate becomes increasingly problemaUc.

Such

deviation can take one or both of two forms - a change in the sbape of
the distribution or a decrease in the IUlIIi>er of elat... that the distribu-

tion includes, that is, a decrease in sample size. As an example of a
change in shape, rather than exhibiting a gradual rise to a terminal
date cluster, a distribution may be more or less flat. one cause of a
flat distribution is the heavy erosion of beams in a structure.

Assume

that all the beams were cut in the same year and that all produced the
same cutting date.

As erosion increases in severity, this initial

uniformity in tree-ring elat... has an ever decreasing effect

OIl

the sbape

of the distribution. As more and more beams are eroded, fewer dates
fsll in the original year, and the distribution spreads to the left.

As

average ring loss increases, the spreading to the left continues and the
terminal cluster becomes less distinct.

With increasing ring loss, it

becomes less l:ikely that a sizable number of beams will have lost com-

parable number of rings and, therefore, produce a date cluster.

ThIs,

severe erosion produces a flat date distribution.
A high rate of beam reuse might have several effects on the
sbape of a distribution.

If beams were reused over and over again, then

dates from potentially reuzable beams might ilave been distributed fairly
evenly through time.

Most of these beams would ilave been too young to

have been much affected by the factors, mentioned earlier, that would
limit their use lives. For this reason, reuse from such a pool of beams
would be as likely to produce a flat distribution as a s] -")ing one.
1I0re commonly, the pool of potentially reusable beams probably was not
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this oomogeneous.

Tilere was doubtless a tendency for beams that were

procured together to be used, salvaged, and reused together.

It is

quite possible, therefore, for reused beams to produce date clusters.
If reuse is extensive. a date distribution might include several clusters. and one or more of tll>se producEd by reused beams might be stronger than tbe cluster froDl newly procurEd beams.

The problem with a distribution that either is flat or has
several comparable date clusters within it is one of unambiguously
determining a construction date in terms of which anomalous dates,
wbether early or late. can be identifiEd and interpreted.

If tbe dis-

tribution is flat, it is difficult to tell if the latest dates come from

reusea beams, from repair timbers, or if the dates are noncutting, from
erodEd beams that have lost a number of outer rings.

If tbe distribu-

tion has multiple peaks, one must try to decide which of tbe clusters

reflect reuse, which repair, and which initial construction. Often, no
convincing decision is possible.

A distribution can also deviate from t.he ideal because of a
reduction in the nunber of tree-ring dates. That is, dates are available for only soDle of tbe beams that were once in a structure.

For tbe

purposes of this discussion. one can imagine an "original" distribution

that would be available if samples from all beams could, in fact, be
dated.

As the number of dates decreases, it becomes more and more

difficult to determine tbe shaPe of this imaginEd distributicn.

If the

original distribution included a strong terminal date cluster and
sloping left tail, the odds are good that one or more of the available

dates coDle froDl tbe terminal cluster.

In other words. tbe latest date
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provides a good awroximation of the oonstruction date.

If the original

distrilluticn were flat or multipeaked, however, the latest date might

not come from near the end of tbe distribution. Anyway, with a flat
distrillution, the signifiCillCe of the end date is opEn to question.

The

problems is that, with a - U sample size, patteming is usually insufficiEntly clearcut to allow a decision as to the shape of the original
<listrillution from which the sample of available dates is drawn.

SOme-

times, such patterning is present in the form of a small but tight
terminal date cluster. Possibly, this could correspond to one of the
early clus...... in " multipeaked distrilluticn. Although this is probably

not often the case, tbe point is worth making that, when only a few
dates are available, even seemingly useful patterning in the data can
lead the archaeclogist astray.

Clearly, the pctential fer error is

evEn

greater when only a handful of dates are available, and even a modicum
of patteming is lacking.
Rand];ing peyiatione.

from

the

Ideal. There are at least four

pcssible solutions to the problem of interpreting date distributions
that diverge significantly from the ideal situation described earlier.

The first is to devise better ways of recognizing patterning in the
data, particularly the Sign of beams cut near the time of construction.

SOmetimes a date distribution incorporates a sloping left tail and

terminal cluster, but the cluster is spread over a number of years and
inclUdes many noncutting dates.

lllder these circumstances, it may be

difficult to have much confidence that tbe latest dates oome close to a

construction date.

'!be analysis of quartile l'anges can increase one's
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confidence in an interpretation of this kind.
distribution discussed previously inal date cluster -

The distinctive date

with a sloping left tail and term-

is characterized by an equally distinctive arrange-

ment of quartile ranges. As in pitbouse B (Figure

sd,

excluding the

8606 dates), the ranges become progressively shorter from early to late.
'!his pattern may be present in the quartUe ranges when a corres:ponding
pattern cannot be identified with confidence either from date lists or
from graphical depictions of the cates.

This procedure is discussed

further in Chapter 4, where it is awlied to pitb::luses on Mesa Verde.

A second solution to the problem of distributions that do not
fit the ideal situation involves the oomparison of tree-ring dates and

other lines of chronological evidence. In particular, a relative se-

quence based on tree-ring dates can be compared to a sequence based on
stratigraphy or bond-abut relationships. If the two agree, it may be
possible to argue that construction dates based on tree-rings are probably close to correct.

A third, related solution to the problem re-

quires the comparison of tree-ring dates from different structures on a
site. Sometimes, a number of buildings will yield dates that are approximately equal, although no one structure produces enough information
to be dated with assurance. Barring evidence for noncontemporaneous
construction, it is more likely that most of the structures were built
at about the same time than that they could have come to produce approximately the same dates in any other way.
A fourth manner of dealing with divergent date distributions
requires the analysis of data from particular structure and site types.
These types may be based on archaeological culture, morphology, time
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period, preservation, duration of occupation, environmental setting, and

so forth. Thus, if it can be argued that beams were rarely reused in
the construction of a certain kind of pithouse, or that datable timbers

in the kind of structure under consideration rarely have lost more than
a handful of rings, then it might be possible to discount these factors
in the interpretation of aate distributions.

This would mean that even

very small collections of dates might provide valuable information.
conversely, if long occupied sites experienced especially high rates of
reuse, then unusually stringent procedures might be required to interpret dates from these sites. As discussed in Chapter 1, the posing of
these and similar questiOns is one of the primary goals of the present
study.
strengthening the Interpretation of Anomalous Pates-

As

noted

previously, anomalous tree-ring dates are usually interpreted as resulting from the erosion, reuse, and stockpiling of timbers or from the

repair anCl remoCleling of buildings.

Information relating to beam attri-

butes and to what might be called "structure attributes" can help
confirm these iClentifications (Dean 1978b:l49).

Some beam attributes

support a particular interpretation. For example, a beam interpreted as
reused on the basis of its tree-ring date might be blackened with soot,
whereas other beams, including those thought to have been procured at
the time of construction, are unstained.

The soot on the one beam must

have been acquired in another context, and thus, the soot and the treering date agree in indicating that the beam was reused.

In other cases,

one or more attributes reinforce the distinctiveness of a group of
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beams, but without suggesting why they should have produced anomalous
dates.

For example, the beams might stand out with respect to species,

size, or evidence of cutting and shaping.

Structure attributes relate

primarily to the arrangement of dated timbers.

Anomaloosly late dates

might occur solely in the upper layer of a roof structure or in one
corner of a roof, that is, in locations that either suggest repair or
are consistent with it. Conversely, a supposed repair beam might be
situated where it could not be reached without dismantling much of the
roof, indicat:ing either that a repair did not occur or that it was more
extensive than might otherwise have been thought. Finally, there is the
possibility of a direct link between the beam producing an anomalous

date and architectural evidence for an event, as in the case of a late
date from a beam that was clearly added to shore a sagging roof.
Site Analysis -

Beam Procurement and Building COnstruction

Site analysis of tree-ring data differs significantly from
structure analysis.

Because of the extent to which structural require-

ments constrain human behavior, a fairly extensive interpretive framework could be proposed for structure analysis. This framework can be
applied to structures as reasonably comparable units of analysis. In
contrast, patterning in data frum .!Sites is much more a function of
idiosyncracies in site history, and there is less justification for
treating sites as comparable units.

For this reason, fewer guidelines

can be proposed for the interpretation of site data than structure data.
Afproaches to the interpretation of tree-ring data by site can
be grouped into two categories.

'!he first consists of the analysis of
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date distributions. Dates are best presented in bar graphs or stem-and1_ diagrams like !:bose illustrating dates from Pitrouse B in Figures
51> and c.

The Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research's Qladrangle Reports, as

well as a handful of other publicatiMs (Bannister 1965:200; Anyon,
Gilman, and LeBlanc 1981.221) SUIDIIl8[ize dates by another grapbic tecbnique that employs a horizontal line to depict the date range at a site,
with highlighted segments of the line corresponding to significant date
concentrations.

ibe date concentrations are identified en the basis of

sti)jective criteria that are not described, and tlws, the graJ;tm are not

strictly replicable. For that reason, this technique of presentation is
not used here.

Because a simple model cannot be applied to the inter-

pretation of site date distributions, analysis consists primarily of
identifying date concentrations as mark ing per lods of increased beam
cutting, and presumably, construction, and gaps in the record as inter-

vals of diminished beam procurement and construction.

The second approach involves the analysis of aggregate data,
including OJ a site's tree-ring date distribution, (2) information on

individual tree-ring dated structures, (3) building and stratigrapbic
sequences, and (4) ceramic dates. Although there are no Simple rules

for combining these data, two important questions can be asked for any
site. First, do all the tree-ring dates, especially the early ones,
come from beams procured for use in the site that produced the samples,
or were some of the beams reused from other sites?

second, is there any

evidence to indicate how long a site was occupied after the latest tree-ring date before it was abandoned?

The latter question relates to one

of the few principles that seem to be employed in the interpretation of
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site data.

It lvlds that a site was pICbably occupied for only so long

after the year of the latest tree-ring data.

A variant of this prin-

ciple looks at the interval between canst[tlCtion events that came late
in the history of a site.

Let us say that buildings were built or

repaired at least every five years. According to this principle, a
site's occupation probably continued, at least at previous levels of
intensity, for no more than a few of these five year intervals aft&[. the
latest dated construction events.

Like the principles listed earlier,

these have rarely been stated explicitly, although they do seem to

underlie many interpretations.
Recently, Hantman (1983:111-123) has considered ;n detail the

relationship between a site's latest tree-ring date and its abandonment
date.

Be identifies six reasons why the repair and remodeling of rooms

in a pJeblo should have been a continuous process.

Q1.e factor is struc-

tural instability resulting from poor initial construction or from the
deterioration of beams.

1'he other five reasons relate to social change

and include village growth, intra-village change in residence, change in
room fwx:tion, char.ge in social relations between domestic groups, and
what Hantman (1983:117) calls "ceremonial ritual cycling" of buildings.

These proc.:::sses should lead to the introduction of new beams into the
village at least scme of the time. Based on these observations, Hantman

(1983:123) derives the following prinCiple: -Given that socioarchitectural change is constant, when beams are no longer recorded within a
site over the course of several years, we can assume that the site was
abandoned at or about the date of the latest tree-ring date recorded at
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the site.· Application of the principle requires "that an adequate
sample of tree-ring dates is available for the site under study"
<Hantman 1983:123).

Two aspects of an 'adequate sample' not discussed

by Hantman are worth mentioning here. First, tree-ring dates must be

available from portions of the site inhabited, trough not necessarily
built f late in the occupation.

Seoond, use of the principle makes sense

.Qnl,y. if the site's tree-ring date distribution is continuous, particu-

larly toward the end. Otherwise, there is no basis for arguing that the

tree-ring record reflects the sort of recurrent architectural change
that underlies the principle.

I will return to the question of what

constitutes a continuous date distribution in Chapter 10.
Firewood ana Hearth Analysis Utilization

Firewood Procurement and Hearth

Many of the techniques and pI inciples discussed above in the
context of beam and structure analysis are pertinent to the interpretation of tree-ring dates from the remains of firewood found in hearths,
firepits, ovens, and similar featuresa

The occurrence of dates accomp-

anied by the "++" symbol may signal the gathering of deadwood. Also,
the third of the principles that underlie the analysis of dates from
structures shoulo bolo as well when applied to dates from hearths.

To

paraphrase, clusters of noncutting dates can provide evidence helpful in
determining dates of feature use iW.'l firewood collection.

Identifica-

tion of these clusters requires the stuey of date distributions, which
can be facilitated through the use of stem-and-leaf diagrams.

Because

of the likelihood that rings have been lost from firewocd samples as a
result of weathering before procurement and erosion during oomin;J, the
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fifth principle shoUld be awlied with special caution.

Thls principle

holds that, in the absence of a date cluster, the latest date from a

hearth may provide the best estimate of when that feature was last used.
Independent Evidence

The most successful interpretations of tree-ring data examine
tb:>se data in the context of other, independent lines of chronological

information.

Dates determined for target events on the basis of tree-

ring data can be compared to ceramic dates, to stratigraphic seq'J.e..'"l.ces,

and to building sequences that are based on bond-abut relatiooshif6 or,
in multi-storied structures, based on superposition.

For some recent

sites, tree-ring data can aLso be related to documentary dates (Smiley

1951:10).
forms.

Comparisons of different kinds of dates can take one of two

If one line of evidence is strong, then the other can be tested

against it. Because the present study is concemed with problems in the

interpretation of tree-ring data, it emphasizes the relatively few cases
in which tree-ring interpretations can be tested, or at least evaluated,

in the light of independent chronological data.

SUch cases are rare, in

part because few archaeologists follow the example of those, like Bayes
Cl98D, who build interpretations one step at a time, indicating explic-

itly what can be inferred on the basis of architecture, ceramics, treering dates, or any other source of information. Instead, many researchers employ a ·stew pot" approach to dating, which throws together
different lines of evidence to produce a chronological story without
sp"'CUying "I'hich evidence informs on which episodes.

Frequently, neither tree-ring nor other kinds of dates are
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adequate to serve as the basis for a test of one line of evidence
against another.

In

these cases, conq::arison is simply one step in the

procedure of combining different kinds of data to arrive at the best
p:>ssible interpretation. Sometimes, this interpretation can be used, in
turn, to evaluate other, as yet uncommitted aspects of the tree-ring
<'lata.

Good temporal control over past events bas two aspects.

The

first is an ability to resolve time into intervals that are relevant to
a research question.

The second is an understanding of just how good. -

or how poor -- is one's ability to date events.

In 1951, Smiley

(1951:10) attempted to evaluate the tree-ring dating of sites by char-

acterizing that dating as poor, good, or conclusive.

This chapter has

presented an interpretive framework that should make it possible to
improve on Smiley's categories and on the dating itself.

Tbe prehistoric pithouse of the Mogollon and Anasazi was a
semisubterranean earthloclge <Blllard 1962:99). An earth10dge consists

of a substantial timber framework covered with earth, it has a superstructure that approximates the shape of a pyramid, oone, or dome. llany
years ago Linton U924:253-255) identified varioos kinds of earthlodges,

including the Southwestern pithouse, the Navajo bogan, and the Plains
earthlodge. The pithouse is distinguished by its semisubterranean character. thoogh as BUllard (1962:125-128) has smwn. pithouse depth varied
greatly through time and space.

In

an early Museum of Itlrthem Arizona

publication on archaeology in the Flagstaff area, Cl:>lton implied that
the identity of local structures as earthloclges was of greater ilIIport-

ance than the depth to which their floors bad been excavated: "Middle
Pueblo II in the

san

Francisco Mountain region can be defined as a stage

pithouse •• •" (1933,5).
Pitlpuse Archit.ectnre

The identification of the pitbouse as a kind of earthlodge
provides a rationale for applying information on recent earthlodges to
the intelpretation of prehistoric pitbouses, that is, for using etlno-

graphic analogy in interpretation. A comparison of Navajo hogans and
Plains earthlodges to SOuthwestern pithouses indicates that they share a
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rumber of iIrp)rtant features, several of which are especially relevant

to the understanding of tree-ring data.

Jett and Spencer

(198l:5~2,

64-66, 69-7ll describe and illustrate the forked-pole and leaning-log
varieties of Navajo hogans, and ililson U9341 provides c.etailed information on the llidstsa (Plains) summer earthlodge.

Bcuthwestem pithouse

studies incorporate a 1009 tradition of description and, In particular,

pictorial reconstruction of excavated houses (Roberts 1929:Figure 2,
1939:Figures 28, 29, Haury 1936:Figure 26, Martin 19431Figure 43, 001_
1946:Figures 152, 153, 154, Smiley 1949:Figure 40, Q'Bryan 1950:Figure
16, Iancaster and watson 1954:Plstes 5, 6,
5, 7).

carlson

1963:Plate 1, Figures

The features of pithoUees and other earthlodges that bear on the

analysis of tree-ring data are as follows: (1) The bases of wood structural elements, both support posts and leaning wall poles, were in
contact with the ground and hence subject to accelerated decay CIIcG.tire

and SChiffer 1983: 291).

(2) In most earthlodges, layers of brush and

grass lie between the timber framework and the earth covering.

These

materials, probably an ideal habitat for insects and other vermin, were
in contact with the ground surface around the circumference of the
structure, giving ready access to th.ase unwanted creatures.

(3) The

sloping sides and, typically, roof of an earthlodge provide a high
energy setting' where rainfall runoff could cause serious erosion of the
structurels earth cover.

(4) The weight of the earth covering would

have placed considerable stress on posts and beams of the wood framework, at least in places where the timbers were at or near the rorizontal.

- . . and perhaps other features of an earthlodge would affect the
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selection of timbers for construction, the maintenance requirements and
uselife of a structure (McGlire and SChiffer 1983), and the salvaging of

materials from a wrecked structure for later reuse.
Three studies provide information on the construction, use,

maintenance, and wrecking of eartblodges built within the last century
and a half by the Navajo, the Bidatsa, and the Pawnee.

Navajo architecture on Black Mesa, Scott C.

~sell

In a study of

has discovered that

hogans are generally inhabited for only six to 10 years before being

abandoned, usually on account of insect infestation (Jeffrey S. Dean
1985; McQlire and Schiffer 1983:291).

Betweal 1906 and 1918, Gilbert L.

Wilson (l934) and his brother, F. N. Wilson, collected extensive infor-

mation on the summer earthlodges constructed by the Eidatsa.

The

following of Wilson's observations seem particularly relevant to the

interpretation of tree-ring and other data from Southwestern pithouses:
1. "Posts and beams were cut by the woman [of the oouseholdl the
preceding summer and dried •••

Jf

(Wilson 1934:358).

2. -A new earthlodge was quite commonly built on the site of an
old earthlodge that had been wrecked .... (Wilson 1934:357).

Much of

the information collected by Wilson pertained to Like-a-Fishhook Vil-

lage, a combined Bidatsa - Mandan - Arikara oonununity overlooking the
Missouri River that was occupied from about 1845 into the 1880s (Wilson
1934:351; Smith 1972:5, 20).

The site was excavated in the early 19508

by the River Basin SUrveys of the Smithsonian Institution and National
Park service.

These excavations confirmed that a new lodge was some-

tiIDes built where an earlier one had stood (Smith 1972:33-53), and this

pattern is repeated at other earthlodge sites along the Missouri (Iebmer
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1971:140).

Evidence for rebuilding includes multiple entryways,.

multiple hearths, and IX>ssibly, numerous postholes that fail to conform
to

a single pattern.
3. A Hidatsa summer earthlodge measured 9 to 15 m (30 to 50 ftl

in diameter, making it larger than all but the largest pithoIJses
(Bullard 1962:119). Construction involved the efforts of a number of
COntmWlity members, mostly women, and required seven or eight days.

As

many as 35 people might be involved in placing the sod covering on a
structure (Wilson 1934:356, 362, 366, 380).
4. "A heavy downpour of rain often resulted in a badly leaking

roof," particularly at the corners of the rectangular central timber
framework and where the main roof beams met the leaning wall poles
(Wilson 1934:367).

5. The eartblodge had a uselife given variously as 10 to 12 and

seven to 10 years (Wilson 1934:358, 372).

IDngevity depended, at least

in part, on the heaviness of the posts used and on the care the structure received after it was built (Wilson 1934:358, 372).

nThe lodge

sb:lwed its first signs of wear at the p:>sts which always rotted at the
base, or rather, the section in the ground, and owing to

th~

wsight of

the structure above it, the posts settled down into the ground. This
settling down of the lodge indicated that the posts were rotting.

Gnce

this occurred, it was useless to attempt to replace the rotted posts"
(Wilson 1934:372).

6. When an earthlodge was demolished, timbers that had been in
contact with the ground, both posts and wall leaners, were useCl as

B6

firewood, whereas those away from the ground could be reused in a new

lodge. b

four central posts were also reused, because even after the

rotten end was cut or broken off, the timber was still long enough to
serve as a secondary post (Wilson 1934:372-374).

Information on the Pawnee earthl.od3e comes from Gene weltfisb's
(1965) The Ipst tlniyerse. which describes many aspects of Pawnee life.
The following points are of special interest:

1. The idealized eartblodge figured by Weltfish <1965:Figure 8-

1) bas a diameter of almost 20 mi thus, it is even larger than the
Hidatsa earthlodges described by Wilson.

The typical Pawnee earthlodge

roused from 30 to 50 people <1965:14).
2. When an old lodge needed to be replaced, 'they had to plan at

least two years in advance to locate, process, and season the timbers,
grass, and other materials" (1965:88).

3. "The average life of a hcuse was twelve years" (1965:86), and
the owners could COWlt on a maximum life of only 15 years (1965:88).

4. "By spring, when the snow began to melt, the water seeping

through the hard-packed earth and the thick layer of thatch might reach
some of the radial timbers and rot them" (1965:88).

weltfish (1965:88-

94) describes the process of replacing seven of the rafters in an earth-

lodge. The new beams, which were willow, were not seasoned. In general, repairing a roof in this way required three days and 86 to 90
"man-woman days of labor" (1965: 88).
5. Weltfish alludes to the presence in the earthlodges of two

kinds of vermin, mice and fleas.

"In the more luxuriously appointed

beds, an extra skin curtain was suspended against the wall so that
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should any mice living in the thatch loosen any earth, it would fall
behind the curtain" (1965:265).
serious prcblem.

In the fall, the

As compared to mice, fleas were a

Pawnee returned to the village from

the summer buffalo hunt in order to harvest their corn. They camped
near the fields because "Their earth lodges were infested with fleas and
they couldn't spare the time to clear them up until they bad gotten on
with the work of the harvest- (1965:238).

The effort of three older

women to disinfest an earthlodge is described as follOWS:
They removed the brush that had been placed across the door to
seal it before they left on the hunt. They took off their
clothes and put on an old petticoat. They made a brush or short
broom of dry J;!iIiw!;l;. (thatch) grass and tied it to a stick. Then
each woman took her brush inside the lodge and lit the grass,
each one going around one side of the room and being careful to
stay near the floor as the dry grass in the roof thatch might
catch fire. When the grass was burned up on their broom, they
put some more grass on it and repeated the process throughout
the day. They repeateCl this four Clays later, and then on subsequent days (1965:252).
6. -Both the Pawnees and the Wichitas changed the locations of
their villages at intervals of from twelve to fifteen years; this was
considered a necessary sanitary measure" (1965:462>.
These studies of Navajo hogans and Eidatsa and Pawnee earthlcx)ges address several issues that are important to the interpretation
of tree-ring data from SOuthwestern pitbJuses.

Qle issue concems the

reuse of mater ials salvaged from old structures.

According to Wilson,

timbers in Hidatsa earthlodges that were not in contact with the ground
could be reused in the new house.

This generalization awlies to beams

in Navajo hogans as well (Jeffrey S. Dean 1985).

It is probably also

true of timbers used in pithouse construction, which underscores the
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importance of our being able to tell which dates are from reused
tinbers.
Second, there is tbe question of when the new materials to be
used in construction of a bouse were ootained.

According to Weltfish,

the cutting and seasoning of beams began up to two years in advalce of
construction, and according to Wilson, it occurred the swnmer before the
muse was to be built.

If prehistoric SOUthwestem builders followed a

similar pattern, then a pithouse may not have been built until a year or
two after the latest tree-ring dates.
A third issue bas to do with the repair and reconstruction of
earthlodges. A pithouse roof could probably be repaired as easily as
the roof of a Pawnee earthlodge.

Also, little attention has been paid

in the past to the possibility that, like the superstructure of a
Hidatsa earthlodge, the roof of a pithouse might be completely disman-

tled and then rebuilt with a combination of new and reused materials.
With respect to the interpretation of tree-ring dates, the problem here
is to identify the correct target event, whether initial construction,
repair, or reconstruction, and to determine which

tr~ring

dates relate

most closely to that event.
A fourth concern has to do with the average or typical uselife
of an earthlodge.

Estimates for the three kinds of earthlodge just

discussed cover a narrow range of from six to 12 years.
figures applicable to the prehistoric Southwestern pithollse?

Are these
Because

the climate of the Southwest is more arid than that of the eastern Great
Plains, water damage may have been less significant in pitWuses than in
Bidatsa and Pawnee earthlod:Jes.

In adJition, the conifer trees used in
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many, i f not most, pitbouses may have been more resistant to decay than

the river bottom trees available to the Bidatsa and Pawnee from along
the Missouri and its tributaries.

For these reasons, SOuthwestern

pithouses may have leaked less and decayed more slowly than Plains
earthlodges.

It should be noted that these are differ"""es in the rate

at which structures would wear out and not in the factors that would
lead to their eventual disintegration. In areas like Mesa Verde that
receive considerable snowfall, the difference in the rate of decay may
have been negligible.

Also, there is no reason to think that pitb:>uses

were any less prone to infestation by insects and other vermin than
either hogans or Plains earthlodges.

Thus, I suspect that pithouses

survived at most only a few years longer than the earthlodges of the

Hidatsa, Pawnee, and Navajo. The discussions of individual sites and
structures in this and subSequent chapters enploy an estimate of 15 to
20 years for the maximum probable life of a prehistoric pitixluse. Average pithouse uselife was probably under 15 years, given that some inhabited structures were destroyed by fire, either intentionally or by
accident, and others were no doubt abandoned before their time when a
community moved to a new location.

Tree-ring data that bear on the

question of pithouse uselife are considered later, in Chapter 10.
A fifth issue, just alluded to, relates to the circumstances
under which a structure was abandoned.

Most pithouses that yield dat-

able tree-ring samples were damaged or destroyed by fire.

In order to

benefit fully from the dates produced by one of these pithouses, it is
necessary to determine whether it was occupied at the time it burned or
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if it had already been vacated.

Another aspect of the abandonment

question has to do with the relationship between pitbouse uselife and
site longevity_ Like-a-Fishhook Village, the Hidatsa-Mandan-Arikara
community of the mid 1800s, survived for some 40 years, but its longevity may reflect demographic and political constraints typical of that
contact period rather than aboriginal conditicns. According to We1tfish, Pawnee settlements moved every 12 to 15 years, that is, after an
interval about as long as an eartblodge might be expected to endure.
This raises the two related questions, first, of whether the expected
uselife of a pithouse was conditioned by site longevity, and second, of
whether site longevity was influenced by the uselives of the structures
built when a site was first settled.

ran in both directions.

Cbe might suppose that causality

These questions are especially relevant to

pithouse sites that were inhabitea for only a decade or two.
MoooJJoo PithOuse SHes

This chapter discusses pithouse sites of Mogollon periods 2
through 4.

(Subsequent chapters consider the earthlodges of the Anasazi

and other groups.)

This treatment divides Mogollon sites into five

rpatiallIDits: Forestdale, Reserve, Mogollon Village, Mimbres Valley,
and Jomada.

These units correspond for the most part to the cultural

"branches" identified by Wheat (1955), Martin (l979:Figure

1),

and Whalen (1980:113), and Anyon and LeBlanc U980:Figure

LeBlanc
1).

The

organization of this chapter differs from these earlier discussions in
treating Mogollon Village as a separate entity.

In his 1936 report on

excavations at Mogollon Village and Harris Village, Haury placed both
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sites in a single cultural chronology, which he presented as a reconstruction of M.i..m.bx..efi prehistory (1936:127). In 1955, Wheat followed
Buit by including both Barris Village, which lies in the Mimbres Valley,
and Mogollon Village, which is located some 100 km northwest of the
Mimbres, within the Mimbres branch or Wregional variant- <1955:8, Figure
1).

Be also assigned Martinis Pine Lawn sites, located 20 km north of

Mogollon Village and hence even farther from the Mimres Valley, to the
Mimbres branch.

More recently, prehistorians have tended to separate the Pine
Lawn Vc.lley and environs -

known herein as the Reserve Area -

from the

Mimbres Area (Bullard 1962:Fig. 25; Martin 1979; LeBlanc and Whalen

1980:113; Anyon and leBlanc 1980>.

Wheat <1955:Figure 12> also accepted

this distinction, if not in terms of branches, then with reference to
local phase sequences. Assuming that the division is valid at some
level, the question arises as to whether Mogollon Village is better
included in the Reserve Area drainage (l980:Figure

located only 20 km away and in the same

or in the Mimbres Area - which, by Anyon and LeBlanc's
1)

reckoning, incorporates sites located at a distance of

35 to 125 km and one or two drainages from Mogollon Village. Bullard
(1962) and Anyon and U!Blanc (1980) place Mogollon Village in the Mim-

bres Area, whereas Martin's (1978) Figure 1
is, Reserve) Area.

plts

it in the Cibola (that

Because the issue is not entirely clear, the present

discussion deals with Mogollon Village separatt.!.y from sites in other
areas.
Table 4 summarizes inforIllation on Mogollon sites and structures
with tree-ring dates.

(Note that basic citations appear in the table

Table 4.

St.mmary

of !ok:>gollon structures with Tree-Ring Dates.
Site

"tea

Forestdale

Bluff Site
Bear

atin

~

Bouse 6
Great Kiva
(Bouse 5)
A:5:7
Kiva
Ibusel

House 4
Site 30
(CNIIMl

_ySite
Reserve

IA 5936
SO Site

IA 2948

Pithouse G
Pit!x>use F
Pithouse A
Pithouse
Feature 2
Pithouse N
Pithouse W
Pitlxluse Z
Pithouse S
Pithouse D
Pithouse G
Pithouse Q
Pithouse T
Bouse 2

Phase

Latest construction PattE
lIl...J
~
IliIk

Hilltop
Hilltop

298
322

Forestdale
b'orestdale
Forestdale
Vemon
Vemon
Vemon

563
657
668
702
802
820
822
938

Pine Lawn
Three Circle
Pine Lawn
Pin;(lif""

Pine
pine
Pine
Pine

Lawn
Lawn
Lawn
Lawn or

402
400
436
448
477
481
481
484
497
517

820s?
late 930s

weak
date

460s?

weak

4705-4805?

weak

778
783

late 7705

date

7ff1
788
783

late 7805

date

730s

weak

Georgeto~

starkweather
Buin
~rkey

!bot

Pitb::luse K
Pithouse I
Pithouse 0

s:r~~~~(cl

752

s:r~~~_(c}

775

pithouse B
pithouse E

Site
Wheatley
RidgeBuin

718
769

Pithouse K

Ridge

Twin Bridges

=;~=~:'(b)

Pithouse H
Pithouse F
Pithouse D
House
Bouse
lIOuse
Bouse

Three Circ1~
TCI.ree Circle CD, }
san Francisco- c
Three Circle
San Francisco

=e:r~~~d}

1£'\.
1
4
5

San Francisco
Three Circle
Three Circle

»:>gOllon

Mogollon

Ibuse SB

San Francisco

Village

Village

Bouse 4

San Francisco

BOO
853
860
899
736
736
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Latest COnstruction patteming
~

~

~

....II

References

298
322

Haut}' and Sayles 1947:24
Haut}' and Sayles 1947:21-24

563
657
668
702
802
820
822
938

weak. cluster
date cluster

Bannister. Gell. and Hannah 1966:29-30
Haut}' 1940: 43-47
Haut}' 1940: 20-22,120
Haut}' 1940:28-31
Martin and Rlnaldo 1960: 50-51
Martin and Rlnaldo 1960:45-49
Martin and Rlnaldo 1960:35,37
Bannlster, Gell. and Hannah 1966:28

3
1
2
1
1
1
weak cluster 11
7
weak cluster 8
3

TRL Site Files
Martin 1943:162-163
Martin and Rlnaldo 1947:306-307
Martin and Rlnaldo 1947:312-313
Martin and Rlnaldo 1947:298-299
Martin and Rlnaldo 1940:22-25
Martin and Rlnaldo 1940:30-31
Martin and Rlnaldo 1947: 294-295
Martin and Rlnaldo 1947:300-301
Wendorf 1956:59-71,73-74

402
400
436
448
477
481
481
484
497
517

8208?

late 930s

46051
470s-480s?

1
2

718
769

Nesbitt 1938,17-18,87
Nesbitt 1938,14-15.87

752

Martin and Rinaldo 1950:300-302

TI5

Martin and Rlnaldo 1950:284-287

778
783

late 770s

787
788
783

late 7805

date cluster 12
date cluster

Martin, Rinaldo. and Antevs 1949:106-108
Martin and Rinaldo 1950:260-263

7
7
17

Martin and Rinaldo 1950:272-275
Martin and Rlnaldo 1950:264-267
Martin, Rinaldo, and Antevs 1949:122-125

1
1
5
5

800
853
860
899
736
736

13

730s

weak cluster

Martin, Rinaloo, and Antevs 1949:192-193,196
Martin, Rinaldo. and Antevs 1949:192-193,196
Martin, Rinaldo. and Antevs 1949:192-193,196
TRL Site Files
Haut}' 1936:10,17-18
Haury 1936:10-11,18

Table 4, .cmt.l.nwId.

Site

Area

~

!lOUSe
!lOUSe
IIOUSe

8
1
2

phaRe

San Francisco

=~~~=/(e)

latest Construction Patt
I1ata
.In..
IliI.te.
748
755
898

late 740.

weak

898-899 strong

Three Circle

ItiBbres Valley

llarris
Village

Galaz Buin

Bouse 14
Bouse 25
BoUse 28
IIOUSe 22
BoUse 18
!lOUSe 26
BoUse 33
House 4
Bouse 23
Bouse 17
Bouse 13
Bouse 15
Bouse 10
Boom 26
Boom 1
Boom 18
Boom 29

Georgetown
Georgetown
san Francisco
san Francisco
San Francjsco

Three Circle
Three Circle

582
624
624
635
708
716
759
801
838

'1'hree Circle

856

Three
Three
Three
Three

Three Circle

858
861
877
852
858

Three Circle
Three Circle

893

Circle
Circle
Circle
Circle

early 86007 weak
877-878 strons
85007
weak
858-859 strong

866

859-86071

870-8717
Three Circle
Three Circle
Classic MiIrbres

Wheaton Smith = 3 7
_tccks Buin l'DOm 286

Boom 410

Northem
Jomada

(al It

Taylor Draw

Feature
(kiva>
Feature
Feature
Feature

date
date

964
936
1020

22

926

15
17
7

939
941
979

is not known if the dated sample relates to Pithouse D-1 (Pine lawn) or Pith:

(b) Considered

san Francisco by Nesbitt <1938:87); reassigned to Three Circle by Mal

(C)Euilt in san Francisco, occupied into Three Circle.
(d)_at <1955:171-172) suggests construction during san FrarlCisco and occupation:
(e) Placed by IiaUrY in san Francisco; Wheat <1955:17,172) raised the possibility of
Gilman, and IdJ.anc <1981:215).
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Constr..tction Patteming
~

late 740.

~

4
1
898-899 strong cluster 25
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2

early 860s? weak cluster
877-878 strong cluster
850s?
weak cluster
858-859 strong cluster
859-860? /
870-871?

date cluster/
date cluster

References

....II

weak cluster

1
1
5
30
3
28
9
39

HaUry 1936:10,22
HaUry 1936:10
HaUry 1936:10,20-21
HaUry 1936:52,56-57
Haury 1936:52,54-55
Haury 1936:52,58,61
HaUry 1936:52,63
Haury 1936:52,61
HaUry 1936:53
HaUry 1936:53
Haury 1936:52
HaUry 1936:52,62-63
HaUry 1936:52,61-62
HaUry 1936:52
HaUry 1936:52,58,60
HaUry 1936:52,61-62
Anyon, GiLman, LeBlanc
Anyon, GilIran, LeBlanc
Anyon, Gilman, LeBlanc
AA'yon, Gilrnan, LeBlanc

1981:215;
1981:215;
1981:215;
1981:215;

LeBlanc
LeBlanc
LeBlanc
LeBlanc

1983:Figs. 8,9
1983:Figs. 8,9
1983:Figs. 8,9
1983:62-64

Anyon, Gilrnan, LeBlanc 1981:215
Anyon, Gilman, LeBlanc 1981:215
Anyon, Gilman, LeBlanc 1981:221; Anyon 1980:156;
LeBlanc 1983:Fig. 19
Peckham 1976:44-47
Peckham 1976:41-43,45
Peckham 1976:41-43,45
Peckham 1976:41-43,45

(pine laWn) or Pithouse D (late Three Circle).
) Three Circle by Martin, Rinaldo, and Antevs (1949:197-198) and Wheat 0955:91,172).

l.sco and occupation into Three Circle.

i the possibility of reassignnent to Three Circle; reassigned to Three Circle by Anyon,
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and are not repeated in the text.)

5936, the dates have

~ed

With the exception of th:>se from lA

previously in Bannister, Gell, and Hannah

(1966) I Bannister, Hannah, and Robinson (1970), and LeBlanc and Whalen

U98D).

Phase assignments are tb:lse of the excavators, unless otherwise

indicated.

Use of these assignments begs two questions.

First, do

different researchers employ a phase name in exactly the same way,
particularly when they are working in different areas?

second, are the

phase assignments reliable, particularly when they are based on sherds

recovered from structure fill?

Although important, these questions are

beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead, the goal here is to update
the earlier studies in the light of currently available tree-ring data.
FQrestrlaJe Area

Bluff Site and Bear

~in

cnly a handful of structures in the Forestdale Area have yielded

datable tree-ring samples (Table 4, Figures 7, 8).

The Great Kiva

(House 5) at the Bluff Site may date to the 320s or soon thereafter.
SUpporting this inference is the agreement in the two latest dates, one
of which comes from a sample found on the floor of the structure.
Arguing against it are the small number of dates in the 3206 -- only
tWJ -

and the observation that both of these dates are noncutting.

Because of these latter factors, the Great Kiva carmot be confidently
dated, though it is reasonable to suppose on the basis of the available
dates that the structure was built sometime in the fourth century. A
similar argument applies to Bouse 1 at the Bear Ruin (F igure 7). Two
latest dates, one from a post and the other from a floor sample, suggest
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Bluff Site - - - - -

A.ll..
200

Great Kiva

(Bouse 5)
238

24
250

lU
300

29 18

25
26
27 8
28
29
30.:l.
31
32 1

350

Bear Ruin - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - structure

-A:.5.iZ

550

56 13

600

Km.
650

65 17

60 6'
61
62
63
64 9
65
66 2* 8

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

7
3
3

2

* a:>of sUtpJrt post.
Figure 7.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from the Bluff Site
and Bear Ruin.
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a possible construction date in the 6606 and a probable construction or
repair date during or after the 660s. Other dates from the Bear Ruin

are not very informative.
Site 30 (CNIlMl

Tree-ring oates from Site 30
able (Figure 8).

(CNHM)

are more readily interpret-

A weak cluster of noncutting dates between 809 and 822

suggests that Pithouse A was built in the 8205 or perhaps the 8306.
This dating gains SUfiX>rt from the identification of all but one of the

samples as a piece of a roof beam..

The

rouse is

roundish with one flat

side, bas four roof posts, and lacks both an entrance passage and a
ventilator.

Dates from Pithouse F are more equivocal.

Roof posts

produced a weak cluster of noncutting dates between 79B and 806 that
could relate to construction of the house.

If so, a single date of 820

from a sample found on the floor of the structure indicates a later

repair.

Given the existence of that late date, however, the date clus-

ter is too weak. for one to discoont the real possibility that construction occurred during or after 820 and that the earlier dates are from
reused or weathered beams.
A

final point worth noting is the general agreement in the dates

from the three structures.

Most dates fall in the 25 year period from

797 to 822, and latest dates cover the 20 year range from 802 to 822.

The coherence in dates from the three structures suggests that, like
Pitbouses A, Pithouses F and G also probably date to the first third of
the 820s -

wit) j the case being stronger for F than G.
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Site 30 (CNHMl-------

A.ll..
750

m.z(a)

776
78
79 B*
80 4* 6*
81
82 0

HUi
800

79
80 172

m.A
79
80 9
7T
81 3v 7
82 Ov 2v

850
Slumway Site
Az P:12:6 (A9D

900
~

9312 4v 8v 8v
950

Ca)

Figure 8.

*

Probably from roof support post.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Site 30
(CNBM) and the Shut"\way Site.
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Shl.m&iay Site
In 1940 Emil Haury of the Arizona state Museum collected tree-

ring samples and sherds from a rourd pitb:luse at the Shumway Sitel Ariz.
P:12:6 (ASM) site, that had been sectioned and largely destroyed in road

construction.

A

year later E. B. Sayles collected more samples and

sOOrds for Gila Pueblo.

Dendrocr..:onological analysis has revealed tha.t

all of Sayles's samples are duplicates of samples collected by Bauryu

The analysis yielded four dates, of which the latest three are ·v"
dates, that cluster between 932 and 938 (Figure 8).
"v" dates are probably actual cutting dates.

SOme or all of the

The date cluster indicates

a probable construction date for the pitb:luse in the late 9305 or early
940s.

Bannister, Gell, and Harmah note that "Lino gray, plain and
smudged brown ware sherds were found" at the Shumway Site. 'l11ey remark
further that "'!he dates a[:pear to be later than the ceramic assemblage
suggests, tut the sample may well be incomplete" (1966:28).

A reexami-

nation of the Arizona state Museum and Gila PUeblo survey collections,
both housed at the Arizona state Museum, confirms their suspicion as to
the completeness of the sample.

Although the combined collection con-

sists primarily of plain gray and brown sherds, which do a[:pE!:ar "early"

in relation to the tree-ring dates, it also contains a handful of blackon-white sherds that are consistent with occupation in the 900s (David
Gregory 1985).
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Reserve Area
so Site
Eight of the 25 pithouses excavated at the SU Site yielded
datable tree-ring samples (Figure g).
structures span the entire fifth century.

The latest dates from these
Three major problems beset

the interpretation of the SO Site's tree-ring dates. The first is a
lack of cutting dates; only one of the 34 dates is cutting.

Second,

only three pithouses have date clusters, none of which are particularly
strong.

Third, each cluster is followed by one or two later dates.

BecaUse the clusters are not convincing, the 1ste dates have two altemative interpretstions.

Either they indicate that the pithuuse underwent

repair some years after the construction date provided by the date
cluster,. or they provide evidence suggesting that the cluster comes from
reused or weathered beams and that construction occurred sometime after

the date indicated by the cluster. A third alternative would hold that
the 1ste dates are not direcUy related to the structures in question.

Perhaps the samples found their way into the pit after the house had
been abandoned.

Because detailed provenience data are lacking for

almost all of the SO samples, including all of those producing the late

dates under consideration here, this third alternative cannot be evaluated further.
The most CJ.earcut tree-ring data come from Pithouse G.

~

is

a round structure that appears not to have a lateral entrance. A weak.
date cluster at 453-460, ending with a cutting date, indicates that
construction may have occurred in the early 460s. If so, the structure

so Site - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

A.ll..
350

I.'.Ii.N
l'IU/
400

40 10
42
41 5
43 16

450

m..z.

35 0
36
37 7
38
39
40
41 8
421
43 2
44
45 3 5
46 Jls;.
47
481

9

441 8

l'IL.S.
EUl.
4717
48 11

~

Eit

373
38 6
39
40
41 3
42
43
44
45
46
47
48 4

37
38
39
40

J:J:=27.

19

47
487

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

500

Figure 9.

stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from the Reserve Area: SU Site, LA 5
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35 0

IA 5936
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38
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40
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41
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was repaired 21 years later, more or less.

This rouse is also IOWld, and it also bas no

volves Pithouse T.

entrance.

A weak

The second best case inlat~ral

cluster of one "V- and three noncutting dates in 477-

478 suggests that construction took place around 480. Two late dates
possibly refer to a repair event some 25 to 30 years later. The third
cluster comes froID Pithouse Q, which is round and has a lateral en-

trance.

The structure has a weak cluster in the 4106 and a single date

65 years later.

This seems too great an interval between the construc-

tion and repair of a pithouse, which would suggest either that the
cluster does not relate to construction, or that the late date should
not, in fact, be associated with Pithouse

too weak to

su~rt

Q.

The date cluster is simply

a third alternative, that is, that pithouses actual-

ly remained in use for 65 or more years.

Perhaps IDOre important than this tentative dating of individual
structures is the consistency of the tree-ring evidence from the SU
Site. All of the structures have latest dates in the 400s, and all of
the possible construction dates, even if highly tentative, fall in the

400s. Clearly, the site was occupied during that century, with the best
evidence -

both latest dates and tentative construction dates -

point-

ing to its second half.

IA 5936 and IA 2948

Feature 2 at 1A 5936 produced a weak date cluster consisting of
three noncutting dates between 393 and 402 (Figure 9).

No description

of T"<;!ature 2 has been published, but if it is a pi-choose, the available

dates SL"ggest it may have been built early in the fifth century.

Given
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the lack of corroborating evidence, this dating sb:>uld not be relied on
too heavily_

Dates from Bouse 2 at U2948 bear little information, ex-

cept to suggest a construction date sometime after AD. 500 <Figure 9}.
iIlrkey Foot Ridge
The map of Turkey Foot Ridge published by Martin and Rinaldo
U950:Figures 80,Sll shows 15 excavated pithouses and one unexcavated

depression that are scattered fairly evenly over the ridgetop.

Two

factors, the extent to which the pithouses and the depression seem to
"fill" the ridgetop and the depiction of the depression, suggest that
Martin and Rinaldo probably investigated a fairly complete sample of
structures present on the site.

Six houses, or more than one-third of

the total known, have tree-ring dates (Figure 10). Most of the dates
lie in the 50 year interval from 740 to 790.

Many of the dated samples

bear the identification of a numbered I;X'st, which would seem to indicate
that they corne from roof sUFP'rts.

Q1 the

other hand, Pitb:::mse E has a

Post 19, whereas Martin and Rinaldo <1950:260) state that the structure
has only nine posts, five primary and four secondary.

This discrepancy

suggests that the numbered posts are not necessarily roof supports.
What they are is unclear, and for this reason, the following discussion
does not make use of the information on post numbers.

It is assumed,

however, that the samples identified in this way do come from roof or
wall timbers of some kind.

The relatively few dated samples that do not

have post numbers either come from the floors of structures or have
dates that fit neatly within their structure'S date

distribution~

too, probably came from the pithouse superstructures.

they,
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(b) An undated sample from House 4 is a duplicate of an undated sanlple from House 5.
Figure 10.

stern-and-Ieaf Diagrarrs of Tree-Ring Dates from the Reserve Area: Turkey Foot
Wheatley Ridge Ruin.
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Most of the houses with tree-ring dates have lateral entrances.
Martin and Rinaldo (1950:300) describe Pithouse 0 as rectangular with
rounded comers, although the term "roundisb" seems eqJally al,l)ropriate.
The structure has. a latest (noncutting) date of 752.

pithouse K, the

one structure with tree-ring dates that lacks a lateral entrance, is
also rectangular with rounded corners.

It bas a latest date, again

noncutting, of 775. A weak cluster suggests that the structure may cate
to the 770s. This inference, though still far from convincing, gains
some sUPIX>rt from the agreement between this dating and that of the
other Turkey Foot Ridge pithouses.

Pithouse B is a round structure that probably had roof beams

running "from posts near walls to central posts" (Martin, Rinaldo, and
Antevs 1949:106).
the floor.

An unspecified number of broken vessels was foond on

The tree-ring distribution includes a terminal cluster from

774 to 778 that ends with a ·v" date.

This cluster provides a likely

construction date in the late 7705.
Pithouse E, a rectangular structure, has a date distribution
with two salient features, a date cluster in the 740s that includes two
.v" dates and a scatter of dates, about two per decade, from the 7505 to
the 7805.

The first of these could relate to construction of the house

aroWld 750, and the second to its repair or remodeling some 30 or more
years later. Although a distinct possibility, this scenario suffers
from the weakness of the date cluster relative
of the later dates.

tp

the number and spread

A mOJ:e conservative interpretation would see,

first, a beam procurement event around 750 that mayor may not relate to
construction of Pithouse E, and second, either the construction

QL
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repair of Pithouse E during or .soon after the 780s.

Pithouse B is a rectangular structure with a terminal date
cluster in the 780s.

The cluster, which includes two V

dates, places

construction of Pithouse B in the late 780s.
Pithouse F is rectangular with rounded corners (Martin and
Rinaldo 1950:264) I and with outcurving sides.

The combination of a weak

cluster in the 770s and two dates in the 780s suggests that construction
took place during one or the other of these decades.
~.

Like the SO Site, Turkey Foot Ridge has few cutting

dates, in fact, it has none at all. Still, the dates from Turkey Foot
Ridge are more readily interpreted than those from the SU Site, in
essence because the date clusters from the former are more convincing
than those from the latter. For one thing, Turkey Foot Ridge has more
dates from fewer structures (45 from six rouses as compared to 32 from
eight houses).

Also, three of the date clusters from 'lUrkey Foot Ridge

have two "v" dates each.

The association of all the "v" dates with date

clusters strengthens the inference that they are either cutting dates or
very close thereto. Finally, the agreement among the dates and date
clusters from the various pithouses at Turkey Foot Ridge reduces the
likelihood that any of the clusters are sports that would seriously
misrepresent the history of a structure.
The dates from Turkey Foot Ridge focus attention on a 40 year

interval from the cutting in the 7408 of beams incorporated in Pithouse
E to the growth in the late 780s of t-ha sitels latest dated tree rings.
Within this interval, most if not all of the six structures with tree-
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ring dates are probably classificatorily contemporaneous. As noted,

these are more than a third of the structures thought to be present at
the site.

It seems reasonable to sufP)se that many of the other struc-

tures probably date to this interval as well. 'lbis leads to the further

speculation that Turkey Foot Ridge saw the construction of perhaps 15 or

so houses over an interval of 40 or so years. If houses lasted for an
average of 10 years, this would mean that three or four houses were
occupied at anyone time.

The maximum likely number is 16, which is the

total number present. The actual number probably lies somewhere between, I would guess somewhere toward the lower end of the range.
To

this point, the discussion has focused on the interpretation

of tree-ring data and, in so doing, bas ignored three issues that are
important to Mogollon chronology. The argument presented above that the
houses with tree-ring dates were probably built withw a 40 year period
has a special relevance to each of these issues. The first concerns a
shift in the Mogollon area fr!

'!II

round to rectangular housesa

Houses

built during the period in question include examples that are round
<Pithouse B), rectangular CPithouse

E),

and somewhere in between CPit-

bouse 0). A second issue relates to the position of the houses with
tree-ring dates within Martin and Rinaldo's (l950:Figure 141) seriation
of Mogollon pithouses.

Of concem here are the San FrancisCO phase and

the subsequent Three Circle phase.

Pitrouses at 'furkey Foot Ridge that,

on the basis of tree-ring data, appear to date to a 40 year interval,
are spread over the seriation from early in the san Francisco phase to
late in the Three Circle phase. If the tree-ring dates are correctly
interpreted, this distribution would call into question the validity of
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a seriation like that presented by Martin and Rinaldo.
A third issue concerns the dating of the transition from San
Francisco phase to Three Circle phase.

As can be seen in Table 4,

structures at Turkey Foot Ridge have been identified as San Francisco
phase, as Three Circle phase, and as built in the San Francisco phase
and occupied into the Three Circle phase.

The possible significance of

this variation is discussed later in the chapter.
Twin Bridges Site, starkweather Ruin, and WlY>..atley Ridge RIin

None of the structures at these sites are well dated.

Pithouse

D at the Twin Bridges Site has 17 dates, a rather large number, but
there is no date cluster that clearly represents a construction date
{Figure lO}.

Nevertheless, it is of some interest that Pithouse D's

tree-ring dates cover the same time interval as th>se from 'lUrkey Foot
Ridge and that, like Pithouse B at that site, Pithouse D has been
identified as a Three Circle structure. The significance of this assigrunent is discussed later in the chapter.
The tree-ring dates available for starkweather Ruin and wlleatley

Ridge Ruin are included in Table 4 and Figure 10 for completeness' sake
but do not warrant special comment.
Mogollon Vi ]]age

Five pitstructures at Mogollon Village have tree-ring dates:
Souses I, 2, 4, SB, and 8 (Figure 11). This is a fairly small proportion of the 20 pithouses (including nine unexcavated structures) identified by Haury (1936:Figure

2).

All five dwellings with tree-ring dates
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Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Mogollon
Village.
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are rectangular, and each has a long entrance passage on the east or
northeast side.

with the exception of House 2, the structures have

latest dates in the 7305 to 7505.

Weak date clusters suggest construc-

tion dates in the mid to late 7308 for House 4 and in the late 7406 for
The clusters are weak in that they include ally three or four

Bouse 8.

dates, although both do end with one or two cutting dates. The proVB1iences of dated samples lend BlIf.POrt to the inference that the clusters
represent construction dates.

Except for House 4'6 "v" date of 736,

which comes from a sanple recovered two feet above the floor, all of t.he
dates are from roof beams that are depicted in Haury's field sketches of
the houses or that are said to have been on the floor <ASri Archives, TRL

Site Files).

The single noncutting dates from Houses 1 and 5B are

essentially unmterpretable, at least when examined individually.

When

the dates from Houses 1, 4, 5B, and 8 are considered together, oowever,
the close agreement in the dates does lend some support to the idea
tb.at! like Houses 4 and 8, Houses 1 and SB date to the mid 700s.
Qle EUtp:)se of the present study is to upjate prior interpreta-

tions of tree-ring data.

In keeping with that goal, it is important to

note that tree-ring dates from Houses 4, SB, and 8 (Figure 11) differ
substantially from dates reported by Haury (1936) in the original site
report and by Wheat (1955:Table 17) in his synthesis of data on the
Mogollon.

These archaeologists gave dates in the 890s and first decade

of the 900s for the structures in question, that is, dates compatible
with those from House 2, discussed next. The new dates come from the
same samples as the old dates and, hence, represent a redatjng of tb:lse
sam;>les.
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A strong terminal cluster from House 2 indicates that the
structure was built in t:lle late 890s.

The cluster ends with 14 cutting

dates of 898 from saIIY?les with complete outer rings.

Because ti1e rings

are complete, the beams must have procured after the growing season of
898 and before the growing season of 899.

More than half of the dates,

including many of those at 898, are from beams shown on Haury's field
sketch

(ASH

Archives).

Based on the arrangement of support posts and of

charred beams on t:lle floor -

including many that do not date -

HaUry

inferred that three posts in line along the long axis of the house
·supported a long horizontal beam forming ral gable" that "secondary
posts set into or near [the] wall also carried horizontal beams to
sUfllXlrt rafters from [the] gable," ana that "front and back walls were
cq:parently vertical whereas [the] roof sloped down to benches on lthe]
sides" <1936:20).

This structure differed from all the other rectangu-

lar houses at Mogollon Village

jn

having a bench running the length of

each of the two soort sides.
Mimms yrDey
Harris Village
Thirteen pithouses at Barris Village give a scatter of latest
dates that are fairly evenly distributed from the 580s to the 870s
(Figure 12>.

thfortunately, few of the structures can be dated with any

degree of confidence. Houses 25 and 28 have two dates each, and each
bas a latest date of 624v.

Whatever mutual sU:pfOrt this agreement lends

to the dating of the structures is counterbalanced by the assignment of
the structures to different phases -

Georgetown for House 25 and San
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Francisco for House 28.

Anyon <1980:154) argues that the sherd collec-

tions from the two oouaes are quite similar; therefore, the difference
in phase assignments may not be significant.

The best dated structures are Bouses 10 and 15. Both are rectangular, and each has an entrance passage on its east or southeast
side. A weak date cluster suggests that Ek>use 15 was built in the early
8606.

Because of Bouse lOIs great size, Baury considered it

e. possible

ceremonial structure. Similarly, Anyon and leBlanc classify !buse 10 as
a "communal structure" U980:Table 2).

A strong terminal cluster pro-

vides a construction date for this building in the late 8705.

The

latest dates come from beams that have complete outer rings, which
therefore were cut between the growing seasons of 877 and 878.
Galaz Site
In the mid 19705 the Mimbres Foundation sponsored excavations at

a number of sites in the Mimbres Valley (leBlanc 1983:11-17).

Tree-ring

samples recovered during these investigations have produced many dates,
which are listed in LeBlanc and Whalen U980:AppenCiix
-

Galaz, Wheaton-Smith, and Mattocks -

B).

Three sites

yielCled dates from pitstruc-

tures <Figure 13). At the Galaz Site, dates are available for Pit.b:luses
1, 18, 26, and 29.

Sample proveniences.

In

order to interpret the dates from the

Galaz pithouses, it is necessary first to examine the proveniences of
the dated samples.

Most samples are identified as coming from roof

fall, post-occupation fill, or a combination of the two.

If these

identifications are correct, the dates from roof fall should relate
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directly to the pithollses being investigated, whereas the dates from

post-occupation fill Bb;)uld not.

In fact, an analysis of date distribu-

tions from roof fall and post-occupation fill indicates that both sets

of dates are probably relevant to dating the structures.

ret us assume

that post-occupation fill is correctly identified.

present case,

In the

this must mean that the fill was deposited after the pithouse was aban-

doned and its superstructure had collapsed.

If this were the case,

tree-ring dates from roof fall would most likely differ from dates from
post-occupation fill.

In statistical terms, the distributions smuld be

drawn from different populations of beams, and of dates. Because the
post-occupation fill relates to events that took place sometime after

the house was abandoned, one might predict that, more often than not,
the fill dates would be later than the roof-fall dates.

SOmetimes they

would be earlier, and sometimes they would be just the same.
Figure 14 presents tree-ring dates, by provenience, for Pitrouses I and 29.

Three observations conceming t..hese data are relevant

to the present discussion. First, the three distributions from Pithouse
I are very similar, as are the two distributions from Pith::luse 29.

In

fact, considering the differences in sample size, it is hard to imagine
how they could be more similar.

In the case of Pithouse 1, both roof

fall and combined };X)st-occupation fill and roof fall produced terminal
date concentrations in the 8305 to 850s, ending with one or two cutting
dates of 858.

Even post-occupation fill, which yielded only three

dates, has a latest date of 858, albeit a noncutting date.
ranges are also very similar in the three distributions.

The date

For Pithouse

29, both. roof fall and post-occupation fill include date concentrations
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in the 850s to B60s. llcof fall also produced tails of

p~O

and post-

869 dates, whereas postOCCll! ,tion fill produced very few such dates.
This difference is not surprising, 9i""" the la<ger sample size for roof

fall

(Ii

= 28 dates) as oompared to post-occupaticn fill

(Ii

= 11 dates).

Second, based on the near identity of the distributions, it
appears highly likely that those from Pithouse 1 are drawn from a single
population of dated beams, as are those from Pithouse 29. ibe available
provenience infor_ion notwithstanding, this must be a pcl!XIlation of
dated roof beams.

It would appear, then, that the excavators were

overly oonservative in separating roof fall from post-occupation fill.
Possibly the "post-occupation" material overlay a layer of bumed sediment representing the pithouse superstructule's earth oovering. This
might occur if some timbers - particularly horizontal roof beams toward
t.."le center of the superstructure -

other tiubers -

fell directly on the floor, whereas

especially in or near the walls - pivoted down into

the pit and came to rest in a more or less vertical position. These
latter timbers might project up into the fill dEPOSited after the structure had collapsed, or as they broke apart, pieces of them might tumble
into the center of the pit and end up lying above the central portion of
the roof.
Third, in a more general vein, this discussion of Pithouses 1
and 29 demonstrates the i_rtance of analysing date distributions and

not just individual dates or latest dates. In this instance, patteming

in date distributions seems to be more informative than observations
concerning the context of dated samples.

Fourth and finally, this

example demonstrates the usefulness of stem-and-leaf diagrams for
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revealing patteming in date distdbutions, conslaered both singly and
in group;.
stOlctnre Anal}U'1a.

roof fall.

All three dates from Pithouse 26 are from

They form a weak date cluster at 848-852 that suggests a

possible construction date in the 850s.

Certainly, the superstructure

of Pithouse 26 was either built, repaired, or remodeled during or after
the 850s. Similarly, a concentration of dates in the 850s and 860s from
Pitbouse 18 indicatss a probable construction or repair dats during or

after the 850s. Dates of B08, 837, and 851 are from ·post-occupation"
fill, and all other dates are from roof falL lIB in the cases previous-

ly discussed, the fill dates "match" the roof fall dates, suggesting
that all are in fact from the superstructure.
It has already been established tlIat most if not all dates from
Pitbouse 1 are relevant to dating that structure.

A date clustsr tl1at

ends with three cutting datss of 858, including one from a sample with a

complete outsr ring, indicates a prdlable construction date Of 851H159.

('!'he sample with a complete outer ring is from a tree cut between the
end of the 858 growing season and the beginning Of the 859 growing
seihlon, that is, roughly in the last half of 858 or the first balf of

859.) A concentration of dates in the 830s could represent the chance
weathering of beams cut in the 8508 or a separate beam cutting event
prior to the 8508. There is no good basis for choosing between the
altemati.....
i1le mode of Pitbouse 29's dats distribution is toward the mic!-

dIe, and hence, the distribution departs substantially from the ideal
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shape discussed in O!apter 2. The most iIq;Iortant cbaJ:acteristics of the

dates are a cluster in the 850s ending with cutting dates of 859 and
860, a cluster in the 860s ending with cutting dates of 870, and a
scatter of four late noncutting dates from 880 to 893.

(As

discussed

previously, most or all dates probably relate to the structure.>

In

addition to tree-ring dates, the pitbouse produced architectural evidence that is important to Wlderstanding its history. The structure has
two entrance passages or rampways, only one of which appears to have
been in use at a time.

A r __ay on the northeast side bed been walled

up, probably at the same time a new rampway was built on the southeast

sioe. LeBlanc (1983:62) interprets these tree-ring and architectural
data as follows:

Be suggests that the house was built around 859 and

that the second rampway was added around 870.

In explaining the A.D.

870 dates, LeBlanc argues that -Ble ramp relocativn must have n-=oessi-

tated changing or adding some roof tini>ers, although most of the beams
were retainedK U983:62>.
scanty provenience information presented by Ii!Blanc and Whalen
(l978:l\Wend1x III and leBlanc U983:Figure 11) suggests that the foregoing interpretation underestimates the scope of the 870 modifications

to the pitil.ouse's roof. These data pertain to a sample that dates to
866, comes from a posthole, and bears the designation -6 ··34PB1l.- 'l'he

sample probably comes from Posthole 34, which is located in the center
of the pithouse.

Aooording to a>ger lin_'s reconstruction of Pithouse

29's roof CIeBlanc 1983:Figure ill, this posthole held one of the major

.roof supports.

Because of the difficulty of adding or replacing a

vertical post of this sort, it _ s likely that the roof was either
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built or alJoost entirely rebuilt in 870.
_

strEl1g\:h of the date cluster ending in 859-860 suggests that

the 870 work involved reroofing rather than initial construction of
Pithouse 29.

Clearly a

~r

of beams were pro&1ced in the late 850s

and early 860s, presumably for use in a structure built at about that
time. Conceivably, this could be some other pithouse, whicb was dismantled before 870 and before the construction of Pitlx>use 29.
structure could be Pithouse 29 itself.

Or the

It is tempting to find support

for the latter alternative in the evidence for a sequence of ramp entrances. That is, perhaps the bouse was built in 860 and reroofed in
870, at the same time that a new rampway was built. unfortunately,

there appears to be no direct evidence linking the two remodeling
events. In addition, the entrance may relate to repair in the 8908, to
be discussed sh:>rtly. What we have. then. is the intrigulng pcssibility
of a pith:>use that was built around 860 and reroofed a decade later.
Pith:>use 29 alae produced four noncutting dates. from roof fall.
between 880 and 893.

Provenience information comparable to that cited

for Posthole 34 shows that one of the dates comes from the northeast
side of the structure and another from the northwest comer.

The dates

indicate that the roof was probably repaired during or after 893.

_

existence of four dates and the observation that two of the dated
samples come from different parts of the structure suggests that the
repairs were at least moderately extensive. This wcrk was performed at
least 23 years after the roofing. either initial or replac""ent. of 870.
In swmnary, the bouse pit of Pitlx>use 29 was in use for at least
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23 years (870-893) and possibly for at least 33 years (860-893).

~e

pithouse may bave bad a first superstructure that lasted for a decsde
(860-870) and definitely had another superstructure that apparently
survived for at least a quarter century (870-893).
~

Wheaton-Snith and Mattocks Sites

Dates from these sites are inconclusive (Figure 13J.

In the

case of the Wheaton-Smith Site, Pithcuse 37 produced dates of 953 and
960 from roof fall and 964 from post-occupation fill that underlay a
Classic period floor.
structure -

Assuming that all three dates pertain to toe

by analogy with hcuses at the Gala. Site -- it is liJ<ely

that the pithouse was built or remodeled during or after the 9608.
1Iccording to lInyon (1980:410) and leBlanc (1983:Figure 19), tllit 410 is

a pithouse that was converted, during the Classic period, into a ceremonial room, or kiva.

They base this inference on architectural style,

ceramics, and the tree-ring dates, particularly a noncutting date of
1020 from combined roof fall and

post~ion

fill.

R>rthem Jornaila Area
Taylor Draw (IA 6565)

Taylor Draw is the only Jomacia site with published tree-ring
dates from pithouses. Excavated remains consist of a kiva, four pithouses, and 22 rooms.. Most of the rooms occur in single rows that are

from three to eight rooms in length. Four of the five most clearly
defined of these units share the north-south orientation of the ridgetop.

The pitstructures are scattered among the ream units, but with no
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tendency to lie to the east of the units and hence to give a front

orientation to the settlement.
ibe kiva and three pitbouses produced the dates shown in Figure

15. All of the dated samples are identified as roof material.
dates are all -++-, with one exception.

The

In each case the ring count

begins in 915 or 916, and the length of the count varies from 13 years
(916 to 929) to 64 years (915 to 979).

ibe

"++"

dates underestimate the

true date of the outer tree ring by an unknown number of years.

The

amount of this potential error is probably sufficient to nullify the
weak clustering of dates from Feature 17.

It is not Blough to invali-

date the observation that the dates all fall in the same century I the
tenth.

The four pitstructures, Features 7, 15, 17, and 22, probably

date to this century.

Because the settlement lacks a front orientation,

there is little basis for extending this dating to the nearby surface

rOOllfl.
Dating the San

Francisco -

Three Cjrcle Transjtjon

Data summarized in Table 4 suggest that the change from the San

Francisco to the Three Circle phase may have taken place earlier than
some researchers have thought.

Wheat U955:Figure 12) and Bullard

U962:Figure 27) date this event to around A.D. 900, whereas Graybill
(1973:Table

3)

offers a somewhat earlier date of 850. Anyon, Gilman,

and leBlanc (1981.217, Table 1) p.1Sh the date back even further, to the
interval from 750 to 800. They note that in tre Mimbres Area (including

Mogollon Village) there is a gap of 100 years between the latest San
Francisco phase tree-ring date of 755 and the earliest Three Circle
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a.D..
900

Feat:ure 22

---'El.lml.

~

92
91 9
939
1

92 16
950

lilO.t!wLlI
9316* 7
941*

~

929
93
94
955
96 7*
979

All "++" dates, except A.D. 919 from Feature 15.

* Roof
Figure 15.

suWOrt post.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Taylor Draw

CIA 6565).
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phase cutting date of 858. Presumably the change from one phase to
another occurred sometime during this interval. Anyon. Gilman. and
LeBlanc opt for a date in the first half of this interval. basing their

preference on a ceramic argument that is difficult to evaluate. They
note that -The ceramics associated with the mid-800s [Three Circle]
pit _

[at the Galaz Site] are stylistically well evolved IlOldface

Bl.ack-on-white. Thus. we must assume the 'lhree Circle
what older than these datea.

P>ase was some-

It is currEntly most reasonable to place

the beginning of this phase between A.D. 750 and A.D. 800' (1981,217).

Dates from the Reserve Area, which they did not consider, offer some
suax>rt to this dating.
Table 5 presents data that are relevant to dating the San
Francisco - Three Circle Transition. All of the information comes from

Table 4. Table 5 divides pithollses with tree-ring dates into several
categories.

First, there are the san FranciscO phase structures.

The

list includes pithouses at Mogollon Village that. as discussed earlier.
have tree-ring samples originally dated to the 800s but more recently
redatP.d to the 700s.

The san Francisco phase structures have construc-

tion dates as late as the 780s and individual tree-ring dates as late ss

800. At the other end of the scale are Three Circle phase structures
with construction dates and latest tree-rUlg dates from the 850s to the

890s. Of especial importance is House 2 at Mogollon village, which
Haury originally assigned to the San Francisco phase.

Based on the

presence of four fragmentru:y Boldface Black-on-white vessels on the
floor of the structure. liheat (1955,17.172) suggested that the house

might be reassigned to the Three Circle phase, and Anyon, Gilman, and
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Table 5.

Chronological Data from Selected San Francisco and Three
Circle Phase structures.

Phase
san Francisoo

San Francisoo-

Three Circle

San Francisco-

Three Circle

stOlctnre

Latest
I!Wl

!lOuse 5B, !'lOgollon Village
Bouse 4, !'lOgollon Village
House 8, Mogollon Village
House 1, !'lOgollon Village
Pith>u.se H, Turkey Foot Ridge
PitOOuse F, 'lbrkey Foot Rid:Je
Ebuse 3A, Wheatley Ridge aIin

736
736
748
755
787
788
800

Pithouse 0, Turkey Foot Ridge
Pithouse K, Turkey Foot Ridge
Pithouse E, Turkey Foot Rid:.:Je

752
775
783

Pithouse B, Turkey Foot Ridge
Pitbouse 0, '!Win Bridges Site

778
783

Bouse 2, Mogollon Village

898

Pithouse 26, Galaz Site
Pitbouse 1, Galaz Site
Pithouse 18, Galaz Site
Pithouse 29, Galaz Site
lbuse 15, Harris Village
House 10, Harris Village

852
858
866
893
861
877

Construction

Date
730s
Late 740s
Late 780s

Late 770s

llI\

Three Circle
San Francisco,

898 - 899

reassigned to
'lbree Circle

Three Circle

8505 ?

858 - 859
859-8601/870-871?
early 860s ?
877 - 878
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LeBlanc (l981:Figure

1)

so reassigned it.

This seems a reasonable step,

given the importance of I!Oldface to the identification of 'Ihree Circle

contexts.
A third group of structures is identified in one way or another
with both phases.

For exarrple, Martin and Rinaldo place the construc-

tion of Pithouses E, It, and 0 at Turkey Foot Ridge in the San Francisco
phase and their occupation in the san Francisco ami Three Circle phases.
As for Pithv·usE': B at

Turke~i

Foot Ridge and Pithouse D at the Twin

Bridges Site, Martin and Rinaldo assign these structures to the Three
Circle phase, but Wheat thinks that they were built during the San

Francisco phase and occupied into the Three Circle phase.

In each case,

the classifiers agree that the pithouses were occupied during the Three

Circle phase. As Table 5 indicates, the five intermediate structures
have latest dates from 752 to 783. Previously, it was argued that the
pitbouses at furkey Foot Ridge probably date to the interval from 750 to
790.

Also argued elsewhere is the claim that pithouses were typically

in use for no more than 20 years.

in use

betl'/eeTl

750 and 810.

This would mean that the houses were

Sioce the structures were occupied during

the Three Circle phase, that phase had probably begun by around 800.
These data, in combination with the dates from San Francisco phase
hOuces, suggest a beginning date for the Three Circle phase between
about 780 and 800.

This estimate falls at the end of the interval from

750 to 800 favored by Anyon, Gilman, and LeBlanc (1981) for the San

Francisco - Three Circle transition.
The foregoing analysis is most susceptible to criticism on two
fronts.

First, it may overemphasize the importance of the consistency
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in the dates from Turkey Foot Ridge as a criterion for dating the

structures there as pre-BOO. It is important to remember in this regard
that none of the supposed Three Circle rouses produced a reliable ron-

struction date. From this perspective, the spread of structures over
widely separated portions of Martin and Rinaldo's ceramic seriation,
mentioned earlier, might be taken. as evidence that the tree-ring dates
were providing incorrect construction dates.

'Ite

~rent

near contem-

poraneity of San Francisco and Three Circle pithouses at Turkey Foot

Ridge could be mteIpreted m tbe same light.

second, one could question the procedure whereby some structures
are assigned to the San Francisco phase, others to the Three Circle
phase, and still others to both.· T'ne analysis presented here assumes
that the pithouses can be classified by phase with some degree of reli-

ability.

In essence, the critical structures can be assignea to the

Three Circle phase because of the presence of Boldface Black-on-white
sherds on their floors.

The available data provide no strong basis,

however, for relating these sherds to the occupation of the pithouses
that contain them. It is important to note that this problem affects
the entire Mogollon sequence and not just the portion being considered
here.

To deal with it properly would require a reevaluation of that

sequence, something not within the purview of this study.

CHAPl'ER 4
PITOOUSE SITES: BI\SKElDIl\KEP III

This chapter deals with Basketmaker III sites where the eartb-

lodge, or pithollse, is the primary structure type.

Isolated storage

cists are also present in many cases, although these structures rarely
produce tree-ring dates.

Late Basketmaker III sites (mostly post-750l

with aligned, contiguous storage structures are covered in the next
chapter, along with Pueblo I sites.

The introduction to Chapter 3

outlined a number of issues that are important to the inter.pretation of
tree-ring dates from pithouses.

That discussion is equally relevant to

the Anasazi pithouses considered in this and the following chapter.

In

addition, there is an issue that has not been discussed so far that
relates specifically to the history of Anasazi pitstructures.

This is

the question of when the ventilator replaced the entrance passageway and
the antechamber Mendorf 1953:108-113, Bollard 1962).
Mancos

Can:lOO· SMrlNR 2344

Site SMTUMR 2344 is located in Mancos canyon, immediately south
of Mesa Verde in southwestern Colorado. It was excavated by the University of Colorado's Mancos Canyon Salvage Project in 1973 (Hallisy
1974:2-22).

Site 5MTUMR 2344 is of particular interest because of a

very early Basketmaker III pithouse uncovered there.

The structure

resembles later Basketmaker III pithouses on nearby Mesa Verde
127
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<discussed elsewhere in this chapter) in having an antechamber, four
main roof support p:>sts, ana wall poles sunk into the bench that encircles the floor.

It differs from later houses in being tOWld rather than

sub-rectangular and in having an antechamber that is more elongated than
later examples and that is attached directly to the main room rather
than by a short passageway (Hallisy 1974:15).

A low partition wall

separates the main room from the antechamber.
Based on the form of the pithouse and on the presence of two
Chapin Gray vessels and a few sherds of the same type on the floor,
Hallisy (1974:4) assigned the pithouse to Basketmaker III and dated its

occupation to between 610 and 700. Tree-ring dates established after
Hallisy's repJrt was released indicate that the pithouse was built and
occupied much earl ier than that. The date distribution has the diagnostic shape describe(l in Chapter 2, with a gradual increase through
time ih dates per decade culminating in a strong date cluster (Figure
16). The cluster indicates that construction occurred during the mid
470s.

A scatter of earlier cutting dates from 462 to 473 comes from

beams that were reused. or stockpiled.

Beams

dating to 472 ana 473 were

cut just a few years before construction of the dwelling.

Because the

interval between procurement and construction is so brief, it is perhaps
more likely that the dated beams were stockpiled than that they were
used once, salvaged, and then reused in the pithouse where the archaeologists found them.

~ncutting

dates in the late 200s and early 300s

could be from old reused beams or from deadwood.

A single cutting date

of 483 probably relates to a repair or remodeling event and indicates
the house was occupied for at least seven years (476 to 483).

The
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44 0
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Stem-ana-Leaf Diagram of Tree-ring Dates from the Basketmaker III Pithouse at SMTUMR 2344.
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pithouse was destroyed by fire.

Because only a small quantity of arti-

facts were found on the floor, Ballisy (1974:20) thinks that the house
was already abandoned when it burned.
Pra:ter Rock pj strict

Several Basketrnaker III sites in the Prayer Rock District of

northeastern Arizona were excavated by Farl B. Morris in 1931. Almost
50 years later his daughter, Elizabeth Ann Morris (1980), published a

report on this work.

The sites are located in rock shelters on the

southeast side of COve Mesa, which stands between the lLlkachukai Mountains to the south and Carrizo Mountain to the north.

Broken Flute

Cave, the largest of the sites, includes the remains of a probable great
kiva, 16 pithouses, and 65 cists.

Most of the Prayer Rock houses are

rather irregular in shape; many are oval and some are roughly rectangular with curved walls and corners. Data on entries are sketchy, though
passages or narrow antechambers appear to have provided access to several structures (Morris 1980:23).

Typically, the oouses have one or more

floor ridges that radiate out from the hearth and divide the floor area
into two or more segments. The superstructure incorp:lrated four upright
sU[:pOrt I;X>sts, a central flat roof, and leaning wall posts. The timber
framework of the walls was covered with carrizo cane or juniper bark and
plastered with mud; in most cases the roof timbers were plastered direetly with mud (Morris 1980:21-22).
Tree-ring dates, which have been published by Bannister, Dean,
and Gell (1966), are summarized in Figure 17.

The following analysis of

these data parallels that offered by Morris (1980:49-50). The best

Broken Flute Cave - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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information comes from Broken Flute cave, which produced 76 dates from
14 of the 16 pithouses present, and cave 2, which yielded 50 dates from
three of the four recorded pithouses. Even allowing for a few pithouses
that may have ercxled away since abandonment or that were not excavated,

tree-ring dates are available for a sizeable proportion of the structures at each site.

For this reason, both the presence and the absence

of dates during particular time intervals can be used in interpretation
of these sites.

Of lesser value are dates that can be identified by

site but not by structure.

Included in this group are 53 dates from

Broken Flute Cave, Obelisk Cave, Pocket Cave, and Caves 1, 2, 3, 6, 7,
ana 8. In all, the prayer Rock sites produced 113 (63%) cutting dates,
thanks to which a number of procurement and construction events can be

dated to intervals only one to a couple of years in length. The treering data are relevant to problems of identifying reused, stockpiled,
and repair timbers and of reconstructing the history of individual sites
and groups of sites.
Procurement and Construction Intervals
CUtting dates indicate that most beam procurement occurred during three intervals: 450 to 510, the 620s, and the mid 650s to mid 670s.
Beams dating to the first interval come from Broken Flute and Obelisk
Caves, but
Cave but

llQt.

llQt.,

from Cave 2; to the second interval from Broken Flute

with one exception, from Cave 2; and to the third inter-

val from Caves 2 and 6 but nQ.t., with the exception of one date, from
Broken Flute Cave.

This patterning in procurement dates indicates the

periodic occupation, abandonment, ana sometimes, reoccupation of
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rockshelters in the Prayer Fcck District.

The absence of cutting dates

from the 90 year interval between 510 and 600 suggests that the district
may not have been occupied during this period.

Alternatively, the gap

in tree-ring dates may simply indicate that sites and structures occu-

pied during this interval were not :investigated or that beams dating to
it were not preserved.

Different numbers of construction events can be dated to the
three intervals.

The best candidate for construction during the first

period, or between 450 and 510, is Pithouse 8A at Broken Flute Cave.
Five tree-ring dates, the latest a cutting date of 494, suggest that
constmction occurred in the late 4005 (Figure 17).

en the other hand,

the dates fail to cluster, the number of dates is small, and it is
conceivable that the structure was built much later and that the dates
come from reused

beams~

stratigraphic evidence is at least consistent

with a date in the 490s. Pithouse 8A is cut through by Pithouse 8 and,
therefore, predates it.

Pithouse 8 was probably built in about 625, as

part of an occupation that began around 620.

Thus, it is likely that

Pithouse SA was built either in the 490s or between 620 and 625.
noted, tree-ring dates favor the earlier possibility.

As

Four other rouses

at Broken Flute Cave produced latest dates between 490 and 510 (Figure
17).

Since each structure has only one or two dates, none can be dated

confidently to this period.

The dates could simply come from reused

beams, as do comparable dates from Pithouses 4, 5, and 11. en the other
hand, given evidence in the form of beam procurement dates that the site
was occupied around 500, it seems reasonable to suppose that some of the
structures do date to this time.

13S

Cutting dates from Obelisk cave provide evidence of beam procurement :in the 470. and 480..
pmvenienced by structure.

tbfortunately, the dated samples are not

E. B. Morris (1936:35) refers to -housesll in

the cave, but he does not say lDw many there are.

He also mentions the

presence of ·slab storage eiats." A map of the site published by E. A.
Morris (l9aO:Figure 9) shows 11 structures, including one probable
house, one incorrplete building that may be a hoUse, and nine structures

that, because they are small or are clustered in contiguous groups, are
probably storage cists.

itIe bouse type includes a -flat roof supported

by four postsn and "sides of spaced slanting poles" (Morris 1936:35).
By analogy to the situation in the prayer Rxk caves, it appears likely

that these posts and poles are responsible for most of the tree-ring
dates from Obelisk Cave.

For this reason, the clustering of dates

probably relates to the construction of one or both bouses :in the 470.
or 480s.

_

dating of a bouse

to the late 400s is important because of

the presence of pottery in the cave.

If the sherds found by Morris were

associated with a dated house, then <l>elisk cave would provide evidence
similar to that from 5MTUMR 2344, discussed earlier, for the pre-A.D.
500 appearance of ceramics in the Anasazi area.

Morris does not say if

the sherds in fact come from the pithouses.

A number of pithouses at Broken Flute Cave can be dated to the
620s, or to the second beam cutting interval.

Eight houses produced

latest dates during this decade. Date clusters suggest construction
dates of 623 for Pithouse 12, 623 or 624 for Pithouse 6, 624 for Pithouse 9, 625 for Pithouse 8, 625 or 626 for Pithouse 7, and 629 for
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Pithouse 5.

The quality of date clustering varies from the best case of

Pithouse 9, with 11 cutting dates in two years, to Pithouse 5, with one
noncutting and two cutting dates in two years. A single late date of
627 from Pithouse 8 comes from a ladder pole and, hence, indicates that
the dwelling was occupied for at least two years. A date of 627 from
Pithouse 6 probably relates to the repair or remodeling of that structure, only some four years after it was built. As noted, Pithouses 4,
5, and 11 incorporated reused beams cut before 500.

slight weathering of beams -

rather than reuse -

Stockpiling and

probably account for

most other early dates from structures built in the 6205.

This conclu-

sion is based on the tight clustering of dates from most structures.

For example, cutting dates indicate that some beams used in Pitoouse 6
were cut in 622 and 623.

It seems more likely that those procured in

622 were stockpiled for a year than that they were used and reused in
just two years.

Similarly, Pithouse 12 was probably built with new

beams cut in 623 and with at least one beam left over from procurement

in 621.

Two dates, a noncutting date of 635 from Pithouse 11 and a

cutting date of 637 not provenienced to a structure, indicate that
Broken Flute Cave was occupied into the late 6305. Pithouse 11 may have
been built around 625 and repaired during or after 635, or it may have
been constructed during or after the 630s.
Flute Cave

bumed~

Nine pithouses at Broken

numerous artifacts on the floors of Pithouses 6, 8,

and 9 and some artifacts on the floor of Pithouse 7 indicate that these
buildings were destroyed while in use.
ings -

Trash in the fill of six dwell-

Pithouses 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 12 -- shows that occupation of the

site continued after they were abandoned.

PitOOuse 11 contained clean
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fill, and it also produced one of the two dates ir. the 6305.

Together,

these pieces of evidence indicate that this structure was one of the
last occupied.

A date of 652v from the "East Fndlr of the site ouggests

that one or rn:>te houses were occupied into the 6505.

Houses at Cave 2 and, probably, Cave 6 were built during the
third beam procurement interval, or from the mid 6505 to mid 6705. Date
clusters that include a number of dates indicate that Pithouses 1 and 2
at Cave 2 were built in 669.

Most beams used in these buildings were

cut during each year from 666 to 669.

O1e beam from Pithouse 1 was cut

in 626; presumably it was reused from Pithouse 3, whicb produced no
dates, or it was brought from ar;cther site.

Pithouse 2 was probably

repaired or remodeled in 676, seven years after initial construction.
Pithouse 4 probably predates Pithouses 1 and 2.

A scatter of dates

suggests that it was built in the late 650s or the 660s.
done on the dwelling as late as 670.

Some work was

The scattering of dates could

result from either the reuse or the stockpiling of timbers.

In either

case, it would appear that the pool of bearrtS available when Pithouse 4
was built had been used up by the time Pithouses I and 2 were constructed..

Thus Pithouse 4 incotpJrates beams cut mostly before 665, whereas

Pithouses 1 and 2 include beams cut mostly after that date.

All three

houses burned; artifacts on the floors of Houses 1 and 2 indicate that
they were destroyed while in use.

These structures are located only a

meter or two apart, so conceivably a fire that started in one could have
spread to the other. Cave 6 yielded a cluster of dates in the 6605 and
670s, including seven cutting dates of 674.

Three pithouses were
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investigated at the site, and all three bad burned. The dates suggest

that one at more of the 00uses were built in 674.
seasonality
Information on terminal rings can indicate the season when beam
cutting occurred.

For example, the latest dates from pitbouse 9 at

Broken Flute Cave come from beams that produced cutting dates of .§.2.ll
and must, therefore, have been cut during the growing season of that

year.

COntdnations of -inc.- and ·comp.... dates can also provide useful

information on the timing of wood cutting events. Dates of .6.2.3!:. and

.A2Ji from Pithouse 9 apply to beams cut after the end of the growing
season of 623 and before tbe end of tbe growing season of 624.

Species

data make it possible to specify the beginning and end of this interval
more exactly.

Dates of .6.23.Q. and ..22.4i were obtained from beams of both

Douglas-fir and pinyon.

It is assumed that growing seasons for these

species at Mesa Verde -

late April to sometime in June for Douglas-fir

and early June to september for pinyon Rock D!.strict as well.

are awlicable to tbe Prayer

Beams of juniper also gave dates of

~

and it

is assumed that the growing season for this species falls somewhere

within tbe combined range of Douglas-fir and pinyon. The maximum length
of the procurement interval indicated by these data is 14 months, from
June of 623 -- the earliest possible date for Douglas-fir beams with
complete outer rings grown in 623 -

to August of 624 -- the latest

possible date for pinyon beams with incomplete outer rings grown in 624.

The minimum is an interval of just two months from April of 624 -

the

latest date for a Douglas-fir with a complete outer ring grown in 623 -
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to June of 624 -- the earliest date for a pinyon with an incomplete
outer ring grown in 624.
Pithouses 1 and 2 at Cave 2 were both built with beams that gave

latest dates of

~ and~.

The agreement in procurement intervals

for the two structures strengthens the inference that they were bull t at
the same timf'. Dates of .2.6li come from beams of Douglas-fir, pinyon,
and ponderosa pine, those of

~

from Douglas-fir, pinyon, and juniper.

Growing seasons are as before, and it is assumed that ponderosa pine
falls within the combined intervals for Douglas-fir and pinyon.

Based

on reasoning similar to that applied to Pithouse 9, it can be determined
that beams usee in Pithouses 1 and 2 were cut during an interval that
lasted, at a maximum, for 14 months from April 669 to June 670, and at a

minimum, for two months from June to August, 669. Other Clated beams
~rere

cut up to the end of the growing season for 668.

Prayer Rock ColIlrlL1I1ity
Determining the size of the Prayer Ibck community is problematic, in spite of the large number of cutting dates and the number of
structures represented in the sample. At least two museD were occupied
at once in Cave 2, and probably no more than four.

Three houses were

identified in Cave 1, at least six in Cave 3, at least 3 in Cave 5,
three in Cave 6, one in Cave 7, four in Pocket cave, ana several in
Cbelisk Cave (Morris lQ80:16-20). Thus, the typical site was small.
Broken Flute Cave is larger than the other sites, for it incluaes 16
pithouses. Six dwellings, Pithouses 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12, were probably built in the six years from 623 to 629.

There might have been
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fewer than six houses occupied at anyone time, if some among these six
houses were built to replace others destroyed or dismantled only a few

years after being built.

There is also evidence that more than six

muses may have been occupied concurrently.

Tree-ring dates hint that

three dwellings, Pithouses 4, 11, and 14 may date to the 6205.

Pithouse

SA probably was not builtin the 6205, but some among the other six
houses, incluoing the four that produced one or two dates in the late
4005 and early 500s, may have been.

As a guess, Broken Flute Cave at

its height may have included four to 10 houses, or perhaps only six to

eight houses.

Thus, it would have been somewhat larger than the other

cave settlements.

The Prayer Rock community as a whole may have included households in more than one cave.

Around 40 pithouses have been identified

in the various rockshelters, but how many were occupied at anyone time

is unknown.

According to tree-ring evidence, the houses were distrib-

uted among three time intervals.

As noted earlier, the occupations of

Broken Flute cave and cave 2 appear not to have overlapped, and the same
is probably true of other rockshelters.

According to Morris (1980:18),

timbers had been removed from five of the six houses in Cave 3 for use
elsewhere, indicting that this and at least one other site were occupied
sequentially. Based on the available data, it is hard to imagine the
Prayer Rock community inhabiting more than a 18 pithouses at anyone
time, and a dozen may be nearer the mark.

Numerous Basketmaker III pitstructures 'have been excavated on

Table 6.

SWrInary of Mesa Verde Basketmaker III structures with Tree-Ring Dates.
latest

Site

structure

locatjon

~

Earthlodge A

Pitbouse

Chapin GJ:p

Eartblodge B

Pitmuse

Chapin GJ:p

595

MV 1060 (NPS)

Pithouse

Chapin GJ:p

608

Pithouse

MV 1938 (NPS)

Construction

Patteming

pate

jn Dates

589

wetherill Grp

617

late 6105

Date Cluster

step House cave

Pitstructure 1

~<1etherill GIp

620

610s-620s

By Site

step House Cave

Pitstructure 2

Wetherill Grp

620

6205?

By Site

step House Cave

Pitstructure 3

Wetherill Grp

624

62051

By Site

Weak Cluster

MV 1937 (NPS)

structure 3

Wetherill Grp

625

620s

step House Cave

Pithouse A

Wetherill Grp

626

6205?

By Site

MV 1937 (NPS)

Structure 2

Wetherill Grp

628

620s

Weak Clustet

PitOOuse

Chapin Mesa

628

648

Strong Cluster

m Pithouse C
MV 145(GP)

Pithouse 1

Chapin Grp

630

MV 1676 (NPS)

pithouse G

Wetherill Grp

631

l£>ng House Cave

Pithouse 1

wetherill GJ:p

648

MV 1644 (NPS)

Pithouse A

wetherill GJ:p

649

MV 1644 (NPS)

Pithouse B

wetherill Grp

667

MV 145(GP)

Pithouse 2

Chapin Grp

665

663

Strong Cluster

674

Date Cluster

Twin Trees Site

First Pithouse

Chapin Grp

674

MV 1554 (NPS)

Storage Fnom

wetherill Grp

690

MV Pitstructure 2

Shelter, or

Chapin Grp

691

early 650s

early 6905

Weak Cluster

Date Cluster

sinple oouse
M\T Pithouse 1

Pithouse

Chapin Mesa

700

MV 1940 (NPS)

Pithouse

Wetherill Grp

701

MV 1990 (NPS)

pithouse

wetherill GJ:p

729

700
(689) 1700
729

Strong Cluster
strong CLUster

strong Cluster
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9 Dates.
Pattemlng
in pates

..JI

11

Date Cluster

16

By Site
By

Site

By

Site

weak Cluster
By

52

Site

weak Cluster

Context

of Dated SanJp1 es

References

?, probably superstructure

Rohn 1977:10, 14-15

?, prOOably superstructure

Lancaster and Watson 1943

SUperstructure

Bayes and Lancaster 1968

SUperstructure

Birkedal 1977:106-119, 341

Frob. superst. !l firepit fill)

Niclx>ls and Harlan 1967: 20

?, probably superstructure

Niclx>ls and Harlan 1967: 20

? I probably superstructure

Nicools and Harlan 1967: 20

SUperst., nostly side wall p:>les

Birkedal 1977:67-94, 336-340

Side wall poles

NuS:>aurn 1981: 15-19

58

Slperst., nostly side wall poles

Birkedal 1977:30-67, 333-336

16

?, possibly su:t;:erstructure

Lancaster and watson 1943

16

SUperstructure

O'Btyan 1950:55-58

SUperstructure

Hayes and Lancaster 1975:14-16

Strong Cluster

33

?, probably superstructure

Cattanach 1980:47-49, 83, 411

SUperstructure

Hayes and Lancaster 1975: 6-8

Weak Cluster

19

Slperstructure

Hayes and Lancaster 1975: 8-12

Strong Cluster

32

SUperstructure

O'Btyan 1950:58-61

? f probably superstructure

Lancaster and Watson 1954

Date Cluster

Roof

Birkedal 1977:151-158, 347

32

?, probably superstructure

Lancaster 1968

strong Cluster

30

?, probably superstructure

smiley 1949

stron:J Cluster

73

Superst., rrostly side wall poles

Birkedal 1977:126-150, 342-346

strong Cluster

73

Superstructure

Hallisy 1972

Date Cluster
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Mesa Verde in southwestern COlorado.

Table 6 lists 23 of these struc-

tures that have produced tree-ring dates, including 21 pithouses, one

nshelter,· and one storage room. The dates, summarized in stem-and-leaf
diagrams in Figure 18, indicate that the buildings were constructed over
an interval from about A.D. 600 to 730 (Nichols and Harlan 1967;
Robinson and Barrill 1974).

All of the sites are located within a

radius of four km on Chapin and Wetherill Mesas. The Chapin Group of
sites (Table 6) occupies an area only one km across, the Wetherill Group
an area less than two km across. Two additional sites on Chapin Mesa
are located within one krn and five km of the Chapin Group. Because of
the proximity of the sites, the problem of spatial variation can be

largely ignored in their analysis, at least provisionally.

That is, it

is reasonable to assume that, at anyone time, the inhabitants of the
muses were culturally homogeneolls and belonged to one community or to
two or more closely interacting communities. There are, in additiC'n, no
abrupt changes through time in material culture, which would suggest
that the inhabitants of the various houses participated in the same
cultural tradition.
Although it can be argued that the occupants of the rouses under
consideration belonged to the same community, little can be said about
the size or structure of that community. The problem here is on".! of
identifying sites and site boundaries from surface remains.

Basketmaker

III sites on Mesa Verde tend to be buried, and many, if not most,

structures have been found by chance, either in the course of construction projects or during the excavation of later, more visible ruins
(Smiley 1949; Hayes 1964:88; Hayes and Lancaster 1975:6,8; Rohn 1977:9).
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(a) "+"

date, A.D • .5.8.0..

(b) Not sOOWn, A.D. 479.
(c),,+"

date, A.D. 22Q.1 firepit fill, A.D. 587.

(d) n+" date,. A.D • .22Q.
(e)

"+" dates,

(f) NJt

A.D.

ill, ill.

sb:>wn, A.D. 364: It+" date, A.D. 6lL

(g) Not shown, A.D. 418; w+" dates, A.D. 554v, 590v; dates after
Birkedal <1977:337-340).

(h) "+"

date, A.D • .u..2., 620v; dates after Birkedal U977:334-

336) •

(i)~t shown, A.D. 437.
(jln+" date, A.D. ~.
(k)NJt shown, A.D. 355.
(L)NJt

shown, six dates in 800s.

(rol Not sOOWn, A.D. 450 and 500.

(n)NJt shown, A.D. 381, 436, 467, and 484.
Figure 18, .continued.
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Cklce a structure bas been located, the problem remains of determining
the boundaries of the site that surrounds it.

SUrface evidence, either

in the form of artifact scatters or pitbouse depressions, is too scarce

to be of much use. Also, site boundaries cannot be defined topographic-

ally, because the only relevant features are the mesa tops, which are
far too large to represent the extent of individual sites.

Because of

tbese difficulties, the meaning of the sites that have been identified

is hard to assess. That is, it is unclear whether the excavated structures represent wiDle sites or are simply small portions of much larger
aggregates of structures.

Tbis makes it extremely difficult to estimate

community size on the basis of numbers and proportions of contemporane-

ous, tree-ring dated houses.
Sites and Structures
In spite of these limitations, the Basketmaker III structures

listed in Table 6 have produced much valuable tree-ring data.

TO begin

with, the individual buildings evidence a wide range of dating situations.

Prior to a discussion of these cases, it should be noted that

the pithouses being considered are architecturally very much alike.
Most incorporate a main room joined to an antechamber by a short passageway.

The room tends to be suhrectangular and to have a benoh around

all or part of its circumference and four roof sUJ:P)rt posts set in from

the walls.

Features like partition walls (wing walls), bins, and wall

niches mayor may not be present.
(1)

The first three pithouses appearing in Table 6 and Figure lB

produced latest dstes from the SBOs to the first decade of the 600s, but
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there are no clusters that would allow the dating of particular construction events to this interval. A single cutting date in the 5805

indicates that beam procurement had probably begun by this decade. N:>ne
of the buildings included in Figure 18 yielded solid evidence for activity prior to this date.

Weak clusters of noncutting dates in the 5305

from Structure 2 at Mesa verde 1937 <NPS) and in the 5705 from Mesa Verde

1938<NPS) may relate to earlier wood cutting, but the evidence is incon-

clusive.
(2) The pithouse at Mesa Verde 1938(NPS) is the earliest tree-

ring dated Basketrnaker III structure on Mesa Verde.

A weak cluster of

one cutting and three noncutting dates indicates that construction
probably occurred in the late 6105.

(3) The Basketrnaker III occupation of Step House Cave is confined to the floor of the rocKshelter, and therefore, it provides one of
the few exceptions to the generalization that the boundaries of Basketmaker III sites on Mesa Verde are hard to define.

Five of the six

pithouses that have been investigated at the site have produced treering dates.

Only four of these buildings appear in Figure 18.

Dates

provenienced to the fifth structure, Pithouse B, are included in the
Miscellaneous category, because the significance of the description
noutside, fill" that accompanies the dates (Nicools and Harlan 1967:20)
is unclear.

Most of the other Miscellaneous dates come from samples

that were apparently found on the ground surface and that Nichols and
Harlan (1967:20) associate with the Basketmaker III pithouses.

The most striking aspect of the tree-ring dates from Step Bouse

14B

Cave is their consistency, both within and among structures. Cutting
dates indicate that, although beam cutting may have begun as early as
592, it occurred most heavily from 617 to 627.

Pitstructure 1 produced

a weak terminal cluster at 618-620, and Pitstructure 3 yielded two

latest dates of 624.

Pitstructure 2, Pithouse A, and the Miscellaneous

category also have latest dates in the 6205.

Based on the oonsistency

in these group data, it can be argued that most, if not all, of the four
structures were probably built in the late 6105 Ot" the 6205.

Construc-

tion of the other two houses could have occurred at the same time as
well.

A reasonable estimate, then, is that anywhere from two to six

houses were in use at anyone time.

How many other houses might have

been present cannot be said, although it seems lU11ikely Lhat there were
many more than that three figured by Nusbaum (198l:Figure 7) ana the
three repnted by Nichols ano Harlan (1967:20>.

COnstruction and beam

procurement dates suggest that the occupation was relatively brief,
perhaps lasting between one and two decades.
(4) Two pithouses at Mesa Verde 1937 (NPS) -- Structures 2 and
3 -produced weak GJ.te clusters that end in the 6205.

The clusters are

characterized as weak because they include dates scattered over several
decades, but with no tight clustering at the end. Each dwelling produced many dates (Table 6), and it is likely, therefore, that the sample
of dated beams is representative of the total population of beams used
in each structure. This combination of loose date clusters and large
sample sizes provides strong evidence for construction in the 620s.
Analysis of quarter range data, discussed below, provides some
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additional sURXJrt for this interpretation.

The two pithouses may have

been occupied at the same time.

A third house at the site -

structure 1 -

yielded two noncut-

ting dates of 548 and 559 and one cutting date of 610 (Birkedal
1977:333).

Based on a Itpresumed connection between Structure 1 and

Structure 2," Birkedal (l977:333) argues that this pithouse may have
been built in the 6205.

(5) Three houses have latest dates in the 6205 and 6305: Mesa
Verde Pithouse C, Pithouse 1 at Mesa Verde 145 (GP) I and Pithouse G at

Mesa Verde 1676(NPS).

One or more of these structures may have been

built in the second quarter of the seventh century, but no one dwelling

can be dated to this interval with any confidence.
(6) A strong cluster of cutting dates indicates that Pithouse 1
in Long House Cave was built in 648.

Cutting dates of 604 and 607

probably come from reused beams, though whether they were initially cut
for use in this cave or elsewhere is impossible to say.
(7)

Pithouses A and B at Mesa Verde 1644(NPS) produced tree-ring

dates. The two houses are 23 m apart.

Pithouse B incorporates three

chambers designated Room 2, Room 1, and "antechamber," arrangea in an
approximately north-south line.

R:>om 2 is a typical pithouse main room,

with bench partition wall, four roof support posts, a.'1d

:;0

forth.

It is

connected to Room 1 by a short passageway. Room 1 corresponds to the
typical antechamber in its size, lack of a bench, and location relative
to Room 2.

In addition, it exhibits evidence of having been used as a

living room.

That is, it has a firepit and a short partition wall,

among other features.

Room 1 is joined by a wide opening in its wall to
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the "antechamber." Hayes and Lancaster <1975:8-12) explain this arrangement of rooms and features as follows.

Initially, the structure

included FDom 2 as main chamber and Room 1 as antecharnlJ.cr.

Later Ibom 1

was converted to a living room, and a new antechamber was adled. Whether all three rooms were ever in use at the same time the authors do not

say.
Pithouse B produced a weak cluster of noncutting dates at 649650 and a single late date of 667. All of the dated samples corne from

Room 2, except for two with noncutting dates of 650 and
the late date comes from the converted antechamber.

667~

That is,

Bayes and Lancaster

(l975:10) associate the date cluster with the construction of the pithouse, in the early 6505, and the date of 667 with the remodeling of
~m

1 and construction of a new antechamber.

With respect to the logic

of interpretation, both architectural and tree-ring data indicate that
the structure was repaired or remodeled, and the prove,iences of the
dated tree-ring samples serve to link these two lines of evidence by
suggesting that the two remodeling events are one and the same.

Hayes

and Lancaster are probably correct, although given the weakness of the
date cluster and the small number of dates that actually contribute to
the interpretation, other scenarios cannot be ruled out entirely.

As-

suming they are correct, and taking into account the lack of cutting
dates, it is likely that Pithouse B was in use for a minimum of around
15 years before being remodeled.
Pithouse A yielded three noncutting dates, including two latest
dates of 648 and 649.

These data are inadequate for dating the
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construction of this dwelling, at least when they are considered alone.

It is worth noting, however, that the two latest dates correspond almost
exactly to the date cluster of 649-650 from Pithouse B.

Thus, pattems

in the dates from the two structures are mutually reinforcing, suggest-

ing that Pithouse A may also have been built around 650.
(8) Pithouse 2 at Mesa Verde 14S(GP) produced a strong cluster
of cutting and noncutting dates at 660-663.

The latest dates come from

samples with complete outer rings, placing construction in 663-664.

A

lone cutting date of 665 probably relates to a repair or remodeling

event that may have occurred within a couple of years of initial construction.
(9) Two pitbouses were investigated at the Twin Trees Site.

The

structures are contiguous, but they were not occupied at the same time.
According to Lancaster and watson (1954), the First Pithouse was destroyed by fire before the Second Pithouse was built.

The Second Pit-

rouse was constructed in the location of the First Pithouse's antechamber, assuming that it had this feature.
pertain to the First Pithouse.

All of the tree-ring dates

A cluster of cutting and noncutting

oates sUp(;X)rts a probable construction date of 674.
(10) Mesa Verde Pitstructure No. 2 (Mesa Verde 354 NPS) is a
small, D-shaped room described by Lancaster (1968) as a "shelter" or
·simple house."

The only floor features in this enigmatic structure are

two postmles, one in each of the corners, and firepit located against
the curved wall.

The

structure resembles the storage Room at Mesa Verde

1554 (NPS) in its small size and shape and in the the scarcity of floor
features.

A cluster of noncutting and cutting dates at 679-691 indi-
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cates that construction occurred in the early 6905.
(11)

A strong cluster of cutting and noncutting dates at 695-700

indicates that Mesa Verde Pithouse 1 was erected during the last year of
this interval.

All nine of the samples with cutting dates have incom-

plete outer rings, an indication that tree cutting took. place during the
growing season.

Seven of the nine beams are Douglas-fir which bas a

growing season on Mesa Verde from late April or early May to some time
in June.

This interpretation ignores six cutting and noncutting dates

from 833 to 864. These latter dates had not been derived when Smiley
(1949) reported on the excavation of this site, so how he might have
dealt with them is unknown.

Nevertheless, there is ample reason for

concluding that the 800s dates are not associated with the pithouse.
The cluster at 700 provides strong evidence for construction at that
time, so the scatter of dates in the 800s would most lik.ely relate to
the repair or remodeling of the building.

There is simply no possibil-

ity, however, that the structure stood for over 150 years, from 700 to
the 8605. Also, the form of the pithouse and assemblage of floor contact sherds and vessels fit what is known about life on Mesa Verde at
A.D. 700, but not at 860.

Of course, this line of reasoning must be

used with extreme caution, for it compromises the independence of the
tree-ring evidence and decreases the likelihood of one's overturning
preconceived notions that are in error.

In the present instance, one

interpretation is so far superior to the other that there is little
danger of falling into this trap.
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(12) There are two plausible interpretations of the date distribution from the pithouse at Mesa Verde 1940 (NPS).

First, the date

cluster in the late 680s could relate to construction of the house. and
the cluster at 698-701 to its remodeling just over a decade later.
Alternatively; the cluster at 698-701 could date construction. in which
case the earlier dates are from reused and eroded beams. 'lb some extent
I prefer the latter interpretation, because the terminal cluster cg;:pears

much the tighter of the two.

The beams dating from 698 to 700 could

result from the efforts of a single tree cutting party that set out late
in the growing season of A.D. 700 to obtain tinbers for immediate use in
construction of a pithouse.

In contrast, beams with dates between 678

and 693 pertain to several such events spread over a number of years

and, hence, have the cq:pearance of reused beams.
The storage Room at Mesa Vt::i:de 1554(N!lSi is located within 50 m

of Mesa Verde 1940 (NPS) • and Birkedal (1977:347) sugge.ts that it may
have been contemporaneous with the pithollse at the latter site. The
Storage Room has a latest date of 690, which is at least consistent with
this interpretation, though the dates from the structure are so spread

out that they can hardly offer it much support.

With respect to the

problem of interpreting date distributions, it is worth noting that, if
only three or four of these dates were available, there might be a very

different latest date.

(13) Given the strength of the date cluster in 728-729. there
can be little dolDt that the pithouse at Mesa Verde 1990 <NI'Sl was built
in 729-730.

Most of the newly procured

beams are jwliper, and a few are

pinyon. Pinyon on Mesa verde has a growing season from early June until
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August or September.

The growing season for juniper may be similar.

'!he structure is the latest dated Basketmaker III pithoose on Mesa Verde
(Breternitz 1973:5).

Date Distributions
The

cases just discussed illustrate most aspects of the inter-

pretive framework presented in Chapter 2.

To

summarize, this model

views actual date distributions as deviations from an ideal case involving

(1)

construction of a building entirely with newly procured beams

all cut in the same year, (2) preservation of a section of every beam,
(3)

recovery by the archaeologist of a sample from each beam, and (4)

calculation by the dendrochronologist of a tree-ring cutting date for
each sample. Deviations from the ideal can be caused by the shaping,
reuse, stockpiling, and weathering of beams, by the repair of buildings,

and by the failure of the researcher to obtain a sample from every beam
and a cutting dat.e from every sample. Often, these factors produce a
skewed date distribution with a sloping left tail leading up to a terminal date cluster.

Less frequently, building repair causes a date

distribution to have a truncated right tail.
Several date distributions have the distinctive left tail and
final date cluster. The best examples are Mesa Verde Pithouse I and the
pithouse at Mesa Verde 1990(NPS).

In such cases, the date cluster pro-

vides a reliable constructiol) date. Sometimes, a reasonable explanation
can be offered for the dates making up the left tail of the distribution.

For example, the erosion of rings from the outside of dated

samples could explain most, if not all, of the noncutting dates from
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Mesa Verde Pithouse 1. These data fit the expectation, discussed in
Chapter 2, that as erosion begins to attack a group of beams, it will
remove just a few rings from many samples, and many rings from just a
few samples. The stockpiling of beams probably accounts for cutting
dates of 646 and 647 from Pithouse 1 io l<lng House

cave.

The structure

was built in 648, and it is more likely that the tiJl'bers were stoc:kpiled

than that they were cut, used, and reused within a couple of years.
Probable reused beams can be recognized in at least three ways. First,
early cutting dates, such as tklse in the 6808 from Mesa Verde 1940{NPSl
and io the 600s and 6305 from l<lng Bouse cave, likely come from reused

beams.

second, early clusters of noncutting dates may indicate reuse.

This kind of evidence is poorly represented among Mesa Verde's Basket-

maker III structures. The best example consists of dates in the 58 Os
and 590s from Pithouse 2 at Mesa Verde 14SCQ».

'lhlrd, extremely early

noncutting dates may be from very old reused beams.

For example, beams

from Mesa Verde 1990CNPs) dating earlier than 600, if not 650, are quite
unlikely from beams cut io the late 720s. Trees exploited by prehistor-

ic builders were simply not old enough, on the average, for beams to
lose that many riogs through erosion aod still have eoough riogs left to
be dated by the deodrochrooologist.

Fioally, it should be ooted that ao

early date falling in any of the categories just discussed could have
beeo obtaioed from a dead tree. There is 00 reason to suspect that this

was the source of any particular dated beam, except perhaps in the case
of those with n++_ dates.
Amoog date

distr:ibutioos with a sloping left tail aod termioal
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cluster, only that from Pithouse 2 at Mesa Verde 14S(GP) has, in addition, a tnmcated right tail indicative of a repair or remodeling event.

This bouse was probably built in 663 and repaired two or more years
later.

Alternatively, there is some posswility that the beams cut m

663 were stockpiled for two years, perhaps m order to season them, and
that construction occurred m 665.

In that case, the sample dating

to

665 would reflect the -last minuteW cutting of one or more beams to
complete the m .....tory of materiale needed to build the pithouse.
Many date dietrwutions do not have the distinctive shape just

discussed, but instead appear relatively flat, exhibit several peaks, or
have a mode that ocours at some pomt other than the end of the dietri-

bution. Often such distributions can be interpreted with reasonable
confidence. For instance, a terminal cluster from Pithouse B at Mesa

verde 1644CNPS) provides a probable construction date of 650 and, hence,
a basis for identifying a date of 667 as being from a repair beam, in

spite of the fact that the mode of the distribution is in the 6308.
Some distributions do present difficulties, however, including those
from Pitstructures 2 and 3 at Mesa Verde 1937(NPS). '!'he analysis of

quarter range data may prove useful in cases like these.
Table 7 presents quartile ranges for two

~roups

of Mesa Verde

Basketmaker III structures, those with fewer than 20 dates, and those
with 30 or more dates.. This division between structures with few and
many dates is arbitrary, except that it takes advantage of a gap in the
number of dates per structure.

The number of beams used in the con-

struction of the average pitbouse is unknown, and as a result, the
sampling percentage afforded by a given number of dates is also unknown.
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Table 7.
A.

()Jartile Ranges for Basket:maker III Structures on lies. Verde.

Simple Size less than 20.

SitE:

lb. of !l.1ittUIi: BiII.:Jm: '-I.ail

stmWl:i

I1AtIIs.

Earthlodge A
Earthlodge B
/IN 1060 (NPSl
/IN 1938 (NPS)
Step Bouse cave
Step Bouse cave
Step Bouse cave
Step Bouse cave
/IN Pithouse C
/IN 145(GP)
/IN 1676 (NPS)
/IN 1644 CNPS)
/IN 1644 CNPS)

Pithouse
Pithouse
Pith?use
Pithouse
Pitstructure 1
Pitstructure 2
Pitstructure 3
Pithouse A
Pithouse
Pithouse 1
Pithouse G
Pithouse A
Pithouse B

Twin Trees Site
/IN 1554 (NPS)

First Pithouse
storage Room

7
11
7

l~(a)
5
6
4
16
16
6
3

lat 2nd Jm Jth
8
15
18
74
13
32
9

12

24

29

13
8

17
21
0
9
8

35
0
2
7

7
12
21
8
2
4
0

76
40
6

19
19

20
20
41

36
30
9

8
8
31
34

6
6
59
53

13
9
10
37

18
5
0
14

lb. of !.lliiltti]~ EiDSi

a:ml

i~(b)
8
8

23

Range

.mAW.
51
69
64
138
33
47
24
20
155
109
75
8
45
28
100
138

B. Simple Size Greater Than or Equal to 30.

Slte:

/IN 1937 (NPS)
/IN 1937 (NPS)
Long Bouse cave
/IN 145(GP)

stwctu.t:e:
structure
structure
Pithouse
Pithouse

3
2

1
2

MV Pitstructure 2
/IN Pithouse 1
/IN 1940 (NPS)

Shelter
Pithouse
Pit!louse

/IN 1990 (NPS)

Pithouse

I1AtIIs.
52
58
33

~i(b)
~~(C)
~~(b)
73

lat 2nd Jm Jth
136
69
48
275
273
81
79
219
218
274

28
33
4
25
27
35
8
15
16
64

(al Not includUlg date of 587 from firepit fill.

(b>~ including si131e late date.
(c) Not mcludUlg dates m 800s.

23

17
0
7
7
33
4
12
10
10

20
15

0

3
1
7
0
5
6
0

Range

.mAW.
207
134
52
310
308
156
91
251
250
348
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It

is worth noting, oowever, that the houses at Mesa Verde 1940 CNPs) and

Mesa Verde 1990 (NPS) each produced dates from more than 70 different
beams. For structures with dates from probable repair beams, Table 7
gives one set of quartile ranges that imludes those dates, and one set
that disregards them.

Date distributions that have the characteristic left tail and
terminal date cluster produce a distinctive arrangement of quartile
ranges as well.

The ranges decrease from early to late, and they do so

at an increasing rate.

The finest example among the buildings being

discussed is the pithouse at Mesa Verde 1990 (NPS) , which bas quartile

ranges, from early to late, of 274 years, 64 years, 10 years, and 0
years.

Not just this dwelling, but all the structures listed in Table 7

that have more than 30 tree-ring dates exhibit this pattern.

This

includes Pitstructures 2 and 3 at Mesa Verde 1937 <NPS) and the pithouse
at Mesa Verde 1940 <NPS) I each of which has a mode that falls one or two
decades prior to the latest dates from the structure.
Why is the pattern of Clecreasing quartile ranges so common among

structures with relatively large numbers of dates?

According to the

interpretive framework outlinecl in Chapter 2, the successful dating of
an event depends on the ability to identify the sign of beams coming
from beams cut at the time of or just prior to that event.

It would

appear that, because of the strength of the tendency for newer beams to
be used more frequently than older beams, the sign of the newer beams
can be recognized in the quartile r.:mges from each structure.

This sign

is not equally strong in every case. structures 2 and 3 at Mesa Verde
1937 (l\"PS) I both of which lack a strong terminal cluster, have fourth
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quarter ranges of 15 and 20 years, whereas Pithouse 1 in IDng House cave
and Mesa Verde Pithouse 1, both with strong terminal clusters, have
fourth quarter ranges of 0 and 0 years.

Similarly, the latest three-

quarters of the dates from the first two houses cover intervals of 65
and 71 years, as comparej to only 4 and 12 years for the other two

rouses.

These differences presumably result from the greater influence

of erosion, reuse, and stockpiling in the history of beams from Mesa
Verde 1937CNPS).

These factors have obscured but not completely hidden

the sign from the recently procured beams. The presence of this sign
has implications for the dating of structures, like those at Mesa Verde

1937<NPS), that are without a terminal date cluster.

Specifically, it

implies that the latest date is a good estimate of a construction date.

How good depends on the nature of the dates. If most are noncutting,
there is a chance that the latest dates are somewhat too early. This is
so for the buildings at Mesa Verde 1937 (NPS). A guess that the latest
date is correct to within 10 years seems reasonable in these cases.
When cutting dates are more common and erosion can be disregarded as a

major factor, the latest date is probably an even better estimate of a
construction date.
Unlike the houses with comparatively large numbers of dates,
very few of the structures in Table 7 that have less than 20 dates
exhibit the pattem of decreasing quarter ranges.

Chly Pitstructure 3

in Step House Cave has this pattern over all four quarters, and in
addition, only the First Pithoose at the Twin Trees Site and the Storage
Room at Mesa Verde l554(NPS} show it for the last three quarters of
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their date distributions. Three possible explanations can be offered
for the difference between these buil.djng and tllose with laIger IlWIIbeIS
of dates. First, the analysis of quarter range data may simply be inappropriate wben applied to such small saJIl?le sizes, in thst each quarter
of the distribution includes fewer than five dates.

By way of analogy,

it is likely that many of the structures with more than 30 dates would
not show such a neat pattem of ranges if the dates were divided into 10

groups rather than into just four.

mined variable that is unrelated

to

second, there may be some undeter-

sample size but that sets the struc-

tures with small IlWIIbers of dates apart.

Third, and most significant,

it may be that with samples of fewer than 20 dates, there is a good
chance of obtaining a date distribution with a shape that is not representative of beam pIOCUrement for the structure as a woole.

This is not

to imply that buildjngs with fewer than 20 dates cannot be dated reliably. Even though the First Pithouse at the Twin Trees Site produced

only eight dates, its construction can be dated with some confidence.
_re is reason to suspect that mistakes are more likely to be made in

the interpretation of small numbers of dates, rowever, and the chances
of error increase as patteming in the dates becomes less distinct.
CUlture History and CUlture Process
Consti:l.Action dates of Basketmaker III muses on Mesa Verde are

spread over the 110 year interval from the late 6l0s to 729.

The

longest gape in this sequence of dated structures are 25 to 30 years in
length.

~hese

data should be ideal for studYing stability and change in

Basketmaker III culture.

Cursory examination of structure maps and
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descriptions suggests that the form of Basketmaker III pitOOuses changed

little during the seventh and early eighth centuries.

Many of the

dwellings burned while in use, and as a result, pottery vessels and
other artifacts were recovered from the floors of a number of structures.

It would be interesting to know if these movable artifacts were

as unchanging as the pitlx)Uses during the period in question.
Tohatchj Area- Twin Lakes Site

The Twin Lakes Site, IA2507, is located approximately 10 kilom-

eters southeast of Tohatchi, New Mexico, to the southeast and east of
the Chuska Mountains. Excavations conducted there in 1950, 1953, and
1962 uncovered the remains of eight pithous€S, four slab surface units,
and three storage cists (Bullard and Cassidy 1956; Olson and Wasley

1956; Johnson 1962:171). Johnson (1962:159) assigned the pithouses to

three different Basketmaker III phases: a pre-La Plata phase, the La
Plata phase, and the White Mound phase. All of the tree-ring dates come

from three La Plata phase muses.
Pithouse 5 is an irregularly shaped structure with an antechamber. According to Johnson (l962: 160), -The roof was composed of logs
and I,Xlles with sticks running at right angles and an over-all cover of
grass capped with mud.

The ceiling of the house was also plastered, as

soown by dried mud containing log impressions witb:>ut sticks or grass."

Tree-ring samples from roof beams produced 10 dates (Figure 19).

A

cluster of five cutting dates indicates that construction probably took
place in 623.

~ncutti.ng

dates of 283 and 412 come either from very old

reused beams or from deadwood.
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Pithouse A
(Pithpn5e ])

~(aJ

~!I~n

59
60 6
58
616 l i

61 0

1

622i~~~~
1

(a)Dates of A.D. 283 and 412 are not shown.

Figure 19.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from the Twin
lakes Site (LA 2507), 'lbhatchi Area.
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Pithouse A (Pithouse
circular antecb:mlber.

1)

is a sub rectangular structure with a

The pithouse bumed, but not until after it had

been abandoned and partially dismantled: 'no large fragments of the rocf

and its supports were recovered ••• the post holes ••• were filled
and covered with clean sand. This suggests that, probably before the
hr)use was fired, the large beams were removed and used elsewhereft
(Bullard and Cassidy 1956:59).

The pithouse yielded five tree-ring

dates CFigure 19}, probably from portions of the superstructure that
were not salvaged before the fire. The dates do not cluster well and
are not very informative. They suggest that the dwelling was in use
during or after 611, or possibly at about the same time as Pithouse 5.
Pithouse 2 gave a single noncutting date of 614 -- consistent
with the dates from Pithouses 5 and A, but otherwise uninterpretab1e.
Cerro Colorado

The site of Cerro Colorado is located on an isolated butte at
the extreme eastern end of the Little COlorado Valley. I t was excavated
in the early 1950s by the Peabody Museum ower Gila Expedition (S,Illard

1962; Wasley 1959).

The site covers eight

hectares, but only a portion

of this area was investigated. Most of the artifacts scattered over the
ground surface date to the Basketmaker III period, as do most of the
excavated structures. Thirteen pithouses and 19 pitrooms and storage
pits can be aSSigned to Basketrnaker III.

A slightly later pithollse

(Structure 20lA) belongs to either the San Francisco or Three Circle
phase of the Mogollon sequence. These two site
here.

In

co~nents

are discussed

addition, a kiva and tJ:u:\?;.. piU:Qili;;t:S dating to Pueblo II were
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investigated. The shape of the Basketmaker pithouses varies frOID circu-

lar to rectangular. Some of these structures have antechambers, and
others have ventilators. The San Francisco/Three Circle house has a

ventilator. ())e pithouse has a low ridge radiatin;J out from the hearth,
and several have partition walls separating the floor area adjacent

to

the antechamber from the rest of the room. Tree-ring dates were not
available when Ilullard (1962) and wasley (1959) wrote their reports but
were published later by Bannister, Hannah, and Robinson (1970:18-21).

For this reason, BUllard's and Wasley's interpretations of chronological
evidence can be considered entirely independent of the tree-ring data.
These data are relevant to several interpretive proolems, inclooing the

use of provenience information on dated samples, the appearance of the
pithouse ventilator, and the comparison

or

tree-ring and other sorts of

dating.
Tree-ring data reveal that the Basketmaker III occupcnts of the
site obtained wcxx1 and built houses over an interval of about 100 years
<Figure 20).

cutting dates suggest that procurement began aroW"'.d 600,

and at least some trees were cut during every decade from the 630s to
the 690s. Only seven noncutting dates are earlier than 600, and it is
quite possible that all come from beams procured after 600. A single
noncutting date of 699 indicates that procurement continued for several
years beyond the latest cutting dates of 695.

20lA, the

san

The builders of Structure

Francisco/Three Circle iDuse, used some beams cut in the

730s, as well as a number of timbers with noncutting dates that were
probably obtained in the late 600s.
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65
66 a

~

2QJ
s.ttl.1~In;e ~1l5

stIIJ!;;t:m:e 2Q5
650

641Bv
65 Iv 4v
66 6v Ji.

62 3
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65 [h; Iv 3v 3v.i Bv
66.i 5v ~ 7v 1 1 1 1
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68
69 1
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65
66
67
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8
Iv:< Ji.
2 1 1
.Ii .Ii
7
Jl 1 ~ ~ ~ 6v Ji. Ji. Ji.
~ Ji. Ji. Ji. Ji. Ji. 1

700

struc
~

69 14

other stmctJlres"

structure 211, one "+" date of A.D. 631v.
structure 213, one date of A.D. 699v.
*FDof support p:Jst.

(a) oates of A.D. ill. and ill reported by BaImister, Hannah, and Robinson (1970 :19)
(b),,+" date, A.D. 675v.

Figure 20.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Cerro COlorado.
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All _ _ er III structures with tree-ring dates have their
latest dates in the 600s <Figure 20).

In a number of instances, pro-

venience information on individual dated samples contributes in an
important way to the interpretation of dates from a structure.

struc-

ture 4, one of the earliest dated houses, was built in 637, or within a
year or two thereafter. The terminal cluster ends with three cutting
dates at 637.

structure 4 was built into Structure 4A, so clearly

pithouses were built at Cerro Colorado prior to 637.

Structure 208

produced a nonterminal date cluster that suggests that it too was built
in 637.

Two

nooc:utting dates would then indicate repair about 15 years

later. in 653, at least ac:c:ording to the interpretive model proposed in
Chapter 2. Provenience data show that the model may not hold in this

instance, however. one date of 653 comes from one of the pitbouse's
four main roof BUpJ;Ort posts. Therefore, any modifications carried out

in 653 would probably have been quite extensive, perhaps amounting to
the rebuilding of the structure. Alternatively, initial oonstruct1on

could have oocurred during or after 653, in which case the date cluster
in the 6300 was produced by reused beams.

It is not possible to cb:x>se

Calfidently between these two interpretaticns.
Structures 101, 103, and 104 are located within 10 to 15 m of
each ot!..r.

a>llard <1962,23) has suggested that structure 104. a small

pitroom, ma}" have been used for storage by the inhabitants of one or the
other of the dwellings, Structures 101 and 103.

indicates that Structure 103

~

Two cutting dates

have been built in about 665. These

dates fit very nicely with the latest dates from structure 104 Cl'igure
20), supporting the notion that the pithouse and pitroom were in :me at
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the same time.

rooms.

Structure 104 may be one of a row of contiguous storage

This row of rooms would have been located behind and to the

north of structure 103, or in the "proper" location as indicated by
slightly later PUeblo I sites consisting 1)£ pitdwellings and associated

arcs of surface storage rooms.

Before concluding on the basis of this

evidence that Structures 103 and 104 were associated, it is important to
note that the significance of the dates from structure 104 is lUlclear.
Although this pitroorn haa apparently not burned (Bullara1362:23-2S),
pieces of charcoal found in the fill produced all of the structure's

tree-ring dates (TRL Site Files).

The fill contained considerable

refuse, though it is not possible to say for sure whether the tree-ring
samples ana the refuse occurred together.

It is quite possible, there-

fore, that the samples were thrown into the room, along with the refuse,
after it was abandoned, and that the dates bear no direct relationship
to the construction or use of the pitroom.

In

that case, the tree-ring

dates indicate a probable temporal relationship betWeEn the oonstruction
and initial use of the pithouse, Structure 103, and the filling of the
abandoned pitroom, structure 104.

The pitroom may, in fact, have been

built well before the pithouse, since it was in use long enough to have
been remodeled twice.

Structure 101 produced a cluster 'Jf one noncutting and four
cutting dates in 694-695.

Bannister, Hannah, and Robinson (1970: 19)

identify the dates us coming simply from "Structure 101:" and on the
basis of this identification, one might conclude that the cluster ap
plies to the construction of this pithouse. In fact, all of the dated
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samples came from the fill of a slab-lined cist, Feature I, sunk into
the floor of the pithouse (Bullard 1962:21; TRL Site Files).

The sides

of the cist were smoke blackened, and given that the dated saIIi?les were

charcoal, it is quite p:Jssilile that the samples ';;.'ere from firewood that
haa been burned in the ciat.

Alternatively, the charcoal could have

fallen into the cist when the pithouse was damaged by fire.

It appears

that only the east side of the pithouse burned, but this may have

included the portion of the superstructure that stood above the cist.
Although this is a distinct possibility, the three factors of the smoke

blackening of the cist, the limited nature of the fire that struck the
pithouse, and the localization of the dated samples within the ciat,
suggest that the samples do pertain to the use of the cist.

If so, then

the cluster of dates in 694-695 indicates that the cist and the pith:>use

were in use in 695 and, probably, that the ciat was last used in that
year.

Whether the pithouse was abandoned in 695 is unknown, as is the

structure'S construction date.
Structure 402 gave a strong cluster of dates at 654-659, a
somewhat weaker cluster at 663-665, and a single late date at 669.
Whether the pithouse was built around 659 and repaired in the 660s or
was bJilt in the mid to late 6605 is Wlcerta.i.n. The number of dates in
the 660s indicates either that construction occurred during that decade
or that the structure underwent major remodeling at that time. The
presence of 16 restorable vessels on the floor (Wasley 1959;73) shows
that the pithouse was in use at the time that it was destroyed by fire.
Structure 203, a pithouse, was joined by a tunnel to Structure
205, which may have served as an antechamber to the pithouse.

It

ap-
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peatS that at one time tha twmel was a passageway between the two rooms
but that later it served as a ventilator (M1ard 1962:31).

Based on a

strong cluster of dates at 664-667, constructim of the pithouse can be
dated to 667. A couple of dates of 666 from the antechamber suggests
that it was prc::bably built at the same time.

Two later dates indicate

that the pithouse may have been repaired or remodeled during or after
671, and that it probably was worked on during or after 691. The latter
date comes from a piece of charcoal in the fill of the structure, ald it

is at lec..st possible that the sample was thrown in after the dwelling
was abandoned.

Samples from the fill also contributed to the clustering

in the 6605, however, and there is no particular reason to single out
the date at 691 for rejection. This issue is worth raising because a

repair in 691 would mean that the house was in use for at least 24
years, rather longer than the six to 10 years uselife of the Navajo
hogan and the seven to 12 year uselife of the Plains earthlodcJe.

It has

already been noted that the tunnel between pitix:>use and antechamber was
remodeled, but there is no evidence to link this event with the repair
events inferred on the basis of tree-ring data.

structures 203 and 205

burned, and the latter room, at least, was in use at the time: "Broken
IX>ttery vessels and charred fragments of

grass~il

baskets filled with

corncobs littered the floor" (Bollard 1962:31).
Structure 405 produced three distinct date clusters: 657-658,
675-676, and 685-687. The pithouse was either built in the 6705 and
extensively remodeled in the 680s, or it was built in the 680s.

The

cluster in the 650s prOOably reflects the reuse of beams from a struc-
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ture that was built in the 6505.

If Structure 405 was built in the

680s, then the cluster in the 6705 also comes from reused beams.

Four

adults, two children, and four dogs were trapped in the pithoUse when it
burned down.

Four restorable vessels were found inside (Wasley

1959:105.107).

Structure 20lA, the san Franci.sco/'Ihree Circle bluse, carmot be
dated satisfactorily.

alilard (1962:11) assigned the pithouse a date in

the late 800s on the basis of floor sherds.

Wasley (1959:109, 203)

assigned it to his ceramic Pericxi B, which he dated to the intetval from
700 to 800.

Tree-ring dates are more in accord with Wasley's than with

Bullard's dating. Two cutting dates in the 7305 suggest some sort of
building activity during that decade. Dates in the late 600s are all

noncutting and do not cluster very well, and there is no particular
reason, therefore, to think that they apply to the construction of the
building.

perhaps of greatest interest is the abundance of these non-

cutting dates.

Whenever Structure 20lA was built, its builders had

access to timbers cut in the late 6005.

For this to have happened,

either the site was occupied continuously from the end of Basketmaker
III to the begirming of San Francisco/Three Circle times, or the site
was unoccupied for only a brief period.
Discussion
Tree-ring data confirm Bullard's (1962:143) observation that
"Both antechambers and specialized ventilators occur in contemporary or
near-contemporary houses at t..1.is site." structure 208, built or rerncxleled extensively in the 6505, bad an antechamber.

Structure 402,
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probably erected in the 650s or 660s, also had an a n _ r .

struc-

ture 2031205 was built in the 660s and repaired or remodeled several

decades later; it may have had an antechamber that was replaced by a
ventilator_ Finally, Structure 405, constructed in the 6708 or 6808,
had a ventilator.

These data suggest that the ventilator appeared and

caught on during the Basketmaker III occupation of the site, probably
between the 650s and 680s. Bullard (1962,46, 143-144) thought that
Cerro Colorado may have participated in the initial development of this

feature: The site is in the eastem Little Colorado Valley, where the
development probably occurred, ventilators at Cerro Colorado are among
the earliest known; and variations in antechanber and ventilator oon-

struction, including forms transitional between the two, •• • • probably
represent the trait during its formative stages" C!lIllard 1962,46).
Wasley (1959,190-199) identified five trends in ceramic change
at Cerro Colorado, on the basis of which he attempted to place a nwuber
of Basketmaker III muses in temporal order. The trends were a decrease
in the proportion of grayware, a decrease in the proportion of locally

made pottery, an increase in the proportion of intrusive pottery, an
increase in the proporticn of imported Magollcn pottery, and an increase
i.~

the proportion of locally made imitations of Magollm pottery.

For

the analysis of concern here, wasley used structures with 50 or more
sherds from floor fill and floor. Tree-ring samples have since been
dated from four of these structures, allowing a partial test of Wasley(s

method. Wasley ranked the pithouses as follows: Structures 405, 402,
2031205, and 208.

structures 405 and 402 were relatively early, struc-

ture 2031205 was intermediate, and Structure 208 was relatively late.
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Tree-ring dates indicate that these rankings are not correct (Figure
20)6

Structure 208 is actually the earliest of the four structures, and

Structure 405 is probably the latest. Whether the ceramic trends can
accurately date the fill of the structures is unknown, but they apparently are not applicable to the dating of construction events over a
period only 50 years in length.
The question remains as to the size of the conunwlity that occupied Cerro Colorado. On the basis of ceramic data, Wasley (1959:203)

inferred that the Basketmaker III occupation, represented by his ceramic

Period A, lasted for about a century from 600 to 700. The evidence of
tree cutting provided by tree-ring cutting dates indicates exactly the
same interval.

Also, the analysis of tree-ring dates by structure smws

that structures were being built and remodeled throughout the period
from the 6306 to the 6906.

Two variables remain to be specified if the

size of the community is to be estimated.
tancy of the average pithouse,

and the

The first is the life expec-

second is the number of Basket-

maker III pithouses present at the site. Average pithouse uselife is
difficult to determine, tOOugh 10 years is a reasonable guess.

There is

no sure way to estimate the number of pithouses that remain unexcavated.
The archaeologists worked in areas scattered about the site in an effort

to obtain a representative sample of structures (Bullard 1962:9-10).
Because the sample is not random, and because the published site map
(BJ1.lard 1962:Figure

2)

SDlWS the structures that were encolUltered but

not the extent of the area investigated, it is not possible to extrapolate from the sample of excavated houses to the site as a whole.
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Nevertheless, the map and vema! description (filllard 1962:9) indicate
that only a fraction of the eight hectare site area was tested..

Sixteen

Basketmaker III pithouses were located; it is cnly a guess, but dozens

more dwellings must be present on the site.
Assuming that Cerro Colorado was occupied for 100 years, and

that houses were in use, on the average, for 10 years, for one bouse
occupied at any given time, there would have to be 10 rouses present at
the site.

For every 10 rouses occupied, 100 must be present. The point

of these calculations is as follows.

Available data suggest that there

may be more than 100 houses present at Cerro Colorado, perhaps many

more.

The chances are good, therefore, that the community occupied 10

or more houses, at least during some portion of the seventh century.
Thus, it may be appropriate to speak of Cerro Colorado as a pithouse
village and not just as a pithouse site.

Jeddito 264
Daifuku (1961) has reported on excavations carried out at
Jeddito 264 in 1939 by the Peabody Museum's Awatovi Expedition.

The

site is located atop a long, narrow spur of Antelope Mesa, about 15 km
southeast of the nearest inhabited Hopi villages.

Jeddito 264 dates to

the end of Basketmaker III and beginning of Pueblo I.
two possible pithouses were investigated.
the pi thouses into two categories.

Six definite and

Daifuku <1961:16-18) divided

Type 1 pithouses could be dated as

earlier than Type 2 dwellings on the basis of tree-ring dates, potsherds
in structure fill, and stratigraphy.

Type 1 structures (PitMuses B, C,

and F1 possibly thits 10 and 13) were circular, had low ridges dividing
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the floor into several areas, and in two cases were entered through
narrow passageways. Small nurrbers of plainware sherds were fourd in the

fill of these structures. Type 2 houses (Pithouses A, D, and E) were
also circular but had low walls rather than ridges subdividing the

floor.

Pithouse D had a narrow entrance passageway, and on the basis of

this feature, Daifuku Cl961:16) identified the dwelling as intermediate

between

Types 1 and 2.

The other two houses had a recess or antechamber

rather than a passageway.

Pithouse A was accompanied by an arc of

small, contiguous surface rooms, making it typologically the latest

structure at the site.

Isolated cists, either in clusters or scattered

about the site, appear to have been used when the other houses were

occupied. The fill of Type 2 pithouses contained numerous sherds, both
plainware and c1ecorated..

Pithouse Flo: D: and prcbably F had bumed, but

there was no evidence, in the form of floor artifacts, to suggest that
these dwellings were destroyed while in use.

These bumed structures

produced most of the tree'-ring dates from the site (Figure 21).

A1-

trough Daifuku (1961:26) presented seven dates from Pithouse A, the more
recent analysis rep:!rted by uannister, Robinson, and Warren (1967:39-40)
was able to derive dates for only two samples. Data from Jeddito 264
are relevant to several issues, including the interpretation of complex
date distributions, the relation of tree-ring data to other kinds of
dating information, and the contemporaneous occupation of the structures.
The date distributions for Pithouses B, D, and F are complex in

the sense that each includes two distinct date clusters.

As discussed

in Chapter 2, the problem in such cases is one of determining which
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Figure 21.

stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Jeddito 264.
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cluster relates to construction.

pithouse B has clusters at 672-678 and

690-692, Pithouse D has clusters at 725 and 736, and Pitb:luse F has them

at 670-676 and 684-685. If the first cluster dates initial construc-

tion, then the pitOOuses were repaired or remodeled some 10 to 15 years
after being built. This range is not out of line with estimates for the
uselife of two other kinds of eartblodge, the Navajo hogan (six to 10
years) and the Plains earthlodge (seven to 12 years).

Pithouse F appar-

ently required further repairs a few years later, as indicated by a
noncutting date of 689. The remodeling of these structures must have
beEn extensive, since in each case the later cluster includes a number

of dates.

Alternatively, the second date cluster from each dwelling might
relate to construction.

If so, dismantled structures must have been an

important source of timbers.

In the case of the Type 1 dwellings,

Pithouse B and F, the reused beams indicate considerable activity at the
site in the 670s.

This could be the period when other Type I struc-

tures - Pithouse C and two possible Type I dwellings - were built and
inhabited. Unlike Pithouses B and F, Pithouse C did not burn, meaning
that beams in its superstructure prcbably would have been available for
reuse.

Pithouses B, Dr and F can be ranked as to the likelihood that

the later cluster does relate to construction.

For Pithouse F, the

second cluster (684-685) almost certainly pertains to construction,
whereas the first cluster (670-676) comes from reused beams.

The later

cluster is much the stronger of the two, for it contains more dates
concentrated much more tightly together. If the house was built in 685,
then it was repaired four or more years later, as indicated by the
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noncutting date in 689.

The second cluster (690-692) also probably

dates the construction of Pithouse B. It contains no more dates than
the earlier cluster (675-678) I but covers a briefer interval. In the
case of Pithouse 0, interpretation can go either way. The cluster in

the 7208 is somewhat the stronger of the two, but the three dates making
up the cluster at 736 are enough to suggest that construction may have

occurred in that year.
The community of Je:X1ito 264 must have been very small through-

out its existence.

There is no evidence to indicate that the site once

included many more than the eight muses that have b2el identified six positively and two tentatively. Pithouses F and B were pLobably
built only seven years apart, in 685 and 692, and it would appear that

the earlier structure was still in use as late as 689.

It is quite

possible, therefore, that their occupations overlapped. Dates from
rEUsed beams suggest that these dwellings replaced two structures built

in the 670s. This two step sequence, with two dwellings per step, would
account for all but one of the five Type I pithooses.

This fifth house

may fall in the gap between Pithouses B and F and Pithouse D, the
earliest dated Type 2 house. Pithouse B would have been more than 30
years old and Pithouse F 40 years old in 725, the earliest likely
construction date of Pithouse D.
survived that long.

It is unlikely that either structure

Pithouse A's antechamber and its association with

an arc of surface rooms suggests that it was built later than Pithouse
D, though their occupations still might have overlapped. That leaves
only Pithouse E entirely unaccounted for.

In conclusion, it seems
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likely that, throughout its history, Jedlito 264 included one, two, or
at most three pithouses Olaifuku 1961:59).

It might be better, tbere-

fore, to speak of Jeddito 264 as a pithouse hamlet or iJ)mestead ratber
than as a pithouse village CDaifuku 1961:15, 58-59).
MisceJlaneous Sites

It sometimes hafpens that practically all that is known aOOut a

structure is its construction date. This is true of four Basketmaker
III pithouses in northeastern Arizona.
NIl 3941A

NA 3941A is situated on the east bank of Pueblo Colorado wash.
Bannister, Hannah, and Pd:>inson (1966:34-35) provide the only p.1blished
description of the excavated pithollse, which is circular and has four
roof SlltpJrt ]?Jsts.

It has neither a ventilator nor an antechamber.

A

concentration of dates in the 6205 and 6305 indicates that tile structure
was probably built during tbe second half of tbe latter decade.

Nine of

the 16 noncutting dates are "V" dates (Figure 22) 1 some of these are
probably true cutting dates.

Together, ·v" dates and cutting dates

provide evidence for almost yearly beam procurement in the 6205 and
6305. In comparison, the three houses discussed next were built with
timbers cut during much briefer intervals.

Also worthy of note is a

small concentration of dates in the 580s and 590s that may represent the

reuse of some old timbers.
Twin Caves
This site is located in a rockshelter in Hcspitibito canyon,
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Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Nl\ 3941A, Twin Caves,

SWallow'~
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Twin Caves, East Cave
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several kilometers west of the prayer Rock sites discussed earlier in
the chapter (Bannister, Dean, and Gell 1966:13). Hospitibito Canyon
drains the west side of COve Mesa, which lies between carrizo Mountain
on the north and the Lukachukai Mountains in the south. Emil W. Haury
and Earl II. Morris excavated a pithouse in the site's East

cave in 1936.

Most, if not all, of the 11 tree-ring dates provenienced to the East
Cave come from the pitbouse (Figure 22). A strong date cluster indicates that construction occurred in 667.
swallow's Nest
This site occupies a rockshelter in Tsegi Canyon. A pithollse
that was excavated in tb! 19305 by the Rainbow Bridge - Monument Valley
Expedition produced the tree-ring dates srown in Figure 22 (Bannister,
Dean, and Robinson 1968:52).
i=Wlished.

I-b description of this structure has been

The dates indicate that it was built in the late 6706.

Antelope Cave
Antelope Cave is located in the north wall of canyon del Huerta.
Part of a Basketmaker III pithouse, Structure 67/71, was excavated at
this site by the National Park Service in the early 19705 (Rock 1975;
Morris 1976).

'!'be presence of numerous artifacts on the floor of this

dwelling indicates that it was in use when destroyed by fire.

construc-

tion can be placed in the early 690s on the basis of a strong date
cluster at 690-693 (Figure 22; TRL Site Files). Two cutting dates of
696 and 698 and one noncutting date of 702 presumably relate to one or
more repair or remodeling events. '1t1is would mean that the rouse was in
use over an interval of at least 10 or so years, from about 693 to 702.

CIIAPl'ER 5

TIle first Pecos COnference, held in 1927 and known at the time
as simply a ·SOUthwestern archaeological caJference," defined PUeblo I

as the-period or stage during which, among other things, "villages
composed of rectangular living-rooms of true masonry were developedCB:idder 1927.558).

Pueblo I marked the change from pithouse village -

a more or less informal arrangement of earthlodges, often accompanied
by storage cists and pits -- to pueblo -- defined by the conference
participants as Wan agglomeration of essentially rectangular living
rooms of edcbe or masonry construct1cn, generally flat-roofed and buUt
above ground- (Kidder 1927:558).

The rooms are grouped in rows or

blocks of from one to as many as four stories in height.

The architec-

tural deve1cpment was twofold, for it involved both the materials and
tecII'liques used in ocnstructicn and the arrangement of roofed spaces.
In the decades

following the conference at Pecos, SOuthwestem

archaeologists increased their understanding of where, when, and how
pueblos developed.

Among the landmark studies are these conducted by

Morris (1939) in the La Plata District of southwestern Colorado, by
Roberts (1939a, 19391» in the lIhitewater District of northeastem Arizona, and by Brew (1946) on Alkali Ridge in southeastern utah. Brew's
monograph is psrticularly significant because it detsils the many different changes that went into the develepment of puebloe and because it
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categorizes sites from across the Anasazi area in terms of where they
stand with respect to those cbanges.

More recently, Bullard (1962)

summarized PUeblo I developments on a regional basis.

The last decade

has seen a renewed mterest m what has come to be called the pitbouse

to pueblo transition.

studies by Gillespie (1975), Lipe and Bretemitz

(1980), McGlire and Schiffer (1983), and Gilman (1983) have attempted to
broaden our understandmg of Pueblo I by explaining why pithouse villages were transformed

jnto

pueblos. Ultimately, the _lllllltory models

propused by these authors must deal with the actual record of architectural change as revealed bY tree-ring dating.

The goal here is essen-

tially to update this record m the light of data made available smee
the beginnjng of the Tree-Ring Iaboratory's reanalysis project.

Several major elements can be identified in the architectural
changes that were underway during late Basketmaker III and pueblo I.
The first is the development of surface rooms.

Archaeologists working

an this problem have devized a typological sequence with the followmg
steps: the scattered cists of a Basketmaker III settlement are placed in

a line behind the pithouse; the cists, which are curvilinear in outline,

are joined together in a single, arc-shaped row; the chambers, now
identifiable as rooms, become rectangular in shape; by now, structures

incorpJrate one or two rows of rooms; and finally, the arc-shaped surface structures are straightened out.

By this

time -

roughly the end

of Pueblo I -- the pueblo room has become a modular unit, and these
units can be joined together at will to form rows, blocks, and multi ..
storied structures. These changes in layout are accompenied bY changes
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:in preferred building materials and techniques.

In ~tructures consist-

ing of contiguous, rectangular rooms arranged in arcing rows one or two

rooms deep, walls are built of various combinations of vertical poles,
stones, and mud.

By the end of Pueblo I, stone masonry was being

perfected and was becoming the preferred building technique.
A second major element in the development of the pueblo is the

transformation of the pithouse into the kiva. Structurally, this involves a change from an ea.rth1odge with a pyramidal superstructure built

of timbers ana earth to a subterranean or semi-subterranean room with
vertical walls cut from native earth or built of masonry and with
timbers confined largely to the flat roof. Most of these changes occur

after the period considered in this chapter.

For this reason, general

comments appearing :in Chapter 3 on the interpretation of tree-ring dates

from earthlodges are applicable to Pueblo I pithouses as well.
The third major element identifiable in the development of
pueblos consists of the flUlctional changes that accompany the structural
changes just outlined. In areas where pithouses have antechambers, this
featUre disappeaI:s at about the time that aligned and then contiguous
storage rooms are being developed.

The implication is that the storage

rooms replace the antechamber as a space for keeping goods.

ArolUld the

time that surface rooms become rectangular, evidence for living room
activities -

food prepaI:ation, eating, and sleeping -- is found in

these rooms.

Smiley (1952:22; Gillespie 1976:89) has suggested that

activities performed by women were, in particular, being moved from the
pitstructure to the surface rooms.

This shift may have begun dUI:ing

Pueblo I, even though the specialized features that allow a pitstructure
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to be

identified as a kiva, or ceremonial room, are not readily apparent

Wltil Pueblo II.
The fourth element is the development of a front-oriented lay-

out.

The linear roomblock. characteristic of PUeblo I is located behlnd

and to the north or west of the pitstructure, and the trash deposit lies
in front of the house.

Roberts (1939:311) calls the pithouse and its

associated surface structure a tlWlit-type dwelling;" 8.ll1ard (1962:100-

101) applies the term "habitation unit" to a linear surface structure
associated with one or more pithouses.
There is considerable variation among sites and regions in the
expression and timing of these elements of change.

In the Northem San

Juan area, for example, a pattern consisting of two rows of rooms, with
the smaller back rooms for storc:ge and the larger front rooms for habi-

tat ion is particularly widespread.

This arrangl9Illent is less apparent

elsewhere. It is also important to note that in some areas pithouses
continue to be made after Pueblo I.

Farthlodges built in later periods

by such groups as the Sinagua and Kayenta Anasazi arc treated in Chapter

8.

A final matter to be discussed concerns the reasons for including a site or structure in the present chapter.

All sites that fit into

the typological sequence for surface structures outlined above ning with aligned, noncontiguous storage cists or rooms -with here.

a=~

begin-

dealt

This includes sites dating to late Basketmaker III (includ-

ing White Mound phase) and PUeblo I.

Also discussed here are pithouses

postdating about A.D. 750 that are not accompanied by surface rooms.
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The end date for inclusion in this chapter is about 900.
Tohatchi Area· TA 6988

IA 6988 is located several kilometers southeast of Tohatchi, New

Mexico, which lies a few kilometers southeast of the Chuska Mountains.
When Blake L. Benham (1966) excavated the site in 1963 for the Museum of
New Mexico, he W1covered a pithouse and four associated storage struc-

tures.

The house was trapezoidal in shape a."'l.d had four major roof

sUI;l?Ort posts and a low bench around three sides.

Eighty p:>st roles set

around the bench held the butt ends of side wall poles.

The interior of

the wall forrnecl by these poles was "covered with adobe; on the exterior,

a fill of pine needles and juniper bark. had been placed between the
poles ana the dirt wall of the pit house n (Benham 1966:9,11>.

The

southeast wall, the one without the bench, contained the entrance to a
tunnel that led to another chamber, either a small antechamber or large
ventilator shaft.

The house was destroyed by fire, and the presence of

a number of broken vessels on the floor would indicate that the structUre was inhabited at the time of the conflagration. An alignment of
four small storage structures lay to the northwest of the dwelling.
Three of the pits were very close together, and their superstructures

may h':':.-;e touched or had common walls.
Tree-ring dates published by Bannister, Robinson, and Warren
(1970:45) indicate that the house was built in 694, or soon thereafter
(Figure 23).

Eleven beams with cutting dates were harvested that year,

and an additional six beams that produced 'itV' dates of 694 probably were

as well. The reIl!aining six dates also could be from beams cut in 694.
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Feature 1 Cpithouse)

,,+n date, A.D. ill.

Figure 23.

stem-and-Leaf Diagram of Tree-Ring Dates from IA 6988.
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In all, the dates from the pithouse come as close as those from any
structure to the ideal case, discussed in Chapter 2, of every beam
producing the same cutting date. All 11 of the timbers with cutting
dates of 694 have incomplete outer rings, indicating that procurement

occurred during the growing season of that year. Finally, it should be

noted that the pithouse at IA 6988 is the earliest structure well dated
by means of tree-rings that is associated with aligned, closely spaced

storage units.
Hidden Valley

and

nl1n'mOQ South

In 1939, Earl Morris excavated a group of Basketmaker III sites

in Hidden Valley, located B.O km north of Durango, Colorado. Carlson
(1963) has published a report on this work.

Morris excavated five sites

and tested or recorded about a half dozen more within an area measuring
only 2.5 km north-south by 1.5 km east-west.

Each site includes a

single pithcuse and associated surface structures and features, except
for one that may consist of a great kiva.

Other sites in the area could

date to Basketmaker 1':"1 as well (carlson 1963:Figure 1>.

Figure 24 pre-

sents tree-ring dates from the five excavated sites, Ignacio 7:23, 25,
30, 31, and 36. More recently, Gooding (1980) directed excavation for
the Durango South Project of two Basketmaker III sites located 2.5 krn

south of Durango.
<Figure 24).

<A1.e site, SLPllO, yielded datable tree-ring samples

Dean (1975) lists a number of other Basketmaker III ruins

in the Durango area that have produced tree-ring dates.

Because of the

poor quality of the information that is available on these sites, they

are not considered further here.
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(1)

The five Hidden Valley sites were all prciJably occupied at

about the same time, in the 7505 and 7608. For this reason, architectural variation among the sites is of particular :interest.
is the most poorly described and dated of the sites.

Ignacio 7:25

The only structure

investigated is a pithouse, which is sub-rectangular in shape and has
four roof support posts set into the bench that encircles the floor

area. IJ.he latest of three dates from the structure suggests that it was
in use during or after the 740s.

A cutting date of 510 must corne from a

very old reused beam, or perhaps from a very old snag.
(2) Ignacio 7:36 consists of a pit.OOuse located southeast of an

arc of seven contiguous surface rooms.

The house is nearly circular and

has an -entrance-ventilator tunnel" and a

are set into the front of the bench.

benc~

Six roof slltPOrt posts

The structure produced a termIDal

date cluster that ends with a cutting date of 759 from a sample with a
complete outer ring.

This would suggest a construction date of 759-760,

or perhaps somewhat later. Most of these dates are from leaning \\7all
poles. Three support posts gave dates of 383, 494, and 514. Bow timbers could survive for as many as four centuries is unclear. Perhaps
the builders of the pithouse salvaged the beams from an old structure in

one of the nearby caves, or the dates may come from dead wood.
The surface rooms are more or less rectangular in shape.

Exca-

vation of Room 3 revealed the remains of a layer of "closely spaced
poles covered with mud" (carlson 1963:25).

The excavators interpreted

this as a fallen l'oof, but Carlson suggests instead that it is a raised

floor.

Hall (1944) describes similar floors at R::>sa phase sites located

90 km south of Hidden Valley in the Gobemador area of northeastem New
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Mexico (carlson 1963:25, 30).

Tree-ring data from tbese sites are dis-

cussed elsewhere in this chapter.
(3) Excavated remains at Ignacio 7:31 consist of a pitlx>use and
an arc of cq:proximately recta1gular surface rooms, the whole sllI'rounded
by a circle of stones. Althougb Morris and Burgh (1954) describe the

site as ·stockaded,· Carlson (1963:21) notes that there is no evidence
of posts among the stones that encircle the site.

one of the f1ve

surface rooms had burned, and the walls of the room were well enough
preserved to show that "horizontally placed poles had been used for the

wall construction and had been chinked on the exterior with mud"
(carlson 1963:20). _

pitlx>use could be described as sub-hexagonal, or

roughly circular, in shape.

The house has six support posts and an

entrance-ventilator tunnel, and it lacks a bench.

Eighty-four puatholes

that once held leaning wall poles are set around the circumference of
the room at the base of the wall. These poles gave the tree-ring dates
srown in Figure 24. A strong cluster of dates from 753 to 759 prooably

relates to the construction of the building. The latest is a cutting
date that comes from a sample with a complete outer ring, suggesting
that the _

was built in 759-760.

and the other a noncutting date -

TwO dates of 763 -

one a cutting

indicate tbat the rouse was remod-

eled, probably about four years after construction.

(4) Carlson succinctly describes the four main features of
Ignacio 7:23 as follows:

w(1)

a semi-subterranean pit bouse that had

been destroyed by fire during OCCupancyl (2) two joined surface storage

rooms, (3) a ring of cobblestones enclosing the foregoing structures,
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and (4) a refuse mound containing burials located to the ncrtheast of
the stene circle" (1963,3).

The surf........ ree... are not rectangular like

those at the other sites but instead are circular in shape. The pit-

b:Iuse, which is also more or less circular, has six roof SUHIOrt posts
set into the front of a bencb tbat circles the room. A passageway 2 m
in widtb leads from the main chan'ber to a small vestibule tbat presumably contained an entrance to the pitbouse. Pour suwort posts in the
_ e , four additiooal posts in the vestibule, and sockets for leaning
wall poles in botb allow tbat these chambers were reefed.

fied as wall poles -

Beams identi-

probably from the main room and possibly from the

passage and vestibule as well -

produced most of the post-700 dates

from the structure (Figure 24). A strong date cluster that ends with
four cutting dates of 763 (complete outer ring) indicates that the house
was built, in all probability, in 763-764. The structure also yielded a
very early noncutting date of 327 from a slJRlOrt post.

R1merous arti-

facts, including ceramic vessels, a jar containing corn and beans,
metates, projectile points, and bone awls, were present in the pithouse
when it burned, suggesting that it was in use at the time (carlson
1963:7-8) •
A shallow refuse deposit located just outside and northeast of
the stooe circle contained 17 burials.

This ie far more tban one would

expect for such a small site, especially as it was probably occupied for

no more than a couple of decades. Apparently, the deposit served as a
cemetery for the occupants of the surrounding sites as well.
(5) The final site, Ignacio 7:30, consists of a pitbouse with
three contiguous surface rooms to the northwest, a lone surface room to
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the southeast, and a refuse deposit to the northeast.

cne of the three

joined surface rooms has been badly dis1:uIbed by root action and cannot
be satisfactorily descril>ed. The other rooms are approximately rectangular.

The pitb:luse is circular, tending toward squarish, in shape.

It

has four roof support posts, which are located in the front portion of

an encircling hench, and an entrance-vettilator tWl!lel.

1'he Significant

featUres of the plthouse's date distribution are a cluster of six non-

cutting dates at 739-746, two dates in the 750s, and two more dates in
the 760s. Construction may have occurred in the 74Os, in which case the
pithouse was subsequently remodeled

CIle

or even two times. Alternative-

ly, the structure may have been built in the 150s, the 760s, or even
later.

Clearly, the pitlxmse was in use during or after the 760s.

Discussion
Data from the Bidden Valley sites have relevance to several

issues of importance to the analysis of tree-ring dates. First, with
respect to the analysis of date distributions, the Bidden Valley pit-

houses exhibit considerable variation in the extent to which factors
like beam reuse and sample erosion obscure the sign of beam procurement

at the time of construction.. If two late dates from repair beams are
ignored, the pithouse at Ignacio 7:31 comes quite close to the ideal
situation of all beams being procured during one brief interval (Figure

24). The available dates indicate that the interval was probably no
more than a half a decade in length, running at most from the mid to
late 750s.

The date distributions from the houses at Ignacio 7.23 and

7: 36 also provide a strong indication -- in tbe form of terminal date
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clusters - of beam cutting at the time of construction. In addition,
they possess sloping left tails and, bence, show the effects of beam
reuse, sample erosion, and possibly, use of deadwood.

Both structures

exhibit the pattern of decreasing quartile ranges that, in spite of

tbese effects, shows that the latest procurement dates are near to a
construction date. For 7:23, the ranges are 420, 11, 4, and 1 years;
for 7;36 tIIey are 349, 17, 9, and 1 years. Also, tile two date distributions have extremely early outliers -

ncncutting cates in the 300s from

roof support posts. The dates are far too early to be ascribed to
sample erosion alone.

Perhaps the posts were salvaged from nearby rocI<-

shelters, some of which are known to have been occupied during Basketmaker II and III times, though none after 300 (Dean 1975;26-31). Al-

ternatively, the posts could have been made from dead snags, which as
discussed elsewhere, can remain standing for several centuries. Finally, in the case of Ignacio 7:30's date distribution, no one group of

dates can be definitely identified with initial construction. This
difficulty is to be expected, given that this structure has the fewest
dates of the four houses being considered here.
The Bidden Valley sites are also of interest becaUse they pro-

vide evidE5iCi: fu£" architectural variation among contemporaneous structures.

The pithouses at Ignacio 7;31 and 36 were built in 759-760; t.he

b:nlse at 7:31 was repaired or remodeled some five years later, in 763764, and the house at 7:23 was constructed during the same interval.
The chances are good that all three muses were in use simultaneously in

the early to mid 760s.

Ignacio 7:30, although poorly dated, was
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probably inhabited at about the same time.

The following discussion of

variation among these contemporaneouE zittlS parallels that of carlson
(1963:27-30) to some extent but also diverges from his treatment at
several points.
One result of research on the Northern San Juan area has been
the defi..:lition of typ:>logical sequences for pitstructures and surface

structures.

In pitstructures,. antechambers used for storage, access,

and ventilation in part develop into and in part are replaced by a
combfuation of tunnel and shaft serving for ventilation alone.

SUrface

structures begin as isolated, curvilinear storage chambers, develop into
arcs of contiguous, curvilinear storage rooms, and later become single
and double rows of rectangular living and storage rooms.

These two

sequences are linked, in that the surface rooms seem to take over the
storage function from the antechamber.
The Eidden Valley structures occupy several points along these

two typological sequences. The pithouse at Ignacio 7:23 has a roofed
passageway and vestibule that could have served for storage, access, and
ventilation.

The ttlIUlel and shaft attached to the pithouse at Ignacio

7:31 appear fairly roomy for access and would have l?rovided ventilation,
but there must have been little, if any, space for storage. Finally,
the pithouses at Tgnacio 7:30 and 7:36 have tunnels and shafts that
appear adequate for ventilation, but a bit small for access, and essentially useless for storage.

Tuming to surface structures, the one at

Ignacio 7:23 is typologically early, consisting of a circular room to
which was added a D-shaped chamber. The surface structures at the other
sites incorporate rECtangular rooms and, hence, are typologically later.
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These two sequences, one for pitstructures and the other
structures, are linked in two ways.

fOl:

surface

First Ignacio 7:23 has both the

early style pithouse and the early style surface structure.

Second, the

surface structure at Ignacio 7:23 includes fewer rooms than tbJse at the
other sites, which is in keeping with the presence of passageway and
vestibule attached to the pitOOuse that could have been used for stor-

age.
What is the significance of these relationships? Because the
sites are contemporaneous, it would appear that the typological sequences are not strictly chronological.

In particular, the typolog:ical-

ly earliest site, Ignacio 7:23, has a later construction date than
typologically later sites, Ignacio 7:31 and 36.

resolves this dilemma in favor of typology.

Carlson (1963:29)

That is, he suggests that

Ignacio 7:23 was in fact constructed earlier than the other sites, but
that the pithouse was reroofeCI in 763.

If this is correct, then possi-

bly the three noncutting dates in the 7205 come from constituents of the
original roof.

This interpr.etation has two major weaknesses..

First, it

does not follow directly from a convincing pattern of tree-ring dates

but instead assumes that the typological sequence is temporally correct.
Second it begs the question of wny, when the pithouse was extensively
remodeled in 763-764, it was not made to conform to the new style.

The

strength of the terminal date cluster is such as to indicate that, if
the house was not built initially in 763-764, it was at least largely or

entirely reroofed at that time.
The question remains, then, of why a presumably older style
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bouse was built after newer style structures, or of wily it was left in

an older style at the time of rabuilding. As Brew (1946.208) noted
years ago, stylistic change tends to be gradual, if only because some
members of a community are going to be more conservative than others.
In a more speculative vein, one might ask why Ignacio 7:23 is special.

This typologically early site is associated with a cemetery that undoubtedly served the inhabitants of more than just that one site. Is
this association merely coincidental?

In later

times, when the pit-

bouse was developing into the kiva, religious fwlction is known to have
been linked to conservatism in architectural style.

Assuming that the

presence of a cemet.e:-y is someho··' ... Jated to religious function, perhaps

we are seeing evidence of this linkage at an. earlier time mrizon.

'lb

_lore this possibility further would require a better understanding of
the structure of the Hidden Valley Basketmaker III community than is now
available.
As already argued, data from the Hidden Valley sites have rel-

evance for the interpretation of date distributions and of variation in
contemporaneous structures. They also can contribute to a better understanding of the nature of the Basketmaker III community that inhabited
the valley_ For the data to be used in this way, it becomes necessary
to decide whether the sites investigated by Earl Morris constitute a
temporally representative sanple of all the sites in the valley.

If so,

then the Basketmaker III occupation of the valley centered on the late

750s and early 760s and lasted for a decade, or at most two.

~is

seems

a reasonable hypothesis, given the available evidence. Alternatively,
it may be that Morris focused his efforts on bumed sites, that buming
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occurred cilring only one porticm of the occupancy, and therefore, that

the sample is not representative.

Or perhaps the clustering of the

dates from the different sites is merely a cIJance phenomenon. Resolving

this issue would require digging more sites. Let us assume, however,
that the occupation of Bidden valley was sIxlrt-li_.

If so, then the

community was rancheria-like, consisting of perhaps 10 to 15 houses
scattered across the vs11ey at intervals ranging from tens to bundreels

of meters. The cemetery at Ignacio 7:23 served much, though as indicated by the presence of a few buriala at Ignacio 7:22, poss:ibly not all

of the village.

The community may have had a great kiva as well, at

Ignacio 7:2B.
(be might hypothesize further that climatic fluctuation played

an important role in the occupation.

Data on tree growth (Dean and

Rlbinson 1977) suggest that the climate of the Durangc area in the 730s
was aboot normal, in the 750s was Slightly Ix>tter and drier than normal,
and in the 760s was noticeably cocler and wetter than normal.

_ t is,

the occupaticm may have begun during a dry spell and extended into a wet

spell.

Bidden Valley is at a relatively high elevation, extending from

7,000 to 7,600 f_.

Possibly, the community moved to the valley cilring

a dry spell to take advantage of the greater moisture available to crape

at higher elevations. When conditions ameliorated, they returned to
lower elevations.
Testing these variOUS hypotheses would require, first, the dig-

ging of more houses in the valley to determine if they too date to the

750s and 7605, and second, dating more sites in other parts of the
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Durango area, especially at lower elevations, to see if they fit the
predictions of the climatic hypothesis. According to Jeffrey S. Dean
(1985), sites located south of DJrango, which are at lower elevations,
do tend to date later, that is, to the 800s. At this point, the hypoth-

eses are frankly speculative, but they are discussed here at some length
for a specific reason.

Analysis of tree-ring data from the Bidden

Valley sites suggests strongly that, as a group, these sites still

possess considerable research potential.
5U'1l0

Excavated remains at SLPllO include a pithouse and small surface
structure (Gooding 1980:18-31,94).

The pithouse is subrectangular and

has a bench, a small antechamber, and four main roof sUppJrts.

the supports are somewhat unusual.

Two of

One is not set in a posthole but

instead rests on the floor and is plastered into the partition that
subdivides the floor area.

The other consists of "three small posts

arranged in triangular fashion within 10 cm of one another and plastered
into the partition" (Gooding
floor.

19~0:24).

These posts also rest on the

The pithouse was destroyed by fire. The presence of numerous

artifacts on the floor and on the bench, including 16 ceramic vessels,
indicates that the haJse was in use at the time it buml:d.

The surface

structure located a few meters west of the pithouse consists of a single

room frontee by what is probably a roofed space, or ramada.
Figure 25 presents the tree-ring dates from 5LPllO. The date
distribution,. with its sloping tail leading up to a terminal date cluster, provides good evidence for construction of the pithouse in the
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Figure 25.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from SLPllO
(Durango SOuth Project).
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second half of tie 77OS.

~

means that tie site was probably occupied

just after the Hidden Valley sites. The surface structure has an extremely early noncutting date, in keeping with the generally poor quality of tree-ring data from structures of this kind (see discussion of

Mesa verde, this chapter).
AcIgwJ

Area- Site 2 (l938)

Paul S. Martin's Site 2 (1938) is located in southwestern Colorado, 40 km northwest of Mesa Verde (Martin 1939). The ruin, which
Martin classified as Modified Basketmaker, includes three habitation
units, each consisting of a double row of contiguous surface rooms with

pitstructures in front. -... in the back row tend to have upright slab
based walls and were probably used for storage, those in the front have

walls made of upright posts, with ·spaces between posts plugged with
adobe strengthened with reeda and were probably used as living

or grass -

rooms.

(lle

binder" (Martin 1939:362>,
pithouse bas an antecban'Iler

and another a linear arrangement of main room-antechamber-long passageway.

The other four pithouses are connected by tunnels to small

rooms that may have served as antechambers or simply as large ventilator
shafts.

That is, a pithouse mayor may not have been entered

bY way of

this room and tunnel. The westernmost of the three habitation units
produced most of tie tree-ring dates, and only it is considered further
here.

!'his unit was only partially excavated, 17 back rooms, one front

toOlII,

a small circular pitstructure, and two pithouses being investi-

gated.

lator.

Each pithouse has a tunnelleading to an antechamber/ venti-
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Tree-ring dates are available for t"", of the back row rooms and
both of the pitbouses

~insal

and Ilarrill 1974:14-16).

lhfortunate1y.

there is some confusion as to the provenience of many dated samples.
Figure 26 separates the dates with definite proveniences from those
about which there is any question. The most striking thing about the
dates from the habitation unit is their consistency from

to another.

A

one structure

cluster of cutting and noncutting dat.es indicates that

Pit Bouse G was built in 763, whereas a single late date provides
evidence for repair or remodeling during or after 771.

Inclusion of the

dates that may come from Pithouse G !Figure 26) simply strengthens this
interpretation. All of the dates from !looms 34 and 35 and from Pithouse

H fall in the 760s as well, though none of these structures can be
considered well dated. The agreement in the dates from the different
structures reinforces the dating of each, and supports the inference
that major construction took place in the 760s. Also, because of the
small number of rooms and pithouses that yielded dates, the possibility

of construction either before or after this decade cannot be discounted.
Ptler'CO valley

cor the West'

Pithouses dating to the 700s and BOOs have been excavated at a
number of sites situated along the Puerco River roughly from Houck,
Arizona, to Manuelito, New Mexico !Figure 27).

Except for Iih1te Mound

Village '",hieh wetS excavated by Gila Pueblo (Gladwin 1945), the sites
were investigated during highway salvage operations precsding construction of Interstate 40.

work slong 1-40 was performed by three institu-

tions, the Museum of Northern Arizona (sites with

WNA,W

designations);
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IDeation of Sites near the Puerco River.
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the Arizona State Museum ("Ariz. K:12!f sites), and the Museum of New

Mexico

rIA"

sites).

Plblisb;d descriptions, which are sketchy at best

for most sites, field notes, and correspondence suggest that JOOst of the
pithouses that produced dates could be assigned to the White Mound and
Kiatuthlanna phases.

Table 8 lists these structures in temporal order.

The pithouses vary in shape from circular to rectangular, usually in-

corporate ventilators, and sometimes have benches. As Table 8 indi-

cates, a few of the structures are associated with linear arrangements
of contiguous surface rooms.

Tree-ring dates from White Mound Village,

Ariz. K:12:8, Ariz. K:12:10, lA 4487, and N1\ B038 have been published by
Bannister, Hannah, and Robinson (1966) and Bannister, Robinson, and

Warren (1970). To this writer's knowledge, dates from the other "NA"
sites have not aweareCI in print.
ed in Figure 28.

Dates from all the sites are present-

The following paragraphs discuss individual sites and

structures, arranged roughly from early to late.

N:lt included are the

Allantown sites, located a few kilometers south of the Puerco on Whitewater Draw, that were excavated by Frank B. B. Roberts (1939).

In

several cases, the provenience to which the dated samples are assigned

cannot be matched to a provenience in Robert's report.

In other

instances, the dates from a structure cover such a range of time as to
suggest that some of the tree-ring samples are pIOvenienced incorrectly
(Bannister, lIannab. and Robinson 1966:12).
(1)

Six pithouses and three

at Ariz. K:12:8.

stor~e

samples from two txluses -

been tree-ring dated.

structures were investigated
Structures 3 and 8 -

Both dwellings are rectangular.

have

Structure 3

Table 8.

SUmnaty of Pitlxluses !lear the PIlexco P.iver valley thet IIave Tree-Ring Dates.
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~
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730
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Date cluster
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m 8942
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NA. 8939
IA 4487
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NA. 8944
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Pitlx>use 4
structure 8
present
B:luse 3
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structure 1
Pitlx>use 3
Pitlx>use 3
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Pitlx>use 2
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present
Feature 19
present
Feature 4
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734
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787
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5
6
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Date cluster
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(al See tert for _lallation of term.
(b) Excluding a date of A.D. 1056 from an mtrusive post.
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4
5
5
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6
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ee-Ring Dates.
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(aJ Date of A.D. 755 from 'support posts In cbimey,' not sbown,
date of 1056 from Intrusbe post.
(b) "+n

date, A.D. 1B.5..

(c) Most dates

from -roof material."

(dl Date of A.D.

JI1W. possibly not from a s'W'rt post.

(eloates of A.D. 805 and all probably from support posts.
(flQlly one of 3 dates a SUa>Ort post.

A.D. 8lBv, 832, 832 -

is probably from

(gl A.D. 764 from hearth fill; other dates from Inrizontal poles
built i'-Ito a low bench or ridje of clay at the wall-floor juncture.
Figure 28,

~.
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lacks a bench, and Structure 8 has two short bench segments that are
built as recesses, one in each of the side walls (Ferg 1978:Appendix PJ.
The two houses have date distributions with very different shapes.
structure 3 produced a scatter of cutting and noncuttinJ dates ranging

over more than half a century from 675 to 730. A cluster of dates from
728 to

~

indicates that construction probably took place during or

soon after the latter year. If so, cutting dates in the 6705 to 7108
are probably from reused beams. This would suggest that the site was
occupied for as much as a half century before Structure 3 was built.

Also, it indicates that a number of beams salvaged from earlier struc-

tures were used in building structure 3.

Ullike this dwelling, struc-

ture 8 produced a distribution with a distinct terminal cluster and
little else.

The pithouse was probably built in the late 760s, and

assuming that the sample of dated beams is representative of all tOOse
used, mostly new timbers were employed.
(2)

Based on a simple sketch map of the site, it would appear

that five pitstructures (three pithouses and two kivas) and a row of
four contiguous surface rooms were uncovered at NA 6942. Pithouses 1
and 4 yielded datable tree-ring: samples.

iated with the surface rooms.

Pithouse 1 possibly was assoc-

The pithouse is oval, lacks a bench, and

has a ventilator on the southeast side, a small alcove on the northeast

side, and a curious "adobe chirn.PJey" against the north wall.
situated at the base of the chimney.
Figure 28 are inconclusive,

b~

A hearth is

The tree-ring dates summarized in

')nd soowing that the structure was prob-

ably built during or after the 790s.

The most interesting date from
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Pithouse 1 does not appear in the figure.

It is a noncutting date of

1056 from an upright post in the fill of the structure. Field notes
show that the bottom of the post was situated 0.27 m above the pithouse
floor.

Pebbles found around the base had probably been put there to

seat the post more firmly in the pithouse fill. Also, the tree-ring
sample is rotted wood, whereas the other dated samples from the struc>-

ture are charcoal.

Clearly, the post was intrusive, and it is not

surprising, therefore, that it produced an iWlOIII2llously late tree-ring
date.

The post probably dates to the same period as one or both of the

kivas located nearby.

_rts

Pithouse 4 is an approximately circular structure lacking a
bench.

A strong date cluster

took place in 733-734.

the inference that construction

Evidence on the condition of outside dated rings

(incomplete or complete) shows that procurement was underway by the

growing season of 733, but the structure was not completed until the
subsequent growing season.
(3) Gila Pueblo excavated six pithouses, three groups of contiguous surface rooms, and miscellaneous structures aOO features at White

Mound Village.

Only the pithouses and two groups of rooms that are

associated with the pithouses are of concern here. Houses 1, 2, and 3
are located within a few meters of each other, and a single row of three
contiguous surface rooms lies several meters north of House 3. This
pit:house and Cist 1, located at one end of the row of rooms, produced
most of the tree-ring dates from tile site <Figure 28l. Houses 4, 5, and

6 are located in a line immediately south of a long, single row of
surface rooms.

The six pithouses vary in shape from circular to
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rectangular, and all have ventilators. Four houses lack benches, and
two, including lbuse 3, have them.

'!be rooms are interpreted as storage

facilities on the basis of their small size

am lack of hearths.

Gladwin employed two criteria other than dated tree-ring samples
to date the structures at White Motmd Village.

These were the appear-

ance, first, of the bench in pithoose construction a1d, second, of neck.
banded pottery CKana'a Gray).

Together, these traits served as markers,

in Gladwin's (1945:37,41,42,44) chronological scheme, for the end of the
White Mound phase <Bask.etmaker III) and beginning of the Kiatuthlanna
phase (Pueblo

n.

Two early pitOOuses at White Mound Village -

l:iJuses

1 and 4 -- lack benches, whereas two late structures -- Houses 3 and
6 -

have them. The first two houses are dated as early because their

fill contains trash and burials, taken as a sign of abandonment while
the site was still occupied.

The other two OOUses are considered late

because they had filled naturally, presumably after
oned (Gladwin 1945:17).

t.~

site was aband-

Neck banded pottery occurs in only one signif-

icant context at White Mound, specifically as a crushed vessel on the
floor of House 3. Aside from this pot, only three sherds of neck banded
ware were recovered from the fill of the six excavated pitrouses, and no
sherds were found in the surface rooms associated with the pithousesa
GiVen the scanty evidence of this kind of pottery, and House 3 1s position late in thE> site f"'hronology, it is likely that neck. banding -either on locally made vessels or trade wares -- made its appearance
just prior to House 31s destruction by fire.
As Gladwin (1945:35) notes,

tr~ring

data suggest that House 3
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and Cist 1 were in use at the same time. A strong date cluster incorporating 19 dates from 785 to 787 indicates that Bouse 3 was built 10 787.

There is little evidence for the reuse of beams from older structures.
Two later dates intimate that the dwelling was repaired at least 16
years later, during or after 803. Dates from Cist 1 indicate that this

structure may have been built and repaired along with the pitbouse. Two
dates of 786 may pertain to initial construction, and dates of 801 and

802 to repair or remodeling. This interpretation is speculative, because it depends on so few dates from Cist 1. Agreement in the dates
from the two structures suggests that the speculation is at least reasonable.
on -

More conservatively, it can be said that Cist 1 was worked

whether built or remodeled -

during or after 802 and quite pos-

sibly at the same time as House 3.
In his analysis of tree-ring dates from House 3, Gladwin
(1945:32-33) distinguished between "primary" beams with diameters of 8

em or more and nsecondaryt beams with diameters of 7 em or less.

There

is no apparent tendency for beams of one size class to date differently

from those of the other. The late date of 791 comes from a secondary
size beam, which is consistent with the inference that the beam was used
in repair.

The sample yielding the other late date was not classified

by size.

Data from House 3 are J,e!evant to determining beginning dates

for benches in pithouses and for neck banding on pottery.

The pitOOuse,

which has a bench on all but one side, was buiJ.t: in 786, indicating that
the trait was present by that time. According to the scenario presented
earlier, the house was repaired 16 or more years later, during or after
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803.

Given information on pitbouse uselife discussed elsewhere, it

seems unlikely that the structure was occupied for more than another
five or 10 years.
~ance

This would place abandonIllent of the house and the

of neck banded pottery no later than between BOO and 815.

(4) A single Basketmaker III pithouse, Structure 1, was excavated at Ariz. K:12:10.
to the

r..a

Plata phase.

Wasley (1960:36, Fig. 2l assigned this dwelling
other wildings investigated at the site date to

Pueblo II are not considered further here.
and did not have a bench.

Structure 1 was rectangular

Eecallse the south portion had been destroyed

by fire prior to excavation, it is impossible to say if the rouse had a

ventilator. A cluster of ,:utting and noncutting dates indicates that
structure 1 was probably built in 803 or 804. Possibly, the sample with
the noncutting date of 804 has lost one or two outer rings; if

50,

construction might not have occurred until a year or two later than 804.
(5) Six scattered pithouses, a kiva, and two rooms were investi-

gated at NA 8944.
samples.

Three of the houses produced datable tree-ring

Pithouses 3 and 5 have shapes that could be described as

rectangular with outcurving sides, or as circular with flattened sides.
Pithouse 6 is extremely irregular in shape. None of the houses has a
bench. Pithouse 3 was built in 805 or 806, as indicated by 15 cutting
dates of 805 from samples with complete outer rings.

The beams proouc-

ing these dates were cut between the end of the 805 growing season and
the beginning of the of the 806 growing season.

yielded cutting dates of 802.

Nine other beams

Incomplete outer rings mean that they

were cut during the growing season of that year.

Either these tirrbers
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were stockpiled for three or four years, or they were salvaged from a
structure that stood for the same length of time before being dismantled. It is difficult to choose between these alternatives, as both
are plausible.
Pithouse 6 was bUUt a half century after Pithouse 3. A strong

cluster of noncuttinq dates and of cutting dates from samples with
complete outer rings places construction after the growing season of
858. The bouse was probably built late in 858 or in 859. Based on two

cutting dates in 862, it can be inferred that the dwelling was repaired
or remodeled some four years later.

Both groups of dates, those in the

858 date cluster and in 862, come from -roof cross beams· found on the
floor of the pithouse.
Although construction of Pithouse 5 cannot be dated exactly, it
no dotDt occurred after the 862 repair of pithouse 6.

The three latest

dates - noncutting determinations of 861, 864, and 873 - are from roof
sllH?Ort posts and do not, therefore, relate to a minor repair or remod-

eling of the structure.
Cutting dates from NA 8944 relate to three major wood cutting

episodes that took place during the growing season of 802, after the
growing season of 805, and after the growing season of 858. In each
case, most or all of the beams appear to have been harvested during a
single growing or nongrowing season.

The significance of this

uniformity is not immediately obvious, although it implies that the
beams used in a lx:Iuse were collected over an interval well under a year

in length. If the besms from Pithcuse 3 dating to 802 were stockpiled,
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then dates from this lrJuse reflect two such brief inteIVOls of procure1IE1'lI:.

(6) structures eoroavated at

NI\

8939 include three pitlrJuses, one

kiva, and a smsll roomblock incorporating five or so rooms.

Available

evidence does not indicate whether the rooms are associated with the
pitlrJuse or with the kiva, whicb presumably was occupied long after the
pithouses.

It seems more likely that the pithcuses were

by roems than that the kiva stood alone.

una<:COIIq)aIlied

Pitbouses 2 and 3, which

yielded datable tree-ring samples, are circular and do not have benches.
A smsll alcove on the southeast side of Pithouse 2 possibly served as a
ventilater shaft.

n.. dates

from the two houses are difficult to interpret. Three

ncncutting dates in the 830s suggest that PitlrJuse 2 may have been built
during that decade.

exhibit a

fair~y

Three of the four dated sanples from the structure

common problem with provenience designations. All

three are identified as coming from a comer roof

~rt,

even though a

sketch map of the structure shows only one posthole. This feature is
located on the north side of the pithouse adjacent to the wall. FossibIy the map is incomplete, and there were several posts identified.

Altematively, the samples could ccme from charred beam fragments found
near but not actually in the posthole. As this example indicates, there
is room for error in the interpretation of cbarred beam fragments in a
ccllapsed roof.

Although Pithouse 3 produced a moderate number of tree-ring
dates, there is a total lack of patteming in the date distribution that
would make it possible to say, with coofidence, that certain dates come
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from beams procured at the time of construction. The largest concentra-

tion of dates comes in the 780s and 790s, that is, toward the middle
rather than at the end of the distribution. 'lbese dates do not cluster
tightly enough to be interpreted as representing a construction date.

other evidence supports the inference that construction did not take
place until well after the 790s. Two noncutting dates of B05 and Bll

probably come from roof supports.

If so, then the house was either

built or extensively remodeled after 810.

Whether these late dates

pertain to initial construction or remodeling, the shape of the date
distribution indicates that a number of reused and, possibly, weathered
beams were built into the structure at that time.
(7)

IA 4487 is located on a bluff that bears surface evidence of

occupation from the White Mound phase through the Bonito phase. Only

the White Mound occupation is of concern here. Excavated structures
dating to this phase include a linear roomblock consisting of 15 rooms
in two rows, seven pithouses located to the south of the IOoJIblock, and
four other pithouses located some distance west of the roomblock.
SCiscenti (1962) has characterized the White MOWld cccupation as bicul-

tural on the basis Qf variation in pithouse form, technique of surface
room construction, and ceramic affiliations. He used these criteria to
define two groups of structures.
Group 1:
1. "D-sbaped' pithouses (in fact, varying in shape from oval to
rectangular with rounded sides and comers) with benches.
2. Associated surface rooms built of slabs and jacal.
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3. Ceramics showing affiliations with cultural groups to the

west and south.
Gtoup 2:

1. RJugbly circular muses without bencbes.
2. Associated rooms of slab based masonry.
3. Ceramics affiliated with cultural groups located farther

north.
All

fOUl

of the Group 1 pitbouses and none of the Group 2

structures were destroyed bY fire.

SCiscenti U9621 interpreted this as

possible evidence of conflict between the occupants of the two groups of

structures.

Q1l.y the four Group 1 pithouses produced tree-ring dates.

As a result, it is not possible to use these data to test the alterna-

tive hypothesis that the differences between the two groups of structures are temporal rather than cultural.

COnstruction of Feature 36, the earliest of the Group 1 pithouses, can be dated to 816-817 on the basis of five cutting dates of
~.

The trees producing tbe dated beams were harvested between the

end of the 816 growing season and the beginning of the 817 growing
season.

The other three Group 1 pithouses were built some 30 years

later, in the 8408.

If Feature 36 was burned along with these later

structures, as Sciscenti suggests, then it must have been in use for at
least those 30 years.

All three of the later houses have terninal date

clusters falling in the 840s.

This agreement strengthens the interpre-

tation of the individual date distributions, none of which include
overwhelmingly convincing date clusters. In fact, almost all of the
dates from the later houses are in the 8408, suggesting that very few
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old beams were available for reuse at the time of their construction.
It may be

that the 8405 construction represents the reoccupation of an

abandoned site, although this would contra:1ict the idea that Feature 36
was in use from 816 to the 8405.

Alte:matively, the lack of reused

beams may be the result of an abrupt increase in the size of the community, as through immigration.

Feature 4 presents the greatest difficulties in interpretation.

Either the structure was built in 842-843, as indicated by a cluster of
dates from 841 to

~

and remodeled during or after 849, as indicated

by four dates from 846 to 849, or it was roUt during or after 849.

The

strength of the date cluster suggests that 842-843 is the more likely

construction date. If this is correct, the later remodeling may have
been fairly extensive.

It is worth noting that a sample size of 10

dates is fairly small, given the complexity of the date distribution,
and therefore, it might be safest to say simply that construction appears to have occurred in the 840s.
The three rouses built in the 840s were probably in use concur-

rently, for a time at least. Feature 36, the house built in 816-817,
may still have been occupied as well.

Whether at this time the commu-

nity included more than these three or four rouses is Wlknown. All four
of the rouses were destroyed by fire, and Sciscenti suggests that they
were burned intentionally, and in anger.

Three circumstances lend

Eupport to this interpretation. Firs . . , given that three and perhaps
four of the h:>uses were occupied at about the same time, it is [X>ssible
that they were destroyed at the same time as well.

second, the rouses
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were in use when they bumed, as indicated by cultural materials found

inside.

Third, it is clear that the buming of a pithouse was not a

random event, at least with respect to membership in one of the two
grotlps of pithouses. Destruction at the bands of a mstile agent is one
explanation for this oollq)lex of facts, thougb perhaps not the only one.
Data from IA

~87

may prove useful in dating the first

ance of neck banded pottery Utana1a Gray).

awear-

Sherds of this ware are

absent from the fill of Feature 36, built in 816, and from the fill of
Feature 38, built in the 840s. They are present, however, in the fill
of Features 4 and 19, which were also built in the 840s. These data
suggest that neck banded ware appeared after the filling of tbe 816

house and at some point during the period when the 840s houses were
being filled, that is, no earlier than the 84Os.

It must be emphasized

that a date, which like this one relies on sherds in the fill of dated
structures, is much less reliable than one based on vessels in use
context.

This matter is taken up again at the end of the discussion of

Puerco River sites.
(8) ibe latest dates come from three pith>uses located at three
different sites: NA 8940, NA 8945, and NA 8038 <Figure 28). pithouse 1

at NA 8940 is circular, and instead of a IInormal" ventilator shaft, it
has an "adobe chimney" that _ars to be built into a small recess, or

alcove, on the structurel s west side.
at at the base of the chimney.

A slab-lined hearth is situated

A similar chimneylbeartb oollq)lex occurs

in Pith>use 1 at NIl 8942, as described earlier.

lII:>ne of the dates from

Pith>use 1 at NIl 8940 comes !rom tbe superstructure. Ole date is from a

piece of charcoal found in the hearth, presumably the remains of
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firewood, given the apparent absence of roof beams in the structure's
fill.

The other dates come from horizontal poles embedded in a clay

ridge or bench, measuring 0.3 m in height and about the same in width,
that encircled the room at the wall/floor juncture.
The sample recovered from the hearth arii one of the samples from

the clay ridge are pieces of charcoal. The other 10 samples from the

ridge are rotted wood. '!he charring and, in particular, rotting of the
samples is no doubt responsible for the absence of cutting dates. In

spite of the evidence for sample erosion, Pithouse l's date distribution
has a distinctive shape discussed elsewhere in the chapter.

Simply

stated, the shape indicates that beam procurement was concentrated in
the 85Os, or soon thereafter, and that construction probably occurred at

about the same time. Procurement at the time of construction can be
recognized in two ways, first, with reference to the distribution's
sloping left tail leading up to a terminal date cluster <Figure 28) and
second, it is apparent in the steady decrease, from early to late, in
the quarter ranges of the distribution.

Disregarding the hearth sample,

these ranges are 61, 18, 12, and 4 years.

Of course, this dating

applies to the clay ddge, which could have been built at any time
during the life of the pithouse.
Pithouse 2 (Room 13) at

m.

8945 was the earliest of three super-

posed structures. As a result of Pithouse 2'5 being built over on two
occasions, little can be said about the form of the structure.

What is

clear is that it was probably built in the mid to late 8705.

This is

indicated by a weak date cluster in the 860s to 870s and, as in the case
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of the structure just discussed, by the pattern of quarter ranges.

The

ranges decrease steadily from early to late, as follows: 36, 19, 7, and
4

years.
Three dwellings -

Pitbouses 1, 2, and 3 -

were excavated at

8038, rut only Pithouse 3 yielded datable tree-ring sa!Dples.

structures are circular.

m.

All three

Pithouse 2 has a bench, whereas the other

pithouses do not. Pithouse 3 1s ventilator was built into the fill of
Pithouse 2, indicating first, that pitb>use 3 postdates Pithouse 2, and

second, that at most two of the houses were occupied at anyone time.

A

cluster of five cutting and noncutting dates at 939-942 supports a
probable construction date in the early 9405.

Discussion
Like the Baskt.tmaker III pithollses on Mesa Verde that were
aiscussed in Chapter 3, White Mound phase pithollses located along the

Puereo River provide a sequence of oated construction events that is
over a century in length. Unlike the sites included in the Mesa Verde
sequence, those along the Puerco exhibit considerable variation. Because the pitOOuses can be dated so exactly -

at best to the year and

at worst to the decade -- the Puerco sequence provides an excellent
opportunity to partition this variation into two components, one teItlfX)ral and the other spatial. Any number of variables could, in principle,
be studied this way. Data are consistently available for only a handful

of variables, however, because most of the sites have never been fully
reported.

Among these variables are three that relate to the presence

or absence of

(1)

benches in pithouses, (2) single or double rows of
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contiguous surface rooms in association with pithouses, and (3) neck
banded pottery.
One criterion employed by Gladwin (1945:41-44) in identifying
the beginning of the Kiatuthlanna phase is the awe.ranee of pit:houses

with benches. Roberts (l939:254) I who excavated numerous sites along
Whitewater Draw just a few kilometers south of the Puerco (Figure 27),

also considered the bench to be a useful chronological marker.

Be

noted, however, that after the appearance of this trait, pithollses
without benches continued to be made.
provide information on the

~ance

The Pueroo sites discussed above

of the pithouse bench.

At Ariz.

K:12:8, Structure 3, which was built in 730-731, has no bench, whereas
structure 8, lxlilt in the 760s, has two short bench segments.

At White

Mound Village, Gladwin considered the bench to be a relatively late
trait.

structure 3, which had a bench, was built in 786.

Ariz. 1:12:3,

a Puerco site that has not been mentioned previOlls1y, was dated by Ferg

<1978:79-81) to the interval 790-810 on the basis of ceramics and one
archaeomagnetic date.

The pithouse at this site lacks a bench.

Final-

ly, all four of the dated pithouses at IA 4487, including one dating to
816 and three dating to the 840s, have benches.

These data suggest that

the bench awe_red in the second half of the eighth century, although as
R:>berts argued, not all pitihJuses had this feature.

A rather different impression of the history of the pithouse
bench emerges from an examination of Houck, or "NA" sites. These are
the westemmost of the Puerco sites considered here.

Pitbouses at these

sites range in date from the 730s to the 870s.

None of the dated

structures have benches, except for Pithollse 1 at NA 8940, which has a
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low, bench-like ridge encircling the floor.

Also, Pithouse 2 at NA

8038, which produced no tree-ring dates, has a bench.

Stratigraphic

data indicate that this house was built and abandoned sometime prior to

942, when Pitlx>use 3 was constructed.

Information from other undated

structures is unavailable at this writing, so there may be other occurrences of pithouses with benches.

Nevertheless, the data suggest that

the pithouse bench was rare in the Bouck area during the period in

question, rarer than at sites located a short distance to the east.
Thus, it would appear that the sequence of tree-ring dated structures

located along the PUerco may include a measure of spatial variation.
A second variable amenable to study relates to whether the
pithouses at a site are accompanied by contiguous surface rooms.

As

Table 8 indicates, roomblocks are present at only a few of the sites
with tree-ring dates. They occur at White Mound Village and LA 4487,
and possibly at a couple of the Bouck

("NA")

sites. Surface rooms are

also present at sites that lack tree-ring dates.

Ariz. K;12:3, for

example, incorporates a row of three or four contiguous storage chambers
(Ferg 1978:Figure 7). As noted before, this site dates to around 800.
Roomblocks were not found at Ariz. K:12:B, nor at most of the Bouck
sites.

According to Gurnerman and Olson (1968), the earlier, White Mound

phase, sites at Bouck lack surface rooms, and the later, Kiatuthlanna
phase rooms have

~..hem.

(Because

these authors do not identify partic-

ular sites in their discussion, it is difficult t., determine the phase

to which they would assign the sites with tree-ring dates.)
Thanks to the tree-ring data discussed elsewhere in this chapter
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and summarized in Table 8, temporal variation can be rejected as the
primary explanation for variation in the occurrence of contiguous surface

[OOIDS.

The development of roomblocks began by the early 7006, that

is, prior to the sequence of dated structures from the PUerco.

Pit-

houses accompanied by surface rooms occur throughout that sequence:
possibly pre-760s ('early" structures at White Mound Village), 760s to
800s (House 3 at White Mound), ca. 800 (Arb. K:12:3), and in the 8405
(LA 4487).

If the variation is not temporal, then how is it to be explained? Gumerman and Olson suggest that "Perhaps the intensity of
occupation at Bouck and the lack of stone in the inner Puerco Valley
induced salvaging and reuse by later occupants."

Thus, the abseooe of

surface rooms from White Mound phase sites may be "more apparent than
real" (1968:118).

It often ha};:pens that the excavator of a late Basket-

maker III or Pueblo I site can identify the location of a surface
roornblock but cannot delineate individual rooms or determine how the
structures were built.

Gumerman and Olson argue that even the evidence

that structures were once present has been destroyed.

This explanation

may hold for one or two sites, but it seems reasonable to ask if it
still makes sense when awlied to all the Houck sites.

(The

number of

sites is unclear, though it includes at least the earliest four sites
listed in Table 8).

Perhaps contiguous surface rooms are in fact rare

in the Bouck area.

This would suggest that the variation in their

occurrence is spatial in nature, at least in the sense that some sites
have roornblocks and others do not.

It is not possible to group the

sites spatially so as to produce two separate areas, one with and the
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other without surface rooms.

'!be point has already been made tIlat the

IIouck sites stand out because the pitbJuses lack benches.

Perbaps the

form of the Bouck pithouses and the layout of the Bouck sites are a
function of the role these sites played in the settlement-sibsistence
system. a role that differed from that of some of the other sites tIlat
have yielded tree-rmg dates.
'!be third variable to be considered is the presence or absence

of neck banded pottery (Kana'a Gray). This ceramic is absent from Aris.
K:12:8. which includes houses built in the 730s and 760..

As discussed

previously. a neck banded vessel was crushed by the collapsmg roof of
Bouse 3 at White Mound Village. This event may have occurred between
about 805 and 815. At LA 4487. neck banded sherds are absent from the
fill of two pithouses built in the SlOs and 8408, and present in the
fill of two other houses constructed in the 840s.
The inference that neck banding was introduced to White Mound
Village soon after 800 is in keepmg with dates quoted elsewhere for the
appearance of this trait. Colton (1946) gives a beginning date of 800
for Kana'a Gray, and Breternitz (1966) gives a date of 775-825 (In
Bretemitz's case, the correspondence is not surprising, given that be
used data from lihite Mound Village as wellJ

In this context. the data

from LA 4487 seem to indicate an anomalously late date for neck banded

ware. The most likely reason is the poor quality of the relationship
between the tree-ring and ceramic evidence. As noted before, the sherd
collection comes from the fill of the structures rather than from ves-

sels in use context within the structures. If this fact serves as the
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basis for rejecting the data from IA 4487 as not releVant to the dating

of neck banded pottery, then what is to be made of the cerar,J.c data from
Ariz. K:12:8?

lis in the case of IA 4487, the evidence consists of

sherds from structure fill.

If the data from Ariz. K:12:8 are to be

given greater weight than those from IA 4487, it can only be for one
simple reason.

At IA 4487, neck banded pettery is present in some

contexts and not in others, and therefore, to apply this information to
the dating of the pottery, it is essential to understand these contexts
well enough to explain why they differ.

In the case of Ariz. K:12:8,

neck banded pottery is entirely absent, so a detailed understanding of
the various contexts is perhaps a bit less crucial. Finally, it should
be noted that, if many of tbe _ck pii:bouses contained whole or restorable vessels, information from these structures could contribute greatly

to the dating of neck banded pottery, and of other kinds of ceramics as
well.

Tree-ring dates from Pueblo I sites on Mesa Verde can be discussed from two perspectives -

by site and by structure type. To begin

with site data, three ruins have produced most of the information rel-

evant to tree-ring inteIpretation.

They are Mesa Verde l02(GP), exca-

vated by cerie OIBryan (1950) for Gila PUeblo, Mesa verde 1930 (NPS,

investigated by the ll1iversity of Colorado (MCClellan 1969, Bretemitz
1973), and Badger Bouse Community, which includes lIesa Verde l644<NPs)
and which was dug by the Wetherill Mesa Project (Bayes and Lancaster
1975). In addition, Mesa Verde 1 (GP), which was also investigated by

27:1

otBryan

(19S0~,

produced a few dates. The tree-ring dates from these

four sites bave been published by

_inson

and Harrill (1974).

Mesa verde 102 (GP)

Three pithouses and a row of surface rooms were
this site.

unc:over~

at

All three pit:houses are sub-rect:angular, lack benches, arxl

bave vmtilators.

Pithouse 3 bad not bumed, was only partially exca-

vated, and produced no datable saJIq>les. Pithouses 1 arxl 2, in contrast,
were destroyed by fire and were completely investigated.

Based on the

remains of the bumed arxl oollapsed superstructures, O'Bryan was able to
describe the roof of Pithouse 2 in some detail:

The four uprights, each having a butt over 15 em. in diameter,
supported a square of four beams (diameters of different sections of charcoal varied from 11 to 16 em.). A fifth large
beam, held by the two lateral beams of the square, aided in the
support of the overburden of small poles, brush and earth, and
served as the rear outline of the roof entrance (1950:41).
The area of the roof around the entrance had fallen
with little derangement of the constituent parts ••• The width
of the entrance was almost 60 cm., the length over 70 em. determined by the distance between two of the three main horizontal beams which supported the roof. Three sandstone slabs
may have been used to rim one or two sides of the opening
(1950:41) •
The two bumed structures, Pithouses 1 and 2, were abandoned
under different circumstances. The collapsed superstructure of Pitb:luse
1 lay directly on the floor, indicating that the dwelling was either
occupied or only recently abandoned at the time of the fire. The roof
of Pitbouse 2 lay atop a 5 to 10 cm layer of fill that had accumulated
between the abandaunent and buming of the structure. Comparison of the
assemblages from the floor and just above the floor of the two pithouses
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is instructive.

Both buildings produced a range of stone and a few bone

artifacts, including hamrnerstones, metates, manos, chiB;led stone tools,
and awls.

Pitb:>use 1 contained somewhat more artifacts than Pithouse 2

(32 as comparee to 20 items) I and only pitOOuse 1 produced any ceramic
vessels, specifically a jar and two ladles.

Given that Pithouse 2 bad

definitely beEn abandoned when it was destroyed, if it is to be argued

on the basis of Pithouse

liS

artifact assemblage that it was in use when

it burned, then the argument must rely not on the simple presence of

some artifacts but on the nUllber of artifacts and, perhaps more import-

ant, on the presence of the three vessels.
Tree-ring dates derived for samples identified as coming from

the burned roofs of the structures (TRL Site Files) provide likely
construction dates for both Pithouses 1 and 2 <Figure 29).

Clusters of

cutting dates indicate that Pithouse 1 was built in 831-832, and Pithouse 2 in 834.

Additionally, two late tree-ring dates srow that Pit-

house 2 was repaired or remodeled in 839, or possibly after that date.
A single row of four contiguous surface rooms was located northwest of the pithouses.

The wall bases of these structures were of

natural earth and upright slabs.

Their superstructures are described as

follows:
Many clods of burned plaster found in the fill of the rooms
suggest that the u:fPer p)rtions of the walls were constructed of
small poles and brush; the stick and twig imprints are clearly
preserved in the burned clay which was daubed over them ••••
Four vertical log supports, either embedded in the floor or
incorporated in the walls, supported the roof of each of the
large rooms
The roof of the large center room had been
cawed with fitted sandstone slabs (1950:37).
U

••

All of the surface rooms had burned; together they yielded 13 ceramic
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vessels.

tblike pithouses 1 and 2, the surface rooms must be considered

poorly dated (Figure 29).

The center Slab

~m,

the West Slab B::lom, or

both were probably constructed during or after the late 820s.

_

East

Slab Room quite possibly was built during or after 835, although the
date falling in this year might simply be from a repair timber.

The

most that can be said with assurance is that the dates from the surface
rooms agree fairly closely with those from the pithouses.

That is, it

is impossible to say for sure where the surface rooms fit into the
sequence of construction and repair events inferred for Pithouses 1 and
2.
Mesa verae 1930 (NPS)
Most of the datable tree-ring samples recovered at this site

come from a pithouse and a great kiva.

Because a published description

is unavailable for Pithouse 1, little can be said about this structure

aside from what can be learned on the basis of tree-ring data (Breternitz 1973).

The date distribution (Figure 30) includes a weak date

clubter in the late 8308, a stronger cluster at 856-858, and a scatter
of dates between 862 and 889.

The cluster in the 850s probably relates

to construction of the dwelling, in which case the dates in the 830s are
from reused beams and those in the 860s to 880s are from repair

timbers~

If this interpretation is correct, then Pithouse 1 was in use for over
30 years, from 858 to at least 889.

This is much longer than the use

life indicated for recent Navajo b:>g'ans and Bidatsa earthlodges and the
construction! repair interval of other prehistoric earthlodges considered
in this stucly.
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The Great Kiva at Mesa Verde 1930(NPS) is roughly circular with

flattmed sides, measllres aboo.t 17 m in diameter, and awarently has a
full bench (McClellan 1969:42-58).

No

entrance or antechamber was

discovered during the excavation, which uncovered two-thirds of the
structure.

The seating pits for three major roof support posts were

located, and a fourth is inferred to be present in the unexcavated area.
On the basis of burned material found on the floor, the roof can be

described as follows:

Vertical roof support timbers were connected by beams and
smaller tx>rizontal stringers ""ere laid between the central beam
structure and the top of the kiva wall. This layer was covered
with juniper bark then a thick layer of earth or adOOe was added
(McClellan 1969:54).

nus description suggests that the roof of the Great Kiva was identical,
except in size, to the superstructures of the much smaller pithouses
that were being built at the same time.

Archaeological evidence indi-

cated that the kiva was built as a single event.
The Great Kiva yielded 193 datable tree-ring samples (Figure
31), more than almost any other prehistoric structure in the SOuthwest.
The date distribution is multimodal and ircludes clusters of cutting,
·v," and noncutting dates at approximately 824-829, 834-838 (or 834840), 842-846, and 861-865. Presumably these clusters relate to some
combination of reuse, construction, and repair or remodeling events.
The early clusters might come from reused beams.

This interpretation

presents the difficulty of finding, or at least imagining, a likely
source of the reused beams.

The Great Kiva must have incorpJrated many

times the number of beams built into a pithouse, and I am doubtful,
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therefore, that beams salvaged from a pithouse could make sucb a major

contribution to the date distribution as that represented by the 8205

date cluster.

In

addition, the four date clusters are simUar in that,

in each case, the production and stockpiling of beams was spread over a

period of several years.

This sort of procurement behavior would be in

keeping with the scope of the effort required to build and maintain a

great kiva and, possibly, with the coltDllIlal nature of the effort.
Thus, I would argue that all fOOI date clusters relate directly
to the

Great Kiva at Mesa Verde 1930, and that this structure was built

in about 829 and repaired or remodeled successively at around 838, 846,
and 865.

These dates result in repair intervals of about nine years,

eight years, and 19 years, which on the average is somewhat longer than
the pithouse repair intervals sUJl1l'larized in Chapter 10.
Badger House COnmmity: Mesa Verde 1644 (NPS) and Mesa Verde 1676 (NPS)

N:lne of the Pueblo I pitstructures excavated at this site gave
usable tree-ring dates.

It is worth noting, nevertheless, that of the

three ninth century structures that were investigated, one <Protokiva

D)

was left sta.1'lding and two <Protokivas C and E) were razed subsequent

to

abandonment (Bayes and Lancaster 1975:59).

The four main roof su:wc>rt

posts had been removed from the pitstructures that were demolished.
These two buildings could have provided numerous reusable timbers.
Figure 32 presents tree-ring dates from a jacal room at Mesa
Verde 1644(NPS) and from Houses 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 at Mesa Verde
1676 (NPS).

Each house (or habitation unit, in Bullard's terminology)

consists of a linear roornblock and associated pitstructures.

The jacal
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room and the houses are placed in temporal order in the figure according

to the latest date from each.

Also srown are awroximate dates -

example, ca. 725 for !louse 3 -

determined by Bayes aoo Lancaster on the

for

basis of tree-ring dates: architectural style, and possibly other cri-

teria. Houses 3, 4, 6, and 7 have double rows of surface rooms. Hayes
and Lancaster <19'15:46,51> consider the single row arrangement to be
typ:>logically and, to a certain extent, chronologically later than the
double row pattern. 'lllere is temporal overlap, bowever, as indicated by
the dating of houses of both types to ca. 860.

All of the rooms that

yielded tree-ring dates had burned, and woole or restorable vessels were
found in more than half.

Compared to the large number of surface rooms at Badger House
Community with tree-ring dates, only a very few construction events can
be dated confidently. Room 9 in House 4 was built, almost surely, in
860; Room 5 in Bouse 1 was probably constructed in 844 and remodeled
during or after 853; 1«>m 6 in fbuse 5 was probably erected in about 850
or in the early 860s; Room 7 in Bouse 7 may have been built around 816;
and Room 9 in Bouse 3 just might have been built in the early 750s. In

no case can more than one room in a single rouse be dated.

},s

a result,

a construction sequence cannot be devised for any of the habitation

units on the basis of tree-ring data.
Hayes and Lancaster (1975:16-23) employed architectural, strati-

graphic, and tree-ring evidence to construct a fairly detailed history
of House 3.

This habitation unit is made up of five three-room "apart-

ments," each of which includes one front row living room and two back
row storage rooms.

Three of these apartments were excavated.

The
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precise details of each W'lit's history are not important here.

What is

noteworthy is the assertion that an apartment built by about 710 was
still in use around 800 when Bouse 3 was destroyed by fire. The idea
that a room with walls -built haphazardly of slabs, jacal poles, and
'turtlebacks' of adobe between the poles" Ulayes and Lancaster 1975:18)

could have survived for almost a century is provocative indeed.

It is

of course possible that the structure was repaired or rebuilt one or
more times during this interval, although there appears to be no specific evidence to that effect.
'lbe Great Kiva, Pitilouses, and SJrface ft)Oms

Construction of the Great Kiva and Pithouse 1 at Mesa verde
1930<NPS) and of Pithooses 1 and 2 at Mesa verde l02(GP) can be reliably

dated.

Because of the quality of this dating, late dates from both

structures at the former site and from pithouse 2 at the latter can be
ascribed to repair events.

In comparison to these findings, dating of

surface rooms at Mesa verde l(GP), Mesa Verde l02(GP), and the Badger
House Community is very poor. There are three aspects to the differences in quality of dating. The first relates to sample size, in that
the pithouses and Great Kiva have more, in some cases far more, than 10

dates, whereas the roorns tE!1d to have fewer than 10 dates.

second, the

pithouses and Great Kiva have a much larger percentage of cuttmg dates
than do the surface roorns (Table 9).

Third, the surface rooms have rel-

atively few convincing date clusters, to a considerable extent because
of the first two factors.
Several reasons can be proposed to explain these differences.
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Table 9.

Abundance of Cutting Dates from Pueblo I Structures en Mesa
Verde.

S1te

stnwb,u;;e

MV 102(GP)

Pithouse 1

MV 102(GP)

Pit.b:>use 2

MV 1930 (NPS)

l:IIWng.

Datea

l2tal

~

16

50

13

28

46

Pithouse 1

15

~~

3~

Totals and Average Percentage

36

88

41

Great Kiva

72

193

37

12

25

MV 1930 (NPS)

MV lCGP)

Slab Room Area

MV 102(GP)

center and West Slab Rooms

MV 102(GP)

East Slab Room

MV 1644 (NPS)

,Jacal Room

MV 1676 (NPS)

House 3

10
25

MV 1676 (NPS)

House 6

25

MV 1676 (NPS)

lkJUse 7

14

MV 1676 (NPS)

Housel

16

12

MV 1676 (NPS)

House 4

15

13

MV 1676 (NPS)

HouseS

10

25

98

14

'lbtals and Average Percentag:e

14
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First, the average surface room prOOably incorporated fewer beams than
the average pithouse and, hence, is likely to produce fewer dates.

This

may help explain differences in the number of dates, but not in percentages of cutting and noncutting dates. Second, the beams used in the
two groups of structures may have differed.. It has already been pointed

out th8t pithouses and great kivas are structurally similar. Perhaps
these structures required timbers of higher quality than did surface
rooms.

The beams in a pithollse or great kiva carried a much greater

load -

both in the earth covering and, probably, in foot traffic --

than did the rooms.

It may have been more important, therefore, to use

new, unweathered beams in the former than in the latter structures.

In

other words, weathered, reused beams that bad already suffered ring loss
may have been built into surface rooms. Finally, there were probably
important differences in the combustion of pithouses and great kivas as
compared to rooms. The superstructure of a burning pithouse or great
kiva would soon collapse under the great weight of the timbers and earth
incorporated in it.

The earth covering would then tend to smother the

fire and prevent the burning timbers from being completely consumed.
The result would be a collection of charred timbers suitable for dendro-

chronological analysis.

A surface room, in comparison, is a much light-

er structure and might, therefore, burn more fully before collapsing.
This would be especially so for vertical poles incorporated in the
walls.

Cbce the structure did collapse, the lighter earth cover would

be less effective in killing the fire.
HoUse

The result, as in Room 5 of

3 (Hayes and Lancaster 1975:20), would be a layer of disintegrated

charcoal on the floor of the structure.

The smaller size of the beams
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used in surface rooms as compared to pithoases would only exacerbate the

difference in the bumability of the structures.
8enpett IS peak

Sjte

1he Bennett's Peak Site is situated in northwestem New Mexioo,

between the Chusl<a Mountains to the west and tbe Chaco River to the
east.

Earl B. Morris excavated the site in 1932, and his daughter,

Elizabeth A. Morris (1959), reported on this work nearly 30 years later.
She describes the ruin as follows: "l'he site consists of a dooble row of

oontiguous-walled rectangular surface rooms built in a semicircle to the

northwest of three deep pitbouses. To the southeast of the p1thouses
was a tr_ mound in which a few burials were found" OIorris 1959:169).
The layout of this front oriented community was very similar to that of

contemporanecus sites located north of the San Juan River. 1bree building stages ccu1d be recognized on the basis of architectural evidence.
Seven rooms at the east end were built first, then at least 14 and

possibly as many as 18 rooms were constructed in the center and west
portions of the site, and finally two rooms were added to the back of
rooms near the west end. Q1e of the pithouses and most of the rooms,
including chauilers in all three construction units, were destroyed by

fire.

The presence of bumed corn CIld btoken vessels in several rooms

indicates that the site was occupied when it burned.
_

site produced many tree-ring dates, but their interpretation

is hampered by a total lack of provenienoe information on the dated
samples (Bannister, i1Ilb!nson, and Warren 1970:11-12).

Ql

the basis of

cutting dates and ocncentraticns of ncncutting dates, it can be inferred
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that beam procurement may have begun in 778-780, was definitely being
undertaken in the 790s and first decade of the 800s, and occurred regularly from the 8205 to the 8505 (Figure 33).

Given the widespread evi-

dence of burning, it seems reasonable to assume that the dated beams
come from all three construction units, as well as from the pitbouse.
If so, then major construction probably began between 780 and 800 and

terminated in the 8506.

'l1lis would mean that the site was occupied for

at least 60 years (800-860) and quite possit1y for 80 (780-860).

Also,

it could be that the rooms at the east end were built in the period from
780 to 800, and those in the center and at the west end during the
period from 820 to 860.

'though reasonable, ttJ..s intetpretation must be

considered speculative because the dated samples cannot be ascribed to

particular structures.

Finally, it is worth noting that during the

occupation there is only one decade, the 810s, that lacks fairly good
evidence for beam cutting activity.

This fact may have implications for

estimating how long a site is likely to have been occupied after the
latest tree-ring date.
~

In 1941 &Iward T. Ball (1944) excavated four Nosa phase sites in

the Gobernador area of northwestern New Mexir:o.

All four -

Site 1 UA

2120), Site 11 (IA 2121), Site 12 (IA 2122), and Site 17 -- yielded
datable tree-ring samples (Figure 34; Robinson, Barrill, and Warren
1974). The sites are in the vicinity of Gobernador Wash, which joins
the San Juan at a point 30 km to the northwest. At a distance of 25 km
to the north lies the nearest of the Navajo Rasarvcir sites, discussed
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later in this chapter, that produced tree-ring dates.

Each of the

Gobernador sites consists of from one to four pithouses, generally

accompanied by surface rooms and in some cases surrounded, along with
the rooms, by a stockade.

The pithouses, which are circular, have

ventilators, in most cases four roof sUR>Orts, and benches that
or all of the way around each structure.

!U.'1

most

Hali suggests that tl'!e rouses

were occupied for as long as 75 or even 100 years. He also arg.ues, as

have many others who have dealt with Pueblo I remains, that sites with
surface structures made up of contiguous rooms are typ:!logically more
advanced than those with surface structures consisting of aligned but
noncontiguous rooms (Ball 1944:20). The tree-ring record from Hall's
sites includes a major source of potential bias.

Most timbers used in

construction are juniper, but dates come almost exclusively from the
relatively few pinyon pieces (Ball 1944:17-18; TRL Site

Files)~

In

discussing Hall's interpretations, it should be remembered that he was
working with dates that differ slightly from those accepted today
(Hall 1944:l\j;lpendix F).

(1) For the purposes of this discussion, Site 1 (Ball 1944:816,28) can be divided into two areas, labeled A and B. Area A includes
two pithouses, two stockades, and a one room surface structure. Evidence from stratigraphy and from the layout of the site suggests that
House B and a surrounding stockade were built first and that later House
A and a second stockade encircling both houses were constructed. Because both pithouses were enclosed by the second stockade, it would
appear likely that House B continued in use after Bouse A was built.
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Surface structure 1 lies behind and to the west of both pithouses and

outside both stockades; it could relate to one or the other houses, or

to neither.
Bouse B actually includes the remains of two pitiJouses built in

a single pit.

l\ccording to IIall (1944:13), the first structure "sbowed

no evidence of burning, the sides had fallen in and the roof collapsed."

'!'be builders of the second structure cleaned out and enlarged the pit
and covered the floor of the earlier house with 5 to 20 em of clay_
Ball suggests that the earlier bouse was conte_raneous with the first
stockade and that the later bouse was conte_raneous with HOUse A and

the second stockade. The earlier house produced a single noncutting
date of 714 from a sample found beneath the floor of the later bouse.

All that can be said concerning this date is that it fits the stratigraphie sequence.

The later bouse gave a weak terminal cluster at 819-

821 that hints at a co:l'gtruction date in the 820s.

This structure

burned but, as indicated by the limited extent of the fire and the
presence of fill beneath the burned roof material, not until some time
after it was abandoned.
Bouse A liee a few meters northwest of Bouse B.

Both the fire-

pit and ventilator of House A were remodeled during the life of the

structure.

Later the bouse was abandoned, fill accumulated on the

floor, and then what remained of the superstructure caught fire and
col1apeed.

Bouse A's tree-ring date distribution provides the best case

for the long pitbouse ueelivee postulated by Ball.

A concentration of

dates from the 7605 to the 780s, with a clustering of noncutting dates
at 784-786, indicates a possible cunetruction date in the 780s or 7905.
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If this dating is correct, then dates in the 8405 and 8506 come from

repair beams, meaning that the structure was in use for at least 60
years.

This is three to four times longer than the typical pithouse

uselife proposed elsewhere in this study. '!be discrepancy is not easily
resolved.

Because the late dates are from samples identified as parts

of roof beams, they cannot be explained away as coming from trash thrown
into the house pit after the structure was abandoned. Perhaps the beams

producing the 7805 cluster were reused en masse from an earlier structure, the original Bouse B, for example.
Ball describes the stockade surroWlding Area A as follows:

where the majority [of fOstsJ were picked up they were spaced at
interva1£ of }O to 25 em.. Post diameters were up to 18 em. The
fact that charcoal fragments were spaced over an area of up to 5
rn on both sides of postholes might imply that the stockades were
high, perhaps 2 m. The presence of small branches, twigs, etc.,
of charcoal would indicate that the posts had been interlaced
with brush and would explain why they burned, where they did, so
completely•••• The writer can seen no reason other than a defensive one for these stockades (Ball 1944:28).
Four dated tree-ring sanples provenienced as "East of Ibuse B" probably
were among the charcoal fragments noted by Hall as pertaining to the
stockades.

If so, they indicate that One of the stockades, probably the

later one, was standing during or after the 8405.
Area B, located 15 m northwest of Area A, comprises House C,
Surface structure 2, and an encircling stockade.

The pi th:ruse has six

roof support posts, four in a quadrilateral arrangement in the floor
area and two set against the inside of the bench at the sides of the
structure.

CUriously, none of the posts extended down into the accom-

panying postholes.

Instead, the pointed ends of the posts rested on the
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hard packed sand that filled the holes.

Perhaps the oisuse of the

postholes relates to a reroofing of tile structure.

Altematively, the

location of the posts could be a function of the way in which timbers
set in the ground burn.

Chly the portion above ground or floor level is

likely to be burned to char:coal and hence to be preserved for the
archaeologist. Because it is unlikely to be charred, the segment beneath the ground would soon decay_

This explanation requires that Ball

did not recognize the telltale traces of the rotted posts, assuming that

such were present.
The shape of Fbuse C's date distribution is somewhat unusual, in

that it includes a rather long and full right, or late end, tail.

If

Hall's interpretive approach were awlied to these data, one might infer
that the structure was built in about 820, if not earlier, and that it
was used and from time to time repaired as late as the 870s. As discussed in Chapter 2, the correct interpretation ot a date distribution
hinges on the identification of a construction date. Anomalous dates
are then identified as oorning either froln reused or from repair timbers,
depending on whether they are earlier than or: later than the inferred
construction date.

In the case of House C, the proposed construction

date cluster is too weak, relative to the strength of the tail at the
late end of the distribution, for this formula to work effectively.

A

distribution like that from S::>use C does not provide a sure indication
of beam cutting at the time of construction. Instead, the peak in the
middle implies that factors like beam reuse and sample erosion are
largely responsible for the distribution's shape.

Perhaps the structure

was reroofed, as suggested above, and many bean's from the original roof
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were relJsed in the new one. At any rate, it is not possible to date
construction of Ekluse C exactly, altOOugh it probably took place between
810 and 880.

SUrface structure 2 consists of an. alignment of three noncontig-

uous rooms with floors that were awarently wmade by resting small beams
on two cross joists under north and south walls· (Ball1944:16). The

structures contain the remains of com and are interpreted as granaries.
Upright posts in the area in front of the structure may indicate the

former presence of a roofed work area, or shade. A bell-shaped cist
located within that area produced five tree-ring dates, the significance
of which is lUlclear.

Possibly they relate to construction or use of the

cist or, if they fell into it when the surface structure burned, to
construction of the shade. Six whole vessels were recovered from the
surface structure and three more restorable ones were found in the cist,
suggesting that the building was still in use when it buned.

Together

with the latest dates from House C, the latest date from the cist
indicates some kind of activity in Area B in the second half of the
ninth century.
In conclusion, the earliest tree-ring dated building event at
Site 1 probably took place in the 780s. House B may have been rebuilt
40 years later, in the 8205.

Construction activity continued at least

into the 850s in Area A, the 870s in Area B. Thus, the site was occupiea, perhaps off and on, for more than a century from the 780s to the
870s.

It is impossible to determine for sure whether Areas A and B were

ever inhabited at the same time, but this is a distinct possibility.
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(2) Site 11 (Hall 1944,16-19) includes a pithouse and surface

structure, both surrounded by a stockade. Each of the four roof supports in House A consists of a large post paired with a smaller one.

Surface structure 1 incorporates three aligned, noncontiguous rooms
fronted by a sbade.

latest dates from tbe pitboUse and surface struc-

ture indicate that Site 11 was occupied in tbe mid-liOOs.
(3) As with Site 1, Site 12 IIIall 1944,19-28) can be partitioned
into Areas A and B. Area A incorporates House B and SUrface structure

2/ tbe elCCavators did not look for a stockade that might enclose these

two structures. Bouse B contains evidence for two different superstructures. Two posts set in holes in the floor of the pithouse supported
tbe eastern end of the original roof.

The postholes were found beneath

conbination partition wallslbins that extend into the floor area from
either side of the structure.

The second toOf, the one contemporaneous

with the partitioo, was suw<>rted by two posts that rested in one case

on the floor and in the other on a rock that was set on the floor. For
reasons that are obscure, Hall <1944:25-26) thinks that House B stood
abandoned for some time prior to construction of the second roof.

The

structure's firepit was remodeled twice, and it is reasonable to suppose
that either the first or seoood remodeling occurred around the time that
the seoood roof was built. Charred remains of this roof lie directly on

the floor, but there appeal: to have been few floor artifacts.

This

would suggest that the structure burned soon after abandonment.
Based

on a date distribution similar to that shown in Figure 34,

Ball inferred that Bouse B was built in the 790s, if not before, and
occupied at least into the 860s. He had two dates in the 790s to work
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with, whereas today we have only one.

In either case, such a small

number of dates coming at the beginning of a distribution are more
likely the result of beam reuse or sample erosion than of beam procure-

ment at the time of construction. This may not be true of all the early
dates, however.

There is an interesting break in the date distribution

between two groups of dates, tb:>se in the 7905 to 8208 and trose in the

8405 to 8605.

The later concentration of dates probably relates to

construction of the second roof.

It is just possible that the earlier

dates corne from beams reused from the first roof.

If so, House B may

originally have been constructed in the late 8205, as indicated by two
cutting dates of 828.

Thus, the date distribution shown in Figure 34

may combine two separate distributions, each of which pertains to a dif-

ferent construction eve.'1t.

}I.~though ~lative,

this interpretaticn is

in keeping with the evidence of reroofing provided by this and a number
of the other Q>vernador pithouses.
Surface Structure 2 incorporates three contiguous rooms.

Hall

describes this building and Surface Structure 1, discussed below, as
follows:
In most cases a small pit was dug into the ground, at the sides
of this pit two beams were laid facing each other, and on these
beams were laid joists which were plash.:sd over to make a
floor. From this floor adobe walls were raised ... to a height
of about 180 em. On the top of the wall, rafters were placed.
These were then plastered with two thick coats of adobe which
formed the roof (Hall 1944:20).

The rooms in Surface Structures I and 2 are small, lack hearths, and
oontain quantities of charred com: on this basis, Hall (1944:20) interprets them as granaries.
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Five tree-ring sanples from SUrface structure 2 could be dated.
Two of the sarrples actually come from a hearth located behind (west of)
the surface structure.
850.

They yielded a cutting and a noncutting date of

Why these dates should agree with a second cutting date of 850

from SJrface structure 2 is unclear.

Perhaps the latter date comes from

the hearth as well, in which case this feature was probably last used in

about 850. If instead the date is from the surface structure per se,
then it would appear likely that the structure was built or at least
worked on in 850 and that, after it was abandoned, beams scavenged from
it were burned in the hearth.

Area B, which is located 15 m southeast of Area At includes a
pithollse, a surface structure, two pitrooms, and a stockade that sUr-

rounds the other struct·lres. House A has six postholes, four that were
in use when the structure was abandoned and two that had been filled in

and plastered over.

In explaining the latter two postholes, Hall

(1944:22) states tnat either -the house was reconstructed after a
collapse ... or when the holes were dug the builders found that they
were incorrectly placed and made others.-

Bouse A is the best dated of

the Governador structures: a cluster of five cutting and noncutting
dates in the 864-865 indicates that construction took. place in the mid860s.

If the structure was reroofed, the date presumably applies to

that event.
Surface Structure 1 consists of an arc of at least seven rooms
with a small pitroorn attached to the eastern end.

One or a couple

additional poorly defined rooms at the western end of the arc overlie
the second pitroorn, Bouse D.

This building, which is shallow and lacks
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a ventilator and bench, produced a noncuttlDJ date of 845 and a cuttlDJ
elate of 848. This would indicate, first, that _

D was in use during

or after 848 and, secmd, that part at least of &lrface structure 1 was
built after that time. A post-848 construction date for the surface

structure fits the mid-860s construction date of the associated pitstructure, Bouse A.
(4)

Site 17 bas 'two pit houses, a surface structure which is a

two-room adobe granary, and two refuse moWlds" Uk:Jbinson, Barrill, and
Warren 1974:96).
known

No other description is available, although it is

that the pitilouses were not excavated.

The tree-rlDJ dates from

the site bear two different provenience designations, RSJrface Structure· and ·Surface Structure with Eastern Pit- CF ig. 34). At least one

of these labels must correspond to the adobe granary; perhaps both do.
If the dates are from one structure, then a cluster of four dates at 864

provides a likely construction date.

If the dates are from two struc-

tures, they both msy have been built in the mid 860••
Discussion
As noted before, Ball practically equates the range of dates

from a structure with that structure IS occupation span. Evidence for
beam reuse from throughout the prehistoric southwest is so abundant as

to cast doubt on this inteq>retive stance.

(b

the other band, Ball may

be correct in arguing that the tree-ring dates from a Govemador pitbouse often relate to more than ene inplrtant construction event in the

history of that structure.

Of the six pitbouses investigated at Sites

1, 11, and 12, four provided architectural evidence that they were
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reroofed or rebuilt.
Bouse A at Site 1.

The two exceptions are House A at Site 11 and

Paired p:>stOOles suggest that the roof of the first

structure may have required sboring. The second pithotise has a treering date distribution that is consistent with the inference that it too

was reroofed, although an alternative intexpretation depending on beam
reuse is also plausible.

Date distributions from two other structures,

Bouse B at Site 12 and Bouse C at Site 1, could also reflect the reroofing of those structures.

The possibility that the Gobernador pithouses were commonly

reroofed raises two important issues. The first has to do with the
uselife of the structures.

Tree-ring data suggest that Hoose A at Site

1 was reroofed after more than 60 years, House B at Site 12 after more
than 30 years.

'!tese figures are far in excess cE ':he estimate of 15 to

20 years quoted elsewhere in this study as the typical pithouse uselife.
This estimate relies on a combination of ethnographic and tree-ring
data, and the writer is loath to overturn it all the basis of a few sites
in the Gobernador.

ly.

Perhaps the dated beams were not in use continuous-

That is, houses may have been occupied for a couple of decades,

abandoned, left to decay for a few decades more, and then rebuilt.
beams

Some

in the old structure, pa.rticlllarly those not in contact with the

ground, might still be usable.

Also, gaps like that in the date distri-

bution from House A at Site 1 may be due to inconsistencies in the treering record rather than to an absence of construction activity.

It

should be recalled that most dates come from the relatively rare pinyon
beams.

If all the new beams used in a structure were juniper, then the
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building of that structure would be invisible as far as the tree-ring
record is concerned.

Finally, it may simply be tbat pithouses were

cccupied l.coger in the Gobernadcr tban elsewhere.

A second issue relates to the continuity and longevity of the
Gobernadcr sites.

Many pithous. sites in the SOuthwest probably wore

net cccupied much longer tban the 15 tc 20 year maximum uselife of the
average pithouse. As a result, there would be only limited OFPOrtunity

tc reuse beams and renew buildings. The Gobernadcr sites, in oontrast,
give the impression of long term, though not necessarily continuous,
occupanc,y.

Possible dated construction events span a century at Site 1

and 40 years at Site 12.

In addition, there is little evidence of

structures buming while occupied presumably defensive stockades.

this in spite of the presence of

Thus, there was ample opportunity tc

reuse old beams, and old house pits. Of course, accounting for thi:;
owortunity does not explain the penchant of the Gobemador people for
reroofing old pithouses.

Perhaps they preferred tc rebuild within the

confines of a precinct defined by an existing stockade than to start
anew elsewhere.

A final issue concerns the tree-ring dating of the different
kinds of surface structures present at the Q>vernador sites.
hope

(be might

tc be able tc date the appearance of aligned, noncontiguous surface

[OOIDS and of single rows of contiguous surface rooIDS. For two reasons,
these events can he dated in only the most general terDlS.

First, rela-

tively few constructiun events can be dated with confidence, and second,
because of the evidence for the rebuilding of pithouses, it is difficult

to associate the few better dated pithouse construction events with
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particular surface structures. The best one can do is to say that, in
the period from the 840s through the 860s, surface structures were built

with both noncontiguolls and contiguous rooms. Surface structures of
both kinds were used for storage, altixlugh they were sometimes fronted
by roofed work areas or shades.
Aclgnen Area- Site 1 (]938)

Paul S. Martin's Site 1 (1938) is located approximately 40 km
northwest of Mesa Verde in southwestern COlorado (Martin 1939). Although Martin identified the site as Modified Bask_er

(BM

IIIl, the

association of pitstructures and linear rocnt>locks and the presence cf
neck banded plainware pettet}' suggests that assignment to Pueblo I might
be more appropriate.

Site 1 dates about a century later than Site 2,

previously discussed. Martin descr:ibes the J.aywt: of Site 1 as follows:
-rbe surface rooms were built arOWld three sides (north, east, and west)

of a la..-g. square,

in the plaza thus formed were the pit houses and the

smaller of the Great Kivas (Kiva I).

The larger Great Kiva lay 200

meters farther south- (1939:323). Based on this description and the
published site map (Martin 1939:Map 11), it would appear that Site 1

does not conform to the front oriented layout of many other Pueblo I
ruins located north of the San Juan River. The site occupies a narrow
mesa top, and this may explain its atypical configuration.

Martin

estimates that 15 or more houses are present, of which three were excavated coJl'9?l.etely and two partially. The dwellings are subrectangular
and, as discussed below, evidence the change from antechanDer/venti!ator

to ventilator.

All three of the houses were destroyed by fire.
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Martin's estimate for surface rooms is between 75 and 100. Twelve of

these, including six in each of two roornblocks, were investigated. The
excavated roomblocks consist of double rows of masonry rooms.

Martin

interprets the rear chambers as probable store rooms and the front ones
as living quarters, although it is worth noting the presence of heartI-1S
In a couple of the back rooms. Neither of the roomblocks can be related

to any of the excavated pithouses on the basis of location. That is,
they are not located "behind" and to the north of the pitstructures, as

they would be in a front oriented arrangement.
Figure 35 summarizes the tree-ring dates from Site 1. The data
from Pithouses A, B, and C pertain to an interval of about 15 years. In
brief, both Pithouses B and C were built in about 858 and repaired

around 869, and Pithouse A was built in 872. For both Pithouses B and
C, a strong date cluster indicates the construction date.

Evidence for

repair consists of a late cluster from Pithouse B and a weak late
cluster from Pithouse C.
and C -

The

synchroneity in the history of Pithouses B

as indicated by tree-ring data -

is striking, particularly in

the light of architectural evidence showing that the structures were
remodeled in very similar ways.

When first built, each house had a

small antechamber appended to its south side.

Later, this chamber

WRS

replaced by a much smaller, masonry lined ventilator shaft that was
joined to the main room by a tunnel. There is no physical evidence to
prove that this architectural evidence pertains to the same remooeling
events as the tree-ring dates.

The essentially perfect agreement in the

two lines of evidence from the two pithouses argues, mwever, that this
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is almost certainly the case. Thus, it appears that the dwellings were

built at the same time and lat.er remod'!led

i..~

the same way, again at

about the same time.. COmparison of the construction and remodeling
dates shows that the muses were in use for at least 11 or so years.
The dates from Pitbouses B and C sugg_ an interesting pattem

of beam procurement.

Cutting dates indicate that both structures in-

coIpOrated beams cut after the growing season of 858, but ally PitIDuse
B included timbers harvested in 855, and only Pithouse C had beams
procured in 857. Although t:.e buildings were built and remodeled at
about the same time, they - " nut to have been constructed with beams
drawn from a single pool.

Pithouse A fits neatly at the end of the sequence of events
inferred for Pithouses B and C. A strong terminal date cluster shows
that PitIDuse A was built in 872, about three years after the remodeling

of the other hoUses.

PithoUse A was constructed with a small, masonry

lined ventUator shaft, that is, in the style that seems to have caught
on just a few years earlier.
The significance of the architectural ch2nge epitomizei by the

history of pithouses B and C is not entirely clear. Data from Site 2,
discussed earlier, would suggest that the large, Basketmaker III style
of antechamber had fallen out of use in this area by the mid 700s, to be
replaced by a smaller structure that might have served either as a small

antechanber or a large ventilator. This charrber served as part of the
ventilation system; the question is whether it was used for an entrance

as well.

The ventilator/antechamber originally built coto Pithouses B

and C may have been of this kind. The masonry lined ventilator shaft
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and associated twlnel that replaced these chambers were definitely for

ventilation only.
In addition

to the structures already considered, Pithouse D and

three surface rooms produced

tr~ring

dates.

In no case are the dates

adequate to determine, for sure, when a building was constructed.

Both

the cutting dates and the latest dates from Pithouse D and Room 5 of
House Group 1 fall in the 8505 and 860s, or in the same interval as the
construction and repair of Pithouses A, B, and C. '!his agreement rein-

forces the interpretation that Site 1 experience:'.i major construction at
that time.

Ulfortunately, the sample of structures that produced dates

is quite small, both in number and proportion. For this reason, it is
unwise to assume that occupation of the sites was restricted to the
period indicated by the available tree-ring dates.
Navajo Reservoir pistrict
In the late 19506 and early 1960s, the Navajo Reservoir Project

conducted excavation in dozens of sites located along the San Juan River
and its tributaries in northwestern New Mexico and southwestern Colorado
(Eddy 1966).

The project area, also known as the Navajo Reservoir

District, extends along the san Juan in a southwest-northeast direction
for a straight line distance of 45 km.

The most important of the

tributaries are the Pine River, which joins the San Juan at the southern
end of the district, and tre Piedra River, which joins it at the north-

em end. Six of the seven sites that produce:i datable tree-ring samples
are situated in the northern portion of the study area, along the San
Juan and Piedra Rivers (Figure 36).

These sites are the subject of the
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the Navajo Reservoir District.
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following discussion.

The other site, lA 4298, is adjacent to the Pine

River, a few kilometers above that stream's confluence with the San
Juan.

This site yielded but a single noncutting tree-ring date and,

therefore, is Dot considered further.
The restricted distribution within the Navajo Reservoir District

of sites having tree-ring dates deseLVes further comment.

According to

Fildy <1966,1974), the area was inhabited from about A.D. 1 to 1000.

The

pop.11ation was small from A.D. 1 to 750, incre::..;;.:!() explosively from 800
to 900, and declined markedly from 900 to final abandonment by 1050.
Between 850 and 950, or beginning during the period of rapid p:>p.tlation

increase, there was a major shift in the location of settlement in the
district.

Those living in the southem half abandoned their homes and,

apparently, moved upstream to swell the population of the northern
portion of the district.

As previously noted, there are practically no

tree-ring dates from sites in the southern area, and in addition, there
are no dates from the early part of the district's occupation.

That is,

essentially all tree-ring dates and dated construction events fall in
the interval from 800 to 900, which is to say, during the interval of
population relocation and increase.

Five of EOdY's (1968:Tables 5 and

6) chronological divisions are of concern here: three phases -- Rosa
(700-850), Piedra (850-950), and Arboles (950-1050) -

tional categories (1)

(the

and two transi-

R;)sa-Piedra and Piedra-Arboles.

Eddy (l966:16l-1Bl) identifies three oom:ponents at TA 40B6

sanchez Site); Components 2 and 3 produced tree-ring dates.

p:>nent 2 is a

front~riented

Com-

settlement consisting of an alignment of
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three noncontiguous surface rooms, a pitbouse to the south of the rooms,
and a refuse area to the south of the pithouse. Pitbouse 1 is a circular structure with four main support posts, bench, and ventilator
system.

The ventilator twmel is "bifurcate or split into two short

tunnels just before entering the structure- (Ekkl.y 1966:168).

A few pots

on the floor and bench and in the roof fall suggest that the bouse was
occupied when i t was destroyed by fire.

Eddy (1966:181) interprets

Surface Structure 3 as a habitation based on the presence of a hearth.
Because the practically intact roofs of structures 1 and 2 "have fallen

to the ground without scattering the burned roofing clay ••• it is
assumed that neither roof was orig:inally constructe:i very high above the
ground surface but rather they were built as low sheds" (&Jay 1966:169).

The fires that destroyed these chambers consumed the roof timbers
entirely, leaving only the impressions of beams in the fire hardened
roof clay.

Based on the supposedly low roofs of structures I and 2, on

the small size of these chambers, and on the absence of hearths, Eddy
(1966:170) interprets the two rooms as storage sheds.
Eddy dates Component 2 to the middle Piedra phase, or ca. 900,
on the basis of ceramics.

This is much later than the dating indicated

by tree-ring evidence (Figure 36).

A tight cluster of four cutting and

noncutting dates suggests that construction of Pitb::>use 1 took place in
827-828.

(The

two cutting dates of 827 come from samples with complete

outer rings, meaning that the beams were cut between the end of the
growing season of 827 and the beginning of the growing season of 828.)

The discrepancy between the ceramic and tree-ring dating of Component 2

is on the order of 70 years, which is too great to be accounted fer
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simply as a difference between construction date, as indicated by tree

rings, and abandonment date, as inferred from ceramics.
Component 3, which is located 20 m northwest of Component 2,
includes two pith:mses, six noncontiguous surface structures, and a post
stockade. All but two buildings within the stockade.

Pitbouse 4

am a

surface room -

are

The structures inside the stock.ade exhibit some-

what of a front-oriented layout, in that Pitb:.lUse 3 lies to the east of

a north-south alignment of surface rooms. Eddy 0.966:165) finds this

patteming less than convincing, however.

Pithouse 3, which is subrec-

tangular in shape, has four roof sUH;lOrt posts, a bifurcate ventilator
system like that in Pithouse 1 of Component 2, and a bench along one
side wall.

Fire destroyed both Pithouse 3 and 4; and i.., each case, pots

on the floor and bench indicate that the dwelling was in use at the time
of destruction (Eddy 1966:Table 17a).

Three of the surface structures

merit special comment. structures 4 and 7 are large, rectangular buildings of a type also found at IA 4195 (see below).

Each structure

consists of a single room with a hearth and a floor area in excess of 30
sq m: they probably served as habitations.
SUrface Structure 8, were destroyed by fire.

These buildings, along with
A nWIDer of p:>ttery ves-

sels were recovered from the roof fall of Structures 4 and 8, and Eddy
(1966:171-172) suggests that the pots were on the roof when the rooms
burned.

At any rate, the presence of the vessels indicates that the

structures were in use at the time of the fire, or fires, that destroyed
than.

Three kinds of evidence -

stratigraphic, ceramic, and tree-
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ring -

bear on the dating of COmponent 3 (Eddy 1966:178-180).

Two

surface structures overlie two others, pr0vi.D3 that all StructuIes were
not in use at one time. On the basis of ceramics, Eddy identifies two
temporal groupings _

the structures.

All but two buildings rEpre-

sent tile late Piedra pbase ml date to tile interval 900-950. Tbs exceptions are _face structures 4 and 7, which, which are assigned to the
early Arboles phase, dating 950-975. Structure 4 happens to be one of
the stratigraphically late structures, and Eddy thinks that buth it and

SUrface structure 7 continued in use after tile two pitbouses were aband-

oned. Tree-ring dates are available for only two buildings, and only
one, Pitbouse 3, produced dates that can be interpreted with confidanoe.
A strong clustering of cutting dates in 881, half from samples with
conplete outer rings, slDws that construction took place in 881.-882. A

single late cutting date of 888 is from a sample recovered from the fill
of tile ventilator. As Eddy _es, either tile sample was threwn into the

ventilator after the structure was abcndoned r or it comes from a repair
timber.

What he fails to note is that one of the samples dating to 881

also comes from tile ventilator, which would suggest that the late dating

sanple is, in fact, directly related to the structure and that it comes

from a repair piece. The only other tree-ring date from COmponent 3
comes from &lrface structure 7.

In

spite of this room's relatively late

ceramic date, the lone tree-ring date is more than 20 years earlier than
Pitbouse 3's construction date.

This is not surprising, given the

availability of just one date and of t.he generally poor quality of dates
from early surface structures.
As in the case of COlI1pOnent 2, the tree-ring dating of Compunent
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3 is earlier than the ceramic dating. In this case, however, the difference is only 20 years, which on the one hand is more in line with

possible differences between construction and abandonment dates, and on
the other is in keeping with limits inherent to the resolution of ceram-

ic group dating.

Of greater interest than this discrepancy is the

relationship between the tree-ring and ceramic dates of Components 2 and
3. That is, tree-ring data from Pithouse 3, a Component 3 structure,

indicates a construction date that is 20 years earlier than the ceramic
date proposed for COmponent 2. The dates are 881 for Pitixluse 3 and 900
for COmponent 2.

This would suggest that something in the chronology is

out of kilter.
(2) LA 4380 (Bancos Village) forms the greater part of the

second largest pitOOuse concentration in the Navajo Reservoir District
(Eddy 1966:288-303).

Excavated structures include 2S pithouses, 18

surface structures, and a stockade. The site consists of a scatter of
pithouses and of some formalized groups of structures.

The latter

include six front-oriented units and a grouping of pithouses and surface
structures surrounded by a stockade. For convenience, the four units
that yielded tree-ring dates are referred to here as A through D (Figure
36) •

Unit A is a front-oriented assemblage of buildings that incorporates Pithouse 1 and, to the north of that dwelling, SUrface Structure
3.

Pithouse 1 is a large, circular structure with a bench and six roof

supports in a circular arrangement.

Eddy (1966:294) interprets this

building as a ·Shabik'eshchee style intercommunity kiva."

Surface
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Structure 3 consists of a single room with a hearth. A weak terminal
tree-ring elate cluster indicates that the pithouse may have been built
in the early 880s. A single noncutting date from the surface room is

consistent with this dating.
Ulit B, a second front-oriented unit, includes Pithouse 10 and
SJrface structure 18. The pithouse is D-shaped, has four sUH;lOrt posts,
and

lacks a bench.

The surface structure is somewhat unusual, in that

it consists of a large rectangular room, positioned with the long dimen-

sion from front to back, to each side of which are attached one or two
smaller rooms.

Tree-ring dating of the unit is poor; the most that one

can say is that it was probably inhabited during or after the 880s and
890s.

Unit C consists of a stockade and the structures that it en-

closes.

Included are at least two pithouses and one surface structure.

Surface Structure l1's location immediately west of Pithouse 22 may

reflect an association between the buildings.
and has four support posts and a bench.

Pithouse 22 is circular

Pithouse 24 , also circular,

has five posts in a rectangular pattern and a bench that is limited to
the rear (north) half of the structure's circwnierence.

The excavators

recovered more than 30 vessels from this dwelling, a good indication
that it was being used when it was destroyed by fire.

Pithouse 24 is

the best dated structure at I.A 4380; a cluster of cutt:ir.g dates in 890892 argues strongly for a construction date in the early 890s.

The

dates from PitOOuse 22 are less convincing, although a weak cluster at
892-893 also points to construction in the early 890s.

The agreement in
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the dates from these two adjacent houses reinforces the individual
datjng of each.
lhit D, a third front-oriented Wlit, inoor:porates Pitbouse 7 and
Qlrface Structure 1. ibe latter forms an arc of seven contiguous rooms,

five of which are in a front row and two in a back row. The stratigraphie: relationships of this unit are of greater interest than its lone
noncuttjng tree-rjng date (Figure 36).

Qle

overlies a portion of tllit C's stockade.

end of the surface structure

l\ccOrdjng to Illdy (1966:300),

·Since all structures [in our units C and Dl were dated to the Piedra
Phase, the [stratigraphicl overlap delllOl1Strates that the [lhit Cl stock-

ade was in use for only a short length of time.R The tree-ring dates
from pithouses 22 and 24 suggest that use of the stockade may have commenced in the 890s.
Illdy assigns all of the structures with tree-rjng dates to the
Piedra phaee and dates those structures ceramically to the perind 87595~.

The latest tree-rjng dates from each of the structures fall in the

first third of this :interval, or between 875 and 900.

Illdy accounts for

the difference between the latest ceramic and tree-rjng dates by argu:ing

that the structures were in use for some so years, from around 900 to
950. Elsewhere I ma:inta:in that pithouses like those at IA 4380 typically survived for less than a quarter century. If this view is correct,
then Eddy's explanation of the difference between the ceramic EIld tree-

rjng datjng of the structures is probably invalid.
(3) IA 4195 (Sambrito Villege) occupies a narrow ridge top
overlookjng the jWlCtion of Siuibrito Creek and the san Juan River (Illdy
1966:230-254). This large site holds the rema:ins of at least 38 pit-
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houses and 25 surface structures. For the most part, the buildings are
scattereJ more or less at random along the ridge, although in a couple

of cases the positioning of a surface structure to the northwest or
northeast of a pitbouse suggests a possible association.
Figure 36 summarizes the tree-ring dates from IA 4195.

Eddy

assigns almost all of the structures that produced dates to the Piedra
phase.

The ooly exception is an AIboles phase pithouse included in the

Miscellaneous category in the figure. Pithouse 33, one of the Piedra
phase structures, is a small circular dwelling with four roof support

posts, a bifurcated ventilator tunnel, and no bench. Two cutting dates
of 890 and 891 hint at a possible construction date in the early 8905.
Surface Structures 10 and 11 are large, rectangular habitations like
those described previously from LA 4086 (Component 3) and IA 4380.

A

weak cluster of cutting and noncutting dates between 889 and 891 suggests that Surface structure 11 also dates to the early 890s.

The

excavators recovered three vessels from the floor and eight vessels from
roof fall of this two room structurel such a large nunber of pots would
suggest that the structure was destroyed while in use.

Dates from

Surface structure 10 indiC'.ate only that this building: was in use during
or after the early 890s.

The structure may be associated with the

adjacent Pithouse 13, a circular structure with four roof sUPfOrts and
at least a partial bench.

A cluster of cutting and noncutting dates in

895 proviaes a likely construction date for the pithouse.

Given the

spatial evidence linking Pithouse 13 and Surface Structure 10 and the
general agreement between the dating of the pithouse and the dates from
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the surface structure, it seems likely that both facilities were in use
during the second half of the 890s. Pithouse 11 is an oval structure
with four roof supports, a bifurcated ventilator tunnel, and at least a
partial bench. A cluster of dates in 899 indicates that the pithollse

was built during or soon after that year.
(4) IA 4408 (the Serrano site) incoqorates six pitOOuses and a

six room surface structure (Bester 1963). Four of the houses occupy the

same pit.

Pithouse 8, the second house in the sequence, produced a

single noncutting date; Pithouse 5, the fourth and last bJuse to tenant

the pit, yielded seven dates.
following way_

Bester interprets these dates in much the

A date of 885 from Pithouse 8 indicates that the struc-

ture was still in use during or after that year. If dates in the 890s
from Pithouse 5 are taken as indicative of that structure's construction
date, then the following sequence of events occurred during the 13 year

interval from 885 to 898: final use and destruction of Pithouse 8;
constr!.lction, use, and destruction of Pithouse 7; and construction of
Pithouse 5. Bester doubts the occurrence of so many events in such a
brief interval and, therefore, he prefers an alternative interpretation.
That is, Pithouse 5 was built sometime after 900, and the dates in the
8905 come from beams that were salvaged from the earlier structure,
Pithc.use 7. Although this interpretation may be correct, it may also
exaggerate the difficulties of squeezing so many construction events
into an interval just a decade in length. As discussed elsewhere, it
may have been common, although perhaps not typical, for pithouses to
survive for only five to 10 years. From this perspective, the sb:a:tness
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of tbe interval seems less surprising than tbe decision to keep rebuilding in the same pit.
Discussion
Like BiddEn Valley, tbe IIavajo lleserwir District has produced a

number of tree-ring dates that are concentrated in a relatively brief
interval of time. Except for six dates from Pithouse 1 at LA 4086 and

Refuse Area 1 at IA 4131, all of tbe dates fall in tbe half century from
850 to 900. The vast majority are confined to the two decades of the
880s and 890s.

Like Bidden Valley, therefore, the Navajo Reservoir

District provides an opportunity to study variation among contemporane-

ous sites and structures. This is not to say that the two cases are
identical.

Most of tbe tree-ring dated structures in Bidden Valley are

probably absolutely contemporaneous, ......ing that they were occupied at

the same time at some point in the 760s.

Only some of the Navajo

Reservoir structures, for example Pithouses 22 and 24 at IA 4380, are
likely to be contemporaneous in this way_

On the other hand, prac-

tically all of the structures with tree-ring dates are contemporaneous

in the classificatory sense. That is, they were occupied during the
same inteIVal, though possibly during different portions of that inter-

val. In the present instance, the interval is only 20 years long, so
tbe structures come very close to being contemporaneous in tbe absclute

sense.
'!'here are several aspects to tbe architectural variation among
llavajo Reserwir structures built during tbe 880s and 890s.

Pithouse 1

at LA 4380 is one of a handful of structures that stand out because of
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their large size.

lXIdy offers a functional explanation for these build-

ings, suggesting that they are intercommunity kivas. Among pitOOuses in
general, some structures have bifurcated ventilator tunnels aOO benches,
whereas others do noti

practically all have four roof sllglOrts.

SOme

pithouses appear to be associated with surface structures, although many

are not. Surface structure variants include a single large room with
smaller rooms attached to either side, a large rectangular structure

made up of one or two rooms, and probably, an arc of contiguous rooms.
Because the tree-ring dates are concentrated in such a brief interval,

it is difficult to determine oow this synchronic variation relates to
architectural change.

For example, it is not IX'ssible to use tree-ring

dated structures to study an apparent increase over time in surface
structure roofed. space relative to pithollse roofed space (Eddy
1966:181,232-234,295) •

Although Hidden Valley and Navajo Reservoir are similar in

having tree-ring dates concentrated in a narrow time interval, they
differ greatly as to the nature of the sample of structures with treering dates.

Most of the Hidden Valley si4:es date to the same period -

Basketmaker III -- and there is a reasonable possibility that most

structures were inhabited at about the same time.

This is not true of

Navajo Reservoir, where ceramic data indicate an occupancy lasting

through five archaeological phases. Why i..:hE:5.1 do almost all of the tree-

ring dates come from structures of just one phase, the Piedra phase, and
why do the dates concentrate in just a small portion of that phase?

The

first part of the question relates to variation between phases in the
availability of tree-ring dates, the second to variation within a single
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phase. For convenience, the present discussion of between ];ilase variation deals with only the last three phases of the sequence: Rosa,
Piedra, and Arboles.

Given that only some excavated structures yield datable treering samples, the question is whether Piedra Plase structures prcxluce
more dates, relative to Rosa and Arboles phase stl:llctures, than one
would expect by chance.

Survey and excavation data suggest that the

population of the district was greatest during the Piedra phase, and
per~

phase.

that is the reason why most structures with dates rome from that

One approach to dealing with this issue is to compare phase

assignments for all excavated pithouses with phase assignments for
pithouses with tree-ring dates.

Table 10 presents the necessary data.

A first observation is that tree-ring dated pithouses do seem to ooncentrate in the Piedra phase relative to the distribution of all excavate1
pithouses.

The patterning is not clearcut, however.

If the Piedra

phase is taken as the standard, then awroximately one in five lCJsa and
Arboles phase structures should be datable by
This figures to between two and three Rosa

i~le~1'lS

of tree-ring dates.

~ouses

and zero and one

Arboles houses. The difference between these expected values and the
observed values of zero and zero are nC"ot. very great and could possibly
be due to chance.
A second comparison involves all excavated pithouses and pithouses with one or more tree-ring dates. Here the patterning becomes
rather more convincing. Approximately two out of five Piedra phase
pithouses have at least one tree-ring date. On this basis, one would
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Table 10. Chronological Data from Navajo Reservoir District PitOOuses,
by Phase (El:ldy 1966:Tab1e 5).

Phase

R:>saSample

Excavated Pitbouses (aJ

RlJiil

12

~

Piedra~

~

~

42

Tree-Ring Dated (b)

Pithouses
Pithouses with Clle or {C}
More Tree-Ring Dates

18

(aJ IA 4408 does not appear in El:ldy'. (1966) Table 5 and hence is
not included in the counts.
(b) Includes all pithouses with two or more dates except PitOOuse
2 at IA 4195 and Pithouse 5 at IA 4408.

(cJIncludes all pithouses listed in Figure 36.
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expect between four and five R:lsa phase houses to Ilave tree-ring dat....
but none in fact do.

TbiB discrepancy seems a bit large to be due

simply to c:hance. sugg...ting that R:lsa \¥laSe houses are less likely to
produce dates than Piedra phase houses. Tbe situation is different for
Arboles phase houses. Here the actual value of one p1thouse compares
favorably with the expected value of one to two _ . AJBo. pithouses
of the transitional Piedra-l\Iboles category produced at least one date
in three of four cases.

These data suggest that Piedra and Arboles

structuro.. are comparably likely to yield tree-ring dates.
Why should piedra phase structures be more likely to produce
tree-ring dates than Rosa phase structures? Eddy (1974:81-82) argues
that the Navajo Reservoir District experienced a period of intemecine
conflict from A.D. 750-1000. There was a peak in the level of strife
between 900 and 1000, or during the late Piedra and early Arboles

phases. Eddy finds evidence for social conflict in the presence of
stockades that surroWld structures at four or five sites,

jn

the inten-

tionally split bones of individuals who appear to have been cannibalized. in multiple skeleton graves. and in the high percentage of bumed
houses, both pithouses and surface structures. '!'be burning of houses
gOES far toward explaining the large nUl1i>er of buildings with tree-ring
dat.... Conflict between communiti.... in tum. seems a reasonable explanation for the buming of bluses. Evidence presented earlier shows that
a mmber of structures were in use at the time of destruction, which is
consistent with the idea that they were set on fire in. the course of
hostilities. Finally. EIddy argues that population relocation and growth
within the district were responsible for internecine conflict.

'Il7

The claim that a scx:ial variable like intercomnumity conflict

might affect the return of tree-ring data from the Navajo Reservoir
District has implications for how these and perhaps other data can be
used in interpretation.

Micbael Berry (l982) employs tree-ring dates,

specifically clusters of dates, as an indicator of fluctuations in
population levels on the Colorado Plateau.

He argues that, during

periods when there are relatively few tree-ring dates, large portions of

the Plateau were uninhabited. There are reasons to doubt whether the
Navajo Reservoir data can or should be used in this way.

Even if the

counts of dated pithouses presented in Table 10 were directly propor-

tional to pop,llation size, there would still be the proolem that, almost
invariably, only a small proportion of excavated structures produce date
clusters that can be interpreted with any degree of confidence. As a
result, a population measure based on tree-ring dates is likely to be
insensitive to periods when popJlation levels are relatively low.

Thus,

it appears from Tdble 10 that the district was abcr1doned during the Rosa
phase, which is simply untrue.

It may be that the social factor of

intercommunity conflict contributed to
between the Rosa and Piedra phases.

Wi

increase in date:d structures

Growth in population could have

been primarily resp:msible for the postulated increase in social strife,

but if so, the relationship between demcgraphy and tree-ring dates is
rather more indirect than Berry thought.
Yet to be addressed is the issue of temporal variation in the
availability of tree-ring dates within the Piedra phase.

Ekidy dates the

phase to a 100 year interval lasting from 850 to 950; most tree-ring
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dates and

t~riD;l

dated events come from a much briefer 20 year inter-

val from 880 to 900. As noted earlier, Eddy infers periods of population increase from 800 to 900, population relocation from 850 to 950,
and heightened strife from 900 to 1000.

It bas already been suggested

that social calflict could be partly r_ible for the concentration
of tree-riD;l dates in the Piedra phase.

The distribution of tree-ring

date. within that phase suggests, further, that house burning and, by
extension, intercommunity violence, were most prevalent duriD;l a much
briefer interval than B:ldy thought.

Tree-riD;l dates indicate when the

houses were built, but not when they were destroyed. A reasonable
estimate would place destruction between 880 and 910. By 910 houses
built in the 800s would be getting on in years, and if the violence

continued much after that date, one would expect to recover tree-ring
samples with dates later than 900 from houses built after 900.

If this

interpretation is correct, the question remains as to whether p::>pUlation

hlcrease and relocation are also concentrated in briefer intervals than
those suggested by B:ldy.

Pre-SSO tree-ring dates are too few to assist

:in answering this question.
Hi sceJ 1Menus Sites

Pershir.g Site
This Sinagua ruin lies 60 km southeast of Flagstaff in northcentral Arizona (McGregor 1958, 1961).

It is included here not because

of Pueblo I affinities but because one pithouse, Structure Q, is contemporaneous with Pueblo I sites discussed elsewhere in this chapter.
According to MCGregor (1961), the Pershing Site was first occupied
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around the time of Stmset Crater's eruption, or in the mid 1000s. Treering dates indicate that Structure

Q

was built much earlier than that

(Bannister, Gell, and Hannah 1966:24-25). This structure is oblong to

rectangular in shape and has an alcove <g;ended to one of the long sides
(TRL

Site Files).

All of the dsted tree-ring saIll!les from Structure

Q

are identified as parts of beams or vertical posts. A cluster of five

cutting and two noncutting dates at 759-760 indicates that construction
took place in 760 <Figure 37). Two later dstes of 766 and 775 show thet
the structure was repaired or otherwise modified during or after 775,
that is, 15 or more years after being built.
N>\

5166
Nr\

S166C is a Cohonina pitOOuse located 15 km south of the Grand

Canyon in northcentral Arizona (McGregor 1951:56-57). This shallow,
circular structure contains evidence of three supeq::osed floors. Al-

though McGregor does not so state, it appears roost likely that the treering samples recovered from the pithouse were on or alx>ve the uppermost
floor.

The tree-ring date distribution has the classic shape consisting

of a sloping left tail leading up to a strong terminal date cluster
(Figure 37; Robinson, Barrill, and Warren 1975:13). The cluster indicates a construction date in 775 or soon thereafter.

As discussed

elsewhere (Ahlstrom 1984), post A.D. 900 sherds from the structure
probably relate to a later use of the site. Although not a Pueblo I
site,

NA

Sl66C is included here because it is contemporaneous with

Pueblo I sites discussed in this chapter.
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NIl 5166

PershiDa Site
A&..

structure

0

700

750

715
72
73
74
75 4 9
76Ov.Q.Q.Q.Q.Q6
77 .:;

Figuw 37.

70 1
71
729
73 0
74
751 5 7
76 2v 8 9
770002.355':;':;':;':;

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from the Pershing
Site and NA 5166.
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La Plata District: Morris's Sites 23 and 25.

Morris's Site 23 is situated near the La Plata River southeast

of Mesa verde in southwestem Cblorado {Morris 1939:67-75}.

Tree-ring

dates are available for Protokiva 7 and Bouse I (Robinson and Harrill

1974:34-35).

Protokiva 7 is a rectangular structure that lacks a bench

and that bas burned roof material lying on its floor. A loose cluster
of four cutting dates indicatES a likely construction date in the 7605
(Figure 38).

It is assumed here that Bouse I of the Tree-Ring Laboratory's
Q.ladrang1e Report corresponds to Blilding I described by Morris.

This

unit consists of an arc of surface rooms fronted by three pitstructures.
The rooms are arranged to a considerable extent in two rows, with small-

er and deeper rooms in back and larger and shallower rooms in front.
Fifteen rooms could be identified clearly, though others are known to be
present.

The surface structure was destroyed by fire, and an aburrlance

of broken vessels and burned foodstuffs in some of the rooms would
indicate that it was occupied at the time of the conflagration. The
three pitstructures are rectangular to subrectangular.

Morris argues,

on the basis of differences in evidence relating to abandonment, that
only one of the structures was occupied at any time. Protoki va 4, the
earliE"st of the structures, had all of its timbers removed upon abandonment.

The house pit was then used for the disposal of refuse.

The

second pithouse, Protokiva 5, burned, but not until after it was abandoned and considerable clean fill washed or blew in. '!he fill in the pit
does not contain refuse, suggesting that final destruction occur red
toward the end of the site's occupation.

The last pitstructure,

Site 23

(Mortis) - _______ __ (al

~(cJ

650

Site 25 (Morris) - - - - - - - -

65 6
66
67

700
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67 0
68 5
69 2

68
69

Proto_(bJ

-1Wll..2

70 4

70

719
72

71
72
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73.4.

6

73
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72

74 3 3
75 3 6 .6. .6.
761 4v ~

75

75 ~
761
1 2.

.s.

77.0.1
78 0 .0. Jl 1 1 2

800

74

.s.

76
77
78
79
80

81
82 O.
83

84
85
86
87

850

3
1
4
l

9
6
9
l 4' 4v 4v.4.

.s.

611'.6. .6.

Cal ~t shown, four dates with no provenience.
(bh+ft dates, A.D. 1.5.2., M.
(c) ft+ft dates, A.D. 764v, two at lWl, two at 1.W...
'Roof support posts.

Figure 38.

Stem-and-leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from PUeblo I Sites in the La Plata
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stem-ana-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Pueblo I Sites in the La Plata District.
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PtOtokiva 6, has numerous pottery vessels beneath the burned remlrlns of
the superstructure.

!I'bis would indicate that the house was occupied at

the time it burned. Protokiva 4 appears to lack a bench, Protokiva 5
has a bencb on one side only, and Protokiva 6 has benches on all sides
but the front.

In a more general vein, Morris notes that ·With only

me ••• exception ••• charred wood has been found in the altecbamber [or
ventilator shaft

?]

of every bumed protokiva [including but perhaps not

limited to the PUeblo I pitstructure] that I have examined. This condition clearly indicates the former presence of some sort of ti_r co...r

or superstructure, but no clue has thus far been recoverable as to the
nature thereof in the Ia Plata district' (Morris 1939:70).

unfortunately, tree-ring samples can be identified as coming
from House I but not from a particular room or pithouse within that
unit. Discounting for the moment a single date of 734, cutting dates
range from 756 to 785. one can be confident that a concentration of
dates in the 780s pertains to construction at the site. The same is

probably true of dates back as far as the 750s. This would give the
site a minimum occupancy of about 30 years. This span. is compatible
with the two notions, first, that the houses were occupied me at a time
and, second, that pithcuses were typically occupied for no more than 15

to 20 years.

If or. the other hand it is assumed that the occupation

began in the 730s - based on the earliest cutting date into the 7908 -

and continued

based on the assumption that occupation lasted for a

decade after the last date, then site occupation lasted for some 60
years. !I'bis is somewhat too long to be compatible with a maximum pitbouse uselife of 15 to 20 years.
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Site 25 (Morris> is located en a tributary of the La Plata River
in southwestern Colnado (llorris 1939:63).

The ruin has produced a

number of tree-ring dates, which according to Robinson and Barrill
U974:33), bear no pro"",isnoe information beyond the site name.

Data

on file at the Tree-Ring Laboratory indicate that, in fact, the dated

samples come from a pithouse described in cursory fashien by 1I0rris. He
reports that Gustav Stromsvik and Willard Fraser recovered tree-ring
samples from this structure in 1934. 1I0rris notes that the pithcuse has
four roof suwort posts and a _

and is located 'within the arc of a

two-tier, mud-walled aboveground bouse of crescentic form- (Morris
1939:63). A terminal date cluster in the 860s and 870s shows that tbe
pithouse was built during or soon after 876.
Black llesa: Ariz. D:11:l13 and Ariz. D:11:2068

Two pueblo I sites excavated by the Black Mesa Archaeological

Project are worthy of mention here. The sites are located toward the
north end of Black Mesa in northeastern Arizona. Pitbouse 1 at Ariz.
D:ll:113 is a buried structure that mayor may not be accompanied by
other ccntemporaneous buildings (Glmerman, Westfall, and Weed 1972:37-

46; ward 1972:",11-215). The pitbouse is circular and has a double, or

bifurcate, ventilator tur.nel and probably four roof support posts set
against the walls. one-third of the structure was destroyed prior to
excavaticn, so only three posts were actually located.

aImed roof fall

lies directly on the floor except on the west side, where a 20 em lens
of clean sand intervenes.

This fill and the small number of floor

artifacts (the single ceramic vessel recovered comes either from fill or
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floor fill> suggests that Pithouse 1 had been abandoned when it was

destroyed by fire.

A strong terminal cluster of tree-ring dates in 852,

including dates from samples with complete outer rings, provides a

construction date of 852-853 (Figure 39),
The excavators of Ariz. D:11:2068 identify three ccmpc."lEnts in

the occupation of the site (Sink and others 1983:218-252>,

CO~ent

2.

which dates to the Dinnebito phase (850-975), is of interest here.
Architectural evidence for this component consists of a front oriented
lUlit that includes a small roomblock situated behind a pii:b:Juse, struc-

ture 4.

There are several other pitstructures located in front and to

one side of Structure 4.

The roornblock comprises a linear arrangement

of five masonry-jacal stotage rooms, and two slab lined storage cists

abutted to one end of the row of storage rooms.

The roomblock was

destroyed by fire, and abundant remains of com and bea'1s found in one
room indicate that this chamber, at least, was in use at the time of
destruction.

According to the excavators, "Evidence of sprouts on the

beans recovered suggests that the fire ••• occurred in midwinter (Sink
and others 1983:230),
Structure 4 is a circular pithouse with a ventilator and no
bench.

Mlmerous vertical p'sts are set into

t.b;! walls

of the structure,

including the walls of the ventilator tunnel. Fire destroyed the structure, and burned roof fall lies directly on its floor.

This would

indicate that the structure was not long abandoned when it bumed. Q11y
two ceramic vessels were found on the floor, suggesting that fire occurred

(1)

soon after abandonment, (2) during a period of temporary
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stern-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Miscellaneous Pueblo I Sites ir
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"JET
disuse, or (3) during a period when use of the structure did not require
the pIESE!l1Ce of numerous pots.

The tree-ring date distribution from structure 4 includes a

terminal cluster in the 8708 <Figure 39). A concentration of cutting
and noncutting dates at 872-874 followed by two noncutting dates of 876

oouJiI mean either tI>at the structure was wilt in 873-875 and repaired

during or after 876, or that it was built during or soon after 876.
Dates from the roomblock and one of the other pitstructures are inoonelusive but agree in a general way with the dating of structure 4.
Ganado Area: IiI\ 11,547

This site, located seven km northeast of Ganado in northeastem

Arizona, includes the remains of four pithouaes situated in front of a
linear 13-room, adobe roomblock (Fuller 1976).

'!'he two excavated pit-

houses are circular, have ventilators, and lack benches. 'lb!: roomblock,

which is nearly straight:. rather than arcing, incorporates two rows of
rooms. The nine rooms of the back

[OW

are smaller and better defined

than the front row rooms, which may lack a front walL

I!o5t of the back

rooms are witbmt hearths, whereas each of the front rooms have several.
Based on room size

rooms

~f

and the recurrence of hearths, it would appear that

the back row were used for stor3ge and tI-.at those of the front

row served as living or habitation areas.

A strong terminal date cluster indicates that Pithouse 2 was
built in 853-854 (Figure 39). A handful of dates from other proveniences are in good agreement with this placement.
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NIl 8300

NA 8300 is a pithouse site located several kilometers west of
Kayenta in northeastem Arizona.

N.lJnerous tree-ring dates are available

for PitbJuse 1, which has not been described in print (Bannister, Deal,
and Rlbinscn 1968:64-65).

Olttin;! dates from this structure (Figure 39)

provide evidence of beam harvesting in the 7205, 7805, 79Os, 8305, 8405,

and 860s. A terminal cluster of noncutting dates in the 8505 and cutting and noncutting dates in the 860s probably relates to oonstruction

of the dwelling.

Earlier date concentrations, particularly in the 7805,

8305, and 8405, probably do not have to do with construction, either
because they are less convincing than the 860s cluster or because, in

oombination with the 860s dates, they would :iOO.icate an excessively long

interval between construction and repair.

Rather, the early dates

provide evidence for the extensive reuse of old beams.

They can be

cctlfidently interpreted in this way because so many are cutting dates.
It is likely that beams dating to the 7809, the 830s, and the 840s were

cut for building projects carried out during those decades. Assuming
that pithouses typically survived. for no more than 20 years, a number of
the dated beams from Pitbouse 1 had prcbably been used and reused one or

more times before being incorporated in that structure.
NIl 7512
This site is located near wide Ruin Wash in northeastern Arizona

(Bannister, Hannah, and Rd:linscn 1966:44-45).

A description of NIl 7512

has not been published, although some information on the pithouse exca-

vated at this site is available in the Tree-Ring Laboratory Site Files.
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The structure has fo'.!r !!!!lin support posts and a vent shaft opening tbat

was sealed prior to abandonment.

All of the pitbouse's tree-ring <lates

come from roof supports and beams.

A terminal cluster at 873-876 pro-

vides strong evidence for construction in the mid 870s. It follows from
this reasaling that cutting <lates in the 8608 are from reused beams.
Mancos

canyon
In the early to mid 1970s, the lhiversityof Colorado lIesa verde

-..arch Center excavated a I1UId>er of sites in lIancos

ern Colorado (Gillespie 1975:1).
2347, 2350, and 2559 -

canyon,

southwest-

Structures at three sites -

can be tree-ring dated to the BOOS.

511'l'U11R

structures

dating earlier and later than this period are discussed in Chapter 4
(5MTUIIR 2344) and Chapter 8 ('"TUIIR 1253, 2347, and 2350). FeatUre 13
at SllTUIIR 2559 is a rectangular pitbouse that _ s to have had four
main and at least twc auxiliary roof supports (Farmer 1975:104-ll3).

A

strong cluster of dates in the 8408 indicates that constI'uction took
place in 847-848 (Figure 40).

catting dates fall in every year but one

from 841 to 847. Because of their nearness to the construction date,
many if not most of these dates are prci?ably from stockpilfOl rather than
reused timbers.

A lone cutting date in 855 provides evidence that the

building was remodelfOl or repairfOl during or after tbat year, that is,

at least seven years after construction.

Feature 13 is associated

spatially with another pitstructure and with a row of surface rooms.
Tree-ring dates are available from Feature 20, a room that lies to the
north of tbat other pitstructure.

'l'bree dates in the 830s suggest that
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this room, and possibly the pi tstructure, may predate Feature 13 by a

few years.

The superposition of structures complicates interpretation of
5MTUMR 2347, the Ute Canyon Site. Gillespie <1975, 1976) tentatively
identifies an early front-oriented unit made up of two pithollses --

Pitstructures 4 and 6 -

and a roomblock. -

Pueblo C.

structure 4 is

subrectangular and bad a number of roof supports: "nle main beams appear
to have been supported by eight posts, four aligned parallel to the
north wall and four more spaced regularly along the north side of the

partition wall....

Two posts built into the partition wall and either

two or four posts built into the east and west benches also supported
the roof (Gillespie 1975:53). Structure 4 yielded 61 tree-ring dates

and a complex date distribution <Figure 41>.

Pitstructure 5 is a later

building that cuts into Pitstructure 4, and it is possible that some of
the dates ascribed to No. 5 (Figure 41) actually belong to No.4.
Pitstructure 41s date distribution includes clusters at 804, 816-819,
828:

865-869,

and 881, in addition to two latest dates at 889.

Gillespie (1976:62-63) suggests that the building was constructed in
828, extensively remodeled in the 860s, and remodeled again in the 880s.
The remodeling of the 860s was probably so extensive as to entail the
complete rebuilding of the superstructure.

This is suggested by the

nlll!ber of beams dating to the 8605 and by the circumstance that one of
the eight main support posts appears to be responsible for a cutting
date in 869.

Possibly the beams dating to 828 were reused from another

structure. The repair of the 880s was more limited in scope. There are
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fewer dates in the 660s than the 660s, and two of the dates seem to come

from the posts built into the partition and the benches.

lJ1leir location

and late date suggest that tbese posts were used to shore tbe then 20year old pitbouse.

Dates from Room 6 in Pueblo C match Pitstructure 4's cluster in
828, perhaps lending support to the inference that the pitbouse was

initially built at that time (Figure 41).

Room la's dates evidence con-

struction activity in the 8405 and during or after the 880s:.

Thus,

dates from Pueblo C fall within the range, from 804 to 889, of dates
from Pitstructure 4.
Pitstructure 2 lies to the south of Pueblo A and so may be
contemporaneous with that roornblock (Gillespie 1975:25-38).

The pit-

structure, which Gillespie (1976:65) describes as -the first clearly

ceremonial structure at the ute Canyon Locality," is rectangular with
rounded sides and corners. Eight posts, set apex down (1) into a full
bench, sutpOrt the roof.

Six of the posts C'nd three sarrq;>les of unknown

function yielded tree-ring dates. These show that construction took
place in the late 8705, that is, while Pitstructure 4 was in use.
Pitstructure 3, a kiva that was built inside Pitstructure 2's pit in the
early tenth centutyl is discussed in Chapter 8.
Site 5MTUMR 2350 produced dates mainly from two superposed
structures, a pithouse and a great kiva (Farmer 1975).

Although proven-

ience data are inadequate to assign some samples to one structure or the
other, patterning in the dates from these samples makes it clear that
they come from the pithouse. This structure, Feature 13, is rectangular
and may be associated \dth an alignment of surface rooms (Farmer
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1975,10, 20-;Z7l.

The dates sUWOIt two slightly different inter:preta-

tions. Either Feature 13 was built in 885-886 and repaired during or
after 887, or its construction was delayed until at least 887. A discussion of the great kiva, Feature 1, appears in Chapter S.

CBAPrER 6
PUEBLO SITES: PUEBLO II AW ClIIlC(i\N

J. O. Brew (1946) identified four trends in the development of

puebloan house architecture that first became awarent during Pueblo I
and continue into succeeding periods.

These trends pick up at a !Dint

in that development where the Pueblo I site consists, in its most basic

form, of an arcing, double row of surface rooms fronted by one or more
pitstructures.
First, the storerooms and the living rooms began to draw
together in size, shape, and function until they became indistinguishable in the ground plans of Pueblo II, III, IV, and the
present.

Second, the fashions in wall construction varied considerably throughout Pueblo I, passed through a short stage in Pueblo
II when jacal walls were preferred in localities where juniper
poles were readily available, and became fairly well standardized finally in various styles of coursed masonry in different
parts of the San Juan in Pueblo III.

Third, the double row tradition was partially superseded,
for large accumulations, by more massive structures or "blocks"
where rooms were built on to an original "core- on all sides.
Fourth, at some time during the development upper stories
appeared, reaching a height of at least 5 stories but usually of
2, 3, or 4, arranged in irregular terraced form (Brew 1946:216217) •

Not considered in Brew's discussion is the popularity of jacal walls
among Kayenta Anasazi builders during Pueblo III

(Dean.

1969:25) and of

adobe walls in parts of the Rio Grande beginning in the Developmental
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Period (600-1200) and continuing into the Classic Period (1325-1600)
(Wendorf and Reed 19S5.Figure 2>.

These developments culminate in a pueblo structure, one or more
stories in height, that is an agglomeration of rooms, predominantly
rectangular, built of stone masonry or adobe. The walls of the rooms
support horizontal roof timbers, sometimes with the aid of support
posts.

Often the pueblo structure incorporates one or more kivas,

though in other cases these ceremonial structures, like the pithouses

that preceded them, stand apart from the roomblocks.

Brew has the

following to say about the structure and growth of pueblo buildings:

It bas been fashionable to speak and write of pueblos as
"prehistoric apartment houses.- This is not a proper term to
use for them, and it gives rise to many misconceptions. An
apartment house is, in general usage, a single building, planned
as a unit, built all at once, with all parts tied together into
a single structural frame, and with all rooms in use simultaneously. No part of the definition applies to a pueblo, ancient
or modem.
A pueblo "block" is not a "single building"' in that sense;
its form, at any given moment, has not been conceived as a
wh::>le; it was not all built at once; there is no basic frame of
I-beams or of anything else; and by the time it has reached
sufficient size to qualify for the appellation all of the rooms
are not in use. A pueblo block is an aggregation of agglutinative units. Those units are often but a single room and
seldom more than 4. They are added from time to time and they
are not planned until a need for them arises (1946:225).

These comments apply to most pueblos, though not, as we shall see later
in this chapter, to Chacoan structures of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries.
Although pueblos are not best described as "apartment houses,"

anothe;: expression from modem architecture does seem awropriate when
applied to these structures. That is, Pueblo rooms can be sFOken of as
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-modules,· and pueblos as agglomerations of these modular units.
Pueblos and pueblo rooms are modular in several senses. First, the
basic unit of pueblo growth and diminution is, or at any rate almost
always could be, tbe individual room.

Second, once a room has been

constructed, its function can be cb.an<]ed readily to meet changes in the
requirements for roofed

SpaCE'

of its occupants. This flexibility is

implicit in the second of the trends alluded to earlier, tbe one concerning the increasing difficulty of distinguishing storerooms from
living rooms in pueblo ground plans.

rooms -

Third, once a group of contiguous

a roonblock - has been constructed, clusters of rooms, as de-

fined by the presence or absence of connecting doorways and hatches, can
be easily rearranged.

This requires simply that passageways be newly

created between some pairs of rooms, and closed off between others.
Several characteristics of p1eblos affect the recovery of treering samples and the interpretation of tree-ring dates from tlJ:)se sites.
In discussing tOOse characteristics, it is helpful to compare data from

pueblos to data from pithouses.

In most instances, generalizations

concerning pueblos apply to Pueblo I surface structures as well..

Kivas,

on the other hand, resemble fX,Ieblos with respect to some characteristics
and pithouses with respect to others.
Almost all tree-ring dates prodJJ.ced by pithollses come from
structures that burned and collapsed, and most of these dates are derived from samples of charred wood or charcoal.
most dates from pueblo I surface structures.

The same is true of

Conditions leading to the

preservation of beam samples from pueblos (and from kivas) are, by
comparison, rather more

vari~.

These conditions fall into two
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categories, preservation made possible by the charring of beams and

preservation that results from keeping beams dry.

Fire may -..ge or

destroy single rooms or groups of contiguous rooms.

As should be obvi-

0us from earlier chapters, the burning of individual pithouses was a

reasonably common occurrence. SO too was the burning of kivas, which
partially explains the abundance of pueblo sites where the only ade-

quately tree-ring dated structures are the kivas.
considered more fully in Chapter 8J

(These cases are

Single pueblo rooms and group; of

two or three rooms were also sometimes destroyed by fire.
More problematic is the catastrophic burning of large blocks of
rooms.

SUch conflagrations are relatively rare in the archaeological

record, nor am I aware of any pueblos that were destroyed in this way
during the historic period. A possible explanation for the rarity of
such fires lies with the nature of pueblo walls. Partitions of stone or
adobe would probably act something like fire walls to retard the spread

of flames.

Given that pueblos did not coIlUOOnly burn down, the problem

remains of explaining those few cases in which a village was destroyed
by fire.

Among t..l}e best cases are COOdistaas Ruin (Crown 198!), the Two

Kivas Site (McGregor 1962, personal communication 1981), and the
Maverick Mountain occupation at Az W:10:50 (Haury 1958). Perhaps the
fires in these cases

t

ere intentionally set to drive the inhabitants

out, as has been suggested for Az W:10:50

(Haury

1958:6).

Altemative-

ly, given that all three sites are located in wooded areas, it is at
least possible that they were overwhelmed by forest fires that swept
over them.

It is worth noting that when, as in these cases, a whole
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block of rooms bums at once, tree-ring sanples from those rooms repre-

sent beams that were in use in the site at one moment in time. This is
not the case for pueblos in which fires occurred on a number of occa-

sions, but in which only a few rooms were destroyed and abandoned at any

one time.
Dry preservation of beams and beam fragments can occur in two

Eituations.

In the

first, beams are protected from the elements because

they are located in rockshelters.

Many sllch beams are incorporated in

prehistoric cliffdwel1ings that remain standing to the present day_

Structures of this kind were more or less intact when abandoned, and
therefore, the structural materials, both wood and stone, could be

salvaged for use by later occupants of the site or area.

For this

reason, most cliffdwellings that preserve large numbers of beams represent the last occupation of the locality. This bias is most apparent in
the many late Pueblo III cliffdwellings found on the Colorado Plateau.

second, beams are preserved -

as wood -

in those rare cases in which

portions of an open site remain dry all or most of the time.

Q')

a small

scale, this can occur when intramural bearns, particularly door lintels,
are preserved as part of a standing wall.

on a larger scale, dry

conditions may prevail across an entire room or group of rooms. This
happens most frequently when the outer and upper rooms of a massive
roomblock collapse, forming a veneer of rubble that affords some protection from moisture to the inner chambers.

As

with cliffdwellings, the

beams in these rooms are subject to reuse by later inhabitants (If the
site or area, so the rooms tend to represent the end of the area's
occupation.

In addition, these conditions result in a bias toward the
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preservation of inner rooms, which more than likely were built early in
the sites's history.

(Note that these two sources of bias do not neces-

sarily cancel each other out, since the first is toward the late occupation of the a.ua.., and the second is toward the early occupation of
the~.)

Dry conditions favorable to the preservation of timbers may be

present in some ruins, but they prcbably existed in alIOOst all pueblos
at the time that the pueblos were occupied.

In general, a pueblo room

was prcbably better protected from decay and insect infestaticn than the
superstructure of a pithouse. For one thing, walls of stone or adobe
are not subject to rotting as a result of contact with the ground, as
are the sloping timbers that support the side walls of a pithouse.

Also, such walls would serve as a barrier to the movement of vermin from
the earth into the roofls closing material. Because the flat roof and
vertical walls of a pueblo room would be less subject to erosion than
the sloping walls of a pithouse, a room would probably be easier to
maintain than a pithouse.
-

Finally, only the outer shell of a roornblock

the outer walls and top story roofs -

is impacted directly by pre-

cipitation and nmoff. Thus, as a roornblock grows, a aecreasing proportion of the structure requires intensive maintenance. The upsmt of all
this is that a well-built, well-maintained pueblo room can last for
decades, even for centuries (McGuire and SChiffer 1983:292).
The potential longevity of a pueblo room, as compared to that of

a pithouse, has implications for the understanding of prehistoric wood
use. First, the interval between the use and reuse of a beam would be
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more variable in pueblos than in pithouse villages.
the

ob9~rvation

This follows from

that a pithouse might survive anywhere from a couple of

years to 15 or 20 years, whereas a pueblo room might Burvive for de-

cades. Second, timbers in pueblos should have greater potential uselives than beams in pithouse villages.

Third, a dismantled pueblo room

might be expected to produce a higher percentage of reusable beams than

would a pithouse.

As a result, reuse may lead to more and greater

errors in interpretation in the case of pueblos than pithouses, especially if the pueblos in question lasted more than a couple of decades

and underwent considerable remodeling and replacement of roofed spaces.
Pueblos also have characteristics that can
interpreting the context of tree-ring samples.

leae

to problems in

The difficulty is one of

identifying target events correctly and relating dated tree-ring samples
to those events.

These operations are often far more difficult with

pueblos than with pithouses, in large measure because the former consist
of groups of contiguous rooms whereas the latter generally stand apart.
Tr~rLig

samples found in the fill of a pithouse usually, tb:)ugh by no

means always, come from its superstructure. Similarly, samples found in
a kiva generally come from its roof.

when a pitstructure burns and

collapses, not only does the structure's heavy earth covering tend to
smother the fire, it also serves as a stratigraphic break between bumed
roof timbers and any charcoCil-bearing trash thrown into the pit. Finally, barring clearcut evidence to the contrary, it is probably generally
safe to assume that the only superstructure that stood over a rouse pit
is the one that produced the remains observed by the archaeologist.
A pueblo can present the archaeologist with much greater
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prrolems of interpretation.

It is my impression that trash was thrown

into roofed pueblo rooms far more often than into standing pithouses.
Thus, there is a greater potential in the case of pueblos for misident-

ifying samples as coming from roof beams.

More importantly, in [lleblo

structures incorporating more than one story, it often h..appens t..J.at the
remains of two or more superposed roofs become mixed when the roofs
collapse.

This makes it difficult to determine, unequivocally, which

tree-ring samples go with which rooi, and therefore, which tree-ring

dates pertain to which roof construction event.

()'-Jler problems relate

to the remodeling and rebuilding of structures.

The roof of a room can

easily be replaced entirely, complicating the issue of whether a [oaf
construction date can be applied validly to the room as a wOOle.

Kivas

can also be reroofed, and in this regard they reseroble p.leblo rooms more
than pithouses.

More drastic changes occur when a room or room cluster

is torn down and leveled off just above the floor in preparation for
construction of new rooms on the same spot.

In such cases, correct

interpretation of tree-ring dates may require a detailed understanding
of the relationship between complex construction and fill sequences.
Two other factors to consider are the number of dates produced

by a structure and the pJssibility of using other lines of chronolCXJical
evidence to enhance the value of the available dates. The average room
probably in:.orporates fewer timbers than the average pithouse or kiva
and can be expected, therefore, to yield fewer dates.

Also, preserva-

tion in a room may be such that pieces of only a few beams survive to
provide dates. On the other hand, it is often possible in the case of
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pueblos to do more with less. For example, if architectural data and

tree-ring dates indicate the same relative sequence of room construction, one can have greater confidence that the tree-ring dates, even if
relatively few in number, are giving correct construction dates for the
rooIDS.
Mj see]] aneous Plleb] 9 II Sj tea

For present purposes, the Pueblo II period is considered to date
from approximately A.D. 900 to llOO.

Sites with tree-ring data pertain-

ing to this interval are discussed in four places in this study.

(1)

Chapter B covers pithouses, most of which are located in the Flagstaff
area;

Chapter 8 also summarizes the tree-ring dating of kivas, which

(2)

in many cases are the only structures at a site that can be dated

reliably;

(3)

the latter portion of the present chapter discusses

Chacoan sites; and (4) this section of the chapter deals briefly with
other p.1eblos dating between 900 and 1100.

Table 11 provides information on seven small Pueblo II sites,
each of which incorporates fewer than 20 rooms.

This sample is repre-

sentative of the kinds of dating situations one is likely to encounter
in dealing with small pueblos of this time period.

Two characteristics

of these sites limit their usefulness for the analyses being undertaken
in the present study. First, the ruins tend to produce relatively small
numbers of dates, which allow the dating of only a very few construction
events.

The sites listed in Table 11 have more dates than most.

All of

the dates from IA270l come from just one room, as do those from Building

16 at SAA8S.

In the case of LP 2:3S-D, several rooms yielded datable

Table 11. Tree-Ring Dating of Miscellaneous Pueblo II Sites.

S1tf: Nama

IQcAticD

CfmQr;:;i.gtion

Jat&:d

IA 2701

Gallup area,
Iii New Mexico

2 units of 2 rooms,
1 isoleted room

Construction, remxle.
of Itxm\ 4

m 8013, lete Pueblo

Ganado area,

14 room, Hbaped
roonD1ock and kiva

COruItroction of room

liE Ari:zona

Klethle Valley,
NE Arizona

6 or 7 (jacal) room,
Hbaped roonDlock

construction of seve
rooms, at least

cebolleta Mesa, W.
w. central New

9 room, linear
_lock

COnstruction of Poom

Flagstaff area,

4 room structure

COruItruct1on

Cobonina area, N.
central Arizona

2 room structure

Construction and
remodeling

Cltinney Ilcck Mesa,
SIR COlorado

4 room structure

COnstruction of
Boom 2

lI!\ 10,738,

structure 3
Cebo11eta Mesa

LP 2:35-0

~t

COnstruction of Kiva
REmde1ing of Kiva 1

Mexico

Medicine Fort

liE Ari:zona

m 3577A, Pittsberg

Fort
5AA88 (Ravine Site),
Building 16
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~-Pt

lliIt<L

References

'.

Construction, rern:x1eling (?)
of Ib:>m 4

1000s

OLson and Wasley 1956; Bannister, Robinson,
and Warren 1970:35-36.

Construction of roonblock
COnstruction of Kiva 1
Rerodeling of Kiva 1

1000s
1010s
1020s

Olson 1971:18-23, Dean 1971

iva

om.

Construction of several
rooms, at least

1010s1020s

TlU.. Site Files

COnstruction of Room 9

1030s

aJppe and Dittert 1952:202, Dittert 1959:
122; Bannister, Bimnah, and ROOinson

Construction

1050s1060s

Colton 1946:81-84; Robinson, Harrill,

Construction and
!enOO.e1ing

1050510605

Colton 1946:217-218; Rcbinson, Harrill,
and Warren 1975:15-16; Ahlstrom 1984

Construction of
Room 2

10705

Fddy 1977: 54-58

x:k

1970:30-39
and Warren 1975: 58-59
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samples, but only one room can be dated witb confidence. Altil>lJijh three
of tbe four rooms in Medicine Fort ptoduced tree-rlnij dates, none of the
rooms, when considered individually, have convincing date clusters.
Thus, the dates cannot be used to develop, or even to confirm, a construction sequence for tbe rooms in tbe buildlnij.

The same

;s true of

m 10,738, wbere four rooms yielded one or two dates each in tbe 1020s.
TWo structures at

m 3577 poaaess tree-ring date clusters,

tbey are II!\.

3577A, which appears in Table 11, and NA 3577D, an eartbloclge that is
not included in tbe table. Finally, only one or two of tbe 14 rooms at
II!\. 8013 can be elated confidently.

In each of tbese cases, tbe available

tree-ring dates contribute significantly to the dating of the site,
especially as most of the sites were probably occupied for no JB)re than
a decade or two. On the other hand, because only one or two construction events can be dated in each case, the examples discussed provide
scant opportunity for the kind of within site, between structure comparative anal}",;s being undertaken in tb;s study.
A second disadvantage for comparative analysis of the sites
l;sted in Table 11 relates to tbe amount of arcbitectoral variation that
they exhibit. The list includes a building that incorporates a large

circular living room, a unit consisting of just two tOOms, three linear
roomblocks, one straight and two L-shaped; and two structures that,

perhaps inappropriately, are called -forts.- This variation may be
extremely interesting from tbe perspective of culture hUltoI}', but it
makes it more difficult to argue tbat tbe structores are comparable witb
respect to patteming in prehU!toric wood use, structure hUltoI}', or tbe
tree-rlnij data tbat are available to the arcbaeolog;st.

I would argue
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that pithouses constitute reasonably co_rable units of analysie, as do

kivas and the rooms in many larger pueblos. The case seems far less
clear for theee small Pueblo II sites, because they are so variable, and
because there are generally too few etructures of any one type to reveal

cansietency in the patteming of elata produced by those structures.
Not all Pueblo II sites are small like those just considered.

Among the larger sites are Chacoan structures discussed in the next
section. Two other larger pueblos are Far View House (Robinson and
Harrill 1974:59-60), l<r..ated an M""a verde, and White Bouse <Bannieter,
Dean, and Gell 1966:27-28), situated in Canyon de Chelly. Tree-ring
elates indicate that both sites saw construction activity in the second
half of the 1000s.

In each case, the nwdler of dates ie small relative

to the size of the pueblo, and more importantly, there are no piDliehed

reports to _lain the relationship of the dated samples to the site's
architectural hietory.

These shortcomings limit the usefulness of the

sites in the present context. Finally, it is worth noting that all of
the tree-ring dated events at these sites .a.od at the sites listed in
Table 11 took place in the 1000s. In general, very few events relating

to pueblo construction can be dated to the 9005.
Jacal Structures at NIl. 10,738 and Big Juniper lI:>use

Two Pueblo II buildings are of special interest because they
produced dates from both jacal wall posts and roof beams. They are
structure 3 at

Nl\

10,738, located in northeastem Arizona (Table 11, TRL

Site Files), and Room la at Biq Juniper House on Mesa Verde in southwestt!rn COlorado (Swannack 1969). Figure 42 presents the dates from
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Big Juniper House, :a?om la - - ll:lQL.Ileams.
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Figure 42.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Jaca1s: NA.
10,738 and Big Juniper House.
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these structures, both of which burned.

In

each case, dates from roof

beams are better estimators of a construction date than are dates from
wall posts.

structure 3 is an L-shaped jacal roomblock. incorporating

six or seven rooms.

Dates in the 1010s and 1020s from five of the rooms

suggest that most, if not all, of the roomblock was built during this
period.

A cluster of four dates in the 980s probably does not relate to

construction, because all of the samples with dates in that cluster

occur in rooms that also produced dates in the 1020s. Roof beams .and
wall posts have dates in the 1010s-1020s, and for that reason, both

kinds of timbers contribute to the dating of structure 3. Nevertheless,
dates from rocf beams are better estimators of a likely construction
date in the sense that all of them approximate that date, whereas two-

thirds of the dates from wall posts precede the construction date by two
or more decades, and one-third prece:1e it by seven or more decades.
Rooms la and lb at Big Juniper House are contiguous masonry
rooms, which during the eady period of their occupation were separated
by a jacal wall. Dates are available from this wall
and roof support posts in Roum la.

am from roof beams

Dates from roof beams suggest a

building date during or after the 1050s.

Together, dates from roof

beams and support :posts indicate that the structure was roilt no earlier

than the 1030s.

Q1

the wtDle, dates from roof beams are closer to th>se

suggested building dates than are dates from wall posts.

The

implicatiOns of these observations on roof beam and wall post dates from
NA.

10738 and Big Juniper Ji:)use are discussed in Chapter 10.
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Chacoan structures

The last decade has witnessed a burgeoning of interest on the
part of archaeologists in the Chaco Phenomenon, which in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries spread througmut the San Juan Basin and beyond.
Among the many lines of evidence that have been marshalled in the study

of this manifestation is the body of tree-ring data from Chacoan ruins.
'!he present 6.iscussion concems itself with tree-ring data from six of
these sites.

<lletro Ket! is the only one of this group that is located

in Chaco Canyon.

Other ruins in the canyon are not included because,

relative to their size, they have produced small numbers of dates, and
because published descriptiOns are generally inadequate for interpreting
what dates are available.

The other five sites considered are Chacoan

outliers located north of the San Juan River, toward the northem edge
of the Chacoan sphere. They are Aztec, Salmon, Chimney Rock, lowry, and
Escalante ru ins.
As

discussed in Chapter 2, tree-ring data can be used to address

questions concerning prehistoric behavior, methods of tree-ring data
interpretation, and culture history.

A behavioral approach focnses

attention on wood use practices, including the procurement, stockpiling,
use, and reuse of timbers, that might set the Chacoans apart from other
prehistoric Southwestem builders.

If the Chacoans did make use of wood

resources in distinctive ways, this might affect the method of tree-ring
date interpretation as applied to those sites.

Discussions by Bayes

Cl98lb:5l-62), Lekson U983c=275-285), and Powers, Gillespie, and Lekson
(1983:15-18) identify several interrelated characteristics of Chacoan
structures that might be expected to covary with distinctive patterns of
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wood use.

These are

(1)

large site size, (2) large size of growtb

increments, (3) evidence of planning prior to and througblut the oourse

of construction, and (4) evidence of a high degree of coordination of
the construction effort.

Not sutprisingly, Chacoan structures are not

identical with respect to those characteristics. Powers, Gillespie, and
Lekson <1983:307-316) classify sites with respeQt to variation in two
traits, site size and degree of aa>Brent planning. Table 12 sununadzes

their observations on the six sites being considered here. Chacoan
structures typically grew by the addition of large, rectangular roomblocks, which according to Lekson (19830:283) were built one story at a
time. By wBrj of oomparison, most other SOUthwestem pueblos grew by the
more or (sometimes) less ilapbazard accretion of small groups of rooms.

It appears that the Chacoans often determined the thickness of a wall
based on whether they planned to add more stories above it (Lekson
1983c:280). Thanks to planning and to the coordination of effort, the

Chacoans built edifices that conform to well-ordered, one might say
regimented, conceptions of design. arbe question, then, is whether this
design manifests itself in the treatment of wood timbers and whether, as

a result, it affects the intetpretatta> of tree-ring data.

Tree-ring data also have relevance to questions relating to
cultUre history. The same questions apply to Chacoan as to any other
kind of sites: When was the site founded, when abandoned, how loog was
it inhabited, and how did it grow and decline?
Chetro Ketl

A recent monograph edited by stephen Lekson (1983a) presents a
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Table 12.

Size and Scale of Planning of Chacoan structures (Powers,
Gillespie, and Lekson 1983:Tables 37, 41).

!Sjte
Chetro Retl

PDD.m

Size

~tjmate

580

~

flacoing

Large

large scale

Aztec

405

Large

large scale

salIoon

175

Medium

large Scale

Chlnney Rock

55

Snall

large scale ?

IDwry

34

Small

Snall Scale

Escalante

25

Snall

Small Scale
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detailed reconstruction of Chetro Ketl's architectural history.
cluded in the volume are analyses of architecture, tree-ring data
and Warren 1983), and coIIbined architectural and tree-ring data.

In(Dean

Father

than attempting to summarize the results of that studyI the present
discussion simply abstracts from it some points that are particularly
important to the interpretation of tree-ring data.

Chetro Ket1 is one

of the largest Chacoan structures known. The site incorporates some 580
rooms (Table 12>, and some 450 to 550 rooms were probably oi:aa'lding when

the structure reached its largest size (Lekson and McKenna 1983:1>.
Chetro Ret! was occupied for most of the eleventh century. Construction
of the first floor of North Block B, the earliest of the roomblocks
visible today, began in 1035-1040.

An earlier structure, Nlrth Block A,

was dismantled to make way for North Block B.

North Block B and subse-

quent [oomblocks produced a scatter of tree-ring dates from reused. beams -

presumably

covering the :interval from 1010 to 1035, and it is

likely that the earliest of these dates applies to the earliest construction of North Block A and, by extension, of Chetro Ket! as a wb:>le.
Construction continued into the early 1100s, and abandonment occurred
sometime after 1117, the year of tbe latest tree-ring date.
Dean and Warren <1983:202-205) estimate that 26,000 trees were

felled to produce the timbers used in constructing Chetro Ketl.

The

site's date distribution indicates that there were periods of major and
minor wood cutting (Dean a.ld Warren 1983:Table V:3).

Date clusters

covering intervals several years in length provide evidence of major
procurement episodes. Minor cutting activity is indicated by periods
between date clusters when there are jllst a few dates per year.
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Together, these two kinds of evidence sbow that beams were procured

almost annually from 1020 to 1080. Data on the nature of outer rings on
samples with cutting dates indicate some preference for beam cutting

during the growing season, that is, during spring and early summer

(Dean

and Warren 1983.199-201, 229-230).
Dean and Warren discuss two major findings conceming the stock-

piling of timbers at Chetro Ketl. First, they consider evidence that
stockpiling in fact occurred.
~rth Block. B primaries cut in the 1032-1034 interval were
used around 1038·-1040; North Block C primaries cut in the 10401043 period were used around 1045-1048. The 2 to 8 year lag
between the manufacture and use of first-story primary beams in
both units may reflect the systematic stockpiling and seasoning
of these major load-bearing" elements, a treatment that seems not
to have been applied to secondary beams and intramural-aperture

elements 11983.168).

Second, Dean and Warren discuss the way in which e;, stockpile of beams
was apparently used.
Timbers cut in the 1034-1039 interval, undoubtedly in connection with North Block B construction, smw up as intrarnuralaperture elements in North Block C rooms built in the.- late
1040s. Similarly, logs cut in the 1045-1048 period for North
Block C first-story construction occur as intramural-aperture
elements in upper-story features of North Block B built after
1050. This interchange testifies to the existence of a common
stockpile of wood and to a substantial amount of long-term
cooperation between the builders of North Block B and North
Block C (1983.168).

Dean and Warren also provide interesting details on the construction history of Chetro Ketl.

For example, they note that,

"Apparently second and third stories

w~re

throughout North Block B.

not built simultaneously

Rather, the construction of upper stories

proceeded in piecemeal fashion over

C'

period of two decades and was
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finished by the middle 1070.' (1983:150-151).

It was stated earlier

that Cbacoan structures characteristically grew by large irv::rements, _

it would appear that this was not the case for all portions of thetro
Ketl. North mocks B and C were built as single story structures in the
1030s and 1040s. Dean and Warren (1983:150,167) discovered that the
roofs of many of the rooms were rebuilt or repaired in the 1050s and
10608, apparently in preparation for the addition of upper stories.
Clearly, if

thi~

procedure were ccmmon in Chacoan or any ether kind of

sites, it would call into question the assumption that a rocf construction date is generally applicable to oonstruction of the room as a
whole. Also, the reroofing of these rooms prior to the building of
ower stories suggests that, although Chetro Ket1 may have been built in
conformity to an overall plan, that plan was modified to some degree
during the life of the pueblo.
one of the most revealing findings of the Chetro Ketl study

results from a detailed collQ?ilIison of architectural and tree-ring dats
as applied to the history of the site as a whole.

Lekson U983b:271,

Table VI:l) compares percentages of roofed area, of walls, and of rooms
built per decade to percentages of tree-ring dates per decade. Table 13
presents the data used in his analysis, with the decades co:L;.apsed into
tbIee time periods.

As

noted earlier, oonstmction of the extant pJeblo

began after 1035, so architectural evidenoe is mute concerning the
interval from 980 to 1029.
fall in this interval.

In coni-cast, about 9' of tree-ring dates

These dates, or at least those that are cutting

dates, come from beams that were probably cut for use in rooms built
prior to 1035 and were later reused in structures built after that date.
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Table 13. A COmparison of Architectural and Tree-Ring Data Relating to
Chetro Ketlls Construction History Uek.son 1983b:Table VI:!).
Tree-Ring
~

~
~

% Rpofed Area Ceq m)

980-1029

8.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

1030-1069

84.3

65.1

57.1

64.3

~

...Ji...!!

~

....li.l

99.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

.lQZQ::llOO±

TCtals

ArQh~I.It:QJ. Data
% Walls (cu m)

1.J<>lInii
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The early dates indicate that constrJcticn of Cbetro Ketl may have begun
aroruld 1010.

'!'his example srows OOW complementary information can be

obtained from analyses of tree-ring data by indivici1al structure and by
~

site taken as a whole.

For the period after 1070, there is a reversal in the roles of

architectural and tree-ring data: "As measured by architecture, 35-40%
of Chetro Ketl was constructed after 1070, however, less than 7% of the
tree-ring dates postdate 1070" Uekson 1983b:2711.

That is, relatively

late construction events are poorly represented in the tree-ring date
distribution.

Several reasons can be suggested for this bias in the

tree-ring record.

First, the reuse of beams from older parts of the

PJeblo would have reduced the proportion of newly cut timbers in later
parts of the pueblo.

Second, older rooms tend to be protected from

weather by more recent rooms, so the timbers in older rooms are less
subject to decay than those in more recent rooms.

Third, excavation

projects have concentrated their efforts in the oldest parts of the
pJeblo.

Fourth, in comparing these older roomblocks to the newer areas

that have been excavated, it would appear that the older parts of the
structure are much more massive.

That is, they are likely to have

provided better opportwlities for beams of inside rooms to be preserved
as the outer and, particularly, ower rooms of the structure collapsed.
Finally, many of the dates from Chetro Ketl come from intramural logs
that were revealed when the back row of rooms was damaged in a flood
(Dean and Warrm 1983:121). According to Lekson1s (l983b) reconstruction, these rooms were built before 1075.

It is worth noting that this

bias in the tree-ring dates from Cbetro Ketl exacerbates the problem of
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dating site a b _ t .

It is al.ways difficult to detemlne b:>w long a

time passed between latest construction at a site, which may be amenable
to tree-ring dating, and that site's final abandonment.

In

a case like

that of Chetro Ket!, even final construction cannot be dated with any
cxnfidence.
Aztec Rlins Group

ite Aztec Rlin, 1ccated on the Animas River in nortbwestem New

Mexico, was excavated by Earl Morris <1919,1921,19248,1928) during tbe

late teens and early twenties of the present century.

other structures

in the Aztec-nuins Group, including the Annex (Molris 1924b), Bubbard
Site (\7ivian 1954), and Fast ruin (Richert 1964), bave also been invest-

igated. Two factors complicate the interpretation of tree-ring data
from Aztec. First, some provenience designations awearing in Robinson,
Harrill, and Warren's (1974) Quadrangle Report do not correspond to

those appearing in Morris's (1928) text or to those on his maps
<1924;0:145, 1928:268l. In several instances a first story roor.: has been

named, incorrectly, after the overlying second story.room. FOr example,
tbe chanber below _m 152-2 is called _m 152 in tbe
actUal.1y _m 199 (Morris 1928:268).

!)lad Book

but is

In tbe case of _ms 183 and 184,

designations in tbe ()led Book correspond to tbcse of an unpub1iBhed map

of the site prepared in 1939 by R. G. Vivian rather than to the ones on
Morris's map

(TRL

Site Files).

Table 14 corrects these and other prob-

lems by bringing the proveniences of Robinson, Barrill, and Warren
(1974)

into conformity with t)x)se of Morris.

second, some of the dated

timbers may have been put in place in the course of restoration and
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Table 14. Provenience Corrections for Aztec Puin.
Tree-Ring QJ.ad Book Provenience
(RQbinson. Bard]l. and Warren 1974)

Morris C1924a,145· 192B1

lbJm 24

Either Room 24 or lbOm 87

Room 65

kx>m below lXV-2 or 179-2

!<:>Om 134

!<:>Om 189

!<:>Om 152

!<:>Om 199

!<:>Om 153, Sanple a-57

Room 197 (probable) or Rocm 198
(poSSible)

!<:>Om 153, Sanp1e H-58

Room 198

!<:>Om 183

!<:>Om 201 (first story)

Room 184

!<:>Om 200

Ib:lm 196, sample 8-102

Room 196, oorizontal intramural

Room 211

West tier of rooms, 2 room;; west
of Rooms 127-2 and 146

Room 224

IDeation unknown

log
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stabilization during and subsequent to Morris's field work.

The

degree

of correspondence between Morris's (1928) room and roof descriptions and
the proveniences of individual dated samples suggests that this bas
occurred rarely, if at all.

It is assumed, therefore, that in situ

dated beams, IOOStly primaries, still occupy their correct -prehistoric

p)sitions.- 'Ihe same assumption carmot be made for numerous, apparently
loose logs that were probably in the correct portion of the ruin when

sampled, though perhaps not in the correct room.

Relative to its size,

Aztec Ruin has ooly a small nunber of tree-ring dates from a few rooms.
The reader may wonder, therefore, why the following discussion of tree-

ring data from the ruins is phrased as unequivocally as it is.

The

answer is that the statements concerning Aztec can be viewed as expectations or predictions that might be tested against ad::litional data from
the ruin.

These data are of two types, the first concerning architec-

tural sequencing as revealed through bond-abut and similar sorts of
studies and the second consisting of tree-ring dates that one could

expect to derive from beams that have yet to be sampled.
Two occupations, one Chacoan and the other Mesa verdean, have
been identified. at Aztec (Morris 1928, Richert 1964).

These occupations

are readily apparEnt in the elate distributions srown in Figure 43, which

includes dates from both Aztec proper and the East Ruin: The 131 twelfth
century dates aw1y to the Chacoan occupation, and the four thirteenth
century ones to the Mesa Verdean occupation.

For reasons discussed

below, all of the twelfth century dates, whether from Aztec RJin or the
East

~in,

are interprete(;. as relating to the Chacoan occupation of the

a.n..(al Azt.a!:....llII
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no 113 6 .l!.i~
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Sten-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Aztec Buin and the East Buin.
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Aztec Ruin.

All of the Chacoan dates are from ponderosa pine beams,

except for a couple of dates from jWliper specimens.

In contrast, all

four of the Mesa Verdean dates are from Douglas-fir. The possibility
that Chacoan and Mesa Verdean builders preferred differatt species was

first noted by Gladwin (1945:129) and repeated by Robinson (1967:71).
Most (82%) of the 135 dates from Aztec are cutting and can,

therefore, be intetpreted as relating directly to procurement events.
The same is probably true of 20 additional dates (15%) accompanied by
the ·v" symbol. These latter dates exhibit the same peaks in 1111 and

1115 as do the cutting dates, suggesting that they are equivalent to
cutting dates.

In addition, the "V" dates show no tendency to fall a

year or two earlier than the 1111 and 1115 peaks in the cutting dates,
as they would if they were very close to, but not exactly the same as
cutting dates.

It is worth noting that most of these '1111" dates are from

cores that preserve only a tiny portion of the beam's outer surface.
For this reason, by definition they cannot receive 'II r ," 'IIe,'II or "L"
symbols.

The abundance of 1111 and 1115 dates, both cutting and "v,"

indicates that procurement was particularly heavy during these two
years.

Also worth noting is the total absence of dates in 1114:

~

ent1y beam cutting was not an annual affair during the 1110s.

The

intensity of beam cutting in 1115 becomes even more atparent when data
on seasonality are considered.

Table 15 srows the numbers of ooserved

and expected 'IIincomplete'll and "complete" dates for 1111 and 1115.

The

expected value is based on a two month growing season for ponderosa

pine, the species of all the beams cut during the two years in question.
The observed value for 1111 is about what one would expect if
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Table 15.

A.D. 1111

A.D. 1115

Seasonality of Beam Procurement at Aztec PUeblo in 1111 and
1115, as Indicated by CUter Ring Characteristics of Samples
with CUtting Dates.

I
I

~

~

(]:)served

18

ExpeCted

20.8

4.2

28.3

5.7

33

Cl>served
ExpeCted
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procurement

OCCUrI:e:3.

two seasons -

randomly through the year (or at least between the

growing and nongxowing -

that can be identified through

tree-ring analysis). In contrast, procurement in 1115 was decidedly
nonrandom. All but one of the beams cut in this year have incomplete

outer rings and were, therefore, procured during just two months out of
the year.
The most useful dates for studying the growth of Aztec Pueblo

during the Chacoan occupation come from in situ primaries.

Since each

room has at most only a few of these timbers, large date clusters are
nonexistent, and in interpreting the data it is necessary to rely on
consistency in the dates from groups of rooms.
identified (Figure 44).

(1)

Four such groups can be

The first, located in the rear center

portion of the north roomblock, includes five first-story chambers,
Rooms 112, 113, US, 124, and 154. Dates from primaries in these rooms
fall in a two year interval of 1110-1111.

Paired dates of 1111 from

three of the rooms suggest that construction occurred in that year, in
which case the two dates of 1110 probably come from stockpiled timbers.
A single date of 1111 from the third story (Room 101-3) suggests that

some upper story construction may have been going on at this same time.
Alternatively, the beams procured in 1110 .and in 1111 may come from

stockpiled timbers.

That is, construction activity, including the ac-

cwnulation of roof timbers and other buildi.Jl3" materials, may have begun
several years prior to roof construction and the completion of particular rooms.

The absence in this area of in situ beams cut in 1115 (see

below) suggests that, if the beams were stockpiled, they were used by
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Figure 44. Aztec Pueblo: Groups of Dated Poems.
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that date.

This assumes that the builders did not segregate the beams

according to procurement date and make use of the resulting beam lots in
sequence, or at least that the integrity of the lots was not maintained.
for more than a year or two of seasoning.

Poorly provenienced samples

from Room 112 aad the overlying Room 122-2 suggest that i::uilding activity in this area, probably involving uwer story rooms, continued until
at least ll20.
(2) A second group of rooms is located in the rear of the west

central portion of the north roomblock, to the west of the first group.
Dates from well and reasonably well provenienced timbers are available
for Rooms 141, 142, 158, 196-2, 199, 200, and 201. Most are from first

story roofs, a number of which remain intact in this area. The dates
reveal that the roofs were built with tinbers procured in 1115 and with
stockpiled timbers apparently left over from building episodes in

un

and 1112. The absence of dates from the 1116-1121 period (see below)
suggests that the roofs were built in 1115 or within a few years thereafter.
(3)

The third group of rooms occupies the extreme west end of

the north roomblock and the north end of the west wing.

paired rnd

latest dates from individual structures indicate that a number of the
roofs probably were built betwem lllS and ll21.

_ms 156 and 179 have

two dates each at 1115, indicating that these rooms could have been
roofed in that year.
wer

In other cases, it appears that beams cut in 1115

stockpiled and saved for several years before being used.

For

example, in Room 136-2 a cutting date of 1115 is paired with one of
1117.

Similarly, Room 189 produced a date of 1115v and cutting dates in
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1119 and 1121. It is likely that two clat:Ee of 1115 from

lIoom

138-2 are

from stockpiled timbers as well, given that the underlying roof of

lIoom

138-1 has dates of 1116 and 1118 and probably was not built at least
until the latter year. Room
Room

l36-~,

with dates of 1115 and 1117, and

138-1, with dates of 1116 and 1118, are typical of the rooms in

this group, in that the few available date. fail to hang together a.

well as do the dates from rooms of the first two groups. In addition,
there is less agreement in the dates from adjacent rooms.

TileSe factors

complicate interpretation of the data, as does the presence of recognizable stockpiled beams. It may be that, by the time roof. in this area

were built, a less regular system of beam procurement and use was in
effect.

Or, given the small number of dates involved, the differences

between the third group of rooms and the first two groups eculd simply
be a result of sampling error.

With respect to the phenomenon of stock-

piling, it would 'cq;:pear that, when rooms in this area were built, stock-

piled beams cut in 1115 were available for reuse but that those cut
prior to 1115 bad already been used up.
(4)

'!be fourth group of rooms occupies the east and of the north

wing. Three chambers in this area, Rooms 70-2, 80, and 92, produced a
total of four dates, two at 1111 and two at 1112. Little can be said

about these scant data, except that they are C<IlSistent with an inference that rooms in this area were built slightly later than those of the

first group.
(5) The Great Kiva produced a cutting date of 1115 from a ·post
from floor" (TRL Site Files). Given the situQ.tion in tbe west wing,
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where beams cut in 1115 were stockpiled and used several years later, it
would be unwise to date construction of the Great Kiva to that year even tentatively -

on the basis of one tree-ring date.

en the other

band, it appears that timbers cut in 1115 were used between 1115 and
1120, suggesting that the Great Kj va may date to this interval as well.

To summarize, it is proposed that construction, or at least
roofing, began in 1111-1114 in what was to become the middle of the

north roonblock.

This area has the earliest dated rooms in the p..1eblo,

and the period 1110-1111 marks the first intensive procurement of

timbers used in construction <Figure 43).

Between 1111 and at:oot 1120,

construction progressed west across the north roomblock and then south
down

the west wing.

At

the same time, construction may have continued

on upper story structures in the north roornblock and the Great Kiva may
have been built.

It is likely that a similar pattern of construction

obtained as well in the east half of the structure. In building their
pueblo, the people of Aztec appear to have used numerous stockpiled
timbers but few reused ones. Beams cut in 1110, 1111, 1112, and 1115
were stockpiled for intervals of from one to perbap3 five years before
being used.

It is the relative briefness of this interval that suggests

that the early tree-ring dates from particular rooms represent stockpiling rather than reuse.

Procurement was particularly intense and,

presumably, coordinated during a two month period in 1115, when 25% (33
out of 131) of the beams dating to the Chacoa'1. occupation were cut.

The

handful of pre-lllO dates may corne from stockpiled timbers as well.
Alternatively, these beams may have been reuse:.. from older structures,
perhaps the ones that the people lived in while planning and building
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Aztec pleblo.

To carry this speculation one step further. perhaps t:bese

older structures were part of the Cbacoan occupation of the Annex,
located just a few meters west of Aztec Huin (Morris 1924b:2571.

Whether these early, pre-construction dates from Aztec reflect
st:ockpil:ing or reuse. it is worth not:ing that they are few in number and
predate construction by a decade or less.

Perhaps tile builders of Aztec

came from too far away to bring timbers with them, or tbe construction
of a Chaccan style building required tha use of primary beams (tile kind

of timber responsible for almost all tbe dates) of greater length and
diameter than those available from tIleir previous Ix>mes.

Only five dates relate to the Chacoan occupation during the

period after 1121. Four dates of 1129 may come near tbe end of major
construction at the site. One of the dates is either from Room 24,
located at the extreme south end of the east wing, or from Room 87, one

of an arc of rooms enclosing the plaza on its south side. Both rooms
were probably built in the later construction phases of the Chacoan

occupation. Two other 1129 dates are from the East Ruin and, as noted
below, may have come originally from the East Wing of the Aztec Ruin,
which also may have been built fairly late in the history of the site.

Tree-ring data provide little information on abandonment, though a
single noncutting date from a sample cf unknown provenience suggests
that the Chaccan occupation may have laated to at least 1135.
Aztec Huin was reoccupied by Mesa verdeans dur:ing the thirteenth

century.

This second occupation was responsible for some architectural

additions and modifications. for allllOst all of tile burials found in tile
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ruin, and for a good part of the ceramics recovered (Morris 1919:104108; 1921:136; 1924al 1924b:221-225; 1928:417-420).

Also, in IITurn-

ing ••• to the refuse, from the amount of it which they dumped into un-

used chambers and scattered about indiscriminately, and from the degree

to which they rehabilitated, built upon and adjacent to the pueblo, the
period of residence of the Mesa Verde group was not at all brief R
(Morris 1928:419-420).

It is rather odd, therefore, that only one dated

beam from Aztec was cut during the Mesa Verdean occupation (Figure 43).

This beam, which comes from Room 211, yielded a

·v· date of 1250.

The

reasons for this extreme bias in the tree-ring data are not at all
clear.
Turning next to the East Ruin, this structure yielded nine dates

in the lIDOs and three of the four dates in the 12005 that appear in
Figure 43.

Richert (1964:12-13) argues convincingly that the twelfth

century dates come from beams that were originally incorporated into
Aztec Ruin during the Chacoan occupation but were removed to the East
Ruin during the Mesa verdean occupation.

Ceramic evidence indicates

that the East Ruin is a "pure Mesa Verde site" <1964:13) occupied after

1200.

The three dates at 1240 no doubt relate to this occupation.

The

eleventh century dates from the East Ruin, including two at 1115, two at
1118, three at 1120, and two at 1129, fall within the range of dates
from the Aztec Ruin, thoogh they are concentrated toward the later end
of that range.

This bias in the dates might be explained as follows.

The East Wing

is the portion of the Aztec Ruin located nearest the Fast

Ruin, making it the nearest source of reusable timbers.

Much of the

East Wing is in poor repair, perhaps because demolition of this area
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commenced prehistorically. This portion of the ruin was built relatively late in the Chacoan occupation, assuming as argued above that con-

struction began in the middle of the north [oomblock aId progressed east
and west and then south from that point. Therefore, beams from the East

Wing that were reused in the East RJ.:in would ten:] to date late relative
to the entire date range from the Aztec Ruin.

In any case, the East

Ruin is unusual among SOuthwestern sites in that dated beams can be
identified as having been brought from another site. This occurrence

calls into question a cornmon, tacit assumption of tree-ri.ng date analysis that, even if the dates from a room are from reused material and do

not, therefore, relate directly to the tJuilding of that structure, they
do at least relate directly to the site where the dated samples were
recovered. Finally, it should be noted that, like the Aztec Ruin, the
Fast Ruin :incorporates many unsamp1ed and undated beams (Richert 1964).
Sa1Ioon RIin

Salmon Ruin is located at the edge of the flood plain of the san
.Juan River in northwestem New Mexico.

Excavations were carded. out at

the site under the direction of cynthia Irwin-williams betWeat 1972 and

1978 (Irwin-Williams and Shelley 1980).

Salmon Rlin bears a striking

resemblance to Aztec Ruin, located about 15 km to the north. Both are
Chaco style pJeblos of well over 100 rooms with squared C-shaped ground

plans incorporating a long north, or central, roomblock and east and
west wings.

In the case of Aztec, but apparently not salmon, an arc of

rooms enclosed the plaza on its south side.

Each ruin has a great kiva

in its plaza. Also, both Aztec and Salmon provide evidence for two
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occupations, the first Chaooan and the
a period of abandonment.

secona

Mesa Verdean, separated by

In addition, tree-ring dates from 8almon and

l\zteC relate in each case primarUy to the Cbacoan occupation, which was

responsible for the bulk of construction at both of the sites. Rex K.
lIdams U9BO) has used the 475 tree-ring datea from Salmon, in conjunction with architectural data, to identify !wr construction phases in

the history of that site's Cbacoan occupation.

Because

Adam's analysis

appears in a progress report rather than a formal publication, no attempt will be made either to critique or to expand on his interpretations.

Instead, his conclusions simply will be summarized so that

8almon can be considered in the same intetpretive framework as the other

northem Chacoan outliers.
:!be 20-year period from 106B to 1087, which immediately precedes

the first construction phase at Salmon, is represented by several cuttin~

dates. Because these dates are from rooms believed to have been

built after 1088, they are interpreted as being from beams that were
pr;ocured from dead trees or that were reused from earlier sites in the

vicinity, such as one located just 150 meters north of Salmon.

During

the first construction phase, which lasted from 10BB to 1093, most first

story and some second story rooms in the central, or north wing were
completed, as were first story rooms in the adjacent plrtion of the east
wing. Oltting dates indicate that procurement was particularly heavy in
the first two or three years of the phase, or from 10BB to 1090. During
the second phase (1094-1104>, construction of ground floor rooms contin-

ued, particularly in the east and, awarent1y, west wings. second story
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rooms were also completed throughout the ruin.

The IOOSt intense pro-

curement of beams dudJl9 this phase was in 1094. The third phase (11051107) saw the constructioo of rooms at the southem end of the east and,

perhaps, west wings.

Major construction at Salmon ended with this

phase. The fourth construction phase, which was characterized by the
sealing of doors and other internal modifications, is dated to awroximately 1116 on the basis of two cutting dates falling in that year.
These are the latest tree-ring dates from the Chacoan occupation, which
is inferred, on the basis of archaeomagnetic dates, to have ended around
1130.

Chinney I«k Pueblo

Chl.iil11ey Rock PUeblo stands on a small, elevated mesa top overlooking the Piedra River in southwestern Colorado. This Chaco style
site incorporates two kivas and 30 to 35 rooms.

According to Eddy

(1977:32-50), who excavated Room 8 and part of the East Kiva in the
early 19705, the structure was built by a colony of immigrants from
Chaco Canyon.

&:1c1y's .teport of his work includes a thorough discussion

of how stratigraphy, tree-ring dated ceramic types, and tree-ring dates
were useO to date the site.

This chronological analysiS identifies

three significant dates in the history of the pueblo: 1075-76, 1093, and
1125. The first date, 1075-76, is based on both ceramic and tree-ring

evidence.

On

the basis of potsherds recovered from roof fall and the

upper floor of Room 8, Eddy assigns that room and, by extension, the

whole pueblo, to the interval 1075-1125.

As an estimate of the begin-

ning of occupation, the date of 1075 must be considered both imprecise
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and possibly biased. It is imprecise because of limitations in the
tree-ring dating of ceramic types and biased because the dated aberds
were in t:lle fill of a structure that. based on stratigrapb1c evidence.
does not date to t:lle beginnin;! of t:lle occupat:ian and that was remodeled

prior to deposition of the fill in question. Although approximate at
best, this ceramic date is of interest because it is so close to 1076, a
tentative initial construction date suggested by tree-rin;! evidence.

A single cutting date of 1076 came from a roof beam in the
ventilator tunnel of t:lle East Kiva

(Figur~

45).

The kiva underwent two

phases of construction. and t:lle ventilator with t:lle date perteins to t:lle

first phase.

l!OIld-abut data indicate that t:lle kiva may have been one of

the first structures built at the site, so a construction date for the
kiva could be considered an initial construction date for the site.

The

dated beam is in quite an inaccessible location. so the possibility that
it was a repair timber can be rule<! out.

It may have been a reused or a

stockpiled beam, however, in which case the tree-ring date would be
earlier than the construction date of t:lle kiva.

Eddy has the followin;!

to say about this date:

With no other specimens to rely on for ver:ification, we are left
with a choice of accepting or rejecting the single assay_ But
because of its appropriate relative order within the stratigraphic sequence of this building. I am inclined to accept t:lle
data at face value and state that the lower kiva construction
was carried out in A.D. 1076 <1977:45-46).
The second important date in the history of Chimney

~

Pueblo

is 1093. A very strong terminal date cluster from Boom 8 indicates that

the structure IS roof was built durins that year or soon thereafter
(Figure 45) (Eddy 1977:Table 18).

All of the cutting dates in 1093
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come from samples with incomplete outer rings, iOOicating that the trees
used to produce the beams were felled in the growing season of that

year, roughly the spring and early summer. All of the pre-lOg3 dates
from fC>om 8 are noncutting, and it is quite possible that all come from
beams that were, in fact, cut in 1093. According to Eddy, "the tree-

ring dates ••• pertain to the renovation of the room at the time of
construction of the upper floor while the initial construction of the

room at the time that the lower floor was made took place at an unknown
prior date" (1977:35).

Fddy does not provide specific evidence support-

ing his assertion that the room had two roofs, one for each of the

floors. Assuming that he is correct, it is worth noting that Room B's
date distribution bears no identifiable traces of tbe initial roofing
event.

That is, there is no evidence that beams from the first roof

were reused in the second.. The latest date from the second construction
phase of the East Kiva is also a cutting clate of 1093.

El:ldy says of the

agreement in the dates from the two struct'Jres: "I canlt believe that
this fact is coincidental; rather, it seems more likely that the same
summer work party were felling young ponderosa pine in order to roof
both structures" (1977:46).

ihus, it would ag::.ear that, in 1093, Room 8

was roofed, possibly for the second time, and the East Kiva was rebuilt.
The third iInpClrtant date, 1125, is based on dated ceramics from
Room 8 and provides an estimated date for the end of occupation at
Chimney Rock pueblo.

Like tile earlier ceramic date of 1075, it is

imprecise, and it may be biased. It may be less biased than the earlier
date, however, given that Room 8 could have been burned and abandoned
late in the occupation.

In sum, data from the pueblo suggest an
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occupation span of some 50 years, from 1075 to 1125.
lDwry Rlin

lowry Rlin <Robinson and Barril1 1974), which was ...,..vated by
Paul S. Martin (1936) in the 1930s, is located on a mesa in southwstem

Color_, 40 miles northwest of Mesa Verde.

Although relatively few in

number, tree-ring dates from the site are of interest because of the
degree to which they agree with the building seguence indicated by
architectural data. The following discussion of chronological data from
lowry Rlin draws on two sources, Martin's (1936:194-202) analysis of the
site's history and White and Bretemitz's (1976:4-7) recent reappraisal

of the data. White and Breternitz had access to more tree-ring dates
than did Martin, including dates from samples collected during stsbili-

zation in the mid 1970s (White and Bretemitz 1976:5).

Martin identi-

fied three masonry techniques used in the pueblo -- Chaco-like,
intermediate, and

history.

non~aco

-- and six stages in its construction

In spite of considerable overlap, there is a tendency for

Chaco-1ike masonry to date early, non-chaco to date late, and intermecli-

ate to date in between.

Chacoan influence at the site is recognized on

the basis of the Chaco-like masonry and certain Chaco-like kiva features.

This influence appears in the earliest stage, persists throogh

the first two aaiitions, and is apparent in Kiva A, built as part of the
thitd addition.

TIlerefore, the following remarks deal with ally these

four stages, which as it happens, are the only ones with associated
tree-ring dates.

By the third addition, the pueblo bad grown to include

about 20 ground floor rooms, three kivas, and a great kiva. Based on
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quantities of fallen wall stones, Martin (1936:35-37) inferred that the

pueblo was from one to three stories in height.

Most, if not all, of

the dated tree-ring samples come from first story contexts. This includes saIr{:lles identified as from
(3) door lintels.

(1)

first story roofs,

(2)

floors, and

other samples, identified simply as coming from roof

beams, are probably from the first story as well.

The earliest stage and fiI:'st addition, considered together,
include three groups of structures:

(1)

the "nucleus· (Rooms 10, 15,

19, and 21), (2) rooms in the ·x area" that were dismantled and built
over early in the occupation, and (3) three structures, the Great Kiva,

Kiva F, and Room 18, that are lumped together in part on the basis of a
unique variant of the Chaco-like masonry style.

Martin was unable, on

the basis of architectural data alone, to determine the sequence of
construction of these three groups.

Tree-ring dates are available today

from all three areas (Figure 46).

The nucleus produced four dates,

three cutting and one noncutting, between 1085 and 1090.

The degree of

consistency in the tree-ring dates from these rooms that, on the basis
of architectural evidence, were built as a unit enhances the reliability
of those dates as estimators of a construction date.
at 1103 from door lintels in the

II X

Two cutting dates

area" (samples provenienced as from

Room 27) provide weak evidence that this area plstdates the nucleus by a
little over a decade. This inference is weak because it depends on a
couple of dates from just one location to characterize a wb:>le group of
rooms.

en the other hand, the dates are from intramural logs, which may

have been less prone to replacement than roof beams.
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produced a single date of l106v, providing very weak. evidence that the

structure may have been worked on, though not necessarily built, several
decades after initial construction at the site. In conclusion then, the
best guess for the begirming date of construction at lOwry Ruin is 1085-

1090, but with a distinct possibility of earlier construction of the

Great Kiva group or perhaps in -area x.Structures of the second addition, specifically Kiva B and Rooms
8, 11, and 26, produced latest dates ranging from 1106 to 1120. Kiva A,

a Chaco-style structure built as a part of the third addition to replace
Kiva B, also has a latest date of 1120.

These dates have a dual signif-

icance. They are consistent with the architectural sequence in that
they are later than dates from the earliest stage and the first addition, and they come from rooms built primarily in the intermediate
style.

The dates are too few in number to date precisely either the

appearance of the intermediate style or the waning of the Chaco-like
style. though they do suggest that the interval 1106-1120 is a reason-

able estimate for the date of these events.

If this date is correct,

and if the date of 1085-1090 is correct for the beginning of the occupa-

tion, then the Chacoan period at the site lasted for just 20 to 30
years.
The Escalante Site

The Escalante Site is located on a hilltop overlooking the
Dolores River in southwestern Colorado (Ballasi 1979). There is evidence for two major occupations at the site, the first Chacoan and the
second Mesa Verdean. Only the Chacoan occupation is of concern here.
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Tbe pueblo is Cbacoan in style and incorporates one kiva and approxi-

mately 25 rooms.. Due to the contradictory nature of stratigraphic,
ceramic, and tree-ring evidence (Ba11asi 1979:244-49,385-98), the
Qlaccan occupat:ion cannot be dated with any precision. !DIe four predominant painted and p1ainware ceramic typee, which are all in the lIesa
Verde Ceramic Series, indicate a date of 1100-1150. This dating does
not seem to apply to Room 2, which is one of the earliest rooms at the
site according to evidence from architectural stratigraphy. This structure yielded a ceramic _lage with an oncl date of 1075, making the
deposit and the room earlier than the other excavated structures by a
quarter century.

thlike this ceramic evidence from Room 2, tree-ring

dates from three rooms and the kiva are in general agreement with tbe
1100-1150 date <Figure 47). All of the dates, with the exception of a

handful of early, noncutting dates, fall in the interval from 1100 to
1140. Dlfortunately, incOnsistencies in the tree-ring and associated
stratigraphic evidence make it extremely difficult to use the tree-ring
dates to improve

dence.

On

the resolution in dating provided by ceramic evi-

Simply stated, architectural data show that Kiva A was built

before Room 20, but tree-ring dates place the roofing of Kiva A after
the roofing of Room 20. The kiva bas a weak date clUster in the late
1130s, and the room a strong one at 1129. Ballasi solves this dilemma -

reasonably, it seems -

by intetprsting the 11300 dates from the

kiva as pertaining to the remodeling of that structure. It _ars from
the report that the fact of a remodeling was inferred on the basis of

tile aforesaid relationships within the tree-ring data and not on the
basis of specific architectural evidence. If Ballasi's interpretation
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is correct, construction of the kiva and the beginning of site occ_-

tion occurred at some unknown date prior to 1129. Perhaps three noncutting data. at 1127-28 from the kiva _ly to the :Initial roofing of this
atructure.

ibis would mean that the kiva and the site predate - . . 20

by only a Y"..ar or two, and tbat the occ_tion of the site did not begin
until tbe late 1120s. ('1'bis may be too late a date for tbe bulk of the
ceramic evidence; it is surely too late for the ceramics from a;x,m 2,)

Alternatively, it could be that the dates from both the room and the
kiva relate to reroofing events. As with the first scenario, this would
place the beginning of the occupation an unknown number of years prior

to 1129. Clearly, more data are required to resolve these issues, and
one is left with two ceramic dates, pre-1075 for Room 2 and 1100-11S0

for the ruin as a wk.lle.
~

Tree-ring dates from the Cbacoan structures can be evaluated

m

terms of the interpretive framework for indirect dating discussed in
Chapter 2 and illustrated

m Figure

4. ibis framework focuses attention

on the steps bY which the date of one event is _lied to other, related

events.

several of the steps m this process have special relevance to

the understanding of tree-ring data from the Chacoan sites. '1'he follow-

ing comments are keyed numerically to the interpretive framework as
presented :In Chapter 2 and Figure 4.
Interpretive Framework step 2
step 2

m the

framework pertam. to the use of noncutting dates

t" estimate a tree's death date. Noncutting dates from Aztec RIm and
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from Room 8 at Chimney Rock Pueblo tnat are accompanied by the .v"

symol are probably equivalent in most cases to cutting dates. _

is,

dated and reference events are the same for these noncutting dates.
!!biB oonclusioo applies to these two instances alClle and cannot neces-

sarily be ...tended to otber sites.
Interpretive Fr""""",rk step 3
In Step 3, a sample's tree-ring date is used to infer a beam's
procurement date. Data from Aztec and Chimney Rock indicate a strong
preference for beam cutting during the growing season; data from Cbetro
Ketl point in the same directioo. In equating tree-ring and procurement
dates, problems can arise if the tree tbat produced the datad beam was
already dead when cut.. There is little reason to suppose that much, if
any, deadwood was usad in building the Chacoan pueblos.

The '++" sym-

bol, a possible indicator of deadwood procurement, accompanies
of the dates from these sites.

ve~

few

It is unlikely, in any case, that enough

dead snags would have been present in the vicinity of any of the sites
to pIOvide more than a tiny fraction of the hundreds or, in the case of

Chetro Ketl, Aztec, and Salmon, the thousands of timbers procured for
use in these villages over intervals of a few decades.
Interpretive Fr...->rk step 4
!!.be fourth step of the interpretive framework considers the use

of beam procurement dates to determine a construct.ion date. Both tbe
reuse and stockpiling of timbers can result in tree-ring dates and
inferrad beam procurement dates tbat are too early for the roof, wall,
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or other structural component with which the dated beams are associated.
Two categories of early dates can be identified, those from reused beams
that were procured for use either in an altogether different site or in
an earlier cx:cupation of the site in question, and tb:>se from reused or
stockpiled timbers procured during the occupation that produced the
dated samples. Dates of the first kind can be recognized as sucb be-

cause they are earlier than the initial construction date of the site
or occupation being studied, assuming that the beginning of construction
can be dated with a fair degree of accuracy and precision.

Cutting

dates need be early by just a few years, but noncutting dates must be
early by a large enough nwrber of years so that saIl'q)le erosion reasonably can be ruled out as the sale cause of the dates· earliness.

The

earliness of the dates and, hence, the degree of potential interpretive

error is a function, in general, of the survivability of old wood and of
the relative age of the early sites and site occupations that provided
th~

beams for reuse.

Two of the Chacoan sites, Aztec and Chimney Rock, have produced
little evidence of this sort for the reuse of what are sp:>ken of here as
·old tirnbl3rs." Only five of 135 dates from Aztec precede 1110, and
these five dates range back to only 1102. Assuming that construction at

Chimney Rock Pueblo began in 1075, no cutting dates precede this event,
and only one noncutting date precedes it by more than 25 years.

It

should be noted, however, that just two structures at this site have
produced tree-ring dates.

SBlmon Ruin has somewhat more evidence for

the reuse of old wood from an earlier site.

Eight of 253 dates identi-

fied by Adams as ·reliable" (cutting and "v" dates without "+" or "++"
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syniX>ls) predate 1088, tile estimated beglnning date of construction at

salmon. The six earliest of these dates cluster loosely between 1068
and 1072, and lIdams interprets the dated beams as having come from an
earlier, probably nearby pueblo.

"lhreliable' <mostly nancuttingl dates

earlier than 1088 are distributed as follows: 'It of all dates are more
than 25 years earlier than 1088, and 4t are more than 50 years earlier.

Some of these dates probably come from old wood.

IDwry RIin also pro-

duced evidence suggesting the reuse of beams from an earlier site or
occupation of the site. None of the cutting dates from Lowry precede
1085-1090, tile best guess estimate of when construction begal, but this

may reflect the scarcity of cutting dates (only 11 out of 34) rather
than a dearth of old reused beams. Early noncutting dates are more

commm, 29t of dated samples predate 1085 by more than 25 years, and 21\
predate 1085 by more than 50 years. Three of the early dates cluster
from 985 to 989 and perhaps relate to an event or events of the tenth
century. In sum, data from Aztec, Salmon, and Lowry, the three sites
with dates from a number of different structures, differ enough to
suggest real differences in tile """ of old wood and, quite probably, in
tile availability of old wood suitable for reuse.

Early dates of tbe second category come from reused or
stockpiled beams procured during the occupation with which the dated
beams were associated when sampled.

In this case, tile maximum age of

old wood is a fwlction of the length of the occupation or, more precise-

ly, of the construction interval of a site. Among the Cbacoan sites
considered bere, Cbetro Ketl has both the longest occupation -

a
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century or more -- and the most clearcut evidence for the reuse of
timbers.

Most interestingly, tree-ring dates from reused beams can be

used to determine the probable time of construction of a roomblock that
was dismantled during the occupation of the site. For the other Cbacoan

sites, all of which are outliers located north of the San Juan, the
construction interval was well under 50 years in length.

SUch a brief

interval would tend to limit the opportWlity for the reuse of timbers,
inasmuch as beams would not become available for reuse in large numbers

until numerous structures were dismantled, either totally or in part,
and this presumably would not occur, on the average, until some years
after initial construction at a site.

Clearly such reuse did occur,

oowever, as attested by early dates from Kiva A at IDwry Buin and Kiva A

at Escalante Ruins. On the other hand, at Aztec, the one Chacoan outlier discussed here in detail that has produced numerous dates that have
been interpreted in detail, early dates

stockpiling than of reuse.

can be made on the basis of
ent rooms,

(2)

~r

to be a fWlCtion more of

A good argument for stockpiling at this site
(1)

relationships in the dates from differ-

the large numbers of beams procured during just a few

individual years, and

(3)

the brief interval, typically five years or

less, between -early-' dates and those that possibly date construction of
a roof.

Similarly, Chetro Ketl has produced considerable evidence for

the stockpiling of timbers.

Interpretive Franework Step 5
Tree-ring dates often relate more directly to the building of a
portion of a p.teblo room -

typically the roof but sometimes one or mOre
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walls -

than to the structure as a whole, making it """"""'" to decide

whether a construction date inferred for the roof or woJ.1s can validly
be "Wlied, without qualification, to the structure.

The answer to this

question depends on the complexity, in chronological terms, of the
building event.

If the structure was built in a year or less, then the

component events that went into its construction cannot be resolved
temporally with tree-ring data, and their dates cannot be compared
independently to the dates of other events. Therefore, the oonstruction

date of the structurels roof and walls can simply be applied to the
structure. 'Ibis is probably the case with many sites that grew by a few
rooms at a time.

Q:nversely, if the events that went into the building

of a structure occurred during different years, these events can be

r~

solved, in theory at least, and their dates can be compared independently to the dates of other events.

sites, including outliers.

This appears to be true for Chacoan

At least five construction steps can he

identified in Chacoan sites.
(1) Formnlation and

rafillS Out Of a plan. One of the traits

identified by Bayes as diagnostic of Chacoan Bonito phase pueblos is
their plannee _rance: "'!be ground-plans have a symmetry that indicates adherence to preconceived designs, and when additions were made,
they either conformed to the earlier plans or followed a new scbeme and

a new symmetry" (l9Blb:56l.
(2) rYlther~

of Materials. '!he stockpiling of timbers, partic-

ularly at Chetro Ketl and Aztec, has already b""" discussed.
(3) Construction pf Fgotiws, (4) Walls.

and

(5)

Rpofs.

'!'he

00-

ordinstion of oonstruction activity, as evidenced by inferred community
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planning and by stockpiling of timbers, may have also obtained during
the erection of the buildings.

That is, the footings for a large block

of rooms may have been built first (Leksan 1983c:276-277), then the

walls, and finally the roofs, so that individual rcoms may have been
under construction over a period of several years.

This would suggest

that tree-ring dates from a roof can be applied most directly to the

camp] etion of a room's construction, and that there is a measure of

imprecision in dating" the beginning of construction.

In

addition, the

stockpiling of timbers, whether recognized in a specific instance or

net, makes for a slight imprecision in the dating of roofs and, hence,
in dating the completion of construction. The potential error in dating
due to these factors is slight, probably less than five years, but not
negligible, given the oft stated ability of tree-ring dates to specify
the year in which past eVBlts occurred.

In practical terms, the error

is significant if a research question, say one concerning the growth of

a village, requires the resolution of construction events to an interval
of only one or two years. Finally, it is worth noting that apparently

only primary beams were stockpiled at Chetro Ketl, so dates from newly
procurea secondary beams should provide an unbiased estimate of a room's
completion date.
Interpretive Frarrework step 6
The sixth step in the interpretive framework deals with the

repair and remodeling of structures. Three Chacoan sites -- Chetro
Ketl, Escalante, and Chimney Rock -

have produced evidence indicating

or suggesting that rooms were reroofed.

Perhaps most interesting is the
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case of Chimney IOck, where a room appears to have been reroofoed entirely with new beams.

If the build:irg of new roofs was a common practice

in Chaooan pueblos, this would tend to complicate the interpretation of

tree-ring dates. The reroofing of buildings, especially if done with
newly cut timbers, would be in keeping with the scale of effort and
degree of coordination exhibited in the construction of Chacoan structures.
Interpretive Fr""""",rk steps 11 Through 14

In Steps 11, 12, 13, and 14, the dates of construction events
are applied to various aspects of site occupation.
ring data are used by Bayes (19Blb:Table

2)

For example, tree-

to date the beginnings of a

number of Chacoan sites, and by Powers, Gillespie, and I.ekson U983:Fig-

ures 140, 142) to date the occupation intervals of Chacoan sites.

Hayes

notes that "no the confidence one can place in tree-ring dating varies
from site to site" (l98lb:5S), but he does not attempt to describe this
variation.

The problem of assessing one's confidence in tree-ring

dating is crucial to the present study.

In terms of the interpretive

model of Chapter 2 and Figure 4, it would appear that three kinds of
target events are particularly relevant to comparative temporal studies,
t.ltat is, studies that attempt to show the temporal relationship between

events occurring at different sites.

They are the beginning of occupa-

tion, major building events during the occupation, and the end of occupation at a site. The following is a tentative effort to specify how
much confidence can be placed in the tree-ring dating of these target
events at the six Chacoan sites being considered.

The dates are
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assessed according to two primary criteria, the extent to which the
dated samples relate to the target events, and the quality of the infor-

mation conveyed by the dates themselves.

Chetro Ret].

Beam

procurement dates provide more accurate in-

formation on the beginning ad Chetro Ketl's occupation than do room
construction dates.

Dates from reused beams sOOw that procurement of

timbers began in about 1010, probably in C01U1ection with construction of
the earliest roomblock at the site.

This roomblock. was later abandoned

and partially dismantled, and for this reason, there is no direct,
physical CI'.ssociation betwem the dated beams and the roomblock that they

are being used to date.

Nevertheless, the interpretation of the dates

is fairly seCllre. The earliest construction events that can be dated
directly took place between 1035 and 1040, 25 or more years after the
beginning of site occupation. For the period from 1035 to 1070, it is
possible to identify and date a number of major beam cutting and room
construction episodes.

Because of the stockpiling of beams, beam pro-

curement sometimes took place a few years prior to construction, and for
this reason, procurement dates are slightly biased estimators of con-

struction dates.

Tree-ring dates provide relatively little information

on construction events known to have taken place after 1070. Because
the latest construction cannot be placed in time, the tree-ring data
from Chetro Ketl are particularly ill-suited to dating site abandonment.
The latest tree-ring date indicates that the site was inhabited until
sometime after 1117.
~.

Beam procurement data, consisting of numerous
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cutting dates from what is pretty surely the oldest part of the structure, indicate that the Chacoan occupation began in 1110-1111. The
occupation may, in fact, have begun a few years prior to 1110, perhaps
as early as 1102.

Construction data place the beginning of oc"-tion

at 1111, or 1111-1114 if one allows for the stockpiling of timers. The

data come from a number of rooms in the oldest part of the ruin, although there are only a few dates per room.

Thus, procurement and

construction dates are in good, though not exact, agreement.. that the
occupation began in about 1110.

Evidence for major construction is

biased because few data are available for what are clearly later portions of the pueblo. Abundant data indicate intensive procurement in

1111 and 1115, and some data indicate some degree of procurement from
1111 to 1121.

Major construction is inCicated by a wealth of data for

the period 1111-1115 and by less, trough still convincmg, data for the

interval from 1116 to around 1121. Relatively little can be said about
the end of the occupation.

Beams were still being procured in 1129

(four dates) and 1135 or later (one date).

SOme of the beams producing

these dates come from later, although not necessarily the latest portions of the pueblo.

Due to a bias away from the later structures,

construction data simply cannot be used to estimate a date for the end
of occupation.
Salnpn Ruin.

The beginning of the occupation can be dated on

the basis of abundant evidence from the oldest portion of the pueblo.
RImerous dates from 15 rooms put the beginning of procurement at 1088
and the beginning of construction within a few years thereafter.

these estimates may be somewhat biased,

ana

Again,

the preparations for
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construction may have begun a few years earlier.

Major constructioo. at

Salmon occurred between 1088 and 1107; more detailed analysis could
probably pinpoint portions of this interval when activity was particularly intense.

Though dating of the west wing is somewhat conjectural,

the interval from 1088 to 1107 covers both the earliest and some of the

very latest major construction at the site.

In this regard Salmon

differs from Aztec, where construction data are severely biased toward
the early end of the construction interval. The end of occupation is
poorly dated.

Mea::Jer proculf:roP.l1t and construction data relating to a

major program of internal modification of rooms indicate that the site
was still occupied in 1116. Arcilaeomagnetic data suggest an end date of
around 1130.

If this date is correct, then the last 15 years of occupa-

tion produced no tree-ring data, and the last 25 almost none.
ChiJmey Rock-

A single date provides weak evidence that beam

procurement and room construction began at this site around 1076.

The

value of this date is enhanced by the good association between the dated
sample and the earliest construction at the site. The occupation definitely began some years before 1093. Although one procurement and two
construction events can be dated to 1093, there is too little information on the site as a whole to determine if this constituted major
building activity.

Similarly, no dates can be related to late construc-

tion events, so no estimate of the end of occupation is possible. Ceramics place the end at about 1125, which would mean that the second
balf of the occupation, covering an interval a quarter century in
length, is devoid of tree-ring data.
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nus

site produced

data to be of much value.

too

few cutting dates for procurement

COOStruction evidence is more useful, due to

the reasonably good agreement between tree-ring and stratigraphic evi-

dence.

Fair dating of what could be the earliest rooms at the site

would place the beginning of construction and, heooe, of occupation at
around 1085-1090.

Other, undated candidates for initial construction

could have been built earlier. l'b estimate of major construction intervals

is possible.

Dating the end of the occupation is complicated by a

dearth of t!:ee-ring data and by the absence of a clear understanding of

just what constituted the Chacoan phenomenon at IDwry. As a guess, the
Chacoan occupation came to an end ca. 1106-1120.

Construction at lowry

continued after the Chacoan period. Due to the absence of tree-ring
dates associated with these later events, an erii date for the occupation
of the site cannot be estimated.

Escalante Ruin. Tree-ring dates from Escalante Ruin are not
suitable for dating any major aspects of the occupation.
indicate that the occupation began in 1100
ued to around 1150.

.QI.

Ceramics

before and that it contin-

Tree-ring data contribute to this dating of the

site only in the sense that they fit it.
~.

Tree-ring dates from the Chacoan outliers are best

suited to dating the beginning of occupation at t.b:>se sites.

The begin-

ning dates given for these ruins are essentially the same as those
reported by Powers, Gillespie, and Lekson (l9S3;Fig. 140): 1070s for
Chimney F!>ck, 1080s for IDwry and Salmon, and 11l0s for Aztec.

Chimney

Rock and IDwry date relatively early, are in the small size class, and
are located relatively far from Chaco Canyon.

Salmon dates early as
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well, but Aztec dates late. These sites are in the large size class and
are located relatively close to Chaco canyon. The data from these four
sites suggest that there may have been temporal variation in the outlier

phenomenon, at least north of the san Jum. Tree-ring data are essential to recognizing this variation.

CIW'l'ER 7

PllEBID SITES:
PllEBID III AND V, WFSl'ERN PlJEB[D, AID RIO GRAWE

This chapter discusses tree-ring data from a diverse group of
sites that date from the mid lIDOs to the early 17005 and that are
scattered across the better part of the puebloan SOuthwest.

Site selec-

tion criteria presentee at the end of Chapter 1 are particularly relevant to the formulation of this sample.

In essence, sites are included

because they provide information useful to the study of prehistoric wood
use, culture history, and methods applied to the interpretation of treering data.

The sample includes cliff dwellings that are substantially

intact and open sites that are quite variable with respect to
tion.

preserva~

Detailed analyses of tree-ring data have hem published for the

following cliff dwellings: Kiel: Siel, Betatakin, Canyon Creek, and sites

in Johnson Canyon.

The present discussion pulls relevant facts and

interpretations from those analyses and in some cases elaborates on the
earlier findings.

For an introduction to general issues relating to the

interpretation of tree-ring dates from pueblos, the reader should consuIt the preceding chapte.:.
PuebJo III and Western PuebJo cr.iftdwelJings

White canyon
In 1960-1961, Philip M. Hobler and Audrey E. Hobler (1978)

collected tree-ring samples from cliff dwellings in the upper White
356
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canyon area, soutbeastem Utah.

White canyon and its tributaries drain

the northwestern corner of the Grand Gulch Plateau. Por a couple of
reasons the 40 tree-ring dates from the samples they collected do not
permit the dating of any construction events. An important limiting
factor is the small size of the collection, which includes just 73
samples from at least 15 sites. Also, the elates that are available tend

not to produce cmvincing terminal date clusters (Figure 48). 'lb a con-

siderable extent, this is a function of the small sample and of a bias
toward the sampling of loose or exposed logs from wbich an end could
easily be sawed off (1978:5).

BobIer and BobIer discuss two other

reasons for the lack of date clusters that are of greater interest to
the present study.

They are the reuse of beams and the use of dead

trees for beams. The Boblers mention four indications of reuse, the
last three of which are relevant only to well preserved structures:
(l)

evidence of dismantled structures that probably yielded re-

usable beams,
(2)

"differential. weathering on beams used in the same roof,"

(3)

the presence of ·smoke-blackened and non-smoke-blackened

beams side by side,· and.
(4) "roof beams

with adobe from previous structures still adher-

ing to them" OIobler and _ler 1978:36).
seooncl, Bobler and lIobler at9Ue that '"!'he majority of structural

wood used in the White Canyon cliff dwellings appears to have been
obtained from ••. dead snags rather than living trees· (1978:38). Many
beams appear to come from trees that were pushed over after the roots
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Figure 48.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Selected
White Canyon structures.
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had decayed sufficiently to make this possible. In fact, two photographs published by the 1ICb1ers U978:Figures 26 and 30) show wbat are
clearly desd snags u.,orporated in the walls of two kivas. l\s a preliminary test of the amount of interpretive error that might result from
the use of dead wood by prehistoric builders, the authors collected
tree-ring samples from standing snags tbat cculd be pushed over and from
fallen trees that were still sound.

Four samples yielded dates of

1716++G, 1797vv, 1849++v, and 1860++v. A beam produced from one of
these dead trees woold yield a tree-ring date tbat so:bstantially under-

estimated the beam's procurement date.
Of particular interest is Bobler and Bobler's claim that the
majority of beams in White canyon came from dead trees. Chapter 2 of
the present study reviewed the suggestion that W++" dates may be an
indicator of dead wood use. It is worth noting in this regard that 42
percent (16 of 38) of the beams that were likely present during the
Pueblo III occupation of White canyon have w++_ dates. This figure is
unusually high
with
3)

(see

Chapter 10 for comparative datal. 8cme of the beams

-++- dates come

from structure walls (BobIer and BobIer 1978:Table

that are perhaps similar to those mentioned earlier as definitely

incorporating wood from desd trees.

Although these data de not estab-

lish a link for specific beams between procurement from a dead tree and

possession of a "++" date, they do suggest that such a link may exist
and, in a more general way, that "++" dates may be a useful indicator of
desd wood

use.
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z.k>on House

Moon Bouse is a Pueblo III cliff dwelling that cccupies several

[ocksbelters on the north side of MCLoydls Canyon on Cedar Mesa in
southeastem utah (SChlanger 1980:58-60).

The site includes three sep-

arate areas, labeled M-l, M-2, and M-3, located at intervals of several
hundred meters along the cliff face..

M-l, or Moon Hcuse proper, is the

largest group, incorporating one kiva and 16 rooms, 14 of which are
depicted in Figure 49.

Rooms F through K are situated in a deep recess

in the cliff face, the roof of which serves as the roofs of the individ-

ual rooms. Posts in the jacal walls of several of the rooms produced

tree-ring dates.

Access to these chambers and to the nearby :a:>om L is

restricted to a small door in Feature Mt a solid masonry wall built
across the front of the recess. The wail is about two meters in height,
or three to five or more meters if the distance from the bottom c,f the
wall down to the ledge immediately in front is added to the height of

the wall.Rooms Bl through B5, CI, and D, located outside the wall,
produced dates from roof beams and from posts in a jacal wall.

Two

unnwnbered rooms between Rooms B5 and D may have been demolished prior
to abandonment of Moon House. The same may be true of Room Cl's roof,
which has disappeared, except for two primary beams. Room N, located
off the map t? the west of Room L, produced three dates from the scaffold on which it was, in part., built.

The kiva, Room A, which is

situated a few meters east of Rooms Bl and 82, has been almost entirely
destroyed by erosion.
Area M-2 includes about 17 rOoms that are scattered along a
narrow ledge extending for several hundred meters to the east of M-l.
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Nine of the rooms are in relatively good repair and may, therefore, have
been in use at the end of the occupation. one of these yielded three
dates from roof hesms.

The other eight or so rooms are in worse repair

and may have been abandoned and in some cases dismantled prior to the
_nment of the site as a whole.

Area M-3 stands in a rocksheIter some 300 m west of M-l. It
includes one kiva and eight rooms, of which the kiva and four adjaoent
rooms appear in Figure 50. - . . A, the kiva, shares walls with -... B3

and C.

These shared walls are double: On the kiva's side they are

masCIlry

and on the room's side they are jacaL

Posts in the jacal walls

produced a number of dates, as did roof beams from the kiva and from
Room B3. Most of the kiva's roof bas been dismantled, but many of its
roof beams are still present, either loose within the structure or lying
on the ledge in front.

Dates are also available from the jacal wall of

Room f!, one of a pair of contiguous structures not appearing in Figure
50.

The Cedar Mesa Project, directed by William D. Lipe and R. G.
Matson (Matson and Lipe 1978), collected tree-ring samples at Moon BoUse

in 1974.

The samples yiel.cled 134 dates from 16 rooms and other proven-

iences, including 106 (79%l cutting and 13 (9') .11" dates (Figure 51).
Many of the IIV' dates are probably close to cutting dates, especially

considering that the majority of beams in the site have been well sheltered from the elements by the overhanging cliffs. Qle might expect the
interpretation of such a large COllection of high quality dates from a
fairly small site to he straightforward, but in fact it is not. Por one

thing,

11+11

dates (Figure 51) are in the majority, which adds a small
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Figure 50.

Map of Area M-3 at Moon House.
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Cal "++" date, A.D. 1257.

(bl Not shown, date of A.D. l2.ili+ from loose log; "++" dates,
A.D. 1226 and 1267.
(c) lbt srown, date of A.D. l2S6. from room.
(d)

"++'

(e) Not
(f) "++"

dates, A.D. 1199, 1232, and 1240.

shown, date of A.D . .l.2.5..9..Q.+ from loose log.
date, A.D. 1235.

(g>.++" dates, A.D. 1185 and 1216.

Figure 51,

~.
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measure of uncertainty to the dating of construction events.

More

importantly, only a relatively few dates from Moon Bouse contribute
directly to the dating of such events.

D1ff1cultl.es arise becaIlse the

dates from the site as a whole and from individual structures reflect
almost constant procurement of beams over a period of 35 years from 1234
cutting dates indicate that dated beams were barvested during

to 1268.

27 of those 35 years, the figure is 30 of 35 years if
added in.

"yO

dates are

This spread of dates would not be a problem if individual

structures included beams dating to only a few of those years, and if
the latest of the dates clustered.

&1ch is typically not the case.

For

example, Kiva A at M-3 incorporates beams procured during most years
from 1249 to 1268 and lacks definitive date clUsters. other structures
with dates that fall in a number of different years and that fail to
cluster include Room C at M-3, the partition wall between Rooms B and I

at M-I, and Rooms J and X, also of M-l, which were probably built as a
unit and hence can be combined for this analysis. Even structures that
have clusters that ptd>ably indicate construction dates, specifically

Rooms B3 and C at M-3, exhibit a number of different beam procurement
dates.
There are at least four possible explanations for the range of
procurement dates and the scarcity of definitive date clusters from MOOn
Bouse.

They include the barvesting of dead wood for construction tim-

bers, the stockpiling of beams, the reuse of beams, and the repair and
remodeling of buildings. Dead wood use probably occurred, but it is
doubtful that a significant proportion of beams were obtained in this
way. Only 6% of the dates from Moon House are

-++,- this is somewhat
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more than the 2% from Kiet Siel but far less than the 42% from cliff

dwellings in White Canyon, discussed earlier, where a particularly
strong case for the use of dead wood has been made..

If dead wood

contributed significantly to the pool of timbers used in the construction of Moon BOllse, one would expect considerable weathering of the

dated beams.

In fact, the abundance of cutting dates suggests that

beams were not heavily weathered, as does the infrequency of references
to weathering in the field descriptions of sampled beams in protected

locations. In addition, tree death in a particular locality probably

occurred at irregular intervals, so if beams from dead trees were relied
on heavily in construction, it is likely that the dates from th:lse beams
would spread over a number of decades.

Such is not the case at Moon

House, where most dates are concentrated in an interval only three or
four decades in length.
Most of the difficulties in interpreting the dates from Moon
House probably result from

~

other three activities - reuse, stockpil-

ing, and repair. The most varied evidence relates to beam reuse. In
one case, a dated timber bears evidence that it bad previously been used
elsewhere. Room D at M-l incorporates a charred beam in an otherwise
unburned roof, an indication that the beam may have been used -- and
burned -

in another structure before being put into Room D.

dates are

co~istent

Tree-ring

with this interpretation, for the charred beam has

a cutting date of 1245, two decades earlier than the latest date from
the roof of 1264.

A second kind of evidence for reuse depends on

patterning in the tree-ring dates from individual structures.

The jacal
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wall of _m C at M-3 has a strong cluster consisting of one "v" and 10
cutting dates at 1242-1244 and four later dates between 1249 and 1253.
Beams with early and late dates are scattered at random along the length

of the wall, which awears to have been wilt as a sirgle event.

It is

reasonable to suppose, therefore, that the beams dating 1242-1244 were

reused, perhaps from a structure built in 1244.

The other ja:::al walls

in Moon House appear to be a single construction as well, suggesting

that remodeling and repair may be inadequate to explain the patteming
in the tree-ring dates from these structures.

A third kind of evidence for reuse is provided by disagreements
between construction sequences based on architectural and tree-ring
data.

Qle such case involves the portion of M-l that is located behind

wall M.

Wall abutments support the building sequence summarized by

means of a Harris Matrix in Figure 52.

The important relationships are

Rooms J-K before Rooms B-1 before Room G, and Wall M before Room F

before Room G.

The homogeneity of the structures suggests that the

entire construction sequence could have been realizeJ witlUn a period of
just a few years, if not weeks.

That is, the masonry walls share a

Similarly massive style, and the jacal walls resemble each other with
respect to the size of the wood poles used and to the way in which these
and other materials are assembled to form a wall. Also, masonry and
jacal walls alternate through the construction sequence, and one structure, Rooms 8-1, exhibits both types.
Tree-ring dates agree in only a very limited way with this
construction sequence. A single date from the scaffold sUfPOrting Wall
M is earlier than the majority of dates from Rooms J-K, H-I, and F, as
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Figure 52.

Barris Matrix

Showi~g

Area M-3, Moon House.

Sequence of Construction Events in
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one would expect. on the other hand, the dates from Rooms J-K are not
earlier than those from Poems H-I, either in terms of the bulk of dat.efi
or of latest dates.
B-1 were reused.

This would suggest that the dated beams from Rooms
Rooms B-1, F, and J-K all have latest dates in the

1260s, as does RDom D, which is located in another part of M-l. This

latter room has the same heavy masonry as the rooms bebinJ Wall M.

In

contrast, Room Cl and masonry walls in the "If series of rooms exhibit a
lighter construction.

The agreement among latest dates, considered in

association with homogeneity of architectural style and the apparent

lack of clearcut evidence of remodeling, indicates that the entire
structure delimited by Wall H, as well as Poorn D, may date to the 12606.

If

SO,

the dates in the 12506 and earlier are probably reused wood.

A second example of disagreement between architectural and tree-

ring dates comes from M-3.

In this case, the disagreement could result

from beam reuse or from the remodeling of wildings.

The configuration

of Kiva A and Rooms B3 and C suggests that the rooms were built either
at the same time as or after the kiva.

The shape of the rooms -

a pie

wedge with the tip removed -- makes most sense if associated with a
circular structure in Kiva A's location (Figure 50).

'rile jaca1 wall on

Room CiS southeast side forms the back wall in one of Kiva Als interpilaster spaces. This would suggest that Room C, at least, was built at
the same time as the kiva.

Tree-ring data support a very different building sequence for
these structures. To begin with, the date distributions from the three
structures smw very little overlap.

Dates from Room C concentrate .in

the early 1240s, from Room B3 in the early l250s, and from Kiva A after
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1255.

In light of this variation, it is unlikely that the dates come

from a single p::lpllation of beams or, by extension, that the structures
were built at the same time. Furthermore, a strong terminal date cluster from Room B, latest dates from Room C, and a large number of dates

from Kiva A indicate that the rooms prcDably were built before the kiva.
This is just the opposite of the architectural sequence previously
discussed.
The conflict between these two interpretations can be resolved

in at least two ways.

Tre first option, which favors the architectural

sequence, oolds that construction of the kiva occurred first, probably
in the 12605. The rooms were built at the same time as the kiva or at a

later date, which would mean that reused beams were mostly, if not
entirely, used in their construction.

This interpretation has a serious

flaw: It requires that the reused beams produced a somewhat diffuse
terminal cluster from Room C and strong terminal cluster from Room B3.
The second resolution to the conflict between interpretations
relies most heavily on patteming in the tree-ring dates.

As indicated

by those dates, construction of Room 83 took place within a couple of
years of 1252.

BecaUse dates of 1251 and 1252 come from a combination

of six wall posts .and two primary roof beams, this dating probably
applies to the room as a whole.

The majority of Room 83's dates are

from timbers that had not been utilized previously.

Latest dates from

Room C suggest that it was built either just before or just after
B3.

~m

As for Kiva A's dates, they probably relate to major remodeling,

even reconstruction, in the 12605. The work performed at this time must
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have been extensive, because post-1260 dates come from lower crib logs
and

from beams spanning three of the kiva's interpilaster spaces. Major

changes in the structllre might help explain the peer fit between adjacent walls of lblm B3 and Kiva A.

The question remains as to when Kiva A, or its forerwmer, was

built. The architectural argument still seems correct to the extent

that it postulates a structure in the kiva's location at the time of
&:>om B3 l s construction.

The interval from 1250 to 1252, which produced

Room B3's terminal date cluster, is very poorly represented among the

dates from Kiva A.

This would suggest that the room and the kiva were

not built at the same time - assuming that at least some beams used in
the kiva's initial construction were available at the time of its recon-

struction.

possibly, a loose clustering of dates in the first two

decades of the 12005 relate to construction of the kiva.

This specula-

tion might explain why this group of dates appears in Kiva A's date
distribution and practically nowhere else.
The foregoing discussion shows that beam reuse and, to some
extent, the remodeling of buildings, can account for much of the difficulty in interpreting tree-ring dates from Moon House.

It is doubtful,

b:>wever, whether these mechanisms are solely responsible for the spread
in dates from most structures.

The demolition, replacement, and repair

of buildings would have to have been incessant to account for date
distributions like those from Kiva A and Rooms B, C, and F at M-3 or
Rooms F, B-1, and J-K at M-l.

Instead, t:>ome of the close spacing of

dates probably reflects the stockpiling of beams. Sometimes stockpiling
may

~''\ve

been directed toward a specific goal, as in the cutting in
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1250, 1251, and 1252 of timbers for use in Rooms B3 at M-3, or in 1242,

1243, and 1244 of beams that found their way into Room C, also in M-3.
In other cases, stockpiling may have beEn more casual.

That is, beams

may have been brought into the village whenever they became available,
as in the clearing of trees from farm plots. This might account for the

association at Moon BO'.lse of practically year!y procurement events with
construction events that prcbably occurred at longer and more irregular
intervals.
Thanks to the stockpiling and reuse of beams and the remodeling

of buildings, most tree-ring dates from Moon House do not correspond to
the dates of recognizable construction events.

This does not mean,

however, that interpretation of the dates is either im:r;ossible or unrewarding.

Whatever the exact sequence of construction and remcx1eling at

M-3, it seems clear

that Room B3 was built and Room C was worked on in

the 12506 and that Poom F was constructed and Kiva A was either I::uUt or

rebuilt in the 12605. This decade saw major construction at M-l and,
probably, M-2 as well.
I,

J~,

Latest dates from Wall M and 9:loms B2, 0, F, H-

and N at M-l and lb:>m 0 at M-2 fall in the 1260s. This Wliform-

ity in the dates suggests that most if not all of these structures were
built during that decade.

All of the structures built in the distinc-

tive style that oornhines heavy masonry walls and jacal walls appear to
date to the 1260s.

other structures at M-I, specifically :£b)ms Cl and

Bl through BS, exhibit a lighter construction characterized by masonry
walls that are relatively thin, often curving, and sometimes slab based,

and by jacal walls that appear relatively less substantial as well.
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lboms built in this style produced dates in tlJe 1140s, 12300, 1240s, and

12608. These data are inadequate to determine whether tbis style was
popular during some portion of the occupation, say prior to 1260. In

general, little can be said about construction before 1260, or about the
source of reused beams cut in the 12505 and earlier.
number of dates in the 1240s suggests that major

The considerable

~tion

of the rock-

shelters had begun by that decade. Whether beams predating 1240 were

procured for use at Moon Bouse or were first utilized elsewhere is
unclear, although the possibility that Kiva A was first built in the
1210s or 12200 has been mentioned.
Mug Bouse

Mug House is a cliff dwelling on Wetherill Mesa, part of Mesa
Verde in SQuthwestem Colorado.

The site was excavated in 1960-1961 by

the Wetherill Mesa Project under the direction of Arthur H. Rohn (1971).

The 39 tree-ring dates from Mug House are of little use for dating

structures but instead reveal much about the potential longevity of
timbers in sheltered locations (Figure 53).

In a discussion of site

chronology, Rohn (1971:18-26) outlines the relationship between three
temporally distinct groups of tree-ring dates and a sequence of three
archaeological components.

The earliest group of tree-ring dates in-

cludes seven determinations (18% of the totalJ ranging from 736 to 882.
Six of the dated beams come from the roof of Kiva E, which was not built
until the thirteenth century. Apparently, these very old beams were
salvaged from one or more other sites, for FDhn found no evidence that

the Mug Bouse rocksbelter was occupied prior to the eleventh century.
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of A.D. 1228 from possible fallen roof beam.

stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Mug House.
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The second group includes 20 dates (51% of the totall that fall
in the interval from 963 to 1108.

Robn associates many of these dates

with Component A, the shelter's first occupation, or with COmp:>nent B.
COmponent A probably included a sin91e kiva and small masonry muse.

It

is difficult to say for sure, because all Component A structures were
dismantled during COmponent B times. Thus, all tree-ring dates relating

to Component A come from beams that were reused in later structures.

Accordin9 to Robn, "An especially tight clusterin9 of dates from 1063 to
1076 suggests that these tilllbers had been salvaged from a sin91e small
ixluse site" (1971:19).

site.

Be

argues that COmponent A represents this small

In other words, the date cluster relates directly to the con-

struction of Co0ll.xment A structures, which Rohn trunks took place in the
10608 and 1070s. This interpretation implies that, like the dates in
the 7008 and 800s, those between 963 and 1042 come from beams that were

salvaged from another site. '!'his would mean that 36% of the dated beams
were first used elsewhere.

In any case, Rohn places the beginning of

construction for COmponent B after 1075, and therefore, he interprets
all dates prior to at least 1075 as coming from reused beams.

These

beams, which were eventually incorporated in structures of Components B
and C, account for 69% of the dates from Mug BoUse.
Component B structures included two kivas and assooiated rooms.
D:lhn dates Room 15/1 to 1078 or soon thereafter on the basis of noncut-

ting dates of 1075 and 1078 and a cutting date of 1078, all from poles
in a doorway lintel <Figure 53).
from roof beams.
smoke-b1ackening

Room 15/1 produced three other dates

Both the earliness of these dates and the presence of
~

of the dated beams indicate that the beams were
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reused from an older structure.

As

noted above, Roln thinks that these

dates, which lie between 1011 and 1066, came from COmponent A buildings.
The COmponent B structures continued in use into COmponent C times.
The third group of tree-ring dates, from 1204 to 1277, relate to

Component C. The 12 dates account for only 30% of the total, although
buildings of Component C inc!udecl eight kivas and 94 rooms.

As was

discussed earlier, Xi va E yielded six of the early tree-ring dates,
those dating to the 7008 and 800s.

Assuming that some of the dated

beams were procured as early as 850, and on the basis of a single date
of 1259 that Kiva E was built after 1250, some of these timbers were 400
years old when reused.

To

summarize, then, more than half of the dated

beams from Mug House probably were procured during or prior to Component
A.

When later reused in Component B and C structures, these beams were

anywhere from a few to as many as 400 years old.
Spruce Tree House
Spruce Tree House occupies a deep rockshe1ter located in one of
the numerous canyons that dissect Mesa Verde, southwestern Colorado.
The site incorporates eight kivas and 114 rooms, the latter in structures from one to three stories high (Figure 54).

Jesse Walter Fewkes

(909) conducted excavations at Spruce Tree House in 1908, and Barry T.
Getty (1935) collected tree-ring samples there in 1932-1933.

reported dates from 22 beams.

Getty

More recently, Robinson and Harrill

(1974:121-122) published dates from 36

room has more than two of these dates.

~les

(Figure 55).

No single

Getty (1935:29) makes reference

to one sample as coming from an upper story roof, which would suggest
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Figure 54.
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Map of Spruce Tree House (Fowkes 1909:P1ate 1).
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{a)RDbinson and Harrill (1974) give the later date with IIno
provenience. II
(b) Robinson and Harrill give one of the dates with "no proven-

ience."

(clDate of A.D. 1273 from seccnd story roof.

Figure 55,

~.
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that most of the other samples are from first story contexts.

Most

dates appear to come from beams with diameters of O.lOm or more, that
is, from what are most likely primary roof beams.

several factors enhance the usefulness of the small collection

of tree-ring dates from Spruce Tree Bouse. First, the majority are
either cutting dates (36%) or "V' dates (42%), which in many cases are
probably equal or close to cutting dates. Second, the dates exhibit a

high degree of coherence, both among and within structureD. That is,
most of the dates fall in

th~

three decades of the 12308 to the 12505.

Also, in four of the six cases in which a room bas two dates, those
dates are within one year of each other.

Third, groups of adjacent

rooms tend to produce similar dates, to the extent that a reasonable
construction sequence can be devised for parts of the site.
Cutting and ·vn dates evidence fairly continual beam cutting
from 1230 to 1254.

The distribution of dated beams thIOugoout the ruin

suggests that many of the dates are close to room construction dates.
Figure 56 summarizes the dating of rooms based on the assumption that
this is true.

Specifically, individual rooms are dated to the decade on

the basis

of a single date between 1230 and 1254, (2) of paired

(1)

dates falling in the same interval, and (3) of a date between 1230 and
1254 when that date is paired with one earlier than 1230.

Finally,

rooms marked with a "i" in Figure 56 are assigned to decades based on
their association with tree-ring dated rooms. This dating of rooms
produces a coherent pattern of growth in the central portion of the
site. Thus, a row of rooms behind Kiva D appears to date to the 12305.
In all likelihood, Kiva D and Room 21 were also built during this
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D 1230s
[[ill1240S
111250s
111270s

reters

Figure 56.

Partial Construction Sequence for Spruce Tree House.
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construction episode.
behind Kiva Eo

The 1240s saw construction of the roomb10ck

Booms 33 and 36, which fill out the 1OO1li>1ock, and Kiva

E were prcbah1y built at this time as well. Finally, Room 58, located
adjacent to Kiva B, appears to date to the 1240s. In the 1250s, rooms
were added at either end of the 1OOIli>lock associated with Rivas D an:! Eo
The foregoing reconstruction accounts for most but not all of
the tree-ring dates from Spruce Tree !loUse an:! some but not all of the

structures present at the site. There is a gap in the dates from the
1250s to the 1270s. This may reflect a true hiatus in construction or
simply a lack of samples from rocms, including upper story rooms, built
during this interval.

!I."be four rooms with dates in the 1270s are some-

what scattered, with the exception of Room 2 and the cbamber immediately

above.

Fewkes (1909:12) hypothesized that Kiva A and associated

rooms -

including Room 2 -

were the first structures built. A single

date of 1200 from Room 6 is consistent with this hypothesis, whereas the
two dates in the 1270s from Room 2 and the overlying room oontradict it.
The picture is similarly unclear at the southem end of the site, around

Kiva B. One room has a pair of dates in the 12408, another a single
date in the 1270s.

still to be accounted for are the pre-1230 tree-ring

dates. The gap in the site date distribution from the 1060s to 1200s
indicates that dates in the mid 1000s oome from old reused beams. Dates
of 1200 and 1203 are probably from reused beams sa wei.!.

Again, there

is a gap in the date distribution between these dates and those in the
1230s and later. Also, the date of 1203 is paired in llOOm 19 with a
date in the 1230s.

On the other hand, it is just possible, as
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previously noted. that the date of 1200 relates to early construction in
the vicinity of Kiva A-

In summary, the relatively few dates from Spruce Tree House
suggest that the community grew outward from Kiva D and its associated
roomblock.

This interpretation relies exclusively on consistency in the

dates from adjacent rcorns that cannot be dated at all reliably on their

own. This procedure breaks down at the north and south ends of the site
where rooms in the same area have very different tree-ring dates.

Fin-

ally, an important implication of how dates in the 12305 to 1250s have
been interpreted soould be mentioned.

It follows from this interpreta-

tion that few of the beams cut during this interval had been reused, or

at least that reuse was so limited as not to confuse the dating of
roomblocks by decade.
Johnson Canyon

In 1974 the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, in conjunction
with the Johnson-Lion Canyon Project of the University of Colorado's

Mesa Verde Research Center, collected

tr~ring

samples from nine Pueblo

canyon,

located a few kilometers south of

Mesa Verde in southwestem Colorado.

Paul F.. Nickens (1981) seIVEd as

III cliff dwellings in Johnson

field supervisor for the project, and Bruce G. Barrill and Cory D.
Bretemitz (1976) conducte:1 the tree-ring study.

The sites occur along

a stretch of canycn 3 km :in length; the smallest includes just one room
and the largest 56 =ooms and four kivas.

Practically all pieces of

structural wood were sampled for tree-ring analysis, including beams
that were in situ or loose and beams that were visible at the outset or
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were exposed by excavation. Ille to this saJIpllng procedure, to the good
preservation of wood in the dry rockshelters, and to the preference of
the former inhabitants for datable species, dates are available for 299
samples (not iD::luding duplicates) from eight sites: Lion BoUse, Fortified House, Tree House, Site 5 (Morris), Eagle Neat Bouse, Boy Bouse,
SMTUMR2553, and SMTUMR23S1.

For a full trea.i.:.ment of this body of tree-

ring data, the reader should consult the paper by Harrill am Bretsmitz
(1976) •

Date Distribution AnallWis. Figure 57 presents the dates from

all the Johnson Canyon sites in a single stem-and-leaf diagram.

The

decision to produce a single date distribution for all the sites is

based on three considerations:

(1)

the proximity of the sites, (2) the

systematiC procedure used in collecting tree-ring samples, and (3) the

representation at most sites of a date concentro.tion in the first half
of the 1100s and at essentially all sites of another concentration in
the early 1200s. These data suggest that the canyon was occupied by a

single community in the 1100s and, again, by a similar trough not necessarily descendent community in the l200s.

The date distribution from

the Johnson canyon sites can be divided into three segments.

The first

covers the interval from 920 to 1120 and includes 58 dates (20% of the
total).

SOme of the noncutting dates, particularly the latest ones, may

come from timbers cut after 1120.

The rest of the noncutting dates and

the three cutting dates are probably from timbers procured in the 900s,
1000s, and early 1100s. Whether the rocksheIters were occupied at this
time is unknown, although sherds collected at Lion House and Ek:Iy House
indicate that this is a distinct possibility (Nickens 1981:
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The second segment includes 126 dates (42%) forming a cluster in the
11205 to 1140s with a short and low right hand tail from the 1150s to
11806. According to Harrill ariI Bretemitz, cnly one structure, Kiva 3

at

HOy

House, can be dated to this, the first recognizable occupation.

As we will see, other kivas probably were built at this time and re-

roofed and otherwise remodeled during the second occupation. The third
segment of the date distribution accounts for 115 dates (3e%) and includes a prominent cluster in the 11908 to 1210s and a sb:>rt right tail
in the 12208 to 12408.

NUmerous structures can be dated to this second

occupation.
The two major date clusters produced by the Jolulson canyon sites

have two important features in common.
similar length.

First, trey oover intervals of

The lIDOs cluster indicates a peak in beam procurement

and, by extension, construction during the quarter century from about
1125 to 1150. Similarly, the 12005 cluster shows a high point in pro-

curement and construction in the 18 year period from 1195 to 1215.
second, the tails to the right of the clusters, like the clusters themselves, are of comparable length.

In the first case, beam procurement

continued at a low level from 1150 to 1180, or for 30 years after major
construction had ceased7 in the second, it continued for 25 years, from
1215 to 1240.

In a very different interpretation of these data, Nickens

<1981,17) suggests that dates in the 1160s to 11805, that is, toward the

end of the first cluster's right tail, come from dead wood procured
during the second occupation. This explanation applies to the first
right tail only, because the second right tail is not followed by a
later occupation.

In requiring different explanations, Nickens's

3BB
inteq>retation ignores the similarity in the two tails.

There are also differences in the two major date clusters and,
by implication,

in the two occupations.

The lIDOs cluster is

represented at four sites, whereas the 12008 cluster occurs at those
same sites and at two others. This may indicate that more people inhabited Johnson Canyon in the l200s than in the 1100s. This conclusion

finds support in the apparent increase from the first to the second
occupation in the number of timbers in use in buildings. That is, the
second occupation utilized both the dated timbers cut in the 12008 .iIIl<l.

most of those cut in the 1100s as well. This line of reasoning assumes,

of course, that a remnant population did not, at the end of the first
occupation, begin dismantling structures and using the salvaged timbers
for firewood.

The 12008 dates from the sites occupied during both

periods tend to be slightly earlier than the 12005 dates from the sites
occupied only during the second period (Dean 1985).

This could mean

that the abandoned sites were reoccupied first, before people moved into
the previously unoccupied rock. shelters.

cne attraction of the formerly

occupied sites would have been an abundance of building materials and,
prcbably, of partially intact structures that could be refurbished.
Structure Analysis.

Kivas have more dates than rooms and,

therefore, provide more information on the reuse, during the second
occupation, of materials and buildings from the first occupation.

Most

kivas yielded dates in both the 11005 and the 12005 (Figure 5B), and it
is often difficUlt to tell if the earlier dates come from reused beams

or if they indicate that a structure was built in the 11005 and
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remodeled in the 1200s. Two kinds of information, the context of the
dated samples and patteming in the tree-ring dates, "'"' he helpful in

resolving this problem.

Information from tree-ring dates may take the

form of date clusters or, as discussed in detail elsewhere, of a distinctive pattem in quartile range statistics.

A decrease in quartile

ranges from early to late increases the likelilxlod that the latest dates
in a distribution awroximate a coostructian date. b t is, if the pre1190s dates from a kiva produoe this pattem t'rsble 16), the structure
was probably initially built during the occupation of the 1100s. Al-

ternatively, it could be that the construction date applies to some
other twelfth century building from which the beams were salvaged. This
seems relatively unlikely, first, because a dismantled room would not

provide beams of the proper size or in sufficient quantity to build a
kivals cribbed superstructure, and second, becaUse there are relatively
few other kivas at any site from which the timbers cculd have come.
Kiva 3 at Boy Bouse is largely intact, which given the evidence

for wood reuse in the Johnsm canycn sites, must mean that the kiva was
in use during the second occupation. on the other hand, tree-ring dates
indicate that the structure was built in the 1100s.

Discounting a

single late cutting date of 1161, the latest dates form a loose terminal
cluster ending in 1147.

()Iartile ranges decrease in size through time

(Table 16), strengthening the inference that construction occurred in
1147 or soon thereafter. The date of 1161 indicates that the roof was
repaired during or after that year.

The dated beam is in the top layer

of the roof and ao could easily have been inserted without most of the
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Table 16.

OJartile Ranges, Based on Pre-1l90 Dates, for Selected Kivas
m Johnson canyon.
!l.1w::til~ Bang~

No. of
~

~

laJ;.

~

Kiva 3

25(0)

134

13

24

st==

Boy Bouse

Lion Bouse

Kiva 5

Lion SJuse

Kiva 2

Site 5 (Morrisl

Kiva 2

Eagle Nest House

Kiva 1

Jm

Jth

19

11

13

61

32

15

16

135

67

11

2S(bl

114

19

(al Not mc1udmg a late date of A.D. 1161-

(bl Not mcludmg a late date of A.D. 1178.
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roof being affected.

The kiva had a subfloor ventilator that was later

replaced by one of the above floor type.

\hfortunately, this remodeling

camot be dated directly, though it could have been associated with the

1161+ repairs or with the post-1l90 reoccupation of the site..
Kiva 5 at Lion Bouse is partially intact, am it produced dates
from in situ beams in both the lIDOs and 12005. A cluster of four

cutting dates in 1204 and 1205 indicates that roof construction or
repair probably occurred during the latter year.
1213 -

a later repair event.

may relate to

COnstruction probably occurred in the 1100s, as

there is a convincing cluster of cutting and
1149.

A single date of

from a loose plank in the fill of the structure -

·v· dates from 1140 to

The cluster includes cutting dates of 1140, 1142, 1144, 1145,

1148, and 1149; this spread of dates accounts for the equal size of the
third and fourth quartile ranges (Table I6).

The earlier of these

dates, those in the early to mid 11408, probably come from stockpiled
beams that were left over from previous construction projects or that

were cut and set aside specifically for use in Kiva 5.
Kiva 2 at Site 5 (Morris) produced dates from both loose and in
situ roof beams. Dates from the two groups cover the same time interval, and on this basis, the dates are combined to produce a single date

distribution for Kiva 2. A terminal cluster of six cutting dates, or
eight cutting dates if additional beams lying on the the slope in front
of the kiva are included, places roof construction or repair in 1208.
Among pre-1190 dates, there is a loose terminal cluster in the 11405.
Q,lartile ranges from these early dates decrease through time in a nearly
ideal manner, supporting the inference that the 11405 cluster provides a
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likely construction date for the structure.
Kiva 2 at Lion Bouse produced dates in tre nODs md 12005, and

as in other structures, the later dates indicate that the kiva was
definitely in use during the second occupation. Kiva 2 differs from the

other structures in that the llOOs dates neither cluster nor produce a
distinctive pattern of decreasing quartile ranges (Table 16).

It is

possible, therefore, that tre dates come from reused beams and that the
kiva was not built until the 12005. On the other hand, the structure
produced a cutti..D3 date of 1137 from the remains of a subfloor ventilat-

or that was at some time replaced by an above floor ventilator. Harrill
and Breternitz (1976:38I> suggest that this represents a construction
date for the kiva.

The remodeling of the ventilator cannot be dated

directly, ta"1ough it must have occurred after 1137.
Cile remaining structure, Kiva 1 at Eagle Nest Bouse, produced a

nwrber of dates.

Many come from beams that hac1 apparently been thrown

into Room 11, so the association between tree-ring data and structure is

less than ideal. Reoccupation may be dated by a weak cluster of four
cutting dates in 1213, later repair by a single cutting date of 1218.
There is a loose cluster of dates in tm 11406 and a reasonable awroximation to a pattern of decreasing quartile ranges (Table 16), which
together suggest that i..llitial construction occurred in about 1150. A
single date of 117Bv could indicate repair very late in the first occupation, though it more likely comes from an old beam reused when the
structure was refurbished during the second occupation.
~

The JOhnson canyon sites were settled aOO abandoned
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twice within a century and a half.

On the basis of numbers of rooms and

total floor area, Nickens (1981:23-24) estimates a minimum population of

135 for the second occupation. This occupaUoo was probably more extensive than the first.

Both occupations were brief, with most wood pro-

curement being cmfined to periods of 30 years or less. Tree-ring dates

from kivas suggest that major construction may have been a>IlCentrated m
even briefer intervals.

Initial construction of four kivas

Cell

be dated

tentatively to the late 1140s or early 1150s. Possible construction
date clusters terminate in 1146 {Kiva 2, Site 5 -

Morris), 1147 (Kiva

3, Hoy House), and 1149 (Kiva 5, Lion House, Kiva 1, Eagle Nest Bouse).
Possible k.iva remcxleling dates from the second occupation are similarly
restricted.

They include 1204 or 1211 (Kiva 2, Lion fbJse), 1205 (Kiva

5, Lion HOuse), 1208 (Kiva 2, Site 5 Nest House).

Morris) I and 1213 (Kiva 1, Eagle

several rooms also date to the interval 1200-1215, though

others date before and after it.
The Johnson canyon sites were abandoned twice, after occupations

of equal length and comparable size.

Nickens (1981:41) suggests that

abandonment was a response to climatically induced. environmental stress.

If so, the similarity in the duration of the two occupations is essentially coincidental.

Alternatively, the similar histories of the two

cx:cupations could reflect tIE working out of processes inherent to tOOse
occupations.

That is, the size and tecmological level of the Johnson

Canyon communities, both early and late, may have been such that they
used up the locally available resources, particularly firewood and

plssibly soils, within a span of 30 to 50 years.

This line of reasoning

has the advantage that it takes into account the similarities in the two
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occupations.

Among its disadvantages is the implication that the

environment must have recovered sufficiently in the seemiD31y brief span
of probably no JIlOre than 45 years, from 1150 to 1195, to make the canyon
area attractive to settlement aga.in.

Tsegi canyon
Jeffrey S. Dean's (1969) study of Betatakin, Kiet SieI, and

other Tsegi phase cliff dwellings in the Tsegi canyon system of northeastern Arizona is classic application of the theoretical tree-ring

literature to a large, coherent body of tree-ring data.

Dean analyzes

those data, room by room, to show how Betatakin and Kiet Siel grew,

practically from one year to the next.

That analysis is far too exten-

sive to be discussed here. What can be considered, however, is Dean's
interpretation, through what he terms "date cluster analysis," of a
site's overall date Qistribution.
~.

The following points can be made concerning the

relationship between the distribution of Betatakinls 148 tree-ring dates
(Figure 59) and the history of the pueblo (Dean 1969:54, 74-77,82-84,
197-199).

(1)

Ceramic data indicate an occupation during the Tsegi

phase, that is, sometime between 1250 and 1300a

Most if not all of the

dates are in agreement with this range, which both confirms the ceramic
dating and indicates that few if any reused beams were brought from
elsewhere for use in building the village.

(2) No

construction events

can be associated with the dates that are earlier than 1265. Presumably
the beams having these dates were reused from early Tsegi phase struc-

tures that were dismantled during the occupation.

(3)

Dean

identifies
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*Dated samples from excavations of trash.
(alN::>te change from decadal scale tc armual scale for decades of
A.D. 1260 and 1270.

(b) Samples from firepits, dated as A.D. 945, 979, 1226, 1261,
1271, and.l.21..2k.; Date fl:om artifact, A.D. 1210;
date, A.D. 1271v and

-+-

l2lli..
l22!)i,

(c) Sample from firepit, dated as A.D. 1257;
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Figure 59,

~.

-+- dates,

A.D.
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rooms built in 1267, 1268, 1275, 1276, and 1277. There are, b:lwever, no

rooms that can be dated to 1269, even though that year has more dates
than any other.

Dean argues that the beams cut in 1269 were stockpiled

and saved until the building spurt of 1275-1277.

(4) Room-by-room

analysis shows that the population of Betatakin began to grow rapidly in

about 1275, reaching peak a decade later in the mid 12808. At that
time, the oommunity occupied some 135 rooms. An:.'! yet, peaks in the date

distribution would suggest that the population grew substantially in
1269-1270 and reached its maximum in the second half of the 12708.

(5)

Ceramic data indicate that abandorunent occurred by 1300, 14 years after
the latest date, 22 years after the latest clustering of dates,

am

just

33 years after the settlement was establishe:'i.
Room 41 at Betatakin is worthy of note because it produced dates

from roof beams .and jacal wall posts (Figure 60>. Dates from two beams
and one post indicate a likely construction date of 1275-1277.

The

other dates probably come from reused beams. The wall posts, for example, may have been salvaged from a structure built in about 1267. The
significance of dates from jacal posts is discussed in Chapter 10.
~

The relationship between tree-ring date distribution

and site history for Kiet Siel differs somewhat from that for Betatakio
(Dean

1969:102, 139-144, 197-198).

Ceramic data reveal three major

periods of occupation of the rockshe1ter occupied today by Kiet Siel.
They date to Pueblo I - early Pueblo II (950-1000), Pueblo II (late
lIDOs-early 1200s), and Pueblo III or Tseg1 Phase <1250-1300).

Dean

identifies six periods in terms of which he interprets the distribution
of Kiet siel's 128 tree-ring dates <Figure 59).

(1) Most of the beams
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Room41---------

126llili
127.s.l.

1300

Figure 60. Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Rin9 Dates from a Jacal at
Betatakln.
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with pre-1245 dates "are p _ l y leftovers fIOm pre-'rsegi Pbase occupations of the cave" (Dean 1969.139).
to the

~egi

Phase occupation.

(2)

~he

remaining five periods relate

'lhe interval from 1245 to 1271 saw

"a low and uneven rate of tree cutting" (1969.139). Importantly, be-

cause of a preference during this early portion of the site's history
for undatable, ncnoonifeIOUS species, the amount of

IOOII\

construction is

considerably underestimated by the tree-rin;! date distribution.
(3) Between 1272 and 1275 Kiet Siel experienced an increase in
the rate of room construction that, even considerin;! the more frequent

use of datable species, is well represented by the date distribution.

Dean ascribes most of the growth to immigration. It was during this
period that Kiet Sie1 took on the appearance that it has maintained,
more or less, to the present day.

(4) Room

=truction slowed durin;!

the interval from 1276 to 1282, a change that is reflected in the date

distribution.
Dean

Also, some room clusters were abanCkmed and reoccupied.

suggests that normal population gIOwth could accamt for the slight

increase at this time in the size of the community.
(5) _

period from 1283 to 1286 is cbaracterized by the remod-

eling and reconstruction of buildings, in particular involving the
conversion of rooms into granaries. _

population of Kist Siel appears

to have peaked between 1280 and 1286, that is, just prior to and during
this period. Approximately 135 rooms were in use at the time. _

date

distribution indicates that beam pIOCUrement is continued, though at a

low annual rate, tbIOUgh this period.

(6) The.:e are no dates after

1286, suggesting that construction slowed and eventually ceased.

Dean

thinks that abandonment occurred gradually. Ceramic data indicate that
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the process was complete by 1300 -

14 years after both the latest date

and the latest date cluster and 50 years after the beginning of the
Tsegi Phase occupation.
Kiet Siel also provides information on three wood use behaviors -

be-"'.-m stockpiling, beam reuse,

am most interestingly,

ioning of construction materials from dead trees.

the fash-

Apparent s:oort term

stockpiling is revealed in the use of timbers cut in 1273 and 1274 in

rooms constructed in 1275. Reuse involved old logs cut in pre-Tsegi
Phase times and, in some cases, beams used initially early in the Tsegi

Phase.

Three pieces of evidence bear on the use of dead wood in con-

struction. First, the cloSID; material in the roof of one room incorporates a dozen split log splints that came from a single tree.

To-

gether, the samples produced a latest tree-ring date of 1156v, which

Dean interprets as being near a cutdng date.

According to Dean

(1969:144), "Such splints can be obtained more easily from dead than

from living trees, because the latter are more difficult to split,
especially with stone tools.n

Second, Dean notes the presence in a

rockshelter downstream from Kiet Siel of a fallen tree, sampled in 1963,
with a near cutting date of lSB6! "Fra:jments identical in shape to the
prehistoric roofing splints can be tom, without benefit of tools, from
this deadfall" (1969:144).

Finally, is 1935 Lyndon Hargrave sampled a

deadfall in the Tsegi canyon system with a cuttin;J date of 1811. Dean1s
tree was available for use 377 years after death, Hargrave's tree 124

years.
~

The

date distributions of Betatakis and Kiet Sie1
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reflect differences in the pre-Tsegi Phase histories of the sites.

Betatakin was not occupied prior to the Tsegi Phase, and it produced
essentially no pre-Tsegi Phase tree-ring dates. In the case of Riet
Sie1, pre-Jl'segi Phase occupation is represented by a scatter of dates,
including, one should note, several dates from samples recovered from

the trash deposit. For both sites, portions of the date distribution
can be misleading.

BecaUse of the stockpilinl of beams at Betatak:in, a

cluster of dates in 1269 provides an accurate picture of beam cutting
activity, but IlQt. of construction activity_ The flaw in Kiet 8ie1's
date distribution consists in the undenepresentation, due to a prefer-

ence for nonconiferous timbers, of construction prior to 1270.
Finally, both

sit~

produced latest dates of 1286.

This agree-

ment is most striking, given that, with respect both to the shape of
their date distributions and to the point the sites had reached. in their

construction histories, Betatakin

and;

Kiet 5iel seem to have been out of

phase in the 12805. That is, Betatalc.in has few dates in the 12805 and,
~rently,

little evidence of remodeling, whereas Kiet 5iel has lx>th

dates and such evidence.

Nevertheless, both sites have latest dates in

1286. Similarly, Scaffold House, a much smaller Tsegi Phase site located in the same canyon system, has a latest date of 1285 (Dean
1969:151-157).

_

implication of all this is that some external force

acted Up:il all the sites in common to bring CIl end to beam cutting.

If

this force is related to site abandonment, as seems likely, it may be
that abandonment of all sites occurreC! tearer 1286 than 1300. At any
rate, it is interesting that not one of the three sites produced a date
any later than 1286, nor for that matter, did any of the other 10 'l'segi
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cliffdwe~s

studied by Dean 11969:Figure 51).

canyon Creek Blin
canyon Creek Rlin is located south of the l!Ogollal Rim In east

central Arizona, on a tributary of the Salt River. Tree-ring samples
were collected at this cliff dwelling by Haury (1934) for Gila Pueblo in
the 1930s and by the thiversity of Arizona Archaeological Pield SCIlco1

In the 1970s (Graves 1982). Both Haury and Michael W. Graves have
reCDIlStructed the site's growth history based on coDi>lned architectural

and tree-ring data.

Graves, woo was working with a much larger IIld UIOre

colll?lete _ l e of dated 000ms, has also made an interesting discovery
relating to the history of beam procurement and use at canyon creek. It
is this finding that is of concern here.

Graves presents strong evidence that construction of Canyon
Creek Ruin began in 1327.

Preparation for building the village had

commenced some years earlier, bJwever.

Stockpiling secondary 000ms may have been initiated as early as
A.D. 1301-1305, but steadily increased after A.D. 1310. By A.D.
1327 nearly 70' of the dated secondary beams recovered from
Canyon Creek Ruin had been stockpiled (or, less frequently,
reused), and throughout the history of the pueblo older sec0ndary 000ms were consistently used even as new logs were added to
the stockpile. As a result, most rooms contained a variety of
secondary 000ms, many of which were reused from older atructures
or cut for use. Prom one to three primary beams were placed In
most rooms, and generally the latest cutting dates on these
specimens date room c/)llstruction to within one or two years
(Graves 1982:116).

BY 1345 - one year later than the site's latest tree-ring date - 33
nuDilered roems had been constructed. l\n additional 22 rooms, or 40' of
the total, were built after that date.

These late rooms were added to
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the outside of the pueblo and, hence, were not protected by the overhanging cliff. As a result, they are in poor repair and produced no

tree-ring dates.
Figure 61 presents separate date distributions for secondary
beams (including hatch and door lintels) and primary beams.

Dated

secondary beams were cut every few years from 1270 to 1312-1315, at
which time beam procurement became an armual affair.

In addition, the

number of beams obtained per year increases in 1315. Granting that

Graves is prQ:)ably correct- in ascribing the earliest dates to reuse and
the later ones to stockpiling, the cbange in the date distribution
aroll11d 1315 provides a likely point for distinguishing between the two

groups of dates. This would mean that beams dating up to 1310, acoounting for 25% of the total, were reused from elsewhere.

Tl'J:)se dating from

1312 to 1326, or 46%, were stockpiled prior to the occupation, and tbJse

with dates between 1327 and 1342, cnly 28%, were cut during the occupa-

tion.
In discussi.ng

the history of the beam stockpile, Graves claims,

first, that it survived well into the occupation, or at least Wltil the
1340s, and second, that beams cut prior to 1327 continued to be drawn
from the stockpile as late as the 1340s. Figure 62 summarizes the dates
from three rooms built at different points in the occupation: Room 22A,
built in 13271 Room 20, built in 13371 and Room 27B, built in 1343
(Graves 1982:Table 4). In every case, the latest dates come from primary beams, and there are dates from secondary beams cut before 1327.
This would seem to indicate that the old beams continued to be available, as Graves argues.

It is at least possible, however, that the
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Note: R:>t sb:>wn. sewn dates from support posts and loose beams,
Figure includes many "+" dates.
(al Note change from decada1 to annual scale in the A.D. 1310.
1320. and 1330 decades.
(al Includes

Figure 61.

batch and door lintels.
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Figure 62..

stem-and-leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Three IbJms at Canyon Creek ruin.
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beams were used and reused

llII.d.Ila the occupation, tbst is, that they

were not siuq>ly lying there wsitillg to be

used for 10 to 15 years. "1hls

alternative would imply that the site's construction bistory included
the dismantling of stn1ctures as well as the addJng of new ones. Graves
does not address this possibility, and there appears to be nothing in
his presentation of tbe data that could be construed as lending it
special support. It remains, therefore, siuq>ly a possibility.

This and

other quibbles aside, Graves has provided unique documentation of large
scale stockpiling of beams a decade and more prior to their being used.

Tesuque Valley !\lin

The Tesuque Valley Ruin (LA 742), located about 10 miles north
of Santa Pe, was excavated by stsnley st:uI:i>s and

w.

s. stallings, Jr. in

1935. A report on the site has never appeared, but 66 tree-ring dates

have been published

~insal,

llarrill, and Warren 1973:48-49).

These

dates place the occupation in the lIDOs and early 12008, or at the end
of the Developmental and beginning of the COalition periods. Although a

report is lacking, a beautifully detailed site map, with ac<lOlIqlIInying
profile drawings, does exist. This doclllllent, archived at the lIuseum of
New Mexico <Archaeol09ical Site Piles, LA 742) is essential for inter-

preting the proveniences of dated tree-ring samples, such as -Test 1,
Cut 5- and ·Test 2, Cut 2." Figures 63, 64, and 65 are based on the
original site plsn and profiles.

The oldest structure on the map appears to be tbe "Early Chaco
Kiva," which is intersected by the 'Chaco Kiva' (Pigure 63).

(llse of
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the label 'Chaco' in this context appears to reflect an attitude that

to the

events in the Rio Grande were in some sense derivati... from _

west, in the ·Chaco-San Juan,· it does not necessarily indicate the
presence of specifically Chacoan traits; see _
Early Chaco Kiva is represented in Figure 64a by
portion of the structure,

(2)

l~53:l52,

(l)

154J '!.'be

an outline of a

a beartb bisected by the wall of the Chaco

Kiva, and (3) two postholes. 'l'be next oldest buildings are the Chaco
Kiva and the (preaumsbly) associated 'Cbaoo _ , ' which underlie the
center portion of the later roomb1ock (Figure 63).

Events subsequent to

the use and destruction of the kiva can be inferred from the profile
drawings in Figure 64b.

The deposition of fill in and adjacent to this

structure was interrupted by the excavat.ion and filling, in order, of
three prehistoric pits (numbered 1 through 3 for this discussion) (Figures 64a and 64b). pit 1 reacbes to the floor of the kiva, and in its
digging most of the wall on tbe kiva's west side was destroyed. Pit 2
was dug after Pit 1 and the kiva depression had been filled.

Tbe

regularity in both plan and profile of Pit 3 suggest that it may have

been a structure. On the profile drawing (Figure 64b), a heavy line
separates both the fill of Pits 2 and 3 and the material in Cut 3 of
Test 1 and cut 4 of Test 2, together comprising wbat. is here called the

lower fill, from the overlying sediment, or upper fill.

This line,

present but unlabeled on the site map, is interpreted here as indicating
a hiatus in deposition, perhaps even a recognizable use surface.

Fill

below the line contains -rubbish" almost througbJut; this, in associa-

tion with the periodic digging and filling of pits, suggests that occupation of the site continued during the time that the lower fill was
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being deposited.

After use of the more or less stable surface bad

ceased, stratified rubbisb was deposited across an area

the limits of the buried kiva.

extendin3

beyond

The uppermost stratum consists of

"wash,· which was probably deposited after the site was abandaled.
TUmjng to the Chaco

_IDS,

profiles siIow that these structures

were built on rubbish, indicating that the site bad been occupied for
some time before they were erected (Figures 65a, 65b, and 650). After
their use and abandonment, these chambers were filled, the one below

Room 2 with three levels of rubbish and the one below Room 3 with one
level.
Chaco

A rooJIblock containlng about 22 rooms was oonstructed above the

_DIS.

Wall bondings suggest that _m 3 and some chaIIi:>ers to its

north were put up first. Haom 3 was built directly over a Chaco Room,

which could mean that it replaced the earlier structure. After the
roomblock was abandoned, the rooms were filled with sediment that is
delimited but not described on the profiles.
Figure 66 presents tree-rjng dates from the Tesuque valley

~in

grouped with reference to the precedjng discussial of site history. The
lower fill of the Chaco Kiva produced a strong terminal cluster of 12
cutting and two .v" dates at 1122.

(Four dates ftem samples proven-

ienced as "Chaco Kiva" are included in this groupJ

TEn of the 14 dates

come from cuts in Tests 1, 2, and 3 that lie immediately above the
floor. The other four dates come from higher in the fill, three from
Test 5 of CUt II and one from CUt 6, also of Test 2. Clearly, the dated
samples come from the roof of the kiva and the dates indicate when this

structure was roofed, if not built. Dates from the kiva's upper fill,
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stem-and-Ul:af Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Tesuque Valley Ruin, IA 742.
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stern-and-leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Tesuque Valley Ruin, IA 742.
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all of which are noncutting, cluster loosely in two periods, 1150-1175

and 1190-l2l5.

The later group oorresponds to the latest dates from the

roomblocl<, which fall between 1206 and l22B.

Based on this agreement,

it is suggested that some of the u_r fill of the kiva was deposited at
about the same time that the roomblock was in use, or in the early
decades of the 12008. Finally, dates from subfloor proveniences in RI:>om
2, that is, from fill in and adjacent to one of the Chaco Rooms, are

inconclusive.

The latest, a noncutting date of 1194, comes from the

third level of subfloor rubbish, tbe one that lies directly on the floor

of the Chaco Room. The date could mean that use of the room continued
until tbe 11905 rut more likely indicates simply that at least some of
the material in the level was depositoo during or after that decade.

Further interpretation of the dates requires that the dated wood
artifacts be identified.

When Smiley, stubbs, and Bannister (1953:35-

36) published dates from the site several decades ago, they asserted
that, "All specimens are small cha.rooal fragments and probably represent
cooking fires, etc., rather than construction material" (p.36). They
are in error with respect to the samples dated at 1122, which no doubt
come from the Chaco Kiva's roof. Similarly, samples from fill in the

Chaco Kiva that produced a small cluster of four cutting dates at l1l31114 probably come from reused construction wood.

The same is quite

probably true of samples from the same context that yielded five cutting
dates scattered between 1046 and lOBO. The other dates." particularly
those in the kiva's upper fill, may come from fuelwood. Possibly the
date cozx:entrations of the 1150s to 1170s and 11906 to 12106 come from
discarded building materials that either were charred in the accidental
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buming of a roof or were salvaged in the dismantling of a structure
used as firewood.

2 and 3

am

Tt~ saIrlC COIiiirn:rlti)

am

aw1y to dates from fill in Rooms

adjacent to _m 4. Due to this uncertainty in dstermining

the functions of these tree-ring dated artifacts, precise interpretation

of the dates is impossible. Agreement in the dates from the kiva's
upper fill and from fill in the [oomblock suggests that unspecified
activities relating to both fills were taking place around 1200.

Pos-

sibly this means that the fill in the kiva was deposited by the occupants of the roomblock.

Tree-ring dates provide some evidence for the reuse of wood,
particularly construction wood, at IA 742.

Amon; dates from the lower

fill of the Chaco Kiva, the scatter of cutting dates at 1046-1080 and
the cluster of cutting dates at 1ll3-1114 both prooably come from reused
beams.

This inference is strengthened by the association of two facts,

that the dates are cutting, so weathering can be ruled out as the cause
of their earliness, and that they can be defined as early in relation to
a firm roof construction date of 1122 for the kiva..

A totally different

argument is required to show that noncutting dates from the site as a
whole that fall between the 960s and 1020s may also come from reused
wood.

These dates can all be considered "early" in the sense that they

precede the earliest cutting date, 1046, from the site. The dates are
all noncutting, so sample erosion caMot be ruled out as the cause of a

date1s earliness in M¥ 9 iyen case

Several lines of evidence suggest

that this explanation cannot be applied to all the early dates.

First.

all four provenience groupings treated in Figure 66 include early dates,
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so the dated samples can be considered widespread :in the ruin.

second,

there is a weak cluster of four dates (from wee proveniences) at 966968.

rurd, when dates are grouped accord:ing to the four proveniences

of Figure 66, or when all dates from the site are considered together,
there appears to be a gap or at least a low po:int :in the date distribu-

tion between early and late dates. This is not what one would expect
from the more or less random erosioo of samples procured after 1050 or

so.

Finally, the samples come from contexts -

trashy fill -

that can be dated as post-ll20.

either kiva roof or

If they are not reused.

these samples would have to have lost between 90 and 150 riD3s.

loss is {Xlssible, though somewhat excessive.

Such a

For these reasons, it is

argued that at least some dated beams were procured in the late 900s and
early 1000s.

The label -beam" is applied to these wooden artifacts

because it is unlikely that firewood would still be available for use a

century after it was cut.
~

The earliest tree-ring dated construction event at the

Tesuque valley Ruin is the roofing in 1122 of the Chaco Kiva.

This

event does not, however, mark the beginning of the occupation of the
site.

Stratigraphic data indicate that

tb;

Farly Chaco Kiva was built,

used, and dismantled before the Chaco Kiva was erected..

Tree-ring dates

indicate that beams were procured in 1113-1114, in 1046-1080, and probably in the late 9005 and early 1000s.

Two things should be noted

conceming this tree-ring evidence for pre-1122 activity.

is no indication of a relationship

~tween

First, there

anyone group of dates and a

particular event defined on the basis of architectural or stratigraphic
data.

Second, the early dates may even corne from beams reused from
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another site, in which case tbose dates have no direct bearing on the
dating of the Tesuque Valley

~in.

Ceramics provide additional evidence

for pre-lI22 activity at the site. Among the pottery types listed by
Smiley, stubbs, and Bannister (1953:36) as present at IA 742 are Red

Mesa Black-on-white and Chaco II Black-on-white, both of which experienced their greatest popularity prior to 1100 <Mclmtt 1969:58-59, stubbs
1953:Figure 70).

With respect to ceramic data, it sbould be noted that

some unspecified portion of the oollection probably comes from surface
survey collection rather than excavation (Smiley, StW::bs, and Bannister
1953:12, 36), so it is unclear which pottery types are in fact associated with the architectural, stratigraphic, and

tr~r~

evidence dis-

cussed above.

The Chaco Kiva was probably built in 1122, and we can be reason-

ably certain that the main rocrrblock was inhabited in the early UOOs.
OCcupation during portions of the interval from 1100 to 1225 would

account for the presence of Kwahe's Black-on-white arii santa Fe Blackon-white at the site (McNutt 1969:58; Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister
1953:36, stutbs 1953:Figure 70). The question remains as to whether the
site was continuously occupied between 1122 and 1225. The succession of
pits and trashy strata in the fill of the Chaco Kiva suggest that it
was.

This inference gains some support from (1) a concentration of

noncutting dates that hints at activity in the 1150s to 11705,

(2.)

from

the way in which a>om 3 seems to have replace:} one of the Chaco It>oms,

and (3) from an intangible factor, the length of time after 1122 that
the Chaco Kiva continued in use before being destroyed by fire.
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Pindi Pueblo
Pindi Pueblo (LA 1) stands on the north bank of the Santa Fe
River about six miles southwest of Sante Fe in north central New lIexioo.
Stanley A. Stubbs and li'. S. Stallings, Jr. (Stubbs and Stallings 1953)
conducted excavations at Pindi in 1932-1933 for the Laboratory of Anthropology, employing labol:ers pIOVicled by the Civil Works l\dministra-

tion.

Two features of pindi recommend it for inclusion in this study.

First, tree-ring and other chronological data from Pindi are beset by
two org""izational problems that need to be corrected.

In several in-

stances, the pIOveniences of dated tree-ring samples as reported in the
()ladrangle Report (Robinson, !!annab, and Barrill 1972> differ from those
appearing in the site report.

Table 17 shows how the two sets of

pxovenience designations oorrespond, making it possible to apply Stubbs
and St:allings' analytic categories to the dates listed in the ()lad Book.

Probably of greatest importance is the realization that "Refuse Bft is
the same as "Kiva B, fi11.' lis discussed below, this greatly strength-

ens the dating of Kiva B.

The second group of problems relates to the two chronological
schemes employed by stubbs and Stallings. one scheme consists of a
sequence of building periods, the other of a sequence of ceramic periods
(Table lID.

These chronologies present two major difficulties.

First,

the authors never explicitly discuss the relationship between the build-

ing periods and ceramic periods.

The building periods include the

daposition of refuse that underlies the structures, the oonstruction of
buildings, and the deposition of fill within buildings.

The table

presents this writer's interpretation of how the sequences fit together.
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Table 17. Belected PIOV81iences of Tree-Rlng samples from piJJIi Pueblo.

_B

Kiva B, fill

Kiva U

Kiva C

Dmdr&J e Reg>rt Ca)

Site I!ei:Prt(b)

Below Kiva S

Kiva E, below walls

1t>om15l

Kiva F

Iblm 7

Passageway

It>omSA

pit SA

Imml2A

Pit 12A

Iblm 117 (sample Rl-20481

Iblm 177, second floor fill

(allt>blnson, Hannah, and Barrill (1972:36-401.
(bl stutDs and stallings (1953 :Appendix B).
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Table 18.

Chronological Schemes Aj;plied to Pir¥li Pueblo.

ell; lding Periods

Ceramic Periods

Pre-Pindi

Pre-Pindi

Pre-Pindi &:>rizon

First

First

First Ceramic Period

5eoond

5eoond

secord ceramic Period:
First Building Pericx1,
and 5eoond Building

Third

5eoond

second ceramic Period:
Third Building Period

Period
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It should be noted that the Second Ceramic Period corresponds to both
the Second and the Third Building Periods. An im:portant question to

consider is just bow close in time were the shifts between the First and
second Slildjng Periods and the First and second Ceramic Periods.

18 also summarizes the chronological framework USEd in
the tree-ring dates are listed.

to the other two.

~ix

Table

B, where

T'nis scheme makes no sense in relation

In particular, the appendix correlates the First

Building Period with the Second Ceramic Period, when in fact it must

correlate with the First ceramic Period.

en the

o~'1er

hand, Al;Pendix B

appears to be correct in its assigrunent of dated samples to ceramic periods.

This fact serves as the basis for the corr.elations srown in Table

lB.

Pinc1i Pueblo is included here for a second reason as well.

That

is, it provides an OI=POrtWlity to examine tree-ring dates from stratified deposits.

According to stutbs and Stallings,

PincH was never bumed in the course of its varied history, am
physical conditions were not conducive to preservation of wood
in its original state .... It is presumed that beams of the
earlier buildings were salvaged for use in succeeding structures, and it is likely that during its final decay the pueblo
was stripped of beams for use in the Agua Fria SCmolhouse site,
the early Pueblo IV village directly across the river ••••
Thus, we were forced to depend slmost entirely upon fragments of
firewood charcoal which occurred in rubbish deposits, in fire
pits, and scattered in the fill and on the floor of rooms
11953:22].

It is at once apparent that firewood charcoal may well yield
later dates for the occupancy of a structure than tre beams, and
when found in rubbish deposits it may be particularly partinent.
Moreover, firewood dates may indicate rather closely the range
of occupancy, although more precise information as to building
periods is to be expected from beams. Since dead wood is used
for firewood, there may be a slight time error from this cause
and in complex pueblos occupied through several periods: as roof
beams may be re-used in succeeding buildings, so may small
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secondary structural timber become the firewood of later periods
[1953.22-231.
In the

case of Findi, it is possible to compare these supposed firewood

dates from two phases of occupation, specifically, the First and 5ecOoo
Building/Ceramic periods.

This is possible only because Stubbs and

stallin:.Js illustrate and discuss the stratigraphic

am

ceramic sequences

m detail (1953.2-22) and classify mdividual dated tree-ring samples by

ceramic period (1953.l\wE!ndix

B).

stubbs and Stallings identify four periods in the history of
Pind!. The first, or Pre-Pindi Period is evidenced by the remains of

two jacal structures, a pit muse, and sediment containing charcoal and
a few sherds, all buried under the later pueblo.

are located in the vicinity of Kiva C (Figure 67a).

The three structures

These early dE!fX>s-

its produced two tree-ring dates in the 12105 <Figure 68) and a ceramic
assemblage that includes Red Mesa Black-on-white and Kwahe1e Black-onwhite.

The Pre-Pindi Period oomes at

~

very

em. of Wendorf

and Reed1s

(1955) Developmental Period (600-1200).
Next comes the First Hllj lding/Ceramic Pedod (First Period),

during which an adobe roomblock of about 40 rooms, fronted on the east
by three or four circular subterranean kivas, occupied the site (Figure.
67a).

other structures also existed but have been destroyed by lateral

movement of the Santa Fe River's channel.

It is quite possible that the

kivas were located in a plaza enclosed by roomblocks on all sides but
the north.

santa Fe Black4ln-white was the pre:lominant painte:l ware in

deposits of this period.

Stubbs and stallings (1953.23) dated the First

Period to ca. 1250-1300 based on an array of dates very much like that
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Figure 67.

Ground Plans of Pindi Pueblo.
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sbown :in Figure 68.

TIle majority of dates :included :in the figure oomes

from extra-mural contexts, supporting BtI:tIbs and stal.l.i.o:Js1 Jnfe.tence
that the dates are from rubbish rather than from structural contexts.
I t is :interest:ing that the date distribution :includes a small peak :in

1210s made up of seven noncutt:ing dates and one 'v" date. This is the
same decade as dates from Pre-i'indi deposits. POssibly the wood producing the dates was cut during the Pre-Pindi Period and was reused either

as firewood or as build:ing material during the First Period. Tbe most
important portion of the date distribution runs from the 1270s to the
first few years of the 13008.

This:interval bas two salient cbsracter-

istics: It begins with an abrupt increase in the number of ciates per
decade, and it :incorporates all but one of the cutting dates. This
oolfi>inaticn of features suggests that the First Period began
and continued to at least 1300.

_ut

1275

In and of themselves, the pre-1275

dates are inadequate to SU!l?Ort stul:bs and stallings' suggested begin-

n:ing date of 1250 for the period. In any case, the First Period falls
in the early half of wendorf and Reed's (1955) Coalition Period (1200-

1325).
Kiva B is the only First Period structure that con be dated individually with tree r:ings.

Datable Balli'les were reoovered from four

proveniences within the kiva, floor, the lowest and middle of the three
fill levels, and general fill.

According to Stubbs and Stallings

(1953,22). an eight inch thick deposit of charcoal on the floor represents the remains of seoondary roof beams, whiob burned sometime after

the larger roof timbers were salvaged from the kiva for use in second
Build:ing/ceramic Period structures. It can be argued that dated samples

4Z7

from all four proveniences, not just the floor, prcDably come from roof
timbers and, further, that the structure was roofed, if not built, in
the mid to late 1280s.

When conbined, dates from the foor provmiences

produce a terminal cluster in that decade <Figure 69). All foor proveniences contribute to this patteming, in that the latest date from each
falls in the 12806.

The quartile ranges for the date distribution are

163, 42, 27, and 7 years.

As discussed elsewhere, this pattern of a

decrease through time in quartile ranges supports an inference that the

latest tree-ring dates ,awroximate a constructior. date.
The Second BnjJdjoglCeramic

Perjgd

(Second Period) saw a consid-

erable increase in the size of the village. Rooms of the First Period
were remodeled or razed and replaced by new adobe structures, and a
nunber of roomblocks up to three stories high were added to the layout
(Figure 67b).

Although all of these structures may not have bem occu-

pied at once, no doubt the village had more than tripled in size over

the previous period.

The expanded pueblo enclosed a plaza and small

placita and included two or perhaps more D-shaped above ground kivas
that were incorporated in the roomblock'.s. As in the case of the preceding period, a considerable portion of the pueblo has been destroyed. by

the santa Fe River.

The second Wilding/Ceramic Period is followed in

stul:tls and stallings' framework by the Third Building/second Ceramic
~

During this time, large portions of the pueblo were remodeled

or replaced with new structures. Although stubbs and stallings differentiated this, the Third Building Period, from the preceding Secor',
Building Period, for the purposes of this analysis they are treated
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of Tree-Ring Dates from Kiva B,
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together. For one thing, they both correspond to the Second Ceramic
Period, which is characterized by the continued manufacture of santa Fe
Black~n-white

.arul by the increasing popularity of Wiyo, Pindi,

Galisteo, and Page Black-on-whites. In addition, the tree-ring dates
from Third illUding Period contexts fit perfectly within the date distribution for the second illUding Period, although they tend toward tbe

later end of the distribution (Figure 68).
stulXls and stallings dated the collbined periods -

that is, the

Second Ceramic period -- to A.D. 1300-1350. This would equate to the

late COalition and early Classic Periods of wenoorf and Reed's chronology. The date distribution in Figure 68 provides particularly strong
evidence of wood collecting in the 13209 and 13305.

A single late date

in the 1340s agrees nicely with stulXls and stallings' end date of 1350.
Whether the beginning of the period should be dated earlier than 1320 is

more problematic. This is because the left tail of the distribution
rises gradually from early to late and exhibits no change prior to 1320
that could be interpreted as a likely beginning date. The problem of
dating the transition between the First Building/ceramic Period and the
Second Building/Ceramic Period is returned to later.

thlike dates from the First Period, those from the Second Period

corne primarily from within structures. As before, stubbs and stallings
interpret the dated samples to be firewood residue.

There is no reason

to dotbt this identificatioo whEn the dated samples were actually recovered from the fill of a firepit.

SUch is the case for five samples from

Haem 15 that yielded noncutting dates of 1247, 1257, 1270, 1299, and

1304, and for two samples from Kiva F with noncutting dates of 1235 and
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1314.

A third sample from Kiva F, found on the floor and baving a

ncncutting date of 1329, may be "scattered from firepit," according to a
notation prcbably maile by stallings !'rRL Site Files!. Two things should
be noted about these fuelwood dates: They do not cluster very well, and

all are noncutting.

In contrast, a number of the dated samples that

were not recovered from hearths may be fragments of structural wood

rather than of firewood. This asserticn is based on the relative abUndance of dates, particularly of cutting dates, falling in the brief twodecade interval from 1320 to 1339.

Dates from firepits at sites other

than Pindi do sometimes cluster convincingly and are sometimes predomi-

nantly cutting dates, so fuelwood CQuid account for all the Second
Period dates from Pindi. On the other hand, the samples dating to the
13205 and 1330s come from many different rooms scattered around the
site, so tbey would have to be the product of many different fires.
Given the generally poor clustering of dates from firepits, it seems
Wllikely that samples of this kind would produce this tight a concentration of dates.
pating the Transit jon from First to Second perjod

stubbs and

Stallings place the boundary between their First and Second Ceramic
Periods at around 1300. The distinction between the periods is based on
a change in the ceramic assemblage, and there is no reason to suppose
that this change was instantaneous. Even if therE was a rapid change in
ceramic manufacture, variation in the use life of vessels, variaticn in
the interval between procurement and deposition of tree-ring dated
materials assoc'l.ated with sherd collections, and the mixing and
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misidentification of deposits would make the change appear more gradual

than it in fact may have been. Similarly, the transition form the First
to the Secord BJilding' Period, which also seems to have occurred atoUI¥l
1300. may have been gradual and probably would awear more gradual than

it was. Finally, although changes recognized by the sequences of ceramic periods and building periods probably happened at about the same
time, as attempts are made to date the period bourXiaries more closely,

it becomes important not to assume that the changes cx::curred at exactly
the same time.

For all these reasons, a date of 1300 for the erKl of the

First Period and the beginning of the Second must be considered approximate.

What is the nature of this approximation?

The three latest

dates from First Period deposits fall in the first half decade of the
1300s (Figure 68).

cne of the dates comes from the first plaza fill and

is associated with a ceramic assemblage transitional between the First

and Second Ceramic Periods (stubbs and stallings 1953:17).

Possibly the

ceramic change that is the key to the differentiation of ceramic periods
was underway during 1300-1305.

The drcp off in dates per decade after

about 1300 suggests further that deposition of First Period refuse and,
by extension, the occupation of First Period structures ended during the

first decade or two of the century.

If newly procured, firewood has a

greater potential for dating the end of an occupation than does construction wood, so if stul:bs arx1 stallings are right in their assertion
that most dates are from firewood charcoal, then dates in the interval
1300-1305 could awroximate closely the end of the First Period.
Abundant cutting and noncutting dates in the 1320s indicate that

Table 19.

N.mbers of Tree-Ring Dates from 8e<xlnd Period Ibcmblocks at Pindi Pueblo.
Dates
BIOs

BOOs

N:>n~

~Q.ll;j;j,ng:

N:>n~Q.ll;j;j,ng:

1320s
N:>nJ;JItbmQ.ll;j;j,ng:

13308

li:>n~Q.ll;j;j,ng:

Renovated First
Period Buildin<J
IIAl

lIA2
IrCl
IIC2

lID
IIC1/lID2
IIBl
IIB3

1a
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the Second Period had begun by that time (Figure 68).

As

Table 19

shows, cutting and noncutting dates in the 13200 and 13300 occur in most
of the _

Period roomb1ocko.

This uniformity in dates from across

the site is particularly striking in light of the smsll number of dates

(N=90) relative to the size of the site. By comparison, dates in the
1300s and 1310S are less numerous, less widespread, and leas likely to
be cutting dates.

Baaed on tbeae facts, it is inferred that the second

Period occupation was most intense and most widespread in tbe period
1320-1339.

If a l1UIdler of the dates are from structural wood, as sug-

gested earlier, then many of the roomh1ocks were probably built in this
interval.
The second Period may have begun before 1320, but how much ear-

lier is difficult to say.

Two factors complicate the interpretation of

pre-1320 dates. First, most of the dates are nancutting, and it is difficult to determine wood procurement dates from noncutting tree-ring
dates.

seoond, there is no straightforward way to differentiate wood

procured for use in the Second Period from wood reused from the First
Period.

Nonetheless, it is probably significant that the interval from

1290 to 1310 sees both a drop in First period dates and an increase in
seoond Period dates.

In light of this relationship, a guess of 1300 as

the earliest possible beginning date for the second Period seems reascn-

able.

TO summarize, the available evidence suggests that a transition

period from the First to the second Period, viewed as both ceramic and
building periods, occurred between 1300 and 1320.
Dating of this change to a 20 year interval bas broader implicat.ions for the study of Southwestern prehistory. Some archaeologists
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hold that, in the past, periods of rapid change in numerous spheres of

life, as indicated by change in archaeological traits, altemated with
periods of stability_

According" to this view, period bourxlaries, which

should fall in the intervals of change, are real and are discovered by
the archaeologist.

The alternative position sees change as being more

continuous and includes the expectation that changes in different
spheres of life would generally be out of phase.

Accordingly, it is

held that period bowldaries are imposed on the data by the archaeologist

as a matter of convenience. To pursue this question empirically requires a detaUed understanding of the resolution at with which events
can be dated.

Retuming to Pinch PUeblo, the transition from the First

to the Second Period can be dated to 1300-1320. During this interval
changes occurred in

(1)

the ceramic assemblage,

(2)

village layout,

(3)

kiva form and location, and (4) the rate at which the village grew.
During the First Period, the community probably grew by units consisting
of a kiva and up to

~.O

or so associated rooms, and no more than three

such units were added at anyone time.

population growth can be ac-

counted for by natural increase and the immigration of relatively small
nwrbers of people.

During tm second Period, particularly between 1320

and 1340, several hundred new rooms were built, and over a hundred
people probably moved to Pindi from elsewhere.

Because all of these

changes occurred in an interval only 20 to 40 years in length, Pindi
provides a possible example of rapid, synchronous change in a nuntler of
spheres.

In the case of Pindi, theGe transformations may be directly

attribtltable to the immigration of relatively laz:ge numbers of people.
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Date Pistrjblltians.

Tree-ring date distributions for the First

and second Periods differ considerably in shape (Figure 68).

In partic-

ular, the First Period has a greater overall date range than the
Period -

5ecOoo

257 as compared to 181 years -- as well as a longer tail and

more pronounced right tail.
particularly ;.n the left tail,

The greater spread in First Period dates,
aCCOUl'lts

of the upper three quartl1es -

years for the Second.

for the difference in the ranges

92 years for the First Period and 59

The greater spread of First period dates is

probably dUe to two factors, the reuse of wood from

Pr~Pindi

oontexts

and the erosion of samples that were bumed (often as firewood}, swept
up, and discarded in refuse heaps.

Samples dating from 1047 to as late

as 1210 could be reused from Pre-Pindl times. By comparison, Second
Period dates may reflect less reuse anCI less weathering of samples.

In

particular, there is no peak in the distribution reflecting the reuse of
wood from the First Period.

PincH experienced explosive growth during

the Second Period, and beams available for reuse from First Period
contexts would not begin to meet the need for wood that this growth
would entail.

In

addition, many dated samples from Second Pericxl con-

texts may come from structural pieces that, unlike First Period samples,
were not intentionally burned and redeposited ald hence have suffered
less outer ring loss.

Differences between the periods in reuse and

sample erosion may have implications for explaining date distributions
from other sites.
Palisade and Riana Ruins
Palisade Ruin (LA 3505), excavated by Peckham (1981) in 1958,
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and Riana Ruin (LA 920), excavated by aibben (1937) in 1934-1936, are

Coalition Period sites located across the Chama River from each other in
north central New Mexico. The sites are similar in a number of ways.
Both have quadrangular layouts, with rooms on three sides of a central

plaza. The palisade Ruin incorporates 45-50 rooms of a single story;
Riana Ruin has 23 ground floor rooms and possibly once had six second
story rooms.

Where rooms are lacking, the border of the quadrangle is

formed by a palisade (Palisade Rlinl or stone wall CRiana Rlinl.

Based

on this layout, and 00 tbe predonUnance of Wiyo Black-on-white among the
painted ceramics, both can be classed in Hibben's (1937) Wiyo category

of Chama Valley sites (Cordell 1978:51).

A circular sLbterranean kiva

with pole reinforced. adobe walls is present in the plaza of each site.

Tree-ring dates indicate that

~

Palisade and Riana ruins were occupied

within about 20 years of each other, the former around 1315 and the
latter around 1335 (Figure 70).

Both sites were destroyed by fire, Pal-

isade Ruin after being abindoned, Riana Ruin while inhabited.

Finally,

the sites have very similar date distributions. Dates from each site
fall in a narrow time interval and corne from a number of proveniences
scattered around the site. At the Palisade Ruin, six dates from 1310
to 1314 are distributed among six structures, including the kiva, a
semisubterranean mealing room located in the plaza, the palisade, an:l
rooms on two sides of the quadrangle. At the Riana Ruin, the kiva has
three dates at 1335, and three rooms produced four "V' dates at 13341335.

one additional date from the Palisade Ruin and four from the

lUana Ruin can be defined as early with respect to these date clusters.
Patterning in the data suggests that, although the dates are few
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Figure 70.

stern-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Rin:J Dates from the Palisade
and Riana &lins.
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in number, they do provide considerable information on the history of

the two sites.

Based in part on the narrowness of the date ranges

(igno.:;:i..'19 for the moment the several early dates), the excavators oonelude that the two p.leblos were constructed, occupied, and abandoned in
short order.

Peckham (1981:135) 8uggests that the Palisade Ruin may

have been inhabited for less than five years, and Hibbe.l1 <1937:49)

asserts that Riana Ruin was destroyed by fire shortly after 1348, or
within 15 years or so of being built.

If they are correct, then the

early dates must come from beams that were reused from other sites or

that have lost outer rings. In addition, the four "....... dates from the
kiva at the Riana

~in

come from stressed trees (stallings 1937:58) that

may have already been dead when made into beams.

These interpretations

assume that the small collection of dated beams from each site is representative of all the beams used in its construction. Arguing against
this assumption is the small number of dates from each site.

In its

favor are (1) the agreement in dates from different areas of a site,

especially the Palisade atin,

(2)

the uniformity of each site's layout,

which suggests the conceptualization of an overall plan and, possibly,
construction in one or a few episodes (Peckham 1981:136), and (3) the
overall similarity of the two sites.

Based on this similarity, one can

hypothesize that short-term occupation and the use in construction

mostly of new timbers are common characteristics of Hibben's category of
Wiyo sites.
Gran ()J.ivira
Gran ()J.ivira, or Las BUmanas, is situated at the northern ES1d of
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the Marosa Basin in central New Mexico.

This large site incorporates

21 house mounds, the mission of San Isidro, and the mission of San
Buenaventura. Tree-ring dated sanples were reoovered by Alden C. Bayes
(l981a:1-61) ;" the second half of the 19605 durin;! excavation of Mound

7, the largest of the house mounde.

Bayes has identified three archi-

teetutal phases in the history of Mound 7, an Early, a Middle, and a
Late phase.

Two Middle phase kivas and numerous late I;base rooms pro-

duced tree-ring dates.

The Late phase house had a single story and

included about 200 rooms.

It overlies the Middle phase structures, so

the sequence of occupation is clear. Ceramic evidence indicates that
the Middle phase b:>use was vacated by about 1515.

Tree-rin;! dates sb:>w

that construction of Room Blocks 1 to 4 of the Late phase structure did

not begin much before 1545. Thus, it would appear that Mound 7 was
uninhabited for much of the period from 1515 to 1545.

Other house

mounds on the site continued to be occupied during this period. Mound
7's late phase muse grew a roomblock at a time until, by alxlut 1600, it
incorp::lrated 12 such lUlits and had reached its maximum size of about 200
rooms.

In 1630, Fray Letrado, a Franciscan missionary, supervised

construction of the church of San Isidro and of

a~.

The latter

consisted of eight previously c..:dsting rooms :in the southwest comer of
the Late phase house, to which eight new rooms were appended.

The

pueblo of r.as Bumanas survived for several more decades but was abandoned shortly before 1672.

Abandonment was due at least in part to

Apache pressure, which had been on the

~rease

since the 16.:s0s (Bayes

1981:8).

Tree-ring evidence indicates that the two Middle phase kivas
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that produced dates were repaired several decades after being built
(Figure 71).

construcUon of Kiva N can be dated witb confidence to 1416-

1417, on the basis of eight cutting dates of 1416 from samples witb
complete outer rings. Bayes (19814:52) interprets the only other de-

termination, a cutting date of 1467, as relating to a later repair of
the structure. Be is probably correct, though it should be noted that
the kiva produced no otber evidence of remodeling or repair. A probable

construction date for Kiva K-I is provided by a strong cluster that
includes one noncutting date of 1471, eight cutting dates of 1473, 8111
one cutting date of 1474. A second clustering of tbree cutting dates at
1515-1516 _rent1y awHes to a later repair of the structure.
still later date the kiva was destroyed by fire.

}.t

a

Debris from the fire

was subsequently removed from tbe pit or swept against the wall or into

pits in the floor, and a new structure, Kiva K-2, was built inside the
remains of the old. The dated samples were recovered from behind the
wall and beneath the flocr of tbis second kiva.

Based on the difference

between construction and repair dates, it can be inferred that Kiva N
was in use for at least 50 years, Kiva X-I for at least 40.
Bayes eJIq>loys architectural, ceramic, documentary, and tree-ring

data to devise a construction history for Mound 7 (Figure 72). Figure
73 summarizes aspects of this reconstruction by means of a Barris
Matrix. :!be construction sequence of individual roomb1ocks is relatively secure, as is the dating

(1l

of construction of the rate phase bouse

to after l515, (2) of the abandonment of the structure to within a few
years of 1672, and (3) of construction of the

~

to 1630-1631.
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Figure 71.

dates, two at A.D. 1515; 1516.

stem-and-Ieaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Kivas at Gran
Q.livira.
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Figure 72.

Ground PIan of Gran Q,livira.
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abandonment date of approximately 1610 is particularly interesting.
because it indicates tbat the occupation of the site continued for a
century after the latest concentration of dates and 60 years after the
very latest date from Mound 7. Construction dates assigned to the
numbered roomblocks are less certain, largely because they depend on
rather sk impy tree-ring evidence. 'rile Late phase bouse produced 76
dates,. quite a small number when spread among 200 rooms. Figure 74
presents the date distributicns from rocmblocks with four or more dates.
Best dated are _

3. which yielded 10 dates in the 1540s from six

different rooms. and _leek 10. which gave seven dates in the 1560s
from two rooms. In other cases, Bayes's construction dates depend on
individual tree-ring dates and weak date clusters that have beEn selected from among a range of dates because they make sense in relation to

each other, to the architectural sequence, and to the ceramic dating.
Dates from reused and repair beams can be

i~tified

with reference to

these ccnstruction dates. As an example of this procedure. Bayes inter-

prets a single date of 1560+v as suggesting that Block 8 was built at
about the same time as Bleeks 9 and 10. in the 15505 or 1560s. Alternatively, it could be that the date is from a reused or repair beam, in
which case it would not be directly relevant to the dating of Block 8.
The purpose of raising this alternative interpretation is not to criti-

cize Bayes's reconstruction, but to point out which aspects of it can
serve as a firm base for further analysis. In fact, Bayes's dates are
probably correct. to within a decade or two.
Wood reuse at Gran Quivira can be analyzed by comparing treering to other dates. Assuming that ccnstruction of the Late phase _
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Not sb:>wn, date fz:om Block 2 of A.D. ..l.5l..5.L
8 of A.D. 1502, 1560.

**Hayesls
(a) "+.

(1981)

"+"

dates from Block

construction date.

dates, A.D. l!2l and .l.S.i2..

(bh+~ dates, A.D. ll2l, l.5.Q.4.,. l.5.l1.t and two at.l.S..6..2..

(c) "+" dates, A.D. l.5Jl and lSlli..
(<1)

"+"

date, A.D. 1478v.

(e)"+,, dates, A.D. l5..6.L 1561v, and lSli.
Figure 74,

~.
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began after 1515, dates in that year or earlier slv:>uld come from beams
reused from other structures, either in the MiCklle phase b:>use of Mound
7 or in the surrounding b:ruse mounds.

In

support of this inference, it

can be noted that many pre-ISIS dates occur in the same rooms as post-

1515 dates.

If construction of late filase structures did not commence

until the 1540s, as is entirely possible

(Bayes 1981a:2Jl1, then

the interval from 1515-1540 would also be from reused beams.

dates in

In either

case, the dates from reused beams have essentially nothing to do with
the structure -

the late phase bouse -- that produced the dated sam-

ples. In this sense, reuse of old beams at Gran Olivira is intermediate
between cases in which beams were salvaged from other sites and tOOse .in
which beams were procured, used, and reused during the occupation that
proouced the samples. Some of the beams used in rate phase construction
were already a century old when that phase began around 1540. None were
much older than tbat, which is 'Worthy of note, given that the site was

first settled around 1300.
Table 20 presents data on the prevalence, by roomblock, of beams
dating to 1515 or earlier.

As

shown in the Barris Matrix of Figure 73,

Blocks 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11 follow each other in

num~rical

order.

Roomblock 4 predates Roomblock 5; tree-ring dates suggest that it is
contemporaneous with Roomblocks 1 and 3. Documentary and tree-ring
dates indicate that the

~

is the latest structure of all, tlx)Ugh

portions of RDomblock 11 could have been built at the same time. The
data indicate that many pre-lS1S t:eams were used in Roomblock..s 1, 3, and
4, the initial increments of the Late phase
in RDomblocks 10 and 11 and

the~,

muse,

bUt that few appear

the last increments.

Data
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Table 20.

summaxy of Tree-Rin3 Dates that Are Pre-15lS or that Disagree
with construction Dates, by RlOlIillock, rate Phase IIa1se, Gran
t)1ivira.
Tree-Rin3 Dates
b t Differ From

~

P;tC:::l5J5 DItea
....L
Ii!..
S/

QmatlJ~c:t1go

Total
IlItilI;

....L

14

100

14

38

16

83

12

38
50

I2ates

Ii!..

10

75

75
60

75

75

10

12
50

11

...!:.-.-

...ll

...ll

~

lQll

~

Totals

26

36

47

65

72
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from the middle stages (Roomblocks 5, 6, and 9) are more variable,
perhaps because of especially small sample sizes. Two factors could
account for the drop off in pre-1515 dates from early roomblocks to
late.

First, most of the old beams may have been used in the early

structures, and becaose these structures were not extensively remodeled
later on, the old beams were not available for reuse in the late structures. Second, the ala beams may have been discarded as unfit as they
became available for reuse.

over an interval of some 60

In either case, the drop off is noticeable
~rs,

from the 15408 to around 1600.

The pre-ISIS dates are not the only ones that do not relate

directly to [oom construction. Assuming for the moment that Bayes's
estimated construction dates are oormgt.
some repair beams can be identified.

to the

"ecm'e, other reused and

Figure 74 shews the relationship

of his detes to the date distributions from individual roomblocks.

As

would be expected, dates from presumed remodeling or repair events,
those that pcstdete construction, are much less common than detes from

reused beams. A most striking aspect of the data, as summarized in
_le 20, is the relatively large number of tree-ring dates that de not
correspond to the inferred construction dates of the roomblocks (that
is, that fall in a different decade). _mblock 1, for example, appears
to have numerous dates from reused beams, a few from repair beams, but

na>e from newly procured beams.

In the case of the

~

all five

relevant dates come from beams that were lIell over half a century old
when reused. The primary exception to this pattern is Block 10, with
dates that fall either in or just prior to the decade when construction
probably occurred.

In all, 65% of tree-ring dotes do not correspond to
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construction dates; the figure falls to 56% when an extra decade is
added to either end of Hayes's estimated construction dates. Even in
the cases in which the two kinds of dates do correspond, the uee-ring

dates rarely cluster in a convincing marmer.

ttJder these circwnstances,

Bayes would have f01ll1d it nearly imposslble to select the key tree-ri.'1g
dates that were relevant to dating the roomblocks if he had not also had

access to a reliable building sequence and an awroximate date for the
beginning of the occupation.

The difference between tree-ring and

construction dates that can be seen in tbe roomblocks at Gran Quivira
takes on special significance when it is realized that in most cases
this difference is not due to the erosion of outer rings from the dated
samples.

Of the 42 tree-ring dates tr.at are earlier than the construc-

tion dates, 18 (43%) are cutting dates and another 15 (35%) are "v"
dates, many of which probably approximate cutting dates.

That is,

three-quarters of the samples have probably suffered little or no ring
loss.
Two characteristics of Gran Q.livira may account for the prevalence of reused and, to a lesser extent, of repair timbers.

First, the

site had been oocupied for at least two centuries prior to the beginning
of Mound 7's late phase, so there was a pool of old beams available for
reuse.

second, the community occupying the site must have been large,

so there would have been many of these old,

~tentially

reusable beams.

More than one muse mound must have beet occupied at anyone time, and
Mound 7, albeit the largest mound, alone had 200 rooms. Based on the
example of Gran Q1ivira, one would expect beam reuse to complicate the
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interpretation of tree-ring dates from other large, long-lived sites,

especially in the presence of numerous noocutting dates.

walpi Pueblo

walpi is a HOpi pueblo that stands atop a narrow arm of First

Mesa in northeastem Arizona. At its maximum size, the village included
400 or more rooms in structures from one to four stories high. walpi is

of particular interest here because independent lines of chronological

evidence, most importantly those based on ceramic and documentary data,
exist. Bopi legend indicates that prior to 1680, the community of Walpi
occupied the site of Koechaptevela, which is located not far from
present-day Walpi on a bench that flanks First Mesa. Based on sherds
collected from the surface of Koechapi:evela, Hargrave (1931) estimated
that the site was first occupied around 1425.

Adams (1979:10),

woo made

additional collections, revised this date down to 1350. The village was
roved to the location it occupies tooay after the Pueblo Revolt of 1680.
A report by Ahlstrom, Dean, and ROOinson (1978) discusses tree-

ring data relating to

~les

collected at Walpi in the mid 19706.

The

dates come almost exclusively from beams that were still in place in
~tructures

that were at least partially intact.

Figure 75 presents pre-

1750 data from WaIpi, which relate to the period from the settling of
Koechaptevela to just after the relocation of the village.
are not considered further here.

Later dates

The distribution of pre-1750 dates has

several interesting characteristics. First and most ooviously, there is

a pronounced peak in the 1690s, which no doubt relates to the
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Figure 75. stem-and-Leaf Diagram of Pre-1750 Tree-Ring Dates from Walpi.
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procurement of many new timbers to be used in reconstruction of the
villagea

Second, the distribution includes many pre-1680 dates, the

majority of which come from beams that must have been cut for use at
Koechaptevela and that were later used in construction of the present
village.

In all, there are 159 dates from reused beams -- taken as

dates falling between 1294 and 1679 -

or those betwsen 1680 and 1710.

and 114 dates from new beams -

Third, cutting dates are far more

abundant after 1680 than before, and for the period before 1680, cutting

dates are far more abundant after 1630 than before.

The prevalence of

noncutting dates prior to 1630 is due to the eroded outsides of the
beams that produced the dates, and this evidence of erosion is consist-

ent with the inference that the beams are relatively old and have been

reused one or perhaps more times.

Fourth, there is a hump in the

distribution that centers on the first decade of the l400s and that
includes the earliest cutting dates from the site.

It is particularly

significant that this date concentration falls between the two estimates
of 1350 and 1425 that have been given for the set.tling of Koechaptevela.

Possibly, the dates relate to initial construction at the site.

Prob-·

ably, they refer to a major construction episode.
When the people of Walpi rebuilt their village, they utilizej a
combination of reused and new timbers. Although the former produced
more dates than the latter, there are probably too many potential
sources of bias in the sample for one to arque that the builders actually used more reused than newly cut beams. It is clear, however, that
they used substantial numbers of each.

In 1680, many of the beams

salvaged from Koechaptevela were more than 200 years old.

As of 1975,
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these same timbers bad reacbed ages of over 500 years. These figures
would suggest tIlat, if well cared for, a wood tiJd>er in a pjeblo structure can last indefinitely.

~s

potentisl longevity highlights the

question of why cutting dates are more abuIldant after 1630 than before.
Perhaps a change in construction history is responsible for this pat-

tern. The majority of beams dating between 1680 al'.l11710 were pttlbahly
in the same structure, when sampled, that they had been in since the
present village was first huilt. Therefore, they had nut been subjected
to the erosional forces that would have resulted in their producing
noncutting dates. The same may not have been true of beams reused from
Koechaptevela, in particular those dating before 1630. Instead, they
may have been used more than once in Koechaptevela and have been left in
abandoned, decaying buildings for some time between uses. QJtting dates
may be more abundant between 1630 and 1680, because beams cut during

this interval did not have time to enter into this cycle of use, negl.e.."t, and reuse.

CBl\Pl'ER 8

lATE PITOOUSES AID MIOCEWINEXJUS KIVl\S

This chapter concerns itself with tree-ring dates from two
categories of pitstructures built after A.D. 900 -

pithouses and kivas.

The chapter title characterizes the pitbJuses as "late" because, by this

time, the pithouse bad given rise to structures that can confidently be
identified as kivas. The kivas discussed here are "miscellaneous· in
the sense that they do not appear in the site-by-site analyses of the
preceding chapters.

rate

pi Wanses in

the

FJ ags1;aff

Area

A large collection of tree-ring data is available from sites
investigated by the Museum of :t«:Irthem Arizona to the north, south, and

particularly east of the san Francisco Peaks in north central Arizona.
The sites, which are referable to the Sinagua, Cohonina, and Kayenta
archaeological cultures, or to some mixture thez:eof, date from the 800s
to the 1100s.

COlton's (1946) study,

The

sin'Ula, provides a convenient

reference for all the sites considered here, altb:>ugh reports on many of

the sites have also appeared elsewhere.

Robinson, Harrill, and Warren

(1975) have published a Quadrangle Report that lists all the relevant
tree-ring dates, and site files at the Tree-Ring laboratory and Museum
of Nortbern Arizona contain mucb valuable information on the proven-

iences of dated samples.
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At. the

outset, it needs to be stressed that the pithouse was an

extremely popular form of habitation in the Flagstaff area into the
early 1100s. Therefore, although the pithollses in this area can be
considered -late" with respect to the cutoff date of A.D. 900, it would
be a mistake to think of them as representing tbe late survival, in
specialized circumstances, of an older structure type. Table 21 summarizes data from the sample of pithouses to be discussed here.
Included are all structures with three or more dates that have been

described in pr.int, as well as structures with one or two dates that can
be tied into one of two interpretive frameworks.

The first is a dating

scheme based on ceramic groups (Colton 1946), and the second, which
applies only to Winona Village, consists of the association of a number

of structures -

some with more and others with fewer dates -

at the

same site. Figures 76 through 78, 80, and 81 present tree-ring dates
from structures in the sample, organized by ceramic groups.

A discus-

sion of the significance of these groups appears later.
Bonito Terrace, Bonito park, and the Jack Smith Alcove House
Pitbouses on Bonito Terrace, lllcluding NA 1925B, NA 1920B, NA
1927A, NIl 157tlA, have latest dates rangiIJ;j from the 8306 to the 10406.

Pithouses at NA 3056, located not far away at
Bonito Park, and NA 40SA, one of the Jack Smith Alcove Houses, have
latest dates falling within that range as well (Figures 76 and 77).
All three of NA 1925BIS dates are from wall p:>les (Figure 76). The two
latest dates provide very weak evidence for construction in the 830s.
Somewhat more convincing evidence, in the form of a weak terminal

Table 21.

A selection of "Late" Pithouses in the Flagstaff Area Having Tree-Ring Dates.

Site and

Ceramic (e) Latest

structure No.

Site/Igcg' ; ty Nane

~

....Ila.t.e....

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Bonito Terrace
Bonito Terrace
Bakel: Ranch

3
4
3
(3)
4
4
6 and 7
3

834
874
881
903
914
932
942
948
964
976
978
1022
1030
1041
1045
1046
1068
1070
1076
1076
1081
1082
1082
1082
1086
1093

19258
19208
2800
2551
3056
1927A
1814C

Baker Panch

Bonito Park
Bonito Terrace
Juniper Terrace

NA. 2798

Baker Ranch

NA 1531
NA 3644A.l
NA 1959
NI\ 40BA
NA 1680
NA 2004A
NA 16258
NI\ 1570A
NA 1238
NA 36440

Elden Pithouse
Winnona Village

::

~~:(a)

::

~~~~~(b)

NI\ 3673R

NI\ 2l33G
Nl\. 2134E.l
NI\ 1625C

Coyote Range Pitb:>use
Jack smith I s Alcove Ekluse

Medicine Pithouse
Medicine Valley
Medicine Valley

Bonito Terrace
Medicine Valley

winona Village
winona Villcge
Winona Village
WIDona Village
Ridge Ruin Area
Winona Village
Winona Village
Winona Village
Medicine Valley

(3)

(6)
4
6
5
6
(5)
5
(6)
(6)
(6)
6 and 7
6
(6)
(6)

Construction

pate

Patterning
In Dates

870s?
880s

'ti'eak cluster

940s?

~ cluster
strong cluster

mid-960s

date cluster

1066-1069

date cluster

early 1080s

weak cluster

1093

strong cluster

.Jj

3
10
18
5
2
2
4
16
21
1
9
8
7
7
5
2
32
2
1
6
5
2
1
2
2
30

r!i

Table21,~.

Site and

Ceramic

stmctntg No,

SitwrqcaJjty Narre

N!' 3644.1
N!' 12448
N!' 2133A

Winona Village
Medicine Valley
Winona Village
Winona Village
Heiser Spring
winona Village
Winona Village
Winona Village
Medicine Valley
Winona Village
Medicine Valley
Juniper Terrace
winona Village

::

~~~~(C)

N!'
N!'
N!'
N!'
N!'

21330
3644M
3644P
200lA
3644C

::

~~~~(d)

N!' 2134A

~

Latest
---'l<I.tiL

5(~) (f)
6
6
(6)
6
6
(6)
5 and 6

6
(6)
6 and 7
6

Patteming

Construction

In pates

Date

1093
1094
1095 mid-to-late 1080s
1096 mid-to-late 1090s
1096
1096
1101
1100s
1104
1107
1114
1120
1127
11105-11205
1139 1129?/1139-1140
11305?
1130.1

strong
weak
date
weak

cluster
cluster
cluster
cluster

date cluster
strong cluster
weak. cluster

-.H
3
3
34
8
6
11
5
3
14
4
49

14
14

(a) Trash rround.
(b)

Surface structure.

(e) Five of the six dates nay not be from structure A.
(d) See
(e)

text for disCussion of dated events.

Assignments based on snail sample -

generally fewer than 30 sherda -

in parentheses.

<f) Black Mesa Black-on-wbite, the only decorated type, could relate to either Group 5 or

Group 6.
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cluster of noncutting dates,. suggests that NA 1920B was built in the
870s.

Finally, a grouping of four noncutting dates in the 1000s to

1020s from m 40BA could be taken as weak evidence for construction

jn

the early eleventh century (Figure 77). 'l'hree of the four dates are
from roof

SUfP)rt

p::>sts, however, and as discussed below, they therefore

provide a questionable basis for inferring a construction date.
Baker Ranch
Pithouses at Baker Ranch -- NA 2800, NA 2551, and NA 2798 --

have latest dates from the 880s to the 9408 Ci?igure 76).

Papers at the

Museum of Northem Arizona (Site Files: NA 2800) describe the roof of
NA 2800 as follows: "the roof was clearly supported by a system of N-S
running rafters from 3 112" to 511 in diameter.
smaller beams,

ers.

~

It also seems clear that

to 2 112" in diameter, were laid between these raft-

Over the rafters was placed a layer of pine bark." Dates are

available from six of the 11 roof support posts, from roof beams, and
from wall poles.

Two different dated samples are identified as coming

from the same post.

Either they come from two FOsts that are set close

together, or one of them is misioentified.

Based on a cluster of dates

from 876 to 881, it appears likely that construction took place in the
early 880s.
NA 2251 has a post set butt end up, whereas the four corner
poots in NA 2798 are butt down.

NA 2798 has dates from one of the

posts, from roof beams, and from planks that were built into the walls
of the structure. A very weak date cluster suggests a construction date
jn

the 940s.
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Elden Pithouse and Coyote Range Pithouse

Elden Pithouse, NIl. 1531 .. has a number of dates in the 9508 and

9608 from wall poles as well as three earlier dates that may come from
support posts (Figure 76).

CAt a minimum, either the date of 708 or of

837 probably relates to a post.)

A strong terminal c1llSter, including

one cutting and five .v" dates, provides a reliable construction d11te in
the mid-960s. Coyote Range Pithouse, NA 1959, has dates from samples

t.hat are in most cases identified as both poles aDd planks <Figure 76).
This example underscores the danger of placing too much reliance on
identifications of this kind.
Medicine Valley
A number of structures in Medicine Valley have tree-ring dates:

NA 1680, NA 2004A, NA 1238, NA 1625B and C, NA 1244B, NA 200lA, and NA

2002A (Figures 77 and 78).
the eleventh and early

Latest dates from these pithollses fall in

t"·~rF".th,

centuries..

Tree-ring samples from the

room and ventilator of NA 1238 produced a cluster of dates indicating
that construction took place in the mid- to late 1060s (Figure 77).

latest date,

~

comes from a ventilator.

The

It may relate to the remod-

eling or repair of that structure, in which case the pithouse was probably built in 1066-1067.

In the case of NA 1625C, a strong terminal

date cluster provides evidence for a reliable construction date of 1093
(Figure 78). All four roof support posts yielded dates, and all have
dates that are more than a century earlier than the probable construction date.

NA 200lA has a loose clustering of dates from the 9605 to

9905, followed by two later dates in the 1020s and one much later date
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in the 11405 (Figure 77). This latest date comes from a support post,

making it unlikely that the earlier dates have anything to do with
construction of the pithouse. As Figure 77 indicates, two earlier datec

are identified as coming from

J:(>Sts

as well,

but because they

are

s~

posed to come from the same post, it is quite possible that one or the
other has been misidentified.
NA 2002A

samples from beams, planks, and posts in

produced two concentrations of dates, one .in the secord half of

the 900s and the other in the 1110s and 11208 (Figure 77).

It seems

reasonable to infer that construction took place either within a year or
two prior to 1120, in which case the 11208 dates are from repair beams,

or during the 11208. As in several other cases, the dates from roof
supports are much earlier than the most likely construction date.
Ridge Ruin Area

Two pitmuses in the vicinity of Ridge Ruin have yielded datable
tree-ring samples -- NA 3673R and NA 3674R (Figures 77 and 78).

Al-

though Robinson, Harrill, and Warren (1975:79) list dates as coming from
the trash mound,

~

3673T, it is pretty clear that the five dated sam-

ples actually come from the pitDJuse, NA 3673R, that underlies the trash
mound.

For one thing, the samples bear such identification as "beam,"

"post/' "room," and ·south side of entrance,· and for another, a map and
artifact list prepared at the time of excavation aw1y the designation

m. 3673T to both the trash mound and the pithouse. A somewhat weak
cluster of tree-ring dates suggests that construction took place in the
early 1080s. The second pithouse, NA 3674R, is located not far away.
It also gave two dates in the early 10805, both from samples identified
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as posts.

The agreement of these dates with those from NA 3673R

strengthens the inferEnCe that

NI\

3673R also dates to the early 1080s,

whereas the identificaticn of the dates as being from posts weakens that

inference.
Heiser Spring

There is a possibility that some or most of the ssmples _ributed to

NI\

1754A do not in fact come from that pithouse.

Assumlng that

this is not the case, a cluster of cutting and noncutting dates indicates that the bouse was built in the mid-lOgos CPigure TI).
JUniper Terrace

Dates from both NA lS14C and NA lS14E are problematic, though
for different reasons.

NI\

1814C yielded four dates in the 920s to 940s

from roof support posts (Figure 7S). At least they are identified as

posts, although the descriptions, such as ·east comer post," do not
agree exactly with the publisbed map of the pitbouse. The dates sug-

gest, albeit none too strongly, a building date in the mid-gOOse
Ceramics from various portions of the site, including the pithouse in
question, indicate that NIl lS14 was net settled before the mid-lOOOs.
en this basis, both COlton (1946.154) and Bretemitz (1966.12) ooncluded
thst the dates available to them were from reused wood. This ccnclusion
holds for the dates available today as well.

In the case of IB14E, the interpretation of somewhat complex
stratification is made more difficult by inadequacies in the recorded
data.

IJargrave ezcavated the structure in 1931-1932, and watson Smith
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reexcavated a portion of it in 194B.

Data produced by these investiga-

tions can be found in Colton (1946:145-155), Smith (1952:77-80), the

Museum of Northem Arizona's site files, and the Tree-Ring" Laboratoty's
site files.

Figure 79 summarizes two possible interpretations of the

stratigrapby.

According to both options, NA IB14E was built originally

as a rectangular, masonry kiva with a recess on the east side. Later,
the kiva was partitioned with masonry walls into three rooms.

Finally,

after this structure was abandoned and its roof had collapsed, two
storage bins were constructed in corners of two different rooms. At
some point in this sequence, Burial 1 was placed beneath the floor of
Ni\

lal4E, a,warently near the west wall.

The two interpretations sum-

marized in Figure 79 disagree over when this event occurred.

The

first

has the burial intruded through the burned debris of the kiva's roof,
whereas the second has it dug through the bumed debris of the remodeled

structurels roof. The body had been placed in a subfloor pit that was
-roofed over with a platform of poles resting on the floor of the
pithouse..
1946:153).

Over these poles cross poles had been laid" (Colton
According to the excavation notes,

iINQ

burned material [was]

found over Ithe] burial, positive proof of intrusion" (MNA Site
Files:N!!l 1814).

That is, the burial had been intruded through roof

fall.
Five groups of tree-ring dates are or may be relevant to dating
events in this sequence (Figure 80). The first, made up entirely of
dates in 1129 comes from pieces of charcoal fOWld in association with
Burial 1.

Excavation notes distinguish between "specimens of [the

burial's] wood covering and pieces of charcoal from burial fill" (MNA
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Site Files:N1I 1814), implying strongly tIlat the dated charcoal 6Olll'1es

do not come from the roof of the burial chamber. How did they come to
be assccisted with the burial? Clle possibility can be eliminated at the

outset. That is, perhaps the pieces of charcoal were present in the
earth used to cover the body when it was interred.

This seems unlikely

for two reasons. First, it means that the body was covered intentionally with earth, when tiE presence of a pole covering implies interment in

an open chamber.

Second, it requires that charcoal from a number of

pieces of wood all procured in 1129 was present in the earth used to
fill the burial pit.

How this might have haR;:ened

is W1clear.

The second and third groups of tree-ring dates also reflect
procurement in 1129. In one case the samples are known to come from a
"pithouse," presumably either NA 1814C or NA 1814E, and in the other,

all that can be said for sure is that the samples are from one of the
five excavated structures at NA 1814.

In fact, both groups of dated

samples were probably found in NA l814E. For one
60

closely with those from

NA

thin:J, the dates agree

l814E as to suggest that they probably

relate to that structure. Also, all but one of the dated samples are
the same species -

ponderosa pine -

as the samples associated with

Burial!. By comparison, the fourth and fifth groups of dates (Figure
80) are from pieces of fir and pinyon. These sanples, which date to the
11306, come from two of the three rooms of the remodeled building.
Tb:lse from Room 1A definitely come from

~

roof of that building: They

were removed from a section of fallen roof overlying a floor that abuts
and hence is associated with one of the partition walls.
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ibe two stratjgraphic interpretations summarized in Figure 79

make differing use of these tree-ring data. They agree, however, in
dating the remodeling of NA lB14E to 1139 or within a couple of years

thereafter. This follows from the presence, in two rooms, of samples
dating to that year, indicating that they relate to major ccnstruction
activity, and from the association of some S8lJq>les with
than with the earlier kiva.

ax..

]A

rather

on most other events the two scenarios

disagree. According to the first <Figure 79), the kiva was built in
ll29 and destroyed by fire sometime prior to ll39.

Burial 1 was in-

truded through the burned roof fall lying on the floor of the kiva.
rater, probably in ll39 when the structure was being rebuilt, material
from the bumed kiva found its way into the burial pit.
the

Those building

new structure may have shoved the material into the burial chamber

in order to to produce a firm foundation for a new floor that was
slightly higher than the kiva's floor.

This activity might explain the

disturbed condition of the burial (MNA Site Files:NA 1814). Later on,
fire destroyed this structure as well. For this interpretation to work,

one must explain the explicit reference to an absence of homed roofing
over the burial pit. That is, if BUrial 1 was interred prior to construction of tbe 1139 roof, why is it that the burned remains of that
roof were not found ab!lB the burial chamber7
lIcc:Ording to the second scenario presented in Figure 79, Burial

1 was intruded through the burned remains of the roof placed over the
structure when it was rebuilt in 1139.

This would account for the

absence of bumed roof fall over the burial pit. ibe interpretation has
a serious problem, however, that relates to patteming in the tree-ring
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dates. How is it that a burial dug through a roof made of wood procured
in 1139 contains charcod.l of wood cut a decade earlier in 1129?

The

ptoblem bere is twofold, since one must explain both the total absence
of 1139 dates from the burial pit and the tight clustering, in 1129, of
the dates from the charcoal that was fOlllld in the pit.

Remember that,

according to this interpretation, the bcx:1y was interred after the 1139
rebuilding.
To me, the first interp:retation seems more plausible.

That is,

the kiva was roofed in 1129, the body interred between then and 1139,
and the room rebuilt in 1139. The absence of burned roof fall, especially near a wall, is less vexing than a tight cluster of dates in 1129
from a burial dating after 1139.

of

N.l\ 1814E

Perhaps reexcavation to that :portion

not touched by Smith could resolve this dilemma.

Winona Village

Table 21 lists 13 pithouses at Winona Village that have yielded

datable tree-ring samples.
(NI\.

For conpleteness sake, a surface structure

2133B) and trash mound (NA 2134T) are also included.

dates from a1115 features appear in Figure Bl.

Tree-ring

Except for two ciates

from NA 3644M's fireplace, most of the dates probably oome from structural material. In several cases, the samples were found in one of a
sequence of houses built in a single pit or in a pithouse that was

remocleled one or more times, aOO. it is not always possible to link the
sample to one among a number of construction events.

Most dates and all

cutting and "v" dates lie within the 70 year interval from 1070 to 1140.
The earliest dated building event is the erection, in the late 10BOs, of

a.Jl,.
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NA 2133A. A strong cluster of dates in tbe 1080s from this structure

can be interpreted in two ways.

Either the cluster ends with five

cutting dates of 1086 from samples with comp1_ outer riDas, in which

case CCIIStruction occurred in 1086-1087 iIld later dates are from repair
t.iJdlers, or the clUster includes the noncutting dates of 1087 and 1088,
suggesting that the house was built toward the end of the decade. In
either case, a single late date of 1095 from a probable roof beam

indicates that the house was later remodeled or repaired. Dating the
CCXlStruction of other houses is more prd:>lematic, although weak terminal

date clusters suggests building dates in the 10 90s from NA 2135C, the
1100s for

m

21330, and the 1130s for

m

2134A.

The most striking aspect of the dates from Winona Village is

their strong tendency to cluster in the late 1000s and early 1100s. All

the structures with tree-ring dates were probably built and occupied
duriDa this period, and the same is probably true of the numerous houses
without dates. Also, there is no evidence that heams were salvaged from
ol.dP.r sites for use in oonstruction of Winona Village.
JleaIIl Reuse in the Flagstaff Area

Except for the structuIes at Winona Village, pithouses in the
Flagstaff area are characterized by extremely wide date distributions.
A cursory examination of Figures 76, 77, and 78 reveals that dates from

most structures cover a range of at least a century. There are four
likely explanations for this pattern: the early dates could come from
eroded samples, they could be from reused heams, they could be from dead

wood, or the date distributions could be the result of long-term
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occupation and periodic repair or remodeling of pitbouses.

Erosion of

samples is hard to dismiss, especially because most dates, and in :par-

ticular, most early dates from structures are noncutting_ Still the
degree of earliness of many dates, often on the order of a century or

more, is so great as to suggest that ring loss alone cannot accowlt for
Trees used in construction were typically not old

the long date ranges.

enough to suffer that much erosion and still have sufficient rings left
to be tree-ring dated.

The use of dead wood is a poss:ibility, although

the IlIllikelib:>od that pithouses were occupied much longer than 20 years

is discussed elsewhere in this study. Furthermore, a hypothesis of long
running occupation of houses would make most sense if the early dates

clustered in a way that suggested an early construction date.

This

pattern occurs in only a few cases, however, and can be more readily

explained with reference to beam reuse than to extended survival of
individual structures.
<Ale line of evidence in particular fOints to the frequent use of
reused timbers in construction. This is the tendency for dates from
roof support posts to fall toward the early eX! of date distr:ibutions.
The pattern is most apparent in distributions from NA 2800, NA 1531
(Figure 76), NA 2002A (Figure 77), and NA l625C (Figure 78). Table 22
provides information on the location in distributions of dates from roof
posts.

lDcation is specified in terms of the quartile of the distribu-

tion within which a date lies. The sample of structures includes all
those with eight or IOOre

dates. This figure

was crosen, somewhat arbi-

trarily, because it restricts the saIilple to cases with at least two
dates per quartile.

With fewer dates, the quartile measure would make

Table 22.

Qlartile Distribution of Dates from Roof Sl..JIpJrt Posts in Flagstaff Area Pithouses.

~

Dates
from

Total

~

Ilate.s.

NIl 2800

18

NIl 2798

16

NA. 1531

21

N!\. 19208

10

o,iattil e IQr.at j QDa af 12atea flJD

1st

2nd

.ltd

~sts

Jth

4 Ca)

NIl 1959
NIl 1238
NIl 40SA
NIl 200lA

32
4 Cb)
14

NIl 2002A

49

NIl 1625C

29

(a)

Includes one date lying on the boundary between the first and second quartiles~

(b) Includes two dates, one each in the third and fourth quartiles, from posts in the vesti-

bule.

~
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litUe sense, and there would be few other dates in relation to which a

date from a roof post could be characterized as early Or late. Houses
at Winona Village are not included in the sample both because they do

not share the tendency toward long date ranges and because very few
samples from this site can be recognized as pieces of [oaf posts.
Finally, it sb:luld be noted that some dates are no daJbt misidentified
as being from posts.

The

~latian

simply formalizes a patten> that is ct>vious from

an examination of the date distribution: _ f suwort posts tend strong-

ly to date early. To some extent, this could be the result of greater

amounts of ring loss from posts than from other structural members.
Posts are generally larger than other beams and may, therefore, have
more rings than other beams. They could, as a result, suffer greater
than average ring loss and still be datable.

This would explain how a

post could produce a relatively early date.

It would not, however,

explain why

80

many posts had been eroded more than roof beams in the

same structures. The extent of sUWOsed ring loss is especially problematic.

All but one of the 27 dated posts in Table 22 are ponderosa

pine, a species ",""racterized by fairly rapid ralial growth.

It seems

doIlbtful that the Sinagua and their neighbors in the Flagstaff area were

making posts from living ponderosa pines that were two and three hundred

years old, yet that is how old the trees would have to have been for
erosion alone to _lain many of the early dates. For _ l e , assuming
that

Ni\.

l625C was built in 1093, and takirv3 into account the date of the

innermost rings from the dated posts, the trees prodUCing those posts
would have been 378, 322, 277, and 362 years old whBl they were cut for

construction.

In fact, the second and third of these values pertain to

samples lacking the pith area, and therefore, they indicate only minimum

ages for the trees.

'lb

repeat, I doubt that trees this old were used to

make suWOrt posts.
As previously noted, it seems most likely tIlat the early dates

reflect the rather long term use and repeated reuse of support posts.
In discussing pithouses on Bonito Terrace, McGregor argued that -The

lack of any of the larger support poles in almost all of the
sites ... would argue that ... they were habitually IOI::bed of the main
beams before abandonment, and later the small amount of wooden material
left bUrned- (1936:14). In some cases, the dates from posts form part
of early, diffuse clusterings of dates that might represent past con-

struction events.

Examples include dates in the late 900s from both

NIl 200lA and NA 2002A and dates in the mid-900s form NA l625C.

The

hypothesis that suwort posts were reused preferentially and that they

survived for relatively long periods has two important implications.
First, even within or adjacent to a ponderosa pine forest, existing
support posts were considered sufficiently valuable to be reused rather
than replaced with new ones.

'nley may have been valuable because suit-

able trees were relatively rare or because the task. of producing a :post
was relatively onerous. Seoond, the reuse of beams suggests a relatively stable populatioo , in that the builders of a new house crose a spot
near enough to their old bouse so that it was more efficient to salvage
and transport posts from the old house than to produce new ones. The
hypothesis also presents a difficulty, for it assumes that posts sunk in
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the ground could survive a century or more.

As discussed in Chapter 3,

the vertical posts were the first thing to go in Bidatsa earthlodges.
l'Osslbly, the end of the post that was sUllk in the groom was discarded
with each new use, requiring pithouse depth to decrease with each use of
one or a set of support posts. Or it may he that posts sunk into a
pitbouse's floor located several feet below ground level were better

protected from soil moisture and hence from decay than posts sUIlk into a
Plains earthlodge's floor, which was J.ocated at or only slightly below
ground level. Finally, the posta may have been burned, a treatment that
reduces decay rates in softwoods (Schiffer 1985).
Ceramic Groups

Colton's (1946) study, The SinagnR. employs a ceramic group

classification as a primary tool for dating sites in the Flagstaff area.
!rable 23 lists the pottery types associated with the groups that are
relevant here and indicates COlton's estimated date ranges for periods
represented by those groups.

In addition, Table 21 and Figures 76

through 78, 80, and 81 give Colton's group assignments for structures
with tree-ring dates.

SO as to give the reader some idea of the quant-

ity of data available to COlton, assignmenta based en small sherd samples - generally fewer than 30 sherds - are put in psrentheses in the
table and figures. A more important problem than sample size is the

nature of the relationship between the _

and tree-ring dates from a

structure. The vast majority of pottery assemblages come ftom fill,

floor, or both, and it is generally not poasible to argue convincingly
that the sherds oome from vessels that were used, broken, and discarded
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Table 23. Types Included in O>lton's U946:20) Ceramic Groups 3 !Ibrough
7.
Group 3.

Kana-a Black.........hite with or without Deadmans Black-

Group 4.

Kana....

Group 5.

Black Mesa Oleadmans) Black-on-white with Deadmans
Black-on-red. No TUsayan Black-on-red, Sosi Black-onwhite, or Dogoszhi Black-on-white are present.

Group 6.

Black Mesa (Deadmans) Black-on-white with Tusayan
Black-on-red. Basi Black-on-white, Dogoszhi Black.....white, and Holbrook Black-on-whlte may also be pre'"
sent. No Deadmans Black-on-red is present.

Group 7.

Flagstaff Black-on-white with Walnut Black-on-white.
Small amounts of Dogoszhi and SOsi Black-on-wbite,
TUsayan Black-on-red, and Citadel Polychro....

on-red.
Black.........hite, Black Mesa IJleadmans) Black-onwhite, IlSWIlly with Deadmans Black-on-red. nus group
is a mixture of Groups 3 and 4.
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by the inhabitants of the house in which they were found.

Christian E.

Downum (1985) is at present engaged in research to aileviste this prob-

lem by carefully identifying cases in which the associations between

ceramic assemblages and tree-ring dated construction events are reasonably secure.

The goal of the

pre-~t

discussiat is more modest, for it

is simply to update Colton's scheme in the light of tree-ring data
available today.

SOmewhat different criteria are required for relating tree-ring
dates to the beginning and end of a ceramic grcups.

Both dated con-

struction events and dates from construction contexts are useful in
dating the end of a group, whereas only dated construction events are
relevant to dating its begirming.

It is also interesting to ask whether

and under what circumstances the tree-ring dates from particular struc-

tures agree with the date ranges assigned to a ceramic group. A few
observations on the Flagstaff data set follow.

The data summarized in

Table 21 provide little or no basis for distinguishing temporally be-

tween Ceramic Groups 3 and 4. This situation is consistent with the
characterization of Group 4 as -a mixture of Groups 3 and 5- (Table 23).
Downum (985) suggests that such mixing may result from a long term

continuity of settlement, in that localities occupied during Group 3
times were still occupied or were recx:cupied during Group 5 times.
COlton tlx>ugbt that Group 3 ended and Group 5 began in about 900
(Table 23), but dats presented here indicate that date to be too early.

m 2798, which bas a good Group 3 assemblage, may have been built in the
9405, and NA. 1531, which has a small Group 3 assemblage, was definitely
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built in the 9608. A key element in the identification of Group 3 is
the presence of Kana'a Black-oo-white.

Data from these muses hldicate

that the type was in use at least to 950 and probably into the 960s.

Kana'a Black-on-wbite is also present at NA 1959, which has a "V- date
of 978 from a "plank."

These data suggest an end date for Kana'a no

earlier than 960 and possibly as late as 975. This is considerably
later than Colton's (1946:253) date of 900,

somewhat later than

Breternitz's Cl966:79} date of 950, but in line with the date of 975
accepted by the Black Mesa Archaeological Project (Smiley, Nich:>ls, and
Andrews

1983~igure

7).

Altb>ugh Group 3 continues to the 9606 or 970s, there is still a

gap of almost a century to the first Group 5 construction date, in the
10606, from W\. 1238.

The information presented here does not provide a

basis for placing the boundary between the groups at any particular
point in the gap, although data adequate to the task may be available
elsewhere.

The boundary betwem Groups 5 and 6 can be dated much more

precisely, b,)wever.

The latest Group 5 oonstruction date, from :ti\ 1238,

is in the mid to late 1060s. The earliest Group 6 construction dates,
~

2l33A at winona village and

~

3763R (actually associated with both

Groups 6 and 7) come a little over a decade later in the 1080s. These
data would suggest a transition from Group 5 to Group 6 between the
10600 and 1080s.

This is slightly lster and less precise than the date

of 1050 given by Colton (1946:254). Medicine Fort, a surface masonry
structure mentioned in Chapter 6 (Table

ll)

may fall in the transition

between the groups. Dates from the -fort- indicate that construction
activity may have beglm in the 1040s and continued at least into the

4B2

early 10605. Associated ceramics smw a strong representation of Group
5 and a weak one of Group 6.
'Ibe data Wlder consideration tEre are cnly minimally relevant to

dating the change from Group 6 to Group 7.

For one thing, the few

pithouses with Group 7 sherds also have Group 6 sherds. JUso, by Group
7 times, pueblos seem to have been gaining significantly in popularity

at the expense of pitbouses.
mentialing, wwever.

one piece of dating evidence is worth

In the discussion of JlUliper Terrace, the inter-

ment of Burial 1 beneath the floor of NIl IB14E was dated tentatively to

the interval from 1129 to 1139.

Among the goods accompanying this

burial are a vessel of Walnut Black-on-white and another of Tusayan

Polychrome.

WaJ.nut Black-on-white is a Group 7 type, and its presence

in this burial dating to the 11305 fits parfectly the beginning date of
1130 given by COlton (1946:254) for Group 7.

A final observation on the relationship

betWeEn

tree-ring dates

and ceramic groups concerns the significance of the early dates from

many pithouses.

As

previously discussed,

~

20lA and m 2002A (Io'igure

77) have nonterminal groupings of dates from what are probably reused
beams.

If the later dates from the structure were not available, these

groupings would suggest construction dates that were One ceramic group
too early. This

seems

to be what is happening in the case of NIl 1814C.

That structure produced a group of dates -

from support. [:Osts -

second quarter of the 900s, that is, during Group 3 times.

in the

Ceramics

indicate, oowever, that construction probably occurred after 1050, during the period represented either by Group 6 or Group 7.

N:>te also that
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the Group 6 pithouses NIl 40BA and NIl 2004A (Figure 77) have latest dates
that fall in Group 5 times.

In each of these cases, patticular dates

can be recognized as being anomalous with respect to reasonably well
dated ceramic group boundaries.

This indicator is not available when

the tree-ring dates agree with the ceramic date range. Nevertheless,
the dates may provide inaccurate information relative to the occupation

of a site or the construction of a building. Because of the long date
distributions from the Flagstaff area, caution must be exercised in
interpreting those distributions. This is especially so if the dates

are few in number or come from SUI?I.X>rt posts. These caveats do not seem
to awly to Wincna Village, oowever, where there is little evidence for
either sample erosion or the reuse of old beams.
Tate Anasazi PitOOnsea

In the last couple of decades, several archaeologists, including

Bliss (1960), Jennings (1966:56-57), and stuart and Farwell (1983), have

discussed the significance of the late survival of pithouse architecture
among the Anasazi.

stuart and Farwell's paper is especially useful in

its tabulation of data from 147 excavated pithouses in New Mexico that
postdate A.D. 1000 (1983,Table 7).

T[ee-ring dates from late pitMuses

have provided some of the chronological control that has made it possible to demonstrate that certain pithouses are indeed -late.-

In

analyzing dates from these structures, it is important to keep three
points in mind. First, it is not always possible to decide wbetl•.;!r a
given pitstructure is best considered a house or a kiva. For present
purposes, the excavator's opinion is considered to be correct.

In
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Chapter 9, all pitstructures .:u-e Itm;ped together by time period witOOut

regard to this distinction.

Second, pitstructures become quite variable

after aboot A.D. 1000, so that •
kivas is scmewhat madequate.

s~le

dicb>tomy between pitbcuses and

Thus, in addition tc these two kinds of

structures, there are pit rooms that served specialized fwlctions.

For

example, many Kayenta sites have a small pitroom with IOOst of the floor
area taken up by roealing bins, these rooms must have been used primarily

for corn grinding. Also, the Kayenta area saw the development of a
seemingly new sort of pithouse that was incorporated directly into a

roomblock.

Some of this variation becomes more awarent below in the

di.ooussiw of particular sites and structures.

A third point to remem-

ber is that relatively few late {litix>uses have produced tree-ring dates,
and only a handful of these structures can be dated confidently_

24 lists the majority of post-900 pitlxluses with tree-ring dates.
two areas excluded from this tabulation are the

Larg~lina and

Mesa. A synthesis of all tree-ring data from the

Largo~allina

Table

_
Black
must

await publication of results from numerous excavations Wldertaken there
in the 1970s.

In the case of Black Mesa, a synthesis is currently

wuierway.
Eastem Little COlorado
Four sites in what can be called, in broad terms, the "Eastern
Little Colorado," have produced dates from late pithouses (Figure 82).
Three houses at NA 14,662 and NA 14,664, which were Investigated by the
Musewn of Northem Arizona (Bradford 1985), appear to date tc the second
half of the eleventh or perhaps beginning of the twelfth century.

Table 24.

Late 1\nasazi PitOOuses with Tree-Ring Dates.

Al:Oa

~

~

Eastem

lilA 14,664

Pitbouse 2
PitOOuse 4

Little

NIl 14,662

COlorado

Kayenta

NIl 11,5468

Pithouse 1
Pithouse 5
Pithouse 2

Jewett Gap

Pithouse C

NIl 1728
11,125
COOzrbs site

Neskabi
Village

IA 6455

..In...Ililto.:

1090s?
1117-1118
1137
1120s?

weak cluster
strong cluster
strong cluster

929

920s1

weak cluster

1120s?

weak cluster

Pitb:.JUse

Pltixluse

1164

1269-early 1270s

weak cluster

Pithouse (F-88)

1165

Pithouse (F-117)

1169

Pithouse 5

1090
1134
1206
1221
1248
1263
1269

Pithouse 7B
Pithouse 13
Pithouse 6

Feature 161
Feature 8

Feature 10
IA 70

PatteOling

Date

1122
1135

Pithouse 3

Pithouse 14
Pithouse 3
Pithouse 8
Rio Grande IA 10,794

COnstruction

~

1054
1094
1096
1122
1137
(J-()9) 1159

Churcb Rock, Pithouse
N!\

latest

1304
1318

Feature 6

1318
1342

Feature 223

1350

J!
2
3
1
16
25
8
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Llction

Patteming

~

~

as?

~

-1118
37
Os?

cluster

strong cluster
strong cluster

2
3
1
16
25
8

TRL Site Files
TRL Site Files
TRL Site Files
Fuller 1976
Fuller 1976
Bullard 1950; Barmister, Hannah, and Robinson 1970:23-24

,as?

weak cluster

Taylor 1954; Barmister, Dean, and Rcbinson 1968:69-70

:Os?

weak cluster

TRL Site Files
Lister, Anbler, and Lister 1960; Lister and Lister 1961~
Bannister, Dean, and Robinson 1969:12-13
Lister, AIrb1er, and Lister 1960, Lister aOO Lister 1961;
Bannister, Dean, and Robinson 1969: 12-13
Lister, Anbler, and Lister 1960; Lister and Lister 1961;
Bannister, Dean, and Fcbinson 1969:12-13
Lister, Arrbler, and Lister 1960; Lister and Lister 1961;
Bannister, Dean, and Robinson 1969;12-13
Eobler 1974; Bannister, Dean, and Robinson 1969:36-37
BobIer 1974: Bannister, Dean, and Rddnson 1969:36-37
BobIer 1974: Bannister, Dean, and Robinson 1969:36-37
Robler 1974~ Bannister, Dean, and .Rcbinson 1969:36-37
Robler 1974; Bannister, Dean, and Robinson 1969:36-37
Habler 1974; Bannister, Dean, and ~lnson 1969:36-37
HOOler 1974; Bannister, Dean, and Robmson 1969:36-37

~ly

1270s

weak cluster

stuart and Far\<ell 1983: Table 7
lange 1968:73-90; Robinson, Hannah, and Barril1 1972:77,
Feature 17
range 1968:73-90; ROOinson, Hannah, and Harrill 1972:77
Lange 1968:73-90; ROOinson, Hannah, and Harrill 1972:77,
Feature 24
stuart and Farwell 1983:Table 7; Robinson, Hannah, and
Harrill 1972:76
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.em-and-Ieaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from late Pithouses in the Eastem Little Colorado.
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Pithouse C at the Jewett Gap Site may have been built in the 1120s and
remodeled or repaired around 1160. The most interesting tree-ring dates

come from NA 11,546B, located near Ganado, Arizona. The site incorporates -two large, deep, round pit houses, three small, rectangular pit
houses, and three surface rooms· (Fuller 1976:30). The two rOWld pit-

oouaes, which lie to the southeast of the other structures, produced the

tree-ring dates summarized in Figure 82. Date clusters provide convincing evidence that Pithouse 5 was built in the late 11105 and Pithouse 2 was constructed in the late 11305.

A single late date from

PitOOuse 5 suggests that the structure was repaired four or more years
after it was built.
Kayenta Area

Late pithouses at four Kayenta sites have yielded tree-ring
dates (Figure 83). The structure at the Church Rock. Site prd::;ably dates

to the 9206, that at NIl 11,125 may date to the 1120. and was definitely
built no earlier than that. Bruce G. Harrill, in papers on file at the
Tree-Ring Laboratory, describes the latter pit:b:>use as "a small, square,
featureless structure ••• [thatJ was probably a storage unit.-

The

Coombs Site is included here because of its Kaymta ceramic affiliation,
even though it is located well to the north of the Kayenta area proper.

Three of the 10 pithouses investigated at this locality have latest
dates in the 1160s, as do the associated surface structures.

This

consistency suggests that pithouses were in use at the Coombs Site in
the second bali of the twelfth century.

Neskahi Village provides the most interesting case of late

A.Il.

Church FDck
Site, NA 1728

800
~
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• _ f sUWOrt post.
(a)

"+"

date A.D. 1121v.

(b) Data on file at the TRL are inadequate to tell which pithouses these are in Lister, Ambler, am Lister's (1960) nunbering system.
(c)

"+"

date, A.D. ll.6C..

Provenience is that of BobIer <l974:Appendix 1) and not
Bannister, Dean, and Robinson <1969:37).
(d)

ee)

Figure 83,

"+" date,
~.

A.D. 1263v.
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pithouse use among the Kayenta. TIle site layout consists of siD;!le

tOWS

of chambers, arranged in a D-shape so as to surround a central plaza.
Kiva 1 is located in the plaza.

On the flat side of the

"0." the

chambers are contiguous masonry rooms, but on the curving sides they
consist of pithouses built close to one another but in most cases not
t<Juching.

A similar use of pithouses occurs

at Slrprise Pueblo, tblugb

in that case tbe site layout is rectangular rather than D-shaped
(Ambler, Lindsay, and Stein 1964). pitbouses at Nesksbi Village may
have differed from those at earlier sites in having walls of ligbter

oonstruction.
We have no definite evidence of roof sidewalls. That is, no
fallen roof material was found external to the lower walls of
any pitbouse. No pattems of small postholes were found around
the outer perimeter of any pithouse. lihile it is possible that
sidewalls set at an angle to the ground surface may have existed
but have left no trace, it is more likely that the sidewalls
were vertical and a direct extension of the lower walls. If
such was the case the walls of the pithouses would have oonsisted of the plastered surface of the original excavation up to the
ground level. Above the ground level they would probably have
been made of jacal.. OIobler 1974.9).
Neskahi Village assumed its characteristic form late in its history,
probably not until the thirteenth century.

TIle following pit dwelliD;Js

with tree-ring dates formed part of this structure. Pitbouses 3, 5, 6,
and 8.

Dates from Pitbouse 8 suggest that it was built around 1270.

Rio Grande

stuart and Farwell C1983.Table 7) list three sites in the Rio
Grande

area where late pitbouses have yielded tree-riD;! dates.

Among

them, the sites produced six noncutting dates, all in the 13008, from
four structures.

From these nUDtlers alone, it slJ:)uld be clear why none
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of the structures can be confidently dated.

Cbe of the sites, lA 6455,

includes a kiva, a small block of surface rooms that were apparently
used for storage, and two alignments of contiguous pitrooms that served

as living quarters. 'Ibree of the pitrooms gave dates of 1318, 1318, and
1342, which are somewhat earlier than the date of -ca. 1425· suggested
for the relevant portion of the site on the basis of ceramic evidence
CS:>nea 1968i126).
Mjscellanepus Riyas

Mancos canyon

Tree-ring dates are available from two tenth century and one
thirteenth century kiva in Mancos Canyon (Figure 84).

Pitstructure 3 at

2fiUtR 2347 is a circular masonry kiva with eight roof support posts set

into the front of the bench that encircles the floor (Gillespie
1975:38:46; Gillespie 1976:67).

a southem recess.

The structure lacks both pilasters and

All eight of the support posts yielded datable tree-

ring samples. The latest dates, including four "V' dates, cluster in
the late 9106 and early 9205.

Because the dates are from SllH?Ort lX'sts,

it is likely that construction did not take place until at least 923,
the year of the latest date.

Based on the clustering of dates, it is

inferred that the pitstructure was probably built during or soon after

that year.
Feature 1 at 5MTUMR 2350 is a circular great kiva measuring some
10 m in diameter (Farmer 1977:34-46).

A ber<:h lies against the wall in

the half of the structure that was excavated.

The tree-ring date

distribution suggests that construction took place in the second half of

5MI't1>IR 2347
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(a) .. +..

(b)

dates, three at A.D. 919v, CIte at 923v.

.+. date, A.D. ~.

(c) Not .00.." dates of A.D. 677, 77B.

Figure 84,

~.
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thP 9605 and that the great kiva was repaired or remodeled a few years

later in the early 9705.

Alternatively, a date cluster in the 9406

could relate to initial construction, in which case the structure prcbably underwent repair in both the 960s and 970s.

It is difficult to

cl"lXlse between the altematives, givEn that the number of dates is small

relative to the number of beams that would have been in the great kiva

and that only balf the structure was investigated.
The thirteenth century structure is Kiva 1 at 5MTUMR 1253. This

kiva has six pilasters, interpilaster benches, a southern recess, and
tunnels that lead to a tower and a second kiva.

Although it is only

about 4 m in diameter, the structure produced dates from 143 beams -

assuming one beam per tree and the correct identification of all duplicate samples from one beam. This figure gives some idea of the amount

of wood incorporated in a kiva's roof, in this case one that was probably cribbed. There can be little doubt that the cutting of beams for

use in Kiva 1 was concentrated during the growing and nongrowing seasons
of 1233.

The combination of incomplete and. complete outer rings indi-

cates that procurement may have been most intense at the very E!ld of the
growing season. For juniper, the species of all but one of the dated
beams, this period would be in the late summer and early fall. A date
of 1234 from a sample with an incomplete outer ring suggests, lx>wever,
that actual construction was not completed and perhaps not begun until

the spring of that year. This would imply that the bulk of the newly
cut timbers were seasoned for up to a year before being used.

Finally,

a noncutting date of 1254 from a lintel in the southem recess indicates
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that at least that portion of the structure was remodeled or repaired 20

or more years after the kiva was buUt.
Mesa VeIde

Kivas on Mesa Vetde can be tree-ring dated to the eleventh and

thirteenth centuries. There are, however, no good data

<Xl

kivas of the

tEnth and twelfth centuries. Eleventh century structures are Kiva

A

at

'l'wo Raven 1Icuse, the kiva at lIesa Verde 1 (GP), and Kiva 1 at Mesa verde

16 (GP) (Figure 85).

Kiva A is described simply as "a four-posted kiva"

<Nicllols and Harlan 1967:25).

BalJple proveniences imply tbat the paste

are set into a bench and that the roof is at least partially cribbed.
Three dated posts and nine dated crib logs were sampled in place. A
date cluster in the first decade of the 1000s suggests that construction

may have taken place at that time. This inference is probably incorrect, however, because two of the four roof posts yielded tree-ring
dates in 1031 and 1032. It is Wllikely that the roof was buUt prior tc
1032. Given that the earlier date cluster does not represent a construction date, it is worth noting that the cluster is followed by dates
in the 1010s, 1020s, and 1030s. In this instance, at least, such a
spread of dates does not come from repair timbers.

It is possible, of

course, that Kiva A was buUt in the 1000s and entirely reroofed three
decades later.

'!be kiva at lIesa Verde 1 is a circular structure with six pUas-

ters and interpilaster benches. It does not have a southern recess
(O'Bryan 1950:49-51).
built in 1064.

Four cutting dates imply that the structure was

On the other hand, these dates may relate to the
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"+" date,

A.D. 1009v.

(c) Id:>inson and Harrill (1974:114) list dates of lD1..i and lOH as having "No PIC',
information supplied by Lancaster and Pinkley <1954:49, 77-78) makes it clear that the dat
MV-494 and MV-494-1, are from the kiva.
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f-494-1, are from the kiva.
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remodeling of the structure documented by O'BIyan. At some point in the
kiva's history, the interp1laster spaces were walled up.

POssibly this

event took place in 1064. If so, a loose clustering of dates from the
990s to the 10308 migbt prov1d& the actual construct1cn date. Kiva 1 at
Site 16 is a circular structure with eigt.t pJ]astera •..,d intervening
bencbes; it also has a southem recess CLancaster and Pinkley 1954:47-

49,77-78). Three dates -- one from a bench on thenortbeast side and
two from a bEnch on the nortbwest side - provide weak evidence for a
construction date of 1074.

Several kivas either do or may date to the 12008 (Figure 86).
Fewkes's (1917:Figure 1) map of Far View Bouse sbows Kiva C as a circular structure with six pilasters1 it appears not to have a southern
recess.

A

terminal date cluster in the late 1230s and early 1240s

provides fairly strong evidence for a construction date of 1243.

There

can be little doubt of when Kiva A at Badger Bouse was built.

This

structure bas eight pilasters, a southem recess, and a tunnel leading
to a tower. The majority of beams used in the roof were cut in 1257,
although a single ncncutting date of 1258 indicates that the structure
may not have been colIQ11eted until a year or two later.
Tree-ring dates may relate to the construction of two kivas at

Cliff Palace (Fewkes 1911). Kiva K is a circular structure with five
pilasters, no southem recess, and an unusual deflector, 'being the only

known instance where this structure is constructed of upright stakes
bound with twigs or cedar bark and plastered witaJ. adobe" CFewkes
1911:57). All three of Kiva K's dates come from this deflector and
indicate that it was built in 1271.

Whether the kiva itself was built
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at this time or earlier is unknown. Kiva P is also circular, has six
pilasters, and lacks a recess. Fewkes describes an unusual aspect of
this kiva's construction: "In order to secure a level foundation, paral-

lel beams to support the floor were laid from a projecting rock to a
masonry wall.

The ends of these logs project above the path that leads

to the main entrance" <1911: 58).

Could these be the dated beams de-

scribed in the Tree-Ring Laboratory's site files as "below Kiva P and

center rooms"?
are.

From a distance, it seems reasonable to infer that they

In addition, Fewkea's description implies that the beams were

integral to the kiva's construction. If so, then the dates from those
beams

can perhaps be awlied to the kiva. Assuming this line of reason-

ing to be valid, one can date Kiva pIS construction to 1274 on the basis

of five cutting dates falling in that year.
COrtez Area
Kivas at two sites in the vicinity of COrtez, Coloraoo, date to
the twelfth century (Figure 87). The Ida Jean Ruin is a small Chacoan
structure with two circular kivas incorporated into the roomblock
(Powers, Gillespie, and Lekson 1983:164-167). At least one of these
"Chacoan-sty1e" kivas has mrizontal log pilasters and a subfloor vent
(l983:Figure 78).

A strong terminal date cluster from Kiva B provides

convincing evidence that this structure was built in 1124-1125.

A

second kiva dat:ing to the twelfth century is located at the Mustoe Site
(Gould 1982:68-88).

This circular structure -

has six pilasters and a southern
tower.

recess~

the -PUeblo III Kiva" -

A twmel jOins the kiva to a

A cluster of dates in the 11706 probably relates to construction
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"+f' dates, A.D. ll22., 1123v, and ll2J..
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am ~.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Kivas Near
Cortez, Colorado.
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of the building. Beam cutting seems to have been concentrated in the
growing seascn of 1174 and the 1IOIl9rowing season of 1174-1175, alt:iJ:>ugb
a single CI.ltting date of 1175 from a sample with a ooJJt>l_ outer ring
suggests that construction was not completed until after tbe growing
season of 1175. Because all the dated beams are juniper, this would
place the coJJt>letion of construction no earlier than late summer of that
year. The kiva also produced a second cluster of dates at 1229-1231.
Because

this is the weaker of the two clusters, it probably relates to

repair of the structure. If so, the kiva may have been in use for over
50 years. Alternatively, the dates may result from the refurbishing of
a structure that bad been abandoned for some time.
Grand GJlch

During the fall of 1974, the Cedar Mesa Project, under the
direction of William D. Lipe and R. G. Matson, collected tree-ring
samples from intact and partially intact buildings located in rockshelters in Grand Gllch, southeasteIll utah.

several of these structures

either were or may have been kivas (Figure 88). In some cases it is
difficult to make a positive identification, because a structure devi-

ates from the kiva "norm" alaIg one of two dimensions of formal variation. At one extreme, the structure resembles a rectangular masonry
room with a roof entry. At the other, it looks like an oval bsbitation
structure, again with a roof entry and having crude masonry walls that
may incorporate horizontal logs (an -above ground masonry pithouse/
earthlodge-?). Because the structures were not excavated, floor features cannot. be used as an aid to identification. What remains are
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lal "+" dates, A.D. ~ J.lQ!. llll. lllJI, and ll1ll.

Ib) Includes dates from four loose logs associated with stJ:uc-

turel "+" dates, A.D.
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ll2L ll2L

~
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varied characteristics including structure shape and size, the mode of
entry, and the presence or absence of crib logs, ventilator, bench,
southern recess, and pilasters.
Four structures are definitely kivas.

Structure 9IFeature E at

GG 13-1 is a roundish kiva with pilasters, interpilaster benches, and
southern recess.

l\Wroximately half of the building's roof is intact.

A terminal date cluster from in situ beams indicates a probable construction date in the late 1110s or the 11205.

structure 13/Feature I

at GG 4-} <Sheep on a Bicycle} is a roughly circular kiva, also with

pilasters, benches, and southern recess.

The meaning of this chamber's

date distribution is not entirely clear. A date cluster culminating in

1130-1131 would seem to indicate a construction date at that time.

On

the other hand, slightly later dates of 1133, 1134, and 1146 suggest

that the kiva may not have been built until the mid-1130s or even the
11406.

COnstruction sometime in the 11306 seems most likely. Finally,

a single latest date shows that the kiva was remodeled Or repaired
during or after 1171.

The sanple comes from a crib log: in tre fifth of

six layers; the beam is fairly accessible, altix>ugh it does support one
other layer of crib logs. Thus, the modifications must have involved
more than just the one dated beam.
Two structures have one distinctive kiva feature, a recess.
Structure llPeature A at GG 7-1 is an oblong kiva built against the
cliff face; its recess is on the south side.

Because structure 1 did

not produce any date clusters, it is not possible to date this kiva's
construction with any confidence. A "+v" date of 1252 from an upper
layer crib log swws, oowever, that the structure was built, remodeled,
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or repaired during or after the 12505.

Structure ll1Feature B at 00 4-1

is also oblong and stands against the cliff face; its recess is on the
east side.

Basad on a weak terminal date cluster from three in situ

beams, construction can be placed tentatively in the 1210s.

Kiva 2 at Turkey Pen is a rectangular structure that has a

ventilator opening in the south wall and a roof entry but lacks any
other specific kiva features. The building's large size and isolated
location at the end of a high narrow ledge suggest, nevertheless, that

it prcbably did function as a kiva. Dates are available from 10 secoooary beams.

A weak terminal cluster indicates a construction date in the

12405 or fOssih1y the 12508 for this "cliff kiva.w

Two roundish structures might have been kivas.
structure 8/Feature H at 'lC 1-2.

cne of these is

This site is located in Todie canyon,

which drains into Grand Gllch from the east.

The slightly overbilnging

cliff offers scant protection to the structure, which as a result has
been reduced by erosion to a pile of rubble and eroded

timbers~

A few

in situ beams do soow, however, that the walls were formed at least in

part of cribbed logs. A weak terminal cluster in the 12405 and early
12505 supports a possible constru.ction date in the latter decade.
other posswle kiva is structure 21Feature C at g; 6-7.

The

This building

is the type case for the oval habitation structure mentioned earlier.
It is built against the cliff, has e roof entry, and has several hori-

zontal logs incorporated in its walls.

Whether structure 2 functioned

as a kiva is unknown, although there is no good evidence that it did.
All of the structure's dates are from in situ crib/wail logs and primary
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beams.

A terminal cluster provides reasonably good evidence for oon-

struction in the 1250s.
~_Tl

interesting feature of structure 2's date list is the abun-

dance of "++" dates. As argued elsewhere, this designation may be an
indicator of the use of dead wood in construction. Structure 2's date
distribution agrees with this hypothesis, in that the _++11 dates are
earlier than the other dates.

This is what one would expect if the

trees producing the beams with "++" dates had been dead for Borne time

before they were cut or p.lShed down.

More important for evaluatir¥J the

h}lPOtbesis itself is the nature of the timbers used in construction of
Structure 2 (Table 25).

Most of the wali logs are more than 10 em in

diameter, yet in spite of their relatively large size, they have large
ends that were broken rather than stone ax cut. This means of felling a

tree would be most successful if the tree were already dead. Also, some
of the beams, especially the older ones, are weathered and have been
attacked by bark beetles.

The trees could have suffered these attacks

aftet death but while still standing.

Other timbers retained at least

some bark, as indicated in the "Remarks· column in Table 25 and by the

"B-

symbol that accompanies some dates.

The significance of a weak.

clustering of dates in the 1120s to 11405 is unclear.

Possibly the

trees died at about the same time, or the clustering may be fortuitous.
That is, the ring counts for the samples dating to this interval vary
from 24 to 91 years.. Differences in the numbers of missing rings involved (actually

=

involved) in these counts could mean that the true

outside dates are farther apart than the "++" dates would imply.

Table 25.

Tree-Ring Data from structure 2 at 00 6-7, Grand Gllch, Southeastem utah.
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Black - . .

Date clusters indicative of construction dates are available for
nine eleventh and twelfth century kivas an Black mesa in northeastem
Arizona (Figure 89). All of these structures are circular, except for
Kiva 1 at Az D:ll:3, which is slightly liD-shaped." The earliest kiva,

Structure 1 at Az 0:7:216, has four roof support posts set against the
bench that encircles the floor area <Powell, Iayhe, and IUesert 1980: 75-

79).

A somewhat loose clustering of dates suggests a building date in

the 1010s.

Kiva 3 at Az 0:11:18 also hss four suwort posts (GJmerman,

westfall, and weed 1972:98-100; Ward 1972:216).

This structure is

unusual for an eleventh century kiva in that it has a recess on the east

side, immediately north of the ventilator system. A small but tight
date cluster provides a good construction date of 1025-1026.

RB 5s1's

kiva also has four posts set into the outside of a full bench (Beals,

Brainerd, and Smith 1945:42-62). Another tight date cluster indicates a
building date of 1077-1078 for this kiva.

As noted, Kiva 1 at Az 0:11:3

is slightly D-shapea, in that tbe east side is somewhat flattened
(Qunerman 1970:45-47, Ward 1972:218).

This structure has two major roof

supports and a number of secondary posts as well.

A somewhat loose

terminal date cluster provides evidence for construction in the 10705
and

repair in the 1080s, or for construction in the 1080s.
The remaining five Black Mesa kivas have oonstruction dates in

the first third of the twelfth century. All of the structures have a
southern or (southeastern) recess except Kiva 1 at Az D:7:99, which
probably does not have one.

structure 1 at Az 0:11:425 hss a bench into

Az D:7:216
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the face of which are set four masonry-reinforced roof support posts
(Powell, Iaylle, and IUesert 1980:239-247).

A loose termlnaJ. date clus-

ter indicates a likely building date for this kiva in tbe 1110s or
1120s. Kiva 1 at Az D:7:12 has six posts tbst are set into or immedi-

ately in front of the structure's bench (Gamerman, Westfall, and Weed
1972; Ward 1972:210). Based on a weak date cluster, construction of
Kiva 1 can be tentatively dated to the 1120s. Kiva A at Az J:43:23 is
witb>ut a bench and has four major roof ""WOrt posts set into the walls
and two smaller posts set against the wall in one comer (Gleicbman

1982:161-1671.

A rather diffuse termlnaJ. date cluster s09geste a build-

ing date in the 1120s or 1130s.

described in print

(TRL

Kiva 1 at Az D:7:99 has not been

Site Files).

It was built in 1130.

TIE latest

Black Mesa kiva is Structure 4 at Az D:7:2092, which has a probable

construction date in the U30s (Smiley, Nichols, and Andrews 1983:UO115).
Kayenta Area

'1'Iee-ring dated kivu in the Kayenta area have construction
dates in the twelfth and thirteenth conturiea !Figure 90).

Kiva 1 at NIl

1l,055 is a circular structure with a southem recess, four roof SUHlOrt
posts set into the wall, and no bench (TRL Site Files). It may date to

the 11308. Kiva 1 at NA 9454 also bas a recess and no bench (Anderson
1980:50-54). TIE roof, wbich may have been crilJbed, was supported by up

to seven posts, some of wbich were set against the wall and others which
stood away from the wall. Construction probsbly took place in sbout
1167, repair during or after 1170.

Kiva A at the Tusayan Ruin is
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(Haury

19311.

A bench _

against the wall in the rear balf of the E'tructure. Baury describes
Kiva A'B superstructure as follows: -It is assumed ... that the four
upright Bupports sustained a flat roof over the central part of the
room: that, from the circumference of the kiva to this part of the
erected roof, slanting poles were set, and that these

_rted

a brush

and a final earth covering- (Haury 1931:12). That is, Kiva A was an
earthlodge, as that term is used here. Three dates in the 1180s, including one "v" <late, provide weak evidence for construction during the
1180s or perhaps 119Os.

Four other Kayenta area kivas date to the thirteenth century,
more specifically to the second half of that century and to the Tsegi

phase. All four kivas are circular to roughly circular, and each has a
southern recess.

Kiva 1 at Upper Desha Pueblo, NA 5815, bas a full

bench from which the southem recess projects (Linds.ay and others
1968:168-171l.

Construction was probably in 1261-1262.

Kiva 1 at

"l'camahia Pueblc, Nil 7519A, lacks a bench (Lindsay and others 1968:280-

283l.

Three'v" and ...... dates in 1263-1264 point to a building <late in

the first half of the 1260.. Kiva 46 at Kiet Biel is also witbout a
bench (Dean 1969:96-97, 12ll.

T"o posts are set into the wall wbere the

recess jOins the main room. Dean is confident in dating construction of
Kiva 46 to 1275.

Dates of 1274 and 1275 make it unlikely that the

structure was built any earlier than thet, and architectural data iudicate that the kiva predates rooms 44 and 45, which date solidly to 1275
(1969:121l.

The final structure to be considered is Kiva 2 in Ihit 2 at

Twin Caves Pueblo

(Dean

1969:173, 177, Figure 46l.

This kiva "R"'rently
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has a benc:I1.

TIl'! strlJct:ure also has a deflector that incotpOrates two

wooden posts. Tbese posts yielded a ... date in 1272 and a noncutting
date in 1279. A cutting date in 1272 comes from a post set into the
wsll, and a cutting date of 1273 from a loose log.

Possibly the struc-

ture was built in 1272 and the deflector built or remodeled in 1279, or
the entire structure may have been erected during or after 1279.

Northeastem Little COlorado valley

The northeastern Little Colorado Valley has an unusually complete seqIlem:e of kivas with construction dates ranging from the ea::ly
elevent.h to the late thirteenth century (Figure 91). The earliest of
the four eleventh century structures is the kiva in unit No. 3 of the

Developmental [Pueblo] Village at Allantown, also known as Kiva 32/G
(Roberts 1939a:232-239). This is a circular kiva with a bench encircling the floor area.

Four posts set into the front of the bench

apparently stoppe<! at the top of the bench and, therefore, could not
have served as roof

_rts.

Also, the kiva preserves the r _ of a

wainscoting made of poles, set into the back of the bench around the
perimeter of the structure, that were plastered over.

!!be kiva's date

distribution ends with a loose cluster of dates in the 1000s and 1010s.
Within this interval are tighter clusters of cutting and -V- dates at
1002-1007, 1010-1011, and 1015-1016. Which of these pertain to reuse
and which to repair or remodeling is difficult to say. In any case,
coostruction prrbably took place during the decade from 1007 to 1016.

Kiva 1 at NAS013 is a circular structure with cribbed roof and
full bench (Olson 1971:19-22; Dean 1971:64-88). Four pairs of support
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posts are eet into the front of the bench.

The kiva's date distribution

ends with cutting or .v" dates in almost every year from 1006 to 1024.
These dates form two distinct clusters, one ending in 1010-1011, the
other in 1023-1024. Dean argues that the first Cluster dates the construction and the second the repair of Kiva 1:

The special requirements of cribbed roof construction would
practicslly demand that my structure fxom which the 1011 beams
could have been salvaged be another kiva of approximately the
same size. No such structure is known to exist nearby. The
close correlation of the 1011 date with the date of 1006 for the
associated pueblo aleo favors the first interpretation. If the
kiva were rebuilt in 1024 the pueblo would have been without a
kiva for 18 years, an tmlike1y tb:lugh not inconcei_1e situa(1971:64).
Dean

notes as well that samples contributing to the later date cluster

are con:entrated in the north and east sectom of the kiva, indicating
that this was probably the area needing repair.

In

fact, although Dean

does not de so, one could probably take the reetricted distrihution of

the later dates as further evidence that they relate to a repair rather
than a construction event.

Kiva 1 at NA 11,355 is a circular structure with a full bench

and four pilasters (Fuller 1976). A terminal date cluster provides a
likely construction date 1061-1062. The last of the eleventh cenlury
kivas is Kiva 1 at Kin1ichee
70).

(NA

8022) (Olson 1971:28-29; Dean 1971:68-

This circular structure has a bench around its entire perimeter -

except in front and ilIImediately to either side of the ventilator opening.

The bench supports three pilasters.

The majority of dated beams

used in construction of Kiva 1 were cut over the three year period from

1085 to 1087.

Cmstruction was probably not completed until 1087-1088.

Four kivas in tha northeastern r.ittle Colorado have lateet tree-
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ring dates in the twelfth century.

Kiva 1 at NrI. 8039 is roughly circu-

lar but with a flattened west side. It has both a southern recess and a
second recess on the west side.

A terminal cluster provides good evi-

dence for a construction date in 1115.

The kiva at Az K:12:5

(ASM)

is a

circular structure with a southern recess, bench, two pilasters (one

each in the northeast and northwest cotners) and two ventilators (one
beneath and the other above the floor) (Wasley 1960:38-40).

J\ccOrding

to Wasley -Examination of the altar and ventilator construction suggested that the subfloor ventilator was tuilt first and that the abovefloor ventilator was added later W (1960:39).

The owners of the kiva

apparenUy returned to the original system, rowever, for only the subfloor ventilator was in use at the time of abandonment.

whether the

southern recess dates to the original construction of this portion of
the kiva is r:!cot entirely clear.

Bow the kivals

tree-ring date distribu-

tion should be interpreted is not very clear either.

Tbere are two date

clusters, one in 1010-1011 and a second a century later at 1114-1119.
The earlier cluster is stronger, in that it incorporates more dates and

roore cutting dates in a briefer time interval. en this basis, one might
infer a construction date of 1011, with repair a century later.

CUite

possibly the kiva went unused for some part of the intervening period.
Alternatively, the kiva could have been roilt in the 11105, in part ""ith
materials salvaged from a structure built in 1011.

The first inteq,re-

tation gains some support from the architectural evidence for !..he remodeling of the ventilator system, though it slx)U1d be noted tt.at there is
no evidence specifically linking the 1110s cluster to either ventilator
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system or even to that cortioD of the structure. These interpretive
problems are important, beca!lse if the kiva was built in lOll, and if it

was equipped with a southern recess at that time, then the southern
recess appears in this structure a century before the period of its
rapid spread throughout a large portial of the Colorado Plateau.

(l1

the

other hand, a construction date for the recess in tile IllOs is right in
line with the :period of spread.
The kiva at Az K:12:6 is a circular building with a bench and
several pilasters (Wasley 1960:38; ASM Site Files). Wasley describes
the structure as keyhole shaped, implying that it had a southern recess,

although an unpublished map shows that the recess was only a little

wider than the bench located against the wall in the [est of the room.
A strong date cluster provides a reliable construction date in 1123.
The fourth k.iva with a latest date in the 1100s is located at N!\ 10,085.

The circular structure has a southern recess and five pilasters (TRL
Site Files).

The kiva also has an unusual feature in the form of a line

of posts set against the wall of the structure in the back of the
southern recess and at the back of the bench between the pilasters.
Possibly the posts were the framework for a wainscoting like that in the
Allantown kiva discussed earlier.
difficult to interpret.

NA 10,085 15 date distribution is

A loose clustering of dates in the first third

of the 1000s suggests a possible construction date at that time.

()). the

other hand, a sample from a posthole in the bench produced a date of
1135, indicating some degree of construction activity at that time.
This evidence for building events a century apart is similar to that
from Az K:12:5. In the present case, however, the early cluster does
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not provide good evidence

(XI

which to base a construction elate. Never-

theless, as with the kiva at Az K,12,5, there is the suggestion of a
southem recess elating to the early eleventh century.

Fi... kivas elate to the third quarter of the thirteenth century.
Qle of the kivas is subrectangular, three are rectangular, and the shape
of the fifth is unknown to me. Kiva 1 at NA 9126 (Bunter's Point) is
the _rectangular structure, it could be described as round with flat-

tened sides or square with rounded corners and outcurving sides (MNA
Site Files). There is a bench on both the southeast and the northeast
side of the kiva.

That portion on the southeast side resembles the

platform at one end of roughly contemporaneous rectangular kivas. Tree-

ring dates reveal that Kiva 1 was built in the nongrowing season of
1275-1276.

R:lOm

5 at

Az

K:7:14 Cl\SUl was CCXlStructed at about the same

time. There is no published description of this kiva. The dates suggest construction in the 12706 -

either in 1273 or about 1279 -

and

repair during or after 1283.

The three remaining thirteenth century kivas are rectangulaI.
The kiva at Wide Reed Ruin does not have a platform at the south end
over the ventilator tunnel (Mount 1973:l8-19,45-5Cl. A fairly weak
cluster of elates suggests that the structure was wilt in 1275 or a few
years thereafter.

The other two rectangular kivas are located edjac...t

to one another at Kin Tiel and were excavated bY the Third Beam Expedition (Haury and Hargrave 1931,81-95). Both structures, Kiva KT-l and

Kiva KT-2, have a platform at the south end. The sand into which the
structures were dug formed the walls of Kiva IT-I. The west wall of
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this structure oollapsed, killing five men who were inside at the time.
The structure bad also bumed.

Based on the association of bumed blow-

fly pupae cases with one of the skeletons, Hargrave inferred that the
oollapsed roof was set afire intentionally, if only to remove the smell
of the decaying bodies.

The tree-ring dates available to Hargrave

suggested to him that both Kiva K'r-l and Kiva K'r-2 were built in 1276.

Be surmised further that KT-2, which bas masonry walls, was built to
replace K'r-l.

~

would require, of oourse, that K'r-l oollapsed during

the same year that it was built.

Tree-ring dates available today contradict some of the details

of Hargrave's reconstruction. In particular, it appears tbat the two
kivas were in use at the same time and therefore that KT-2 did not
replace K'r-l. Interpretation of the dates is a bit more straightforward

in the case of KT-2 than of KT-I. A very large number of dates from
beams cut in 1275 indicates that Kiva KT-2 was probably built in that

year.

Later dates evidence repairs done in 1279 and, probably, during

or after 1282. Kiva K'r-l was probably lllilt in 1270, repaired in 1276,
and repaired again during or after 1282.
however, that construction took place in 1276.

It is at least possible,
~

would mean that the

1270 cluster was from reused beams, as in any case were clusters in
1227-1228 and 1237. Assuming that the 1270 construction date is correct, Hargrave was right in placing construction of K'r-l before that of
K'r-2.

Both structures were probably still in use in 1282, however, so

his inference that

ODS

replaced the other is incorrect.
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Antelope Mesa

Kivas on Antelope Mesa can be tree-ring dated to the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries (Figure 92).

Site 41s kiva is D-shaped, and it

bas a southern recess (Smith 1972:126-131).

A nonterminal cluster

iOOicates a construction date in the mid-lOSas, and a single late date

provides evidence for remodeling or repair at least a quarter of a
century later, during or after 1275. The three other structures to be
considered here are rectangular.

Kiva R-24 at Kokoplyama does not have

a platform at the south end (Haury and Hargrave 1931:110-113).

The

structure produce:i a strong terminal date cluster in 1380 from samples
having both incomplete and complete outer rings.

This combination may

indicate procurement during a brief interval at the end of the growing
season - when some trees were still growing and others had already
stopped.

For pinyon, the species of all the dated beams, this would be

in the late summer and early fall.

Alternatively, the association of

incomplete and complete outer rings could pertain to a much longer
interval beginning witll the growing season of 1380 and perhaps extending
into 1381.

The remaining two kivas are not so well dated. Both Kiva R-23
at Kokopnyama (Haury and Hargrave 1931:112-116) and Room 24 at Pink
Arrow (Smitll 1972:135-138) could date to about 1400.

They are interest-

ing mainly because they reinforce the evidence from Kiva R-24 at
Kokopnyama for the presence of rectangular kivas on Am:elope Mesa by
A.D. 1400.
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Flagstaff Area

Three structures in the Flagstaff area that are probably kivas
can be dated, at least tentatively, by means of tree-ring data.

A

discussion of N1\ 1814E, a rectangular kiva with southem recess that may
have been built in 1129, appears earlier in this chapter. The other

kivas are rectangular as well (Figure 93).
Pueblo does not have a southem recess.
first decade of the 12006.

Room 3 at the Pollock Site is a square

building with -a bench along two sides
end ••

n

structure A at Two Kivas

It was constructed during the

uo

and a wider platform at one

A masonry column was built on the platform at its inner edge,

presumably as an aid in roof sUR;lOrt, but possibly to serve as a shield
for the back of the platform

ou

and there are also two support posts"

in the floor of the room (McGregor 1955:13).

A terminal cluster of only

three noncutting dates provides weak evidence for construction in the
early 1280s.
SOUthern Little COlorado/Mogollon _

This section is concerned with three kivas L'1 the Pinedale Snowflake - SOOwlow area of east central Arizona <Figure 94). The Great
Kiva (Kiva I) at Az P:16:2

(ASf/JJ

is a large circular structure with a

diameter of 19 m (Haury 1950). A bench encircles the floor area except
on tOO southeast side where there is an entryway. Four posts Supp;lrted
the roof. A weak terminal cluster of noncutting dates suggests that the
structure may have been built in the 11108.
The kiva (Room 34) at the Joint Site is a D-shaped structure
with a recess on the southeast side (Banson and Schiffer 1975:76-77;
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Wilcox 1975:150-152). It also has two other narrow recesses, one lo-

cated on each side of the structure. The tree-ring date distribution
seems to include two date clusters, each of which ends with a J\UJlDeI of

cutting dates in a single year. one cluster begins in 1236 and culminates with cutting dates in 1240, the other begins in about 1242 and
Blds with cutting dates in 1247.

the kiva.

Either could relate to construction of

If the 1240 cluster is the one, then the structure underwent

extensive repair or remodeling seven years later; if it is the 1247
cluster, then dates in 1240 indicate the use either of beams stockpiled

for seven years or of beams salvaged from a structure that was no more
than seven years old.

Because the two clusters are so evenly weighted,

the date distribution alone does not provide a justification for cb::losing one alternative over the other.
Kiva A at the Pinedale Ruin is rectangular and has a shallow
platform, or bench, on the east side (Haury and Hargrave 1931:47-53).
construction probably took place either in about 1300 -

as indicated by

a nonterminal cluster that incorporates several cutting and 'V' dates or sometime around 1330 -

as indicated by the latest dates in the dis-

tribution.
SOutheastem Little Colorado
'lbree kivas in the southeastem Little COlorado have tree-ring
dates, bu-:': only one of the structures may be considered well dated
(Figure 95).

All three k;ivas are D-shaped.

Buliard identifies Struc-

ture 2018 at Cerro Colorado as a kiva because of "the date, type of
construction, and absence of such domestic peraphemalia as metates and
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Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Kivas in the
Southeastern Little COlorado Area.
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floor holes for storage" (1962:27-28). If his identif!l!ation is cor-

rect, Structure 2018 is by far the earliest tree-ring dated D-shaped
kiva in tbe SOuthwest. A strong terminal date cluster shows that the

structure was built in 1134.

Data

from other D-shaped kivas are summar-

ized in Chapter 9.
The kivas at Site 616 and Site 481 both have soutbem recesses;

the former has a bench as well <McGimsey 1980:98-101, 197-200).

Dates

from both kivas may relate to construction in the 12408 and repair in
the 12606.

Alternatively, construction could have been in the 12606, in

which case it irx:luded the use of beams salvaged from buildings erecte:l

in the 12406.

The

former interpretation is somewhat tre more likely of

the two.

West C:=ntral New Mexico
The label "West Contra} New Mexico· is applied here to the New

Ma.ieo portion of the east-west corridor occupied today by Interstate
40.

Tree-ring dates are available for one kiva located at LA 6383

<Prairie Dog Pueblo), which lies in the corridor, and tor three kivas on
Cebolleta Mesa, which stands just south of it (Figure 96).

Kiva 1 at IA.

6383 is a circular structure with roof support posts and, possibly, a
bench along the back side

(MNM

Site Files).

Interpretation of a loose

clustering of dates from the 10205 to the 1040s is problematic, altb:>ugh

it seems likely that oonstruction took place in the 1030s (dates of 1031
to 1033) or 10405 (dates of 1040 and 1041).
The three kivas on cebolleta Hesa date solidly to the thirteenth

century (Dittert 1959).

Kiva A at LV

4:14~

is a circular building with

IA 6383
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Figure 96.

from fireplace, A.D. 1267v; w+_ dates, l229., .l232..

stem-and-Ieaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Kivas in iiest central _

Mexi,
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a subfloaL ventilator, a narrow bench that encircles the floor, and
apparently just two pilasters on the bench (1959:252-255).
the kiva on the north and east.

_

_ms abut

location of the ventilator, config-

uration of the bench and pilasters, and lack of a southern recess give
this structure something of the

~aran:e

of a Cbaco-style kiva.

Kiva

A bas two flagstone floors, an upper one associated with four roof

sUWOrts and a lower one awarently not having any major postb:>les. The
builders of Kiva A cut most of the beams used in its construction during
the nongrowmg season of 1263-1264.

Because the dated beams are almost

entirely pinyon, this would cover the interval from late summer or early
fall of 1263 to the sprmg of 1264. A smgle date from a beam cut after

the growing season of 1264 implies that construction was not completed
before the fall of 1264 and, possibly, that the majority of beams were
seasoned for from two or three to 12 months before being usee.. Kiva A
also prcxiuced a late date that makes it stand out from a1.Ioost all other

prehistoric structures in the SOuthwest.

This is a date of 1267 from a

piece of pinyon charcoal found in Kiva Als

firepit~

The date provides

good evidence that the kiva was still in use more than 30 years after
being built. Kiva A is unusual for the association, in one structure,
of a solid construction date with a use date from what is almost certainly firewood.

Although the kiva at LV 2:25-V was only tested, Dittert
(19~9:135-137,

259-260) saw enough of it to postulate a D-sr.aped struc-

ture with a southern recess.

to

tb~

west.

A small roomblock is lo:::.ated a few meters

A convincing date cluster places construction of this kiva

in 1269-1270. Kiva B at LV 2:24-D is also D-shaped and has a southern
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recess (Dittert 1959:155-158, 256-259). Or at least the floor area is
D-sbaped; the entire structure, irx:ludin;J the bench located between the

floor area and wall on the curved sides of the -0,. is rectangular.

The

structure is incorporated into the roomblock as simply another rectangular unit.

A strong terminal date cluster indicates a construction date

in 1274-1275.
Chaco

Con:,oo
only two kivas in Chaco Canyon can be dated on the basts of

tree-ring data (Figure 97).

years of each other.

_y

awear to have been roilt within a few

Kiva 3 at Bc-362 is a circular structure with four

pilasters and a southern recess (Bannister 1965:Figure 9, 135-136).

A

weak terminal cluster suggests a construction date late in the first
decade of the lIDOs.

Kiva 2 at Be-59 actually consists of two kivas,

one built above the other (Bannister 1965:Figure 7, 134-135).

The

structures are circular, and one or perhaps both have a southern recess.
The dated tree-ring samples come from the ventilator shaft of the upper

kiva. The dates indicate that the ventilator was built in 1110-1111,
and it is reasonable to infer that the upper kiva was wilt at that time
as well.
Salmon Ruin

Tree-ring data relating to the Chacoan occupation of the salmon
Ruin were discussed in Chapter 6. A second, Mesa Verdean occupation
began sometime in the mid-1200s.

Room 130, the site's Great Kiva,

produced a very st.rong tet"Il'-.inal date cluster indicating that the
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Figure 97.

Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Kivas in
Chaco canyon.
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structure was roofed in the first half of the 12605 <Figure 98).

Adams

(1980:233) interprets this as the reroofiBJ of a building erected during
the Cbacoan occupation.

The dates of 1263 come from juniper beams with

a colltlination of i..rc:omplete and complete cuter rings.

This oould inli-

cate that procurement took place just before and after the end of the
growing season of 1263, that is, during the late summer and early fall
of that year.

Alternatively, beam cutting could have been spread over a

100ger interval beginning in the summer of 1263 ",d extending into the
fall and beyond.

Given the amount of wood that must have been required

to roof such a large structure, it is not unreasonable to think that it
may have takEn several months to accumulate the necessary tirIbers.

Chinney Rock

A discussion of tree-ring dates from the East Kiva at Chimney
Rock Pueblo

~rs

in Chapter 6.

Ioca.ted a few hurdred meters away is

a great kiva -- Structure 17 at SAA88 -- that also has produced dates
(El:ldy 1977:53-54).

Most of the dated samples come from poles that were

used to cover subfloor cists built against the wall of the kiva (Figure

99).

Two or three other dates, from wall fall and floor, may relate

directly to the kiva's superstructure.

structure 17'5 dates, all of

which are noncutting, produce a distribution with a rather loose term-

inal cluster in the late 10705 and early 1080s.

Patterning in the

distribution becomes more apparent if quartile ranges are examined.
From early to late, the ranges are 51, 22, 11, and 6 years.

As dis-

cussed in Chapter 2, this arrangement of decreasing quartile ranges is

indicative of wood procurement at or slightly after the end of the date
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stem-and-I.eaf Diagram of Tree-Ring Dates from the Great Kiva
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All other Dates from cist covers.
Figure 99.

stern-and-Leaf Diagram of Tree-Ring Dates from the Great Kiva

at 5AA88.
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distributicll. In the present instance, it seems likely that many of the
poles used in the cist covers were cut in the 1070s to 1080s. Whether
this dating applies to the structure as a whole is uncertain. A date

near tbe end of the distribution from a sample found on the floor
suggests that it may.

Picuris Pueblo
C<lnstructioo dates can be inferred for two of the """"" kivas at
picuris that have tree-ring dates (!l!c.', 1965) (Figure 100). Kiva D, the
"COChiti witch Kiva,' is ill oval structure with four roof

kiva was pIObably built in 1474.

_Its.

TIle

Kiva J is a cirallar to oval building

with pole reinforced walls. A weak date cluster suggests that construc-

tion occurred in 1530.
Chama River

Dating of kivas at Riana and Palisade Ruins was discussed in
Chapter 7. Tbe only other dated kiva in the area is Kiva 1 at Te'ewi
(Wendorf 1953:45-.16).

Tree-ring dates Bugga.t that this circular struc-

ture was built in the 14108 and repaired some 80 years later, in the
l490s (Figure 101).
santa Fe Area

Tree-ring dates make it possible to determine the time of
constructicll of kivas at six sites in the santa Fe area.

Chapter 7 pre-

sented data from two sites, IA 742 and Pindi Pueblo. Still to be discuseed are tenth to twelfth century kivas at IA 835 and late fourteenth
century kivas at Arroyo Jimdo, IA 6869, and Arrowhead

~in

(Figures 102,
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Stem-and-Leaf Diagram of Tree-Ring Dates from Kiva 1 at
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(al Dates

from wfirepit area,· A.D. 773, 786, and 860.

(b) Dates

from wfire basin floor,· A.D. 995, JJljZ, .ill,i, and

date,lQJZ.
(c)

Pigure 102.

.+- date, A.D. 1020.
~.
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103).

PIOYEnience prd>lems and tile lack of a published report compli-

cate tile interpretation of tree-ring dates from IA 835 (MNM Site FUeel.
Figure 102 represents the dates according to my assessment: of which
proveniences go wit:h which structures. Tbese assignDStts are probably,

though not certainly, correct. The dates are inadequate for accurate
time placement of the Great Kiva, Pit 2 of Structure A, and Kiva 1 of
Structure B.

ture

A

Three proveniences aa>ly to Pit 1 of Structure A.

Struc-

consists of a roomblock in front of which are two kivas. Pit 1

is an oval kiva with a date distribution that is not readily interpret-

able. Were it not for a Single late date of 1128, a fairly continuous
distribution of dates from the 660s to t:he 980s might be thought to

_It

indicate a possible construction date in the late 900s. The date of
1128 casts doubt en that interpretation, but is inade9Jate to

a

more likely alternative.

The one kiva that can be dated is Pit 2/Kiva 2 of Structure B.
Structure B consists of a small (?) roomblock that is located west and
northwest of two pitstructures that appear to be kivas. Pit 21Kiva 2
is a round structure that seems to have had a small room built up
89ainst its back side. Assuming t:hat all duplicate samples were identified, Pit 2 yielded dates from almost 150 different pieces of wood.

A

date cluster in the 1110s and 11208 suggests a probable O')nstruction
date at the end of tile latter decsde.

TwO late dates indicate that, if

construction did t:ske place at tlillt time, the structure was repaired or
re&iaXleled five or so years later.

Kiva C at Arroyo B:lndo is a circular building located in a plaza
(SChWartz and Lang 1973:Figure 2). A tight clustering of all nine of

Arrowhead Ruin

Ki¥a. 1b)
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"+" date, A.D. lJ.B.5..

(b) Includes dates from Kiva 1, Kiva, Kiva Floor., Ni Part of Kiva, and Dunp from Kival
dates, A.D. 1378v, .lJ12., 1386v, 1389v, and

Figure 103.
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stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Kivas in the Santa Fe Area.
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Kiva

CiS

tree-ring dates shows that it was built in 1386. The kiva at

IA 6869, a site located in the Galisteo Basin, is also circular and also
has a construction date of 1386, or possibly 1387 CAlexander 1971).

The

kiva at Arrowhead Ruin, located near Pecos, was constructed three or
four years later (Holden 1955). This structure is oval with one flattened side. A strong cluster of cutting and .v" dates in 1389 and 1390
points to a construction date in the latter yearJ a noncutting date of
1391 could indicate either a slightly later completion date for the kiva

or an early repair to the structure.
Cochiti/Bandelier Area

Ki vas at three sites in the Cochiti/Bandelier area of northem
New Mexico have produced

numerou~

tree-ring dates (Figure 104).

The

Kiva in tllit VI at IA 6462 is a round building that was erected in 12801281 (Bussey 1968:56-59).

Bandelier Big Kiva is a large, circular

structure measuring 12 m in diameter (Eendron 1940:5-26, 79-80). The
ruin of Tyouonyi lies a short distance to the west. The kiva has four
support posts, an entrance passageway on the northwest side, and a
ventilator system on the southeast side.

The date distribution ends

with a date cluster in the 1520s, indicating construction during that
decade.

This inference finds support in the pattern of decreasing

quartile ranges, which from early to late equal 87, 48, 5, and 2 years.
In discussing the

date cluster, Robinson, Hannah,

anj

Harrill (1972:82)

note that it includes only three cutting dates and warn that ·so few

cutting dates from such a large structure may ally represent repairs or
modifications subsequent to the original construction or timber borrowed
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from another structure.- Given the strength of the patterning in the

dates, as revealed by visual inspection ald by an analysis of quartile

ranges, I dowt that the dated tiDbers were reused from elsewhere. '!*he
possibility that the dated timbers relate to a repair or remodeling
CaMot be discounted entirely, however, both because the structure bears
architectural evidence of [£!modeling and because a 15208 construction
date would correspond to the tail end of Tyouonyi's date distribution.
That is, the kiva may actually have been built earlier in the history of

the assooiated p.1eblo.

Four kivas at IA 70 date to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (Peckham 1965). All four are round, and each has two roof support
posts.

In addition, Feature 128 is perhaps unique among Rio Grande

ki vas in baving a small southern recess above the ventilator tunnel.

Date clusters indicate that this structure could have been built either
in the 14205 or 14605. The earlier option would make Feature 128 the

earliest of the dated kivas at IA 70.

Whichever p1acem@lt is correct,

it would apr.:ear on the basis of a few late noncutting col

.y"

dates that

this kiva survived at least to 1520. FeatUre 152 came into existence in
1451, and Feature 186 was prcbably constructed three decades later, in
1480.

The latter kiva also produce3 three cuttin;J dates in 1486, which

are best interpreted as evidence for repair or remodeling dur ing that
year. Feature 279 possesses two date clusters at the end of its date
distribution, one culminating with cutting dates of 1515 and 1516, and
the other ending with cutting dates in 1520. Based on the larger size
of the early cluster, construction can be placed, at least tentatively,
in 1516.

If thi.s inference is correct and tile later cluster relates to
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subsequent modifications to the structure, the number of dates contributing to that cluster suggests that the modifications were fairly
extensive.

In any case, Feature 279 was

wilt between 1516 and 1520.

Jemez Area

Dates are available for two kivas in the Jemez area of north-

central New Mexico (Figure 105). Three latest dates from Kiva A at
Nanishagi suggest that this circular structure may have been built in
the 15605 (Reiter, Mulloy, and Blumenthal 1940:9-13).

Tree-ring elates

in the late 15505 and the 15605 from the adjacent roomblock reinforce
this dating.

A published description is unavailable for Kiva 1 at

Guisewa, although it is probably one of three kivas at the site men-

tioned by Reiter (1938:87-92).

Construction of Kiva 1 took place in

1610-1611.
Albuquerque Area

Dates are available from kivas at two sites located southeast
and northeast of the sandia MOWltains (Figure 106).

"l'O

the southeast is

Tijeras Pueblo, which yielded dates from two superposed kivas (COrdell
1975, 1977a, 1977b; Loose 1975; Simon 1977; Fosberg 1977). ThE: upper
structure, :EbJro 64, is a rectangular kiva with four roof support posts
that was incorporated into the roomblock. The cutting of timbers for
use in this kiva may have begun in 1387 but was most intmse from 1389
to 1391. The presence of samples with incomplete and complete outer

rings in 1389, 1390, and 1391 indicates that there were several episodes
of procurement.

The structure also proouced two cutting dates of 1393.
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Either Room 64 was built in 1390-1391 and repaired a couple of years
later, or its construction was not completed until 1393-1394.
Room 64's ventilator intruded through the fill in Room 108,

another rectangular kiva..

-Wall construction was primarily adcbe with

inner vertical wooden supports· (Simon 1977:113).

Two corner roof

support posts were found in the excavated eastern balf of Room 108,
implying that the structure bad four posts in all.

PDom 128, was found beneath 100m 108.

A third structure,

Figure 106 presents, in strati-

graphic sequen::e, the tree-ring dates from this bottom room arxl from
levels used in digging Imm 108.

~

The dates from Room 128 have a major

bearing on the interpretation of dates from the kiva, Iborn 108.
According to Cordell (1977.:23), samples from the wall posts in

PDom lOB yielded the cutting dates in 1313 smw Wlder -Level 4 (floor)in Figure 106.

She, Simon <1977:113), and Fosberg (1977:238) date

construction of Room 108 to 1313 on the basis of these data.

This

interpretation has one shortcoming: It fails to explain a date of 1327
from a sample found in Room 128, beneath the floor of Room 108. COrdell
states that all four of Room l28 1s tree-ring dates were "obtained from
wood used in the construction of room 128· (1977b:l79).

In

fact, if the

data just summarized are taken at face value, it would appear that the
overlying structure, Room 108, was built at least 15 years

~

the

underlying chamber, Room 128, was abandoned. Clearly, something is
wrong here, and more information is required before a construction date
can. be determined for the kiva, Room 108.

The second site with a tree-ring dated kiva is Tonque Pueblo,
which is located northeast of the sandia Mountains.

Little can be said
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of the kiva at this site, """ept that it is l.atge and round, bas masonry
walls, and stands apart from the roombJ.ccks <Barnett 1969,21-22).

TIle

structure's date distribution includes a cluster of noncutting dates at
1427-1431 and a later, weak cluster made up of one noncutting and two
cutting dates in 1451-1454.

The first cluster probably relates to

construction in the early 1430s, and the second to remodeling or rep.• rs
some 20 years later. Species data lend some support to the inference
that the earlier cluster dates the kiva's construction and does not come

from beams reused from elsewhere on the site. All of the dated """l'les
from the kiva are pc:aderosa pine, whereas almost all of those from the

rest of the site are pinyon. This diclrJtomy would seem to reflect a not
uncommon preference for the use of ponderosa pine in kiva construction.
As

the excavated kiva at Tongue Pueblo is the only one known to be

present at the site, it is reasonable to conclude that all of the
ponderosa pine beams, including those dating to the 14308, were cut
expressly for use in that structure.

CBiIPl'ER 9
THE CONl'iUOOI'IOOS CX! TREE-RING DATING TO ClJLTURE HISTORY
As noted in Chapter I, this study is concemed with three major

topics: the prehistoric use of wood resources, metb:>ds of interpreting

tree-ring dates,

and the reconstruction of culture history.

These

issues guided the presentation in Chapters 3 through 8 of tree-ring data
from structures, sites, and project areas.

The purpose of this chapter

is to apply what was learned in those particularistic analyses to general questions of culture history.
subjects -

The discussion focuses on three

processes of architectural stability and change, the history

of pitstructures and early pueblos, and community size and site longevity. It does not deal with several issues that have already been discussed in full.

They are

(1)

a revised dating of the San Francisco -

Three Circle transition in the Mogollon area (Chapter 3),

(2)

evidence

for the presence of ceramics in b,'1e late 4005 at SMTUMR 2344 in Mancos

canyon and Cbelisk Cave in the Prayer Rock District (Chapter 4), and

(3)

revisions to dating of ceramic groups in the Flagstaff area (Chapter 8).

Architectural Processes
The level of temporal control provided by tree-ring dating
enhances our ability to study processes of stability and change. The
tree-ring data utilized in this study are most applicable to architectural processes, because most of the dates come from construction
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materials. Six cases discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 srow particular-

ly well how change does, or does not, occur.

In the first example,

Basketmaker III pithouses on Mesa Verde remained unchanged througlxmt
the seventh and early eighth centuries (Chapter 4).

This stability in

architectural form is in marked contrast to the seemingly incessant
experimentation and change of the succeeding Pueblo I period in this
area.

Also, it raises the question of whether other spheres of life

exhibited e:irnilar stability during Basketmaker III.

The second case, which involves Site 1 (938) in the Ackmen
area, consists of an actual sequence of change illustrating the adoption
Upon completion in A.D. 858,

of an architectural form (Chapter S).

Pithouses B and C had small antecharnbers.

Bot" lx>uses underwent remod-

eling in about 869, at which time the antechambers were replaced by
ventilators. Finally, Pithouse A was built in 872 with a Ventilator.
Thus, it appears that a new trait was adopted initially in the least
disruptive way possible, by remodeling structures that were otherwise
still serviceable.

Adoption of the ventilator did not cause the build-

ing of new houses, but as new houses were required, they were built with

a ventilator.
The third and fourth examples are similar in that both show that

change is not likely to be instantaneous.

;;:ltiDugh Mogollon pitOOuses

are said to have changed over time from round to rectangular, both
shapes are present in contemporaneous houses at 'lUrkey Foot Rid:Je (Chapter 3).

In the case of Bidden Valley, a site with an ftearly" form of

pithouse and surface structure was built

~

sites with a "laterft form

of pithouse and surface structure (Chapter 5).

As both of these
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examples show, a tYP'logical sequence may not be identical to a cbronolog ieal sequence.
The fifth case resembles the preceding two in that it has to do

with variation in contemporaneous structures at Wividual sites.

The

sites are in the Navajo Reservoir District, and the variation is in
pithouse form, in surface structure form, and in the association of
pithouses and surface structures (Chapter 5). This case differs from
the other two in that it is not clear to me if all of the variation fits

neatly into one or more typological sequences. A change model may be
inappropriate in this :instance, or less awropriate than a model based
on functional or social variables.
Tne sixth case shows that a change in architectural form and

layout may not affect all settlements in an area, and that variation
among sites may persist for many years.

The case involves sites along

the Puerco River dating to the eighth and ninth centuries (Chapter 5).
Two traits, the pithouse bench and the linear [oonblock built. in association with one or mOre pithouses, appear either before or during the
interval represented by the sequence of dated sites and structures.
Even after the ar:pearance of these, pithouses without benches and without associated roomblocks continued to be made. The distribution of the
pithouse bench seems to have a spatial component. I would guess that
variation in both traits relates to variation in the way that sites
functioned in the settlernent-subsistence system.
Notes on the History of Pitstruct.ures and Early PllebJ 95

The preceding six chapters have presented an inventory of tree-
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ring dated structures that is useful for reconstructing the histories of
different structure types.

It is useful in this regard in spite of the

small size and biased natuLe of the sample of tree-ring dated buildings.

For a structure to be included in this sample, it must be located and
excavated, it must produce tree-ring samples, the samples must date, and
the distribution of dates must have characteristics that allow the

analyst to date past procurement and construction events with reasonable
confidence.

Few structures meet all of these requirements, relative to

the number that have been excavated, that have been located, or thai..
must have existed in the past.
characteristics -

Those that pass muster have special

relating particularly to selection for study, loca-

tion in areas where tree-ring dating works, and preservation of wood and
charcoal samples suitable for analysis -

that set them apart and ac-

count for bias in the sample of dated structures.
The present discussion attempts to minimize these difficulties
by focusing on a particular structure type, the pit structure.
suitability of pitstructures -

both pitlx>uses and kivas -

The

for compara-

tive research has been discussed elsewhere. Their major advantages are
that they provide discrete units of analysis, relative to individual
dated rooms in pueblo structures, and that many of them can be reliably
dated.

With respect to the problem of bias, focusing on pitstructures

has two advantages.

First, because some of the variation in datability

is a function of structure type, this strategy increases control over
the sources of bias in a sample of dated structures.

Second, dated

pitstructures are available at a wide variety of sites -- open and
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sheltered, large and small -- that are scattered widely across the
southern Colorado Plateau.

The question to be asked, then, is what can

be learned about Southwestem culture history from a sample of tree-ring
dated pitOOuses and kivas.
In

accord with the comparative focus of this study, the emphasis

here is on the distribution in time and space of dated pitstructures.
U1ere is nothing new in this awroach: Brew (1946), Bullard (1962), and

other prehistorians have sununarized data on pitbouses by area and time
period.

Bullard in particular distinguished among different areas in

his analysis of architectural change and attempted to soow
developmental sequences related to one another.

mw

the local

The awroach taken here

differs from that of Bullard and most other researchers in that it

employs one set of maps to summarize temporal, spatial, and formal
variation in pitstructures.

Wendorf (1953:108-113), in a discussion of

'"The Implications of the Ventilator," uses maps in a similar way to sIDW
the distribution of pithouses with antechambers, lateral entrances, and

ventilators during the Early Basketmaker III

(?),

late Basketmaker III,

and Pueblo I periods.

In the spirit of Wendorf's analysis, Figure 107 plots dated
pithouses and kivas, by time period, on a series of maps. The structures are represented by symbols that are discussed later.
includes 210 pitstructures.

The sample

A key in the lower left comer of each map

lists the dated structures by 25-year periods.

The buildings are ident-

ified so that the interested reader can refer to Chapters 3 wough 8 to
see how they were dated.

Most of the maps plot the pitstructures by 25-

year periods, though some, such as Figure l07a, include either two or
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fOUI" such periods.

This lumping was done to conserve space and is

applied when dated structures are few in number or display little formal
variation.

The cb:>ice of 25-year intervals, though somewhat arbitrary,

stands midway between resolution of 50 years -

at which point tree-ring

dates per se are doing little or no better than the best ceramic and

phase dating -- and one year -

which though theoretically attainable,

ignores the possibility of delay between the latest proourement date and
actual construction.

In some cases the name of a structure is followed

in the key by a "(?}."
As

This means that the dating is questionable.

a quick survey of the maps will show, the most striking

characteristic of the data set is the uneven distribution of structures
in time and space.

Table 26 provides information on the number of dated

pitstructures per 25-year interval.

The 45 periods from 450 to 1574

include from 0 to 18 dated structures; the mean is 4.7 and the median is
3.

Few areas have continuous coverage fOl: much over a century..
Probably the best sample by this criterion comes from the combined
Puerco River, Wid.e Ruins, ana Ganado areas, which include structures
dating to 15 of the 23 periods from 725 to 1299.
appearance during just one or two periods.

SOme areas make an

Examples include the Bid:1en

Valley/Durango area between 750 and 799 and the Navajo Reservoir District at 825-849 and 875-899. Some gaps in the record are especially
disturbing.

For example, Chaco canyon, which experienced a continuous

and imporvmt cultural development from Basketmaker III through Pueblo
III times (Hayes 1981b), is represented by just two kivas, both dating
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Table 26.

tllrnber of Tree-Ring Dated Pitstructures, by 25-year Interval,
Plotted in Figure 107.
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to the period 1100-1124. Finally, there is a marked shift at around
1300 from the san Juan and Little COlorado drainages to the Rio Grande.
Large post-1300 sites in the Little Colorado Valley and environs are
very poorly represented in the sample.

In conclusion, a sample of 213

dated structures may seem quite large on first consideration, but it is

in fact quite small when put in temporal and spatial context..
Michael Berry (1982> has a different assessment of a sanple of
35 structures that he dates to the seventh century.

He claims that the

sites wl1ere these buildings are located "'blanket the Anasazi arealll
U9B?:88).

This phrasing supports an implicit conclusion that the

sample is representative of Anasazi structures roUt during this period.
Berry uses the 35 buildings as the sale basis for Period III (Basketmaker III) in his depiction of "temporal patterning" in "the early
Anasazi sequence" (1982:89, Figure 11). Bow representative are these
cases?

Berry's (1982) Table 23 lists 35 structures as dating between

A.D. 595 and 703.

Figures ID7b through 107f of the present study show

36 pithouses dating to an equivalent interval from the late 6105 to 701.

Although the total numbers are similar, the structures makin:J up the two
samples differ to some extent. Berry includes a dozen buildings that
have tree-ring dates but that, by the standards of this study, carmot be

considered tree-ring dated.

In turn, Figure 107 lists a dozen dated

pithouses that Berry did not use, either because he did not know about
them or because they were not, to his knowledge, described in reports.
Just three places the cerro Colorado site -

Mesa Verde, the Prayer Rock District, and
account for 86% (30 of 35) of Berry's struc-
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tUres and 80% (29 of 36) of structures appearing in Figure

l07~

Three

additional sites round out the former sample, five the latter.

Both

samples include sites scattered widely over the souther COlorado Pla-

teau, but given the small number of areas represented, they hardly
"blanket" the Anasazi area. Based on the spatial clustering of dated
pithollses, one can argue that the samples reflect the intensity of

research and success of tree-ring dating in a few areas and prOOably are
not representative of seventh century Anasazi pitOOuses as a wOOle.
Because of the small size of the sample of dated pitstructures,
it is unrealistic to think that this data base can be used to generate

new reconstructions of past events.

It can be used, oowever,

to

evalu-

ate or expand on synthetic statements based on more complete samples of
excavated structures.
Figure 107

u....~

To provide a tie-in with those discussions,

a system of codes to indicate

(1)

whether the structure

is a pithouse, kiva, great kiva r or Rio Grande big kiva, (2) the presence in the case of pithouses of an antechamber, lateral entrance, or
ventilator, (3) the location of a pithouse in a

front~riented

Wlit, (4)

the shape of a kiva, (5) the presence or absence in the case of a kiva
of a southern recess or platform, and (6) with respect to some kivas,
whether the structure is Mesa Verdean or Chacoan in style.

These vari-

ables were selected because they often can be studied even if the site
is poorly reported and because discussions of them occur frequently in
the literature.
(1)

Wendorf (l953:Figure 65) shows the pitOOuse ventilator de-

veloping in the Puerco/Chaco area during late Basketmaker III.

Pit-

houses to the west and south of this area bad lateral entrances at the
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time, and those to the north had antechambers. This distribution of
traits is mirrored in the map from 725-749 (Figure 107gl. Based on data
from Cerro Colo<ado, Bullard <1962: 46, 143-1441 added the t)1emai1o area
to the region in the Eastern Little Colorado where the ventilator originated.

Tree-ring dates unavailable to Bullard BII>w, in fact, that the

earliest dated pithouses with ventilators occur in the

t)1emado

area, at

Cerro Colorado. /louses with this feature were built possibly in 625-649
and probably in 650-674 <Figure 107c, ell. Two pieces of evidence suggest that the ventilator may have developed from the pithouse antechamber. First, both features are present at Cerro Colorado in hooses built
between 650 and 674, and second, one bouse dating to this period seems

to have an antechambe= that was remodeled into a ventilator.

'!'his line

of reasoning contradicta liendorf's (1953:109) argument that the ventilator developed from the lateral _ranee.

l\CCcrding to beth liendorf

and Bullard, use of the ventilator spread northward from the Eastem

Little Colorado. The first tree-ring dated examples located north of
the San Juan River occur in the interval 1750-774 (Figure 9-J.h).

In the

case of structures located at Ackmen and in Bidden Valley, it is not
clear whether the features present served as antechambers, entrance
tunnels, or ventilators. Perhaps this typological uncertainty is a
reflection of experimentation with a relatively new structural concept.
Finally, it is worth noting that the development from antechamber to
ventilator is recapitulated in the remodeling of houses at Ackmen Site 1
(1938) built in the period 850-874 (Figure 107]).
(2) The sequence of development of surface pueblos during late
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Basketmaker III and Pueblo I times was outlined at the beginning of
Chapter 5.

According to Bullard, the Northern San Juan and Eastern

Little COlorado regiol1s played different roles in this development:
Pithouses seem to have retained a primary domiciliary fW1Ction
longer in the tIpper Colorado Region than in the Northern San
Juan Region. D:?:finite surface dwellings did not appear here
until nearly tbe end of Pueblo I while in th:!: ti:>rthem san Juan
Region surface dwellings are common in early Pueblo I. Moreover, the suggested absence of the specific habitation-unit
layout from parts of the Whitewater site and its definite absence at Kiatuthlanna suggest that, as far as village layout is
concemed, this region was peripheral to the main Anasazi developments of the Pueblo I period. Specifically, the Puerco River
Valley would seem to have been the southern boundary of the
habitation-unit layout during Pueblo I in the Upper Little
COlorado Region. (lhllard 1962:108)

Data presented in Figure 107 make it possible to enlarge on
Bullard1s interpretation. The earliest tree-ring dated front-oriented
site is located in the Tohatchi area and dates to the period 675-699
(FiguT.'e 107e). The settlement combines a pithouse and three adjacent
though perhaps not contiguous storage structures. Following this occur-

renee, there is a 50-year gap in the record. Front-oriented settlements
appear again at three localities in the northern San Juan between 750
and 774 (Figure l07h).

The surface structures in the Hidden Valley

sites were probably used mainly for storage, whereas those at the Ackmen
site incorporated both storage and habitation chambers. Data from sites
not included in Figure 107, such as Site 13 on Alkali Ridge (Brew 1946)
and Mesa Verde 1676 (NPS) on wetherill Mesa (Bayes and Iancaster

1975~,

suggest that by the mid 700s, surface structures north of the Sal Juan
typically contained living rooms.
front-oriented site plan
White Mound Village.

r~ars

In the

Eastern Little (blorade, the

during the next interval, 775-799, at

The surface structures at this site were prcbably
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The earliest habitation rooms in this ares occur at

used for storage.

IA 4487 in association with pithouses datirr;! to 825-849.

~,the

dats

summarized in Figure 107 agree with Bullard's assert.ion that surface
dwellings _

later in the Little Colorado than in the Northern San

Juan.
These chronological data lend support to Bullard's (1962:108)
claim that "as far as village

la~t

is concemed, this region [Eastern

Little Colorado] was peripheral to the main Anasazi developments of the
Pueblo I period." Equally telling in this regard are differences in the
degree to which the inhabitants of the two regions adhered to the f<Olltoriented site plan.

In the Northem San JUan, sites datirr;! from 750 to

899 sb:Iw a continuing preference for this layoo.t. In oontrast, sites in
the Eastern Little COlorado dating throughout this period may be laid

out. in two different ways: Either they combine pithouses and surface
rooms in a front-oriente<i arrangement, or they consist of pithouses
scattered about more or less at random.
The data summarized in Figure 107 would seem to confirm
Bullard's argument that the Nortbem San Juan and Eastern Little Colorado regions palticipated in different ways in the development of
surface pueblos. These data offer less support to his use of the term
"peripheral" to characterize events along the Little Colorado.

If this

area was peripheral to -the main Anasazi developments,· then so too was

much of the rest of Anasazi country. For example, sites in the Navajo
Reservoir District datirr;! to 875-899 include both front-oriented units
and ecattered pithouses (Figure 107m). Also, many of the surface strue-
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tures at these sites differ from contemporary examples in the Northem

san Juan proper, represented here by sites at Ackmen, on Mesa verde, and
al.alg the la Plata.

That is, the structures consist of one or two large

rectangular IOOms rather tIIan of

ill

alignment of several smaller rooms.

Should the Navajo Reservoir District be considered peripheral OIl account
of these differences?

It can slso be argued tI1at most of the northeast-

em Arizona area was peripheral to the "main developments" referred to

by Bullard. Though restricted in size, the sample of buildings from
this area shown in Figure 307 includes a number of pitstructures that
apparently were not associated with surface structures in front-oriente:i
units.

This sample could easily be expanded through the addition of

Bites that bave not been tree-ring dated.
The introduction to Chapter 5 of this study summarized, in an
idealized fashion, the steps in the development of Anasazi pueblos from
late Basketmaker III to the end of PUeblo I. I think it iB fair to Bay

that this sequence is more or less equivalent to -the main Anasazi
developments" referred to by Bullard. It would appear, however, that
this sequence was fully typical only in one portion of the Anasazi
region.

~s

is not to say that areas like the Eastem Little Colorado

did not participate in these developments.

Proof that they did is

provided by Btudies like one in which Rlilerts (19391» illustrated steps
in "The Development of a lhit-Type Dwelling,' using exaJJg?les from near

Allantown on a tributary of the Puerao River. The point is that the
model of development that seems to work so well in the Northem san Juan

explains only a portion of architectural variation in much of the
Anasazi range. Treating these areas as peripheral bas the effect of
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identifying the Nortbem san Juan as an area of cultural climax.

This

kml of conceptual framework produces a distimtion between center

ana

peripheIY, that, at least in the present instance, is not very helpful
for determining why diffetelt areas participated in the way they did in
developments taking place eluring Pueblo I.

(3) The sample of tree-ring dated pitstructures includes very
few buildings dating to the 900s tbst can be identified as kivas or that

can be considered on the Une of development of the kiva. By the time
the sample improves in the first half if the 1000s, kivas are fairly

distinctive, round structures (Figure l07p). one of the first easily
recognized changes in these buildings is the addition of a southern

recess.

The earliest evidence of this feature comes from a kiva on the

PUerco River, but the dating of this struc'"..ure to the period 1000-1024
is questionable. TIle next example is founcl on a stxucture on Black Mesa
that dates to 1025-1049.

In this case the dating is good, but the

recess is not typical of later exanples. Perhaps this recess relates to

the development of the feature. The next case comes from a kiva on Mesa
Verde that probably, though not certainly, dates to 1050-1074 (Figure

l07q). Thus, the record of occurrence of the southern recess is less
than ideal thr:oughout the 1000s.

Between 1100 and 1124, the recess

occurs over a wide area extending from the Grand Gu1t:h Plateau to the
PUerco River and from Black Mesa to Chaco canyon (Figure l07sl.

Given

this distribution, it is possible that the trait of building a recess on

the south or southeast side of a kiva spread rapidly across this area.
Altematively, the _ance of a rapid apread could simply result from
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the poor sample of kivas dated to the 10005.
Based on variation in the size and location of the southern

recess in kivas on and in the vicinity of Mesa Verde, Lancaster and
Pinkley (1954:60) comment on lithe difficulty of trying to advance any
logical theory as to the p.lIpOse of these structural features- and argue

that they ·probably indicate a symbolic and not a functional use.- An
altemative view is suggested by a.....alcgy with Smith's <1972:12.1) ooser-

vations concerning the occurrence of the sipapu .in kivas at the Pueblo
IV Hopi site of Awatovi:

Professor Brew, the Director of the [Awatovil Expedition, was
interested in the reason for the absence of sipapus in some
kivas • ••• Questions addressed to some of our Hopi friends
elicited a simple but reasonable answer, namely that a sipapu
must be present only in a kiva that is used for ceremonies in
which a sipapu is necessary."
In much the same way, one can argue that the southern recess served a
function in the sense that its presence was required for certain ooservances held in a kiva that had a recess.

From this perspective, it is

irrelevant whether the recess had, in lancaster and Pinkley's ternlS, a
·symbolic· or "functional" use. This argument would suggest that the
recess spread with whatever observances required its presence.
the first point.

That is

The second is that the spread, whether it occurred

mainly betwee1 1100 and 1124 or had begWl as early as 1050, was contemporaneous with the expansion of the Chacoan sphere, as represented by the
establislunent of Chacoan outlier sites.

These two events, which hap-

pened at about the same time, affected areas that overlapped but were
not identical.

OVerlap occurs in the Cortez Area of southwestern

Colorado and in Chaco Canyon itself (Figure 107s). The recess also is
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present to t.lJ= west of

t.lJ.;!

Chacoan sphere on the GranJ QJl.ch Plateau, an

Black Mesa, and in the Flagstaff Area (Figure l07t).

Although some

kivas in Cbaco Canyon have this feature, it is not a characteristic of

the Chaco style kiva.

These observations on the distribution of the

southem recess serve as a reminder that the Chacoan Phenomenon may not
have been of central importance to everything that was going on among
the Anasazi during the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries.

(4) Figure 107 also provides some information on the distribution of the D-shaped kiva.

The earliest dated example is a possible

kiva located in th€ QUemado Area that was built between 1125 and 1149
(Figure 107t). The five other D-shaped kivas included in the sample

date to the two middle perioda of the thirteenth century (1225-1274) and

occur in a band extending from Antelope Mesa on the northwest to
CE!bolleta Mesa on the southeast (Figure l07w,

x).

(5) A final issue to be considered here is the development of
the Hopi style kiva, a rectangular structure with a platform at the

south end that quite prooably was equivalent to the soutbem recess of
earlier round and D-shaped kivas. The sample of dated kivas includes
several rectangular structures built during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries: a kiva in the Flagstaff area possibly built between 1125 and
1149; a second structure in the same area dating to the interval 12001224; a kiva in Mancos

can~,

also constructed at 1200-1224, which is

probably rectangular only because no other shape was possible in the

available space; a "cliff kiva" on the Grand GJlch Plateau that may date

to 1225-1249; and a structure on Anderson Mesa that may have been built
between 1275 and 1299 (Figure 107t, v, w, y). All of these structures
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located at some distance to tile north or west of later sites where

the Bopi style kiva is known to occur, and all differ to a greater or
lesser _ _ from kivas built in that style. It is unclear, t:berefore,
whether any of t:bem have a direct bearing on tile developlllEllt of the lIopi

kiva.
As Smith <1972:157) notes, two kivas in the Wide Ruins area

-represent the earliest and most easterly examples of kivas of HOpi

character that have been reported up to this time.- These structures
date to the intervala 1250-1274 and 1275-1299. other, similar kivas
dating to 1275-1299 occur nearby in the Ganado area and on the Puerco

River (Figure 107x, y). The lIopi Mesas have only one kiva dating to tile
se<XlIld half of tile 1200s. This structure, located on Antelope _a and

built between 1250 and 1274, is D-shaped ratller than rectangular.

1<;-

ccrding to Smith (1972:157) the earliest rectangular kivas excavated at
the Hopi site of Awatovi date after about 1300. The data presented in

Figure 107 Simply reinforce Smith's 11972:157) cbservation that "There

may well be earlier kivas, as yet unexcavated, in the lower levels of
tbe Western Mound at Awatovi, whicb would show contemporaneity with
those at Kin Tiel, but it is remarkable that Hopi-style kivas should
occur at so considerable a geographical remove from what has been considered their b:>meland."

conclusion
The preceding discussion has suggested a few ways in which a
sample of 213 tree-ring dated pitstructures can be interpreted.

In no

case is the sample large enough for one to arrive at any definite
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conclusions conceming the history of pithouses and kivas.

A reasonable

next step, then would be to in::rease the sample of dated structures.

In

saying this, I am not simply referring to the archaeologist's favorite

escape clause -- the need for more research, more ezcavation. There
are, in fact, things that can be done with available data.

A nun:ber of

tree-ring dated structures have not been included here because of a
reasonable hope that a site report will appear in the not too distant
future.

Also, many additional structures could ptobably be dated to 2S-

year increments with reasonable coofidence on the basis of ceramic data
or COmbined ceramic and inconclusive tree-ring evidence. Given the
nature of prehistoric ceramic chronology, this claim is prdJably nPst
valid for structures dating after 1100 and least valid for those built
before 700.

Finally, many more structures would be added if pueblo

rooms were studied along with pitstructures.
This discussion has simply touched on the use of a corpus of
reliably tree-ring dated buildings for the study of architectural history. Such a body of data would also be invaluable for the tree-r ing
dating of ceramic types.

Whatever the uses, a compilation like that

presented here is quite different from a listing of dates like the one
presented in the QUadrangle Reports.

It is different because it uses

the tree-ring dates to arrive at building constructioo dates.

T'nis is

an essential step in the application of tree-ring data to SOuthwestern

prehistory.
Site [ongevity

and C'prmunity Size

Archaeologists ask many questions about prehistoric sites and
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the communities that occupied them.

Among

the most impor1:ar>t are ques-

tions conceming the size of a community and the length of time that it
occupied a given site. I refer bere to COIIUIIUDity rather than site size.
first, because some oommunities included the occupants of more than one

site. and _ . because it is l1kely that only portioos of a site were
occupied at anyone time. I say site rather than community longevity
because in many cases it is enough to know bow long a community occupied
a site. and because archaeological data are in most cases ill suited to
the task of tracking a community from one site to another.
Table 'Z1 summarizes data on site longevity and community size.
the latter expressed in rumi:>ers of structures occupied. for sites discussed in Chapters 3 through 7. The list only includes cases il.

",~,:"'h

tree-ling elata make a significant contribution to dating the length of
occupation or to determining commWlity size. In measuring site longev-

ity, no allowance has been made for occupation after the latest treering date.

Information in the table is approximate at best.

Table 27 includes commwlities ranging in size from one or a
couple pithouses to hundreds of rooms and sites that were occupied from
little more than a decEde to at least a century. For the most part. the

sample is too small and varied to serve as the basis for meaningful
generalizations. One point worth noting is the small size of most of
the pithouse communities appearing on the list. Fewer than 10 houses

were occupied at one time at Turkey Foot Ridge, Step Bouse Cave, and
Jeddito 264.

The Prayer Rock District probably falls in this size

category as well, at least when Cave 2 was inhabited.

Two of the

Table 27.
~

3
4

SUrnrary Data en Corrrnunity Size and Site longevity.

S.i..te

Maxwun

Q;t 1,QQg11.t~

~JDi~

Size

'l\1rkey Foot RidJe
Broken Flute cave

3-10 pithouses
4-10 pithouses

Cave 2 {Prayer FJ:dd
Prayer a:>ck District
Step House Cave
Cerro Colorado
Jeddito 264
1A 6988
Hidden Valley locality
Mesa Verde 102 (GP)
Bennett's Peak

1-4 pithouses
no ITOre than 18 pitbJuses
2-6 pithouses
possibly many nore than 10
pithouses
1-3 pithouses
1 pithouse + rooms
10-15 pithouses + roons
1-3 pithousl~ + rooms
1-3 pithouses + rooms

1A 4195
1A 4380
Chetro Ketl

possibly Jro.re than 10 pithouses
possibly nol:e than 10 pithouses
450-550 rooms

Aztec

Sal.Ioon Ruin
Moon House

1-2 kivas + 30-40 rooms

Johnson canyon - 1st Occ.
2nd Occ.

Betatakin

about 135 roo""

Kiet Siel
Canyon Creek
Pindi - 1st & 2nd Periods

about 135 rooms
about 50 room

Millhwm Site lalgeYit:i

~

745-790
620-j;40
620-j;55
655-j;80

~

45
20
35
25

years
years
years
years

610-j;30
600-700

20 years
100 years

665-740

75 years

750-765
825-840
795-860
770-860

15
15
65
90

years
years
years
years

1040-1120
1110-1135
1085-1115
1250-1270
1240-1270
1125-1160
1125-1180
1195-1240
1265-1285
1245-1285
1245-1285

80
25
30
20
30
35
55
45
20
40
40

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

1270-1350

80 years

g
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colllllllll1ities that combine pithouses and surface rooms, specifically IA
6988 and Mesa Verde 102(GP) , are comparably small.
might be cIlaracterized as _

or hamlete.

_

communities

i1le rancheda settle-

ment occupying Hidden Valley may have been slightly larger. i'he best
candidate for a large colll11l1ll1ity, that is, one with substantially mere

than 10 lrJuses, is cerro COloradc.

This site may actuslly warrant the

appellation of "pithOllse village."

several of the Basketmaker III and Pueblo I site occupations
lasted no more than 20 years.

This includes Broken Flute cave, cave 2,

step !lOUSe cave, lIesa verde 102(GP), and sites in Hidden Valley.

These

appear to have been relatively impermanent settlements occupied by
communities that were in the habit of moving periodically to a new
location.

The Prayer RlCk District may have wulergone several cycles of

occupation, abandonment, and subsequent reoccupatio!l. other settlements, such as Turkey Foot Ridge, Bennett's Peak, Cerro Colorado, and
pcssibly Jeddito 264 were mere permanent: ibey survived anywhere fro.'Il 40
to

100 years.

This variation in the permanence of settlement deserves

greater attention than it bas received in the past.

C8APl'ER 10

In

dealing with tree-ring data from particular sites and struc-

tures, Chapters 3 through 8 of this study have provided information on
prehistoric wood use and made use of the interpretive prinCiples and
techniques described in Chapter 2.

Yet to be addressed is the problem

of generalizing about wood use a.'1d methods of interpretation on the
basis of these specific analysea.

The following discussion of these

matters is organized with reference to the four levels of analysis
presented in Chapter 2.

'l.nese are concemed with firewood and hearths,

beams, structures, and sites.

The discussion also utilizes the descrip-

tion of indirect dating summarized in Figure 4. Most of the examples
referred to corne from Chapters 3 through 8, but the analysis introduces

some new data as well.
Fj

tewooCJ and

Hearth

Anal~is

Steps 15 through 18 in the model of indirect dating presented in
Chapter 2 (Figure 4) deal with the interpretation of tree-ring dates
from hearths, firepits, ovens, and similar features.

The steps are as

follows:
step 15 -

inferring the procurement date of a piece of firewood
from its tree-ring date,
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step 16 -

inferring a hearth's use date from the dates of the
firewood samples in it,

Step 17 -

inferring a building's abandonment date from the use
date of the hearth located within it, and

step 18 -

making inferences about site occupation dates from
firewood, hearth, and building abandonment dates.

Figures 108, 109, and 110 present three sets of tree-ring data
from hearths.

Figure 108 soows date distributions for hearths with five

or more dates, Figure 109 depicts distributions from structures with
dates from firewood and construction materials, and Figure 110 compares
date distributions from hearths to dates of occupation of the sites

where the hearths are located. The cases summarized in these figures
have several important characteristics.

Fi:&.:3t, a fairly intensive

search of the body of Southwestern tree-ring data has turned up relatively few dates from hearths, and for this reason, inferences relating
to

this material sb::mld be considered tentative.

second, only five

(5%)

of 92 dates from firewood are accompanied by "++." Third, noncutting
dates are far more abundant than cutting dates: 85 (92%) of the dates
are noncutting.
Fourth, samples from hearths rarely produce terminal date clusters. The most convincing concentration of dates in our sample comes
from Hearth 9a in sand OWle cave and suggests a use date for the feature
in the last two decades of ':be 6006 or first decade of the 7005.

ilarly, dates from Cist 2 at

Ni\

Sim-

11,363 p:dnt to use in the last quarter

of the seventh century (Figure 108).

In

the more typical case, terminal

clusters are lacking, and dates are spread over several decades.
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Sand Dune Cave(a) - - - - - - - - - - Between Hearths (b)
~

Cist 2. Feature 4

9aand 9b

49 2
50
51 5

49 5
50
51

52
53
54

52
53
54 4

55 3
56
57 1
58
59

55
56
57
58
59

54
55
56
57 7
58
59

60 1

60

60 7

61

61 9

61

83 3

62 2

62

63 9
64
65 1
66 7

62
63
64

84

63
64
65 3

65 3

871
88 2

67
68

69
70 1

~

5211
53

64 9

6
63 5
65
66 14

67 11

LP 2:24-M(d)

ll!liln

85
86

66 6
67 2

9
6

68 2

5

69 6

89
90 5

91 1
92
93

94
Grasshopper Pueblo (e)

Pindi Pueblo (f)

95
96 3

Room 15, firepit
124 2

125
126.1
127 4
128 1

129 4
1306

12417
125 7
126
127 0

128
129
130 149

132
131
133 10

Figure 108.

stem-and-leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Miscellaneous Hearths.
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(al Bannister, Dean, and ~inson (1969:32-33).
(b)

11++11

dates, A.D. 619, 701.

(el Dates from use of cist as hearth (TRL Site Files), "++"
date, A.D. 667.

(d) Bannister, Hannah, and ~inson (1970:35).
(e) Dean and Ibbinson (1982:_1. 8-1).
(f)

see

Chapter 7.

Figure 108, .ccntinued.
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LV 4:14-A (a)

LP 2:2H)(b)

116 2v 9
117 li
118 ~ 7v

12516 7
126 5 Bi
127 01 61

119 ~

120 J&

121

NA3644M(C)

122 0 2 2
123 0 lli 1
124
125
126

7'

Site 12

(Ball)

(d)

SUrface

108 B
107
109 61 lit
110 1lit

Cerro Colorado (e)
StDlctnrf: 2Q1B

structyre 2

85

NAB940(f)

112 04
1111

7 .l! .l!
113 0 .0. 1 1 2' 2
Z. 3 114 4

84lli

6
o' lli'l!i

Arroyo Hondo (g)
step House Cave (h)

Pitstructure 1

~~I:'

61.l! .l! .l!

Z. Z.
J J J

~

75 8
76 41
77
78 8
79
80 7
819
82
83 1 7
84 5 9
85 1 2

62.0.

Figure 109.

stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from structures
and Associated Hearths.
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• Ballple from hearth or firepit.
Ia) _ Chapter 8.
(b)

"++" dates, A.D. 1268, 1276 ITRL Site Files).

Ie) _

Chapter 8.

Id) • samples dating A.D. 850 and, probably, .85D.L are from
firepit located a meteI west of (behind> Surface Structure 2. See
Cbapter 5.
Ie) see Chapter 8.

If) Dates not from hearth pertain to horizontal poles set into
clay ridge at wall/floor juncture. see Chapter 5.
(9) Dates not from hearth pertain to roof elements (TRL Site
Files) •

Ih) see Chapter 4.
Figure 109,

~.
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Grassixlpper Pueblo (al

Joint Site (b)
Rpgp 31, Heart;h

ll!IBD...l
124 2
125
126 .l
127 4
1281
1294
1306
131
132
1330

ll!lm...l
12717

8

124 55
125
1

latest dated building
event - C<II1Struction
of Kiva 34 in 1247

oonstruction of rooni>locks
began ca. 1300

Pineli Pueblo (c)
Kiva F,
~

BDom 15,

- . , 157,
~
125 17

~

- . , 185,
~

128 111

124V
125
126
127 0
128
129 9
1304

123 5
124

- . , 102,
~

131

Ilk:.

125
126
127
128
129
130
131 4
1329

-"116,

~

132 12

all hearths asscciated with Becond Ceramic Period, dating 1300/1320 to

1350
(al !leon

and R:>bin.son (1982:Table 8-ll, Baid and Shimada (1982:

16),
(b) See Chapter 8.

(c) All dates, with the possible exception of A.D. 1329 from
Kiva F, are from firepits.

Figure 110. stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Tree-Ring Dates from Hearths,
COmpared to Site OCcupation Dates.
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Features with the latest three-quarters of dates covering an interval of
50 years or more include Hearth 9b in Sand Dune Cave, the oven at LP
2; 24-M, and OVen 2 at Grasshower Pueblo (Figure 108).

Fifth, dates from hearths are usually earlier than building
construction dates. The difference is 50 years in the case of Room 18
at Arx:oyo Hondo and 30 years in the case of Pitstructure 1 in step House
Cave.

A date from the hearth in Pithouse 1 at NA 8940 is 90 years

earlier than a dated construction event that mayor may not corresp::>nd

to construction of the building (Figure 109).

In

cnly one case, Kiva A

at LV 4:14-A, is a firewood date later than a room construction date.
This latest date indicates a minimum uselife for the kiva of just over
30 years. Also hearths in. Room 7 at LP

2:24~

and Pithouse M at NA3644M

produced the latest dates from these buildings, but in both cases a
reliable construction date is not available for oomparison {Figure 109).
Sixth, dates from firewood are often earlier than site occupation dates.

This applies to dates from ovens at Grassb:>pper Pueblo and

firepits at Pindi Pueblo.

on the other hand, a hearth produced the

Joint Site's latest tree-ring date, and this date may contribute to
dating the end of the site's occupation (Figure 110l.
These six observations based on the data in Figures 108 through
110 SUfPOrt several conclusions.

Most importantly, dates from firewood

are biased estimators of both wood procurement dates and hearth utilization dates

Error of up to

su

years is common, but it rarely exceeds

100 years. As is true with dates from construction elements, clustering
in the dates from a hearth may provide grounds for arguing that the bias

is minimal -- say, no more than a decade or two.

On

the other hand ..
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sucb clusters seem to be relatively uncommon.

Finally, most archaeol-

ogists would probably agree that deadwood was a major source of fuel in

the prehistoric SOUthwest.

Assuming this to be true, the small number

of "++" dates from firewood is p.1zzling.

Possibly, this sb:luld be taken

as evidence that the "++" symbol is nQt. a good indicator of deadwood

utilization, or at least that the absence of "++" is not good evidence
of fresh wood use. Alternatively, tbe process of gradual starvation
that seems to be responsible for "++" dates may be more apparent in tree
trwlks and larger branches, which are made into beams, than in smaller
brancres, which are most likely to be collected for firewood.
it most likely that the dearth of

I think

.++" dates results from a third cause,

the eroded condition of most firewood samples.

That is, the outer

portion of the stem or branch, where a ring count would be necessary,
has probably been removed from many firewood samples.
Beam AnaJ:i5is

'Iile symbols accompanying a tree-ring date indicate the presence

on the dated sample of certain important attributes. Three steps in the
framework of indirect dating presented in Chapter 2 (Figure 4) are
relevant to the interpretation of these symbols and of the attributes
that they stand for.

step 1 -

They are:

inferring a tree's death date (teckllically, the growth
year of the last ring put down prior to death) from a
cutting date derived from a tree-ring sample,

step 2 -

inferring a tree's death date from a noncutting date,
and
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step 3 -

inferring a beam or other wood artifact's procurement
date from a tree's death date.

'l'be data presented in this study may belp clarifY the meaning of two of

the symbols used with tree-ring dates -

"V- and """'.."

"v" Dates
In the intetpretation of most tree-ring dates, the choice between Steps 1 and 2 is determined by the dendrochronologist decides
whether a date should be cutting or noncutting. Dates with a "v" provide an exception to this rule. because it is not entirely clear bow the
arcbaeologist sb:luJ.d treat them.

'l'be ()ladrang1e Reports (for example.

Robinson, Barrill, and Warren 1975:6) do not ::.nclude the .V' in their
list of symbols that accompany cutting dates. but neither do they group
it with "vv" in a listing of symbols of noncutting dates. What they say
is that use of the .V' is based on "a subjective judgment that •.. the
date is within a few

_[$

Of befog a Clltting date" (Robinson, Harrill,

and Warren 1975:6, empIlasis addedJ. In contrast. Jeffrey S.

Dean U98S)

of the Tree-Ring Laboratory simply considers "V- dates to be another
kind of cutting date.

In a revised explanation of the symbol. Dean says

that. when the "v" is employed. "a subjective judgment is maile that the
date .iI; a cutting date" <_le 1. citing Dean 1985, empIlasis addedl. As

discussed in Chapter 2, the present study takes a third position in
assuming that. in a collection of "v" dates. many probably are cutting

dates.
Which of these _roaches is correct. and bow should an archaeologist handle dates that depend on a dendrochronologist's "subjective
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judgment?' A dendrochronological answer to this question is not within

the scope of this study, but a partial archaeological answer is.

By

this I mean an answer based on empirical evidence, that is, on tree-rjng

dates from arcbaeological contexts.

The _ t is quite simple.

If

"v" dates are equivalent to cutting dates, then in a date distribution

they should "behave· more like cutting dates than noncutting dates.
Devising a test for this proposition is more difficult, both because
date distributions are so variable and because they usually include

fewer dates than one might prefer to have in applying some measure to
the association among cutting, nancutting, and "v" dates.

Because I am

unable to overcome tbese difficulties and del7lse a numerical means of

comparison, I have simply examined date distributions and looked for
recognizable differences between cutting and ... dates.

The teclnique

is purely subjective, but at least the data on which it is based are
readily available to anyone wishing to perform their own analysis.

The

sample includes date distributions from structures featured in Chapters
3 through 5 and in the "Flagstaff Area" section of Chapter 8.

These

portions of the study are comprehensive, in that they t _ not to ignore
structures because they yielded poor quality tree-ring data. Tbe sample
also includes Bemett's Peak (Chapter 5), Aztec (Chapter 6), -..takln,

Kiet Siel (Chapter 7), and Walpi (Chapter 8), because these sites produced large numbers of dates.

The analysis dealt with two questions. First, do the "v" dates

in a distribution show the same tendency to cluster as the cutting

dates? Tbat is, do they -fit- the clusters as well? A basic premise
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here is that noncutting dates are less likely to cluster than cutting
dates. My examination of

t~e

sample of date distributions indicates

that there is no difference between cutting and 'IIv" dates in the extent

to which they contribute to date clusters.

There are distributions, of

course, in which "v" dates fall outside the cluster or clusters. Examples include Pithouse 9 in Broken Flute cave (Figure 17), the pithouse
at NA 7512 (Figure 39), and the Great Kiva at Mesa Verde 1930(NPS)

(Figure 31).

Also Walpi produced 'v" dates but no cutting dates between

1475 and 1625 (Figure 75).

The Great Kiva at MV 1930 is typical in

that, although some "v· dates fall outside the clusters, they are no
more prone to do so than the occasional cutting date.

In fact, most of

the ·v· dates from this structure fit the clusters nicely.

Based on

this and a prep:mderance of similar cases, there is no reason to reject
the proposition that "v" dates are equal or nearly equal to cutting

dates.
The second question is whether cutting and "v" dates are identical.

Granting that the two kinds of dates fit the clusters comparably

well, is there any difference at all between cutting and "v" dates?

In

terms of the two explanatiOns of ",,- dates quoted earlier, do "v" dates
come within a very few years of cutting dates, or are they actually
cutting dates? This is a much more difficult question to answer than
the first one, because it requires more precise comparisons.

'lb

answer

the first question, it was necessary to decide if dates fell within
clusters mostly ranging in length from one to 10 years.

For the second

question, it is necessaLY to distinguish dates according to where they
stand within those clusters.
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In the sample of date distributions being considered here,

dates are often, though not always, identical to cutting dates.

.V'
Ex-

amples where the two are essentially the same include Bouse 10 at Harris
~lillage

(Figure 12), the pithouse at IA 6988 (Figure 23), the Great Kiva

at Mesa Verde 1930 (NPS) {Figure 3D, and Aztec Ruin (Figure 43). These

examples are mentioned because each includes one or two years with three

to seven .v" dates and 10 or more cutting dates. In these instances, a
particularly good case can be made that tbe
As

'yO

dates

au. cutting

dates.

mentioned in Chapter 6, Aztec's dates come from wood cores, and it is

likely that the sampled beams had experienced little weathering. Pieces
of charcoal from burnea timbers yielded the rest of the dates. Sometimes "v" dates are a bit earlier than cutting dates in the same date
cluster.

Examples of this situation can be seen in date distributions

from Structure 203 at Cerro COlorado (Figure 201, Pitb:mse G at Ackmen

Site 2 (Figure 26), and reaching outside our sample, Room 8 at Chim.'1ey

a:>ck Pueblo (Figure 45).

Thus, some

"y"

dates may be a few years earli-

er than true cutting dates.
This analysis supports a revision to the position taken in
Chapter 2.

That is, in a collection of .V' dates, many are probably

cutting dates, and most are probably within a very few years of cutting
dates.

This rule does not refer to all .V' dates because of the sub-

jective element 1.."1 their identification.

"++" Dates and Dead WOCx1 Procurement
The

.++" symbol indicates

that the tree that prcxluce:] the dated

sample was under stress toward the end of its life.

Either the stress
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killed tile tree before someone felled it to make a timber, or it was
plugging along in spite of tile stress but died when lIOIIIeale came along
and cut it down.

If the timber came from a piece of dead wood, tile

tilli>er's tree-ring date would anticipate its actual p=rement date by
several. structures, sites, and localities

an unkno",n I'..urnber of years.

have w++_ dates that may come from dead wood. Both the Kiva at Riana
Ruin (Figure 70) and structure 2 at Site GG 6-7 (Figure 88),

have a scatter of

-++"

~able

25)

dates that precede a terminal date cluster and

that may represent dead weed procurement.

In tile case of structure 2,

many of tile beams with "f+" dates have characteristics that support this

assertion. In spite of the size of these beams, their large ends are
broken rather than ax cut.

This is easier to accomplish with a dead

tree than with a live one.

'1t1ese tiara serve as horizontal wall and

crib logs rather than as roof beams. This is not surprising, because
most probably exhibit at least some root flare, and straight beams
_ r to have been much preferred for use in roofs.
by

Dates accompanied

-++- are especially abWlJant from cliff dwellings in White Canyon..

~

account for 42' of dates in this locality, as compared to figures

of no more than 10% for the following sites; Sptuce Tree Bouse (0\',
Kiet 8iel (2%), Betatakin (3%), lIoon House (7'), Canyon Creek
sites in Johnsen canyon (l0').

Many

(n),

and

tiDilers look as if tbey come from

dead snags. UlfortWlAtely, it is not known i f the individual beams from

White C8ny<>n that produced "f+" dates look like tbey ware made from dead

trees.
Bow prevalent was the collecting of dead trees to make beams,
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and oow much error can the utilization of deadwood, if not recognized,
introduce into the interpretation of tree-ring dates?

The first ques-

tim is difficult to answer, even if one assumes that many or roost beams
with "++" dates oome from dead trees.

of deadwood may not yield

.++. dates.

The problem is that many pieces

All of the

"++. dates from Kiet

Siel, Betatakin, and Canyon Creek. awly to samples of jlU1iper and pin-

yon. Thus, the 11++" date may be more useful for identifying dead wood
in some species than othez;s.

Also, numerous structures yield one or a

few extremely early dates that are as likely to result from dead wood

procurement as from extensive erosion.

Often, these are not "++" dates.

Based on available information, it must be admitted that the

"++" is an

imperfect indicator of dead wood use. The best alternative strategy
requires the examination of the dated beam, but this is possible only in

dry sites where the structures are more or less intact.

Also, the

physical characteristics of a timber made from dead wood, which might
include broken ends, root flare, and evidence of bark beetle activity,
have never been studied in detail.

As just discussed, a high perce:t~€

of"++" dates in combination with an abundance of beams that look l::"ke
they come from dead trees suggests that prehistoric builders in White

Canyon commonly used dead wood for timbers.
1% of dates from Aztec are

At the other extreme, only

"++," and it is unlikely that enough dead

trees would have been available over a brief enough interval to contribute Significantly to that p.1eblo's requirements for building materials. As for other sites, if the percentage of "++" dates is low, and
the available dates cluster well, then deadwood use was probably
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minimal.

If clusters are lad<ing, then the possibility of deadwood use

must at least be considered.

-..s made from dead trees can produce tree-ring dates that are
far earlier tIlan procurement datee.

Four dead trees near libite

can~

that were sampled in 1960 yielded outside dates, including two W++"
dates, between 1716 and 1860.

A deadfsll in Tsegi canyon collected in

1935 gave a cutting date of 1811. Finally, a dead tree in Tsegi

can~

that could be used to make roof splints like tblse found in neazby sitee

produced a near cutting date of 1586. Tbese examples indicate that a
dead tree might be usable a century or more after death.
stnJCtlJre Ana]~is

Three steps in the model of indirect dating pertain to the
interpretation of tree-ring dates grouped according to structure:
step 4 -

inferl"i.).lg a roof c...onstruction date from one or more

beam procurement
step 5 -

datE'S,

inferring a building's construction date from a roof
construction date.< and

step 6 -

inferring a building's repair or remodeling date from

one or more beam procurement dates.
Chapter 2 discussed five principles that make it possible for one to
take tbase steps when interpreting the tree-ring dates from a particular
structure.

They are as fOll0l!S:

Principle 1 - date clustere provide evidence of construction

dates,
Principle 2 -

constrUction generally occurred within a couple
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of years after procurement of beams,
Principle 3 - date clusters provide evidence of construction
dates .IIIllI. beam procurement dates, specifically
when the dates are noncuttillg,

Principle 4 - dates that ate anomalous with respect to a construction date can be interpreted as resulting
ftom the erosion, reuse, or stockpiling of beams
or from the repair or remodelillg of the buildillg,
and

Princjple 5 -

in the absence of date clusters, the latest date
from a structure pIOVides the best estimate of a

construction date.
Application of each of these principles depends, to a greater or lesser

degree, on the analysis of a structure's date distribution.

rus study

bas used stem-anci-leaf diagrams to present tbe tree-ring dates from
particular sites and structures.
the dates by decade.

In most Instances, the diagrams group

The stem-and-1eaf format is advant:2gt'Ous because

it shows both the shape of the distribution and the individual dates

that make up the distribution.
construction Date Clusters
Interpretation of tree-rillg Jates would be relatively straight-

forward if prehistoric builders used newly cut timbers only and if
arcbaeo1cgists had a cuttillg date from every piece of wood incorporated
in a structure. This idaal case may not jibe with reality, but it does

provide the basis for an interpretive model that can be applied to date
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distributions from individual buildings (Chapter 2).

According to this

model, the erosion, reuse, and stockpiling of timbers, the making of
beams ftom already dead trees, ana the repair of buildings cause actual

distributions to deviate from the ideal.

Erosion, reuse, stockpiling,

and dead wood use produce a distribution with a sloping left or -early"

tail, and repair results in a distribution with what is usually a truncated right or -late" tail.

The model ooIds that, as the imfx>rtance of

these factors increases, that is, as they come to have a greater and
greater effect on more and more dates, it becomes increasingly difficult
to

recognize within the distribution a date cluster that represents beam

procurement at the time of or shortly prior to construction.

Because

erosion, reuse, and stockpiling collectively have a far greater impact
than repair, this construction date cluster usually lies toward. the end

of the distribution.
This model of progressive deviation from an ideal shape can be
applied readily to actual date distributions.

Figures 111 and 112 each

present distributions lying at four Gpointsn along a continuum running
from I -

most similar to the ideal shape -

to IV -

least similar to

that shape. Two distributions, one from a pithouse and the other from a
kiva, are given for each point on the scale. The examples come from a
sample of 87 pitstructures having 20 or more dates.

This is an arbi-

trary cutoff cmsen to eliminate structures with relatively few dates.
The figures sb::>w two different patterns that deviations from the ideal

can exhibits In Type 1 deviation (F igure Ill), the median value moves
progressively closer to the middle of the date range, but the mode
remains at the end of the distribution. In other words, the left tail
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grows, but a terminal date cluster persists.

In 'lype 2 deviation (Fig-

ure 112), both the median and mode move toward the center of the date
range. Thus, by Point III, the date cluster no longer comes at the em
of the distribution. It should be noted that the two figures use the
same pair of structures to illustrate Point I on their respective
scales.

These distributions are so close to the ideal that they can

serve as the! jumping off point for both kinds of deviation. Table 28

gives the q.:arter ranges for the distributions illustrated in the fig-

ures. In Type 1 deviation, there is a tendency for the quarter ranges
to decrease from

ea[~i

to late. This tendency survives as Olle moves

from Point I to Point IV, but the size of the ranges increases. In

Type

2 deviation, the middle two quarter ranges teld to decrease relative to
the outer two.
The examples depicted in Figures III and 112 have been chosen

because

~y

srow one or the other kill'l ,

tributions srow a mix of the two. In

f"

its two or more distinct peaks. one
structures included in the sample:

2viation.
_

~

Qn

Many

other dis-

cases, a distribution exhib-

.stiOD can be askP.d of all 87

a reliable construction date be

determined from a date cluster contained within the structure's date
distribution?

Although it is hard to make specific comparisons among

date clusters, I would say that all four points along the Type I continuum and Points I and II on the Type 2 continuum represent date distributions that include these construction date clusters. This amounts to
approximately 60% of the distributions included in the sample of pit-

structures with 20 or more dates. In addition, a reasonable estimate of

Table 28.

QJartile statistics
112.

Deviation

Posi-

~

tiQn..

(aJ

II
III

fOI"

Pitstructuz:e Date Distributions in (a) Figure 111 and (b) Figure

QJa'-"tiJe
~

stCJ~.tm:e

J.A 6988

Feat. 1 (pitOOuse)

Ida Jean

Kiva B
Pithouse 2
Kiva R-24
Pithouse
Chaco Kiva <lower
filll
Pithouse

NA 11,5468
Koko,Pllyama
NA 1238

Tesuque Valley
~in

IV

MY Pitstructure 2
Pindi
J.A 6988

(b)

II
III
IV

Ida Jean
NA 7512
Az K:7:14
lW 1930 (NPS)
Tonque Pueblo
Galaz Site
Ni\ 10,085

...N..
23
29
25
23
32
34

B,U)g~

Ilon\Ie.

10
6
100
20
82
96

0
0
16
2
58
50

0
0
1
0
20
9

10
6
117
22
164
155
156

32

81

35

33

Kiva B

23

163

45

25

Feat. 1 (pithouse)
Kiva B
Pithouse
_m5
Pitb:mse 1
Kiva

23
29
20
25
44
22
39
23

10
6
27
28
61
31
29
77

0
0
4
10
16
17
5
14

0
0
7
3
18
2
7
21

Pithouse 29
Kiva

Total

1& 2nd JJ:Ji J.th

239
0
0
3
10
31
23
27
96

10
6
41
51
126
73
68
208

E
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a construction date can be made for distriblltions around Point IlIon
the Type 2 scale.

In a few other cases, a deviant distribution can be

ascribed to the refurbishing of an abandoned structure (Chapter 7:
Johnson Canyon), and a reliable construction date can be inferred.

These two situations jj'lCrease the dated structures to 80% of the total.
This figure is a gross awroxirnation at best, but it does iJXJicate that,

for the majority of pitstructures with 20 or more dates, the distribution provides a reasonable if not excellent basis for inferring a con-

struction date.
To this point, the model has been used as a descriptive tool.
That is, date distributiOns have been placed at 'points along a continuum

based on their shapes, but no effort bas been made to explain those

shapes with reference to the model. As previously mentioned, the model
states that deviations from

th~

ideal result from procurement of dead

wood, erosicn, stockpiling, and reuse of beams, repair of buildings, and
failure to obtain a date from every timber used in a structure.

These

factors are discussed in turn below.
Erosion
The stem-and-leaf diagrams appearing in this study do not dis-

tinguish between .vv" noncutting dates and noncutting dates accompanied
by .++. and one of the cutting date symbols: B, c, r, L.

The vast

majority of noncutting dates depicted in the diagrams are in the "vv"
category.

There is an excellent chance that a sample producing one of

these dates has lost one or more outer rings.

This loss could have

resulted from the weather ing or the intentional shaping of a beam before
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and while in use, from damage incurreCI when the structure containing the
beam was destroyed by fire, or from processes of decay that began after

the beam entered the archaeological record. As was discussed in Chapter
2, ring

lOBS

smuld have a disti.u:tive effect CXl the shape of the ideal

date distribution.

That is, it should produce a sloping left, or ea;cly,

tail that rises gradually to join a date cluster forming the end of the

distribution.

This is the pattern formed by Type 1 devi.:otions from the

ideal shape (Figure 111>. The argument in these cases is that a significant proportion of the noncutting dates in the tail of the distribution

oomes from beams that were actually cut durin:J the period represented by
the terminal date cluster.

Table 29 lists distributions figured in

Chapters 3 through 8 that fit this pattern.

Typically, the terminal

cluster includes both noncutting and cutting dates, and the cutting

dates tend to come at the end of the distribution.

The cluster consists

entirely of noncutting dates in only three of the 39 cases listed in the
table.

When cutting dates are present, they provide the best estimate

of when beams with noncutting dates were cut.
The individual cases are enumerated in Table 29 to show that
Type 1 aeviations from the ideal are quite common.

These are the cases

in which a particularly good argument can be maae that the shape of a
date distribution is a function primarily of sample erosion.

They are

also the cases that demonstrate most clearly the validity of Principle

4, which states that date clusters can provide evidence of beam procurement dates.

The terminal date cluster and especially the cutting dates

within it provide an estimated procurement date for some proportion of
earlier noncutting dates.

Finally, it soould be noted that the effects
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Table 29. cases in Which Noncutting Dates Trail Off in Left Tail of

Distribution.
~

sit:elSt;ructure
_ris village, B.10
Magolla! Village, B.2
Galaz Site, PH 1
_2344, PB

l1sJIa
12
II

13

l'N Site 145 ((ll'), PB2
l'N Pithcuse 1
l'N 1990 (NE'S)

16
18
18
18

Antelope cave, str. 67n1

22

Ign 7:36, PH
l'N 102 ((ll'), PH 1
l'N 102 ((ll'), PH 2
l'N 1676(NPS), B.4, _

24
29
29
32
28
35
35
35
38
37
39
39
39

9
NIl 8900, PB 1
l\ckmen Site l(1938), PB B
_
Site 1 (1938), PH A
l\ckmen Site 1 (1938), PH C
Site 25 (Morris), PH
Ii\. 5166C, PH
AZ 0:11:113, PB
AZ 0:11:2068, str. 4
NIl 11,547, PH 2
_2559, F.13

_k,

40

Cltimey
BIn. 8
Escalante, Kiva A

45
47

Pindi, Kiva B

69

NIl
NIl
NIl
NIl
NIl
NIl
NIl

78
76
76

162SC, PH
2800, PH
1531, PH
2l33A, PH
11,5468, PH 2
1238, PH
9454, K.1
All3ntown, Kiva 321G
NIl 9126, Kiva 1
Balmln, BIn. 130
5AA88, str. 17 (Great Kiva)
IA 6462, thit VI, Kiva
Tijeras PUeblo, Rm. 64
NIl 8031, Kiva 1

81

82
77

90
91
91
98
99
104
106
91
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of erosion also can be recognized, though less categorically, in many
other date distdiJUtions.

stockpiling
stockpiling entails the IIllding over of newly p:ocw:ed beams for
use at some tinle in the future. It might inwlw beams that were left

over from a construction project, that were cut specifically for a
future project, or that were being seasoned for a year or two. bre is
no doubt that old beams salvaged from dismantled structures were at
times stockpiled. but this activity is difficult if not impossible to

identify from tree-ring data. A later section on ·Site Analysis· reviews evidence of stockpiling that comes from groups of structures or
whole sites. The concern here is evidence contained within the date
distributions of individual. structures. Many date clusters include
cutting dates falling in a succession of years.

This awlies to clus-

ters that indicate a construction date and to other clusters as well.
For clusters coverin.g five years or less, one can argue that early dates

are as likely to come from stookpiled as from reused beams.

Tbe likeli-

!Dod that the beams were stcckpiled incresses as the interval covered by

the dates decreases from five down t.o two years.
011

Tbe argument depenOs

two assumptions. that stcckpiling did occur over intervals of a few

years and that structures were not typically built, dismantled, and
replaced from year to yeer.

In looking for evidence of stockpiling, it is necessary to pay
close attention to the condition of a dated sample's outer ring, that
is, whether it is incomplete or complete. FOI example, Pithouse 2 in
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Broken Flute cave has cutting dates of

~

and

~

(Figure

()Iite

17),

possibly all of the dated beams were cut at about the same time in the
spring of
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Often, a series of inconplete and colIPlete dates can be

combined in a variety of ways, making it difficult:. to say exactly when

the trees were cut. Neverthelessl- it is clear that:. more than one procurement event took place. For ,example, Pithouse 1 in Cave 2 (Prayer
Rock District) has cutting
(Figure 17) .. No matter

ho~

date~

in ..6..6.il,

Hii, an.d

~, ~,

~

these dates are combined, they apply to at

least tb.tee cutting events.
As previoosly noted, date clusters from many structures contain

a succession of cutting dates that points to the stockpiling of timbers.
An interesting case involves tbe Great Kiva at Mesa Verde 1930CNPS).

It

would Bfpea[ that beams were stockpiled for construction in the 8205 and

for repair or remodeling in the 830s, the 8405, and the 8605 (Figure
The probable construction date cluster includes dates of ..B.2.li,

31)..

~ ~ ~

B2li, .B2li, .I!2k, .a2ai., .I!ZS<>, .szli, and.a22<;. An

interpretation baseO on stockpiling is especially appealing in this
case, because it conforms with the kind of effort one might expect in
the construction and uI*eep of a large commWliU building.

of some structures, procurement seems to have built to a
Kiva in U1.it VI at IA 6462 has two dates of
~

may

.l2Z1.L four of

28 of li8Qi, and eight of llaOl> (Figure 104).

h~_ve

~ars

14 at

~

two at

In other in-

to have been spread evenly over two or more

years. Pithouse C at Ackmen Site 1 (1938) has one date
~

The

.l21Bi., one of

Most beam cutting

been in the spring of 1280 (l2aO.i. and .l2B.QQ).

stances, procurement

In the case
climax~

~

and 13 at

~

at~,

one at

(Figure 35). Major beam
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cutting took place in 857-858 ts5:M and in 858-859

~.

Also, there

is sometimes a hiatus in procurement. :r?ithouse 3 at NA 8944 has nine
dates of ..8.O..2i, one of .&Ui, one of .B..05.i, and 15 of.aQ2c. (Figure 28). It
is possible in a case like this that the beams giving the earliest dates

are reused rather than stockpiled.
In a few instances, it seems that a .:'ouple of beams were ob-

tained a year or so after the vast majority of beams were collected.
For example, Kiva A at LV 4:14-A produced one date of.l2l2i., one of

.l232.w 47 of.12Jk.,. and one of

~

<Figure 96).

Similarly, pitix>use 5

at NA 1l,546B bas one date at l.J.li.i, eight at lllli., and one at llUi
(Figure 82). Possibly, each latest date pertains to the repair of the
structure one or more years after it was built. Or they may actually
date construction of the buildings.

In these and a few similar cases,

it is possible that a supply of beams was cut in advance of intended

construction and

seasonE>-~

for a year.

Iilce construction was lUlderway,

the builders disco\--ert::ei that. they needed a few adoitional beams to
corrplete tile struct.; -:9.

'!'his is just one possible explanation for the

pat:.tern of dates from these structures. I raise the possibility here
because, as inconclusive as the argument may be, it appears to be the
best way of ioentifying the seasoning of beams in prehistory.
Reuse

The reuse of timbers salvaged from demoHshed buildings was
pervasive in the prehistoric SOuthwest. In accord with Principle 4, the
clearest evidence of reuse comes from cutting dates that precede a firm
construction date.

As discussed in the previous section, if the
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differenc~

between a beam's date and a building's construction date is

less tilall five years, then it is possible t:bat the beam was stockpiled

rather than reused. Beyond five years reuse becomes the more likely
explanation.

Instances of cutting dates precaling a construction date

...-e so nwnerous in the distributions illustrated here that they do not
require further oommEllt.

Of greater importance to this discussion are

cases in which reused beams produce date clusters.

FOr

a date cluster

to be interpreted in this way, it is neoessary for it to be followed in

time by a stronger cluster that appears to represent a construction
date. SO_imes. the two clusters produce distinct peaks in the distribut ion. Pithouse 1 at NA 8300 produced a cluster of dates in the 780s
and a terminal date cluster ending in the 860s !Figure 39).
cluster

f~rms

The earlier

a peak rising abruptly from the left tail of the distribu-

tion. There can be little doubt that the beams producing the cluster
were reused from a building, or buildings, constructed in the 7808.
Because the interval between the clusters is so long relative to the
typical pithouse uselife (see below). it is unlikely that the beams were

salvaged from an earlier superstructure of the same house.

Inter-

pretation is relatively straightforward in this instance because the
evidence for a construction date is so good.
Problems arise when the two clusters are of more equal strength,

or wben the earlier cluster is somewhat the stronger of the two. For
example, Pithouse B at Jeddito 264 yielded eight dates "","ween 672 and
678 and six dates of 690 and 692 !Figure 21).

It is difficult to decide

if the clusters signal reuse and construction or construction and
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repair. In the case of Pithouse 5, the later cluster covers a shorter
interval and represents a smaller number of beam procurement events.
This lends some support to the identificatioo of the later cluster with

:;vnstruction - on the assumption that reused beams are more likely than
newly procured ones to come from a number of different sources. Further
discussion of problems in recognizing repair events aJ;P!ars below.
Rellse of

Boot Support

Posts_ Evidence presented in Chapter

suggests that roof supports were reused preferentially by the builders
of pithouses in the Flagstaff area..

Iii£Oltunately, the evidence rests

solely on noncutting dates, and so it is difficult to disentangle the

effects on the date distributions of erosion and reuse.

In

any case, it

is reasonable to ask if any other areas show a similar pattern in the
reuse of support posts. No other group of sites has a many dates from
posts as the sites around Flagstaff.

What data there are do not present

a consistent pattern. Four posts in two houses in Ridden Valley yielded
very early dates <Figure 24), as did two plsts in Pithouse B at Neskahi
Village <Figure 83).

In other cases, dates from [X)sts fit the construc-

tion date cluster. Examples include pithouses at NA 8038 (Figure 28)
and Site 25 (Morris) (Figure 38).

Thus, there is no other case that

compares to Flagstaff in sb:>wing a preference for reused roof support

posts.
Repair and Renxxle1ing of atildings
At least conceptually, one can distinguish the construction of a

new building from the modification of that building once it has been
erected.

The term -repair- applies to the rehabilitation of a
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relatively small part of a structure that bas been clamaged or bas wom
out.

Ilemodeling, on the other hand, implies that a permanent obange is

made to some part of a structure. Reroofing of a pueblo room can be
thought of as a particularly extensive kind of repair, its COWlterpart

in pit:house architecture is the building of a new superstructure over an
old house pit.
Repair IIld remodeling can be reoognisecl, at least tentatively,
in a distinctive pattem of tree-ring dates. This pattem coosists of a
handful of dates coming some years after an otherwise terminal date
cluster.

Sometimes a structure produces evidence of repair or remodel-

ing that mayor may not correlate with the "repair dates.· Antechambers

in Pithouses B and C at lIckmen Site 1 (1938) were remodeled into ventiTree-ring data indicate that both structures were

1ators (Chapter 5).

built around 858 and modified in some way awroximately 11 years later,
around 869 (Figure 35l.

eled at that time.

In all likelilxxxl, the antechambers were remod-

only very rarely is there a direct physical link

between tree-ring and architectural evidence of repa;·.

QJe

of the best

cases in..,lves Pitstructure 4 at SIIWHR 2347 (Chapter sl. This pithcuse
has a strong cluster of dates in 865-869 and a weaker cluster spread

over the 880s (Figure 41>. The two latest dates -- both 889v -- come

from posts that may not have been integral to the Original structure.
That is, they may have been added to shore the roof some 20 years after
the pithcuse was built.

A handful of late dates does not always pertain to a minor

repair of a building.
cluster in the 630s

structure 208 at Cerro COlorado produced a date

a.~d

two dates of 6s3v (Figure 20l. one of the late
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dates comes fJ:Om a roof suwort post, which implies that the modifica-

tions of the 650s were relatively extensive. As this example illus-

trates, it can be difficult to determine the extent of repair or
rebuilding (solely) fJ:Om tc",,-ring data. A room in Cbimey _k PUeblo
may bave been reroofed

en~irely

with new beams (Chapter 6). That is,

the date distribution provides no indication of an earlier construction

event.

Pitbouse 29 at the Galaz Site produced date clusters ending in

859 and in 870 (Figures 13 and 14).

~e

earlier cluC't;er includes more

dates, but the later one has a date from a support post. This latter
date indicates that the structure was roofed in about 870. Architectural evidence, combined with the strength of the earlier cluster,
suggests that pithouse 29 was reroofed rather tban built new in 870. If
so, then beams reused from the original roof may be responsible for the
date cluster ending in 859.

'l'his is an unusual interpretation, because

in most cases it is illi'Ossible to determine the source of reused beams.

Structure 208 at Cerro Colorado, discUbSed earlier, illustrates this
point.

Two dates in 653 pertain to the roofing of the structure.

It is

impossible to say whether beams producing the date cluster in the 630s

were

sal~ed

from another structure or from an earlier superstructure

of structure 208.
Estill'!i¢ing PitstrucbJte tJsel :ife.

The interval between the con-

struction and repair of a building provides a minimum _imate of that
building's uselife. By COIIi:>ining data from a number of such cases, one

can get an idea of how long different kinds of structures tended to be
occupied. The argument is that, if structures of a particular kind were
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typically in use for a given length of time, say 10 years, then there
should be evidence of structures being repaired 20 or so years after
construction. This measure of uselife is lJDpOrfect for several reasons.
First, it provides only a minimum estimate of the interval between
construction and repair. The most reliable inteq>retations of tree-rin;

dates depend on a large number of dates that cluster together in a
narrow time interval. Dates are interpreted as relating to a repair
event in part because they are relatively few in mmt>er. Thus, it is in
the nature of the analysis that repair events do not produce large,
andoubteCily reliable date clusters. As a result, it would be difficult

to recognize the use of stockpiled or reused beams in the [epaiI of a
building.

The presence of such beams would result in an anderestimate

of the repair interval. Second, the repair interval itself is only a

minimum estimate of the uselife of a structure, because it does not take
into account the period of use following the repair.

A third weakness

of the measure of uselife relates to the question of site longevity.
Many pithouse sites were probably occupied for only a decade or two.
For this reason, many pithouses were probably abandoneCi 'before their
time." Finally, the proposeCi measure of pithouse uselife may be imperfect, but it is also one of the only measures available.

Table 30 and Figure 113 present information on the interval
between construction and repair for a

kivas.

_le of well_tea pithouses

and

Structures for which the interval is only one year are not

included in the tabulation, because it is difficult in these cases to
decide if the late date goes with the construction cluster or represents
a repair event.

For a sample of 28 pithouses, the repair interval
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Table 30. Pitstructure Repair Intervals. (aJ Pitbouses, (1)) Kivas.
(aJ

~

Si~~IllC.tUa=

E.iQ..

lIltm:lIlIl

IHI:lI

13

870-893

23

16
17
17
18
2
18
203
20
203
20
21
b7/71 22

476-483
623-627
669-676
650-667
663-665
667-671
667-691
685-689
693-702

7
4
7
17
2
4
24
4
9

759-763
763-771
787-803
858-862
834-839
858-889
786-853
858-869
858-869

Galaz, PH 29
_2344, PH
Broken Flute, PH 6
Broken Flute, PH 2
/IN 1644 (NpS), PH B
/IN Site 145 (GP), PH
Cerro Colorado Btr.
Cerro Colorado Btr.
JeiJdito 264, PH F
Antelope cave, Btr.

Ign. 7.31, PH
l\Ckmen Site 2 (1938), PH G
White ""und, H. 3
111\ 8944, PH 6
MY 102 (GP), PH 2
MY 1930 (NPS) , PH 1
Site 1 (Hall), H. A
l\ckmen Site H1938), PH B
l\Ckmen Site H1938), PH C
IA 4086, PH 3

Pershing Site, Btr. Q
D.11.2068, Btr. 4
_2350, F.13
5MlUUt 2559, F. 13
_
2347, Pitstr. 4

24
26
28
28
29
30
34
35
35
36
37
39
40
40
41

760-775
873-876
885-887
847-855
869-889

4
8
16
4
5
31
67
11
11
7
15
3
2
8
20

111\ 1238, PH
111\ 2133A, PH
111\ l1,546B, PH 5

77
81
82

1066-1068
1086-1095
1117-1122

2
9
5

Az

P~1-888
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Tab1e30,~.

(b)

~

7

Si~LatDlctlll:e

Gran QJivira, K. N
Gran Quivira, K. K-l
5!!ru<R 1253, K. 1
MV l!GP), K.
Mustoe Site, K.

00 4-1, Str. 13
m 9454, K. 1

Az K:7:14, Rm. 5

Kin Tiel, KT-l
Kin Tiel, KT-l
Jedc'iito Site 4, K.
Site 481, K.
LV 4:14-A, K. A

Te'ewi, K. 1
IA 70, F. 128

Tijeras, Rm. 64

fig..

lnW:l!iIl

71
71

1416-1467
1474-1516

51
42

84
85
87
88
90
91
91
91
92
95
96
101
104
106

1234-1254
1039-1064
1175-1231
1134-1171
1167-1170
1279-1283
1276-1282
1279-1282
12S5-1275
1248-1268
1234-1267
1412-1498
1469-1520
1391-1393

20
25
56
37
3
4
6
3
20
20
33
86
51
2

~

(a) Pithouses

x

x
x x
x xx
xxxx

x
xxx
xxx

xx

x xx
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20

25

)0

)5
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20

25
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40
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50
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(b) Kivas

x
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.

86
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N.JIIber of Years Between Construction and Repair/Raoc:deling

Figure

113~

Oiagrans SUllInarizing PitstnlCture Repair Intervals: (a) Pittx>uses, (b) Kivas.
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ranges from two to 67 years.

The median is 7. 5 years and three-

fourths of the values are 15 yeats or less. In Chapter 3 I cited three

estimates for the uselife of earthlodges based on ethnographic data.
These estimates range fIom six to 12 years.

I also stated that subse-

quent chapters would employ an estimate of 15 to 20 years for the

maximum probable uselife of a pithouse.

The data summarized in Table

30. and Figure 113. lend partial suwort to this poSition, to the extent
that they suggest a typical uselife of no more than 15 to 20 years.

On

the other hand, the data suggest strongly that some pithouses survived

for 20 to 30 yeats.

Finally, in spite of an awarent repair interval of

67 years from pithouse A at Site 1 (Hall), I am still unwilling to accept

Hall's claim that rouses in the Gobemador were used and repaired over

intervals in excess of 50 years.
Table 30b and Figure 113b present information on repair intervals for a sample of 16 kivas.

(In

the case of one structure, Kiva A at

LV 4:14-A, the measured interval actually runs from a constructim date
to a firewood date.)

For this sample of kivas, the repair interval

ranges from two to 86 years.

The median is 22.5 years, and three-fourths

of the values are 42 years or less.

These figures are greater than

those for pithouses, and L"l addition, the distribution of kiva values
af:pears less skewed toward short intervals than the distribution of pitb:>use values (Figure ll3).

These data indicate, first, that kivas have

longer potential uselives than pithouses, and second, that it is not
possible to propose a "typical" kiva uselife. SOme of the difference
between pithouses and kivas may result from a longer average occupation
span for pueblos than for pithouse villages.

Most of the difference is
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probably a function of structural factors.

Kivas resemble pueblo rooms

in that the IYJrizontal roof tillilers rest atop a wall that pIOtects those

tillilers from soil moisture.

of a

p~.thouse

addition, the

Q)

the other hana, the leoning wall poles

superstructure are in direct contact with the soil. In
[00£

of a kiva or room is relatively flat, whereas por-

tions of a pithouse superstructure ate sloping. This difference in
slope would be reflected in a similar difference in the erosive force of
water running off either kind of structure.
SOIIple Size

A final way in which a date distribution can deviate from the
ideal is by failing to include a date from every tini>er that was incorporated in the structure. As discussed earlier, most pitstructures with
20 or more dates can be dated successfully.
this.

There are two reasons for

First, in spite of beam reuse, new timbers weIe used extensively

in the construction of buildings.

second, a _ l e of 20 or more dates

providea enough information on the shape of a distribution so thet one
can identify the dates from newly procured beams. With fewer dates, the
picture becomes more complicated.

If the distribution includes a term-

inal date cluster, and especially if it exhibits the pattern of Type 1

deviation from the ideal, then it is in most instances possible to
urive at a reasonably reliable construction date. Prci:>lems arise when
these conditions are not met.

Tben it is difficult to disentangle the

effects on a distribution of erosion, stocI<pillng, reuse, and repair.
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The 6aJJple of Dated Pithouses

Table 31 presents information on the success of tree-ring dating
as applied to 20 pithollse sites or groups of sites. Success is gauged
through the percentage of investigated pithouses for which tree-ring
data provide a reliable or at least reasonably good construction date.
The table shows that there is often a great difference between the

nUIIber of structures investigated; the number that produce one or more
tree-ring dates, and the number that can be tree-ring dated. In gen-

eral, there is a close correlation between the number of bumed structures and the number with tree-ring dates.

Many, though by no means

all, pithouses with tree-ring d;)tes can be tree-ring dated.
of dated structures varies from 0% to 100%. In

The retum

three~arters

of the

cases reported here, less than balf of the pithouses can be dated, and
caution should be used in extrapolating from the sample of dated pithouses to

(l)

pithouses investigated,

and (3) pith:luses at other

(2)

sites in the

pithouses present at the site,

area.

Tree-Ring Dating of Jacal structures and Pueblo I FDorrs
Data

presented in Chapt2r 5 indicate that, among Pueblo I struc-

tures on M.esa Verde, surface rooms date less successfully than pithOlJs~&.

rn 'Jeneral, rooms produce fewer cutting dates and fewer date

clusters than pithouses.

COrroborative data are provided by Ackmen Site

1 (1938) and Site 2 (1938), and by the numerous sites with one or more

dated pitbooses but no surface rooms with tree-ring dates. These difficulties do not occur at all sites: Surface rooms date well at IA 4195
and SMTUMR 2347.

These exceptions notwithstanding, surface rooms
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'fable 31.

SUccess of Tree-Iting Dating

at selected Pithouse Sites.
Tree-Ring

SUets}

amber of

Bumed

structures

structures

Inyestigated IlO... .ill

Prayer Q)ck District
(except Broken Flute
cave and cave 2)
Harris Village
(Georgetown phase)

Harris Village (san
Francisco and Three
Circle phases)
SO Site (Pine taw

2

10

IlO... .ill
CO)

(17)

(0)

(SO)

CO)

(SO)

(0)

CO)

(45)

(9)

10

phase)
Site 30
l\ckmen Site 2 Cl93B)
White Mound Village
Mogollon Village (san

.ill
(15)

ClOO)

22
21

IlO...

(46)

13

SU Site (Post-Pine
rawn phase)
Badger House COImlll1ity
(Pueblo I)

Dat~
Structures with
Tree-Iting Dates structures

(48)

(28)

ClO)

(B8)

(38)
Cl7)

Cl2)
Cl7)

(17)

(17)

(56)

(33)

(17)
(17)

Francisco and Three

Circle phases)
'!Win Bridges Site
Broken Flute cave

Turkey Foot Ridge

Cerro COlorado
(Basketmaker III)
G:lbemador
Bad3:er House Cormunity
(Basketmaker III)
Mesa Verde Site 102 (GP)
Cave 2 (Prayer Rock
District)
Hidden Valley
AcI<.lIle!l Site 1 Cl93B)

3
17
14
13

1
12
12
10

(33)
(70)
(B6)

1
13
6
10

(33)
(76)
(43)

(33)

(77)

(35)
(36)
(46)

6 ClOO)
3 ClOO)

ClOO)
ClOO)

(SO)
(67)

(67)
(75)

(67i

(67)

(77)

3 ClOO)

(75)

(75)

ClOO)
ClOO)

4 (BO)
3 (l00)
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account for a fraction of the inventory of tree-ring dated Pueblo I
structures.

A posslble related problem concems the

ela~

of jacals.

A comparison of dates from jacals and roof beams in one room at Big

JWliper !IOus. and a roomblock at NA 10,738 indicates that wall posts
from jacals may seriously underestimate a building's """,,<ruction elate.
A study I am conducting of tree-ring data from sites 011 Black Mesa SOJp-

ports this conclusion. In the case of several jacal structures at

_ , =y the

Moon

lateat elates provide an accurate estimste of a construc-

tion date. The other dates ale anywhere from a couple of years to a
couple of decades tee early.
some Pueblo I structures could be describel .. jacals.

Others

resemble jacals in that tIley probably incorporate numerous wood poles in
their walls.

I suggest that both kincla of structures present problems

in dating for two reasons. First, their construction entailed a noncritical use of wood resources. That is, because the walls were not
load-bearing, any available piece of wood could be used in their construction. Ulis might include an assortment of old weathered beams. In
the case of Moon !lOUSe, the spread of elates from individual structures
and from the site as a wbol<! Sll99est an Cl(lportunlstic collection strat-

egy geared to the utilizaticn of whatever resources became available.
second, Pueblo I rooms and jacals are difficult to elate because of the

t.ypiC"..J.ly poer preservat.ion of posts and beams used in their const.ruction. once it caught. fire, one of these structures would be likely to
bum completely.
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Site
Steps 11 through 14, 18 -

Analysis

malcmg

inferalces about site histcry

from beam procurement, wilding

0011-

struction, and firewood-related
dates.

Regardless of the degree of similarity or difference between two

sites, if they have tree-ring dates, their site date distributions can
serve as a basis for comparison. A date distribution, whether it applies to a single structurp or a whole site, provides a record of beam

cutting activity in the past. In the case of structure analysis, the
primary goal is to infer a construction date from this record. Other
goals, such as the identification of reused beams and repair events, are

secondary, in the sense that they depend on success in meeting the first
goal. The goals and methods of site analysis are rather different. A

site combines a number of structures, and for this reason, there is no
single construction date that can be discovered through analysis of a
site's date distribution. Instead, the distribution provides information on the timing and relative intensity of beam procurement and, by

extension, of construction.

I would expect variation in these acti vit-

ies to be a filllction primarily of vagaries in the h.ioi.:Ories of individual sites.

For this reason, general principles may not be very useful

to the interpretation of site date distributions. At any rate, I am
unable to deduce any such principles -- with one exception discussed
below.

Perhaps an inductive approach utilizing the sample of sites

discussed in this study would be more successful.
The following discussion of site date distributions has two
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foci, the recognition of patterns that could serve as the basis for
interpretive principles and the discovery of useful information on
prehistoric wood use.

The analysis relies heavily on architectural

sequencing and dated construction events to evaluate the distributions.
The sample consists of distributions from sites and site groupings
listed in Table 32. Sites are included because they meet one or more of

three criteria: They have a large number of dates, they have at least
several construction events that can be individually identified and

dated, or they provide useful information on wood use. It is coovenient
to deal separately with the beginning, middle, and end of the distributions.
Beginn:ing

Two questions are relevant to the interpretation of the beginning of a site date distribution.

First, what is the relation between

the earliest dates and the earliest dated construction events? This
question, which can be asked of pithouse sit":; and p.teblos, can provide
some information on the uselife of beams. The seoond question, which is
more telling than the first, asks, What is the relation between the
earliest dates and the dates of the earliest constru.ction that took
place at the site? Because the reliable identification of first constrl.lction relies in most cases an knowledge of the bonding: and abutting
of structures, this question is more applicable to pueblos than to
pithouse sites.

Sometimes, ceramic or documentary data may provide the

needed information.

This question can provide information on the use-

life of beams and on the source of beams used in construction -- that
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~able

32. Site Date DietrilJutions Discussed In Chapter 10.

~

Site

or Site Groyp

~

Site or

Site Grqm

'l\lrkey Foot 1U.dge

Cbetro Ketl

B!:Oken Flute cave

Aztec

cave

2 (Prayer Rock)

Step It>use

cave

saJ.mon
7

IIOCn !lOUSe

carlO Colorailo

Mug It>use

Jeddito 264

JobrlSOll

Sidden Valley

Betatakln

Mesa Verde 102 (GP)

Kiet Biel

Bennett's Peak

canyon Creek

Site 12 (Gcbernador)

can~

P:indi

Gran ()livira
walpi
Winona Village
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is, wbether the beams were procured for use in tbe site that produced
the dated samples or were reused from elsewhere.

Figure 114 illustrates three date distributions that are fairly

typical for pithouse sites. In the case of the second occupation of
Broken Flute cave, the truncated early tail of the distribution is made

up of dates that, for the most part, precede the earliest dated construction events by less than 30 years. The same is true of Cave 2,
step Bouse cave, Jeddito 264, and Winona Vilhge.

For TUrkey Foot Ridge

and Cerro CVlorado, the difference between early dates and early dated

construction events is in most cases less than 50 years (Figure 114).
The earliest well-rlated construction at Turkey Foot Ridge is in the
770s, and an earlier peak in the distribution may relate to the reuse of
beams from a structure built around 750. HQ& dates from the Hidden
Valley sites are also within 50 years of the earliest dated construction

events,

rot

these sites also produced dates more than 200 years earlier

than those dated events.

Given the range of dates from pitMuses near

Flagstaff, one might expect similarly early dates from many sites in
that area.

These early dates notwithstanding, it would appear that in

the case of pitlx>use sites few
50 years, and few

~

~

antiCipate occupation by more than

survive for as long as 50 years, at least among

th:lse procured near the beginning of the occupation.
The early ends of date distributions from pueblos are rather
more varied than those from pithouse sites, and ad:Utional information
bearing on the meaning of early dates is more often available.
cases are as follows.

The

Cerro Colorado

57 4

58 0 3 6v 7
597
60 1
61 1
62 1

8
2
2

3 3 6v.6.
Iv 1 1 2
2v 3v 3v.J. .J. .J. 4 j 5 6 1 I 1 1 8
64 1 Iv Iv 2. 4 .6. 8 8 8 Bv Bv
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~

70 0
71

72
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44
45 k
46 ~ 9v ~
47Jli4±
48 !!«
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51 5v
52
53
54
55
56 8

1

Tu (key Foot Rjdge

715

725
73 2
74 5
75 1
76 1
77 0
78 0
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Cbet,ro Ket:l.

The earliest dated construction corresponds to a

peak in the date distribution in the 10300 ([Jean and Warren 1983:Figure

V:3l.

Pre-l030 dates, amounting to l ..s than 10% of the total, probably

come from reused beams that were used initially in construction of

buildings that were demolished during the occupation.
~~

The site's date distribution bas almost no tail at its

early end <Figure 43).

The beams used in initial construction were cut

new for that purpose.
SalJIgn.

The initiation of construction is marked by an abrupt

increase in dates in the 1080s. A number of beams producing earlier

a few in the late 900s, a cluster of noncutting dates in the

dates -

10205, and noncutting and a few cutting dates in the 1050s to 1070s were probably salvaged from older sites. Pre-lOBO dates equal 12% of
the total dates from Salmon.
~.

Pre-1250 dates, including a cluster in the 12005 to

12105, prcOably reflect the reuse of beams from older structures on the

site.
~.

The site contains beams that were several hundred

years old in tre: 1000s that were brought from elsewhere and beaL'ill3 dating

between 1000 and 1075 that were probably reused from early structures at
the site.
JohnSOD CMypn.

This locality has what amount to two date dis-

tributions, one each for the first and second occupations (Figure 57).
The first distribution has an early tail, alinost a century in length,
that is of unknown significance, whereas the early end of the second
distribution has practically no tail at all.
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The site's date distribution has a truncated tail at

its early end <Figure 59).

Beams

dating betWeEn 1245 and 1265 probably

came originally from structures that were demolished during the occupation.

The earliest dated structures were built in about 1267.
~.

Construction of extant buildings may have begun in

the 12405 (Figure 59). A scatter of dates from that point back to the
800s is consistent with ceramic evidence for earlier occupation of the
rockshelter.
canyon crgek.

The tail of Canyon Creek's date distribution

merges with its main body by 1310, even though architectural and treering evidence shows that construction did not begin until the latter
half of the 13205 {Figure 61}. The difference is accounted for by the

stockpiling of beams in the 13105 and 1320s. Dates in the tail of the
distribution -

from 1270 to 1310 -

come from beems that were stock-

piled or reused from other sites.

Eindi. Distributions are available for both the First and Second periods of occupation (Figure 68).

In both cases, the early tail of

the distribution begins more than 50 years earlier than the perioc's
likely beginning cate. The

~arly

cates are mostly noncutting, and most

are probably early because of the erod.ed concition of the

~~£r.ples.

The

tail of the First Period's cistribution incluces a peak in the 1200s
that may come from beams .reused from the

~Ie-Pindin

occupation of the

site.
Gran Q,Jiyira. As many as a third of the cated beams from the
Late rhase House may have been salvaged from other roomblocks at the
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site (Figure 74, Table 20).

NonfLof the beams were much over a century

old when construction of that oouse began, eve1 th>ugh the site bad been
occupied for two centuries at that time.

lialI21.

The portion of the date distributicn ext....din;! from the

mid 1300s to 1680 comes from beams that were taken from the old village
and reused in the new one. A nurri>er of tinbers were more than 200 years
old when the village was roved. The reused timbers produced a peak near
the beginning of the distribution -- around 1400, in fact -

that

awears to be -real- in the sense that it corresponds to the founding of
the old village, as indicated by ceramic data.
~

These site data SUH?Ort the following conclusions.

First, beams in pJeblos can survive longer than beams in pithouse villages.

A timber used in construction of a pithouse is unlikely to have

a uselife of more than 50 years. A beam in a pueblo can remain in use
fer centuries,

al~h

the cases summarized here provide little evi-

dence for uselives of over a century.
in a long-lived site like Walpi.

Greater figures are achieved only

second, early dates forming the tail

of a distribution may come from early occupation of the site in question, as in the case of Chetro Ketl, Moon House, Mug House, Betatakin,
and Kiet Siel, or they may come from another site, as seems to be true
in the case of salmon, Mug House, walpi, and possibly canyon Creek.

Or

they may be from an entirely different part of the site, as in the case

of early dates at Gran Quivira or the East RUin at Aztec (Chapter 6).
Third, peaks that come early in a distribution, as with Pindi and Walpi,

may evidence specific events, even if the nature of tb:lse events remains
ooscure.
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lIiddl.e

Not surprisingly. major peaks in a site date distribution correspond in most cases to peaks in construction activity.

rare but informative.

Ezceptians are

Because of stockpiling. construction lsgs behind

lI!llIIII procurement episodes in the histories of Cbetto Ketl. Betatakin.

and Canyon Creek. The same may be true of Aztec and Salmon. In the
case of Moon House, it appears that beams were added to the stockpile

almost yearly. It is generally known that gaps in the record of beam
procurement may be a function of sampling error rather than a period of

relative inactivity.

Kist Sisl ptovides at interesting case in which a

preference for nonca'liferous, nondatable species is responsible for a
low in the date distribution.

Most of the date distributions from the sites listed in Table 32
end abruptly. By this I meat that. from a peak that is high relative to

the entire middle portion of the distribution. the -'unber of dates dtops

to zero over a decade or at most two decades.

This generalization

awlies to almost all the pithouse and early poeblo sites (Chapters 3-5)
listed in the table.

For these sites. the marked drop-<>ff implies that

the end of occupation was not characterized by along period during whicb
old houses were given minor repairs or new hoUses were built entirely of
reueed materials.

!Lhls interpretation is in keeping with thP generally

sl:M>rt uselives - 931l.erally no more than a few decades - of pithoUses
and of the timbers used to construct them. The one clear exception
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consists of a late pithouse at Cerro CDlor..:lo, which was built prOOably
in the 730s with a number of beams cut before 700.

The site date

distribution indicated that the bouse was built after a period of abandooment, but the apparent hiatus could be a result of sampliD3 error.
A nunber of the date distributions from p.leblos also end abrupt-

ly r including t.bose from Moon

~use,

Betatakinr Kiet Siel, Pindi, and to

some extent Salmon Ruin. Possibly this pattern means that the sites

were abandoned soon after major construction had ceased. The agreement
in latest dates from Betatakin, Kiet Siel, and other sites in Tsegi

canyon suggests that this may have been the case in that area at least.
en the other hand, data from canyon Creek soow that this line of reasoning soould be awlied cautiously.

This site's distribution ends sudden-

ly, l:ut it is known that major construction continued after the time of
the latest tree-ring date.

Walpi's distribution also srows a rapid drop

after the 16905, but occupation continued. It should be noted that in
the case of Walpi, the number of dates per decade did not fall to zero
until the 17B05 and 17905.
Other distributions do not end abruptly. Both date distribution.'> from the Johnson

Can)'OIl

sites drop off more gradually than trose

from the sites just discussed, but even in these cases the decline

occurs over a period of just 20 or 30 years.

In tm case of Chetro Ketl

and Aztec a gradual decline is not surprising, because only a handful of

samples are a:v-ailable from what are known to be the latest parts of both
pueblos.
What is the significance of the relatively abrupt end of most
date distributions from pueblos?

The consistency in the pattem could
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be irrelevant to the intetpretation of site histories.

That is, a date

distribution that ends abruptly could result from a long period of
population decline during which the pool of old buildings and beams
satisfied the needs of the community,

.QI.

it could reflect abandonment of

the community within a couple of decades after the end of major con-

struction.

Because most distributions do end abrtlptly, and because

procurement tends to De continuous throughout the middle portion of a

site date distribution, I would infer that many of the sites were in
fact abandoned within a couple of

d~es

after the latest date.

Site Occupation Span

Table 27 (Chapter 9) lists inferred occupation spans for a
selection of pithollse and pueblo sites. The estimates are based on
several lines of evidence, including site date distributic!lS, tree-ring

dated construction events, and patteming in the growth of a commwlity.
The list of occupation spans is eclectic in that the weighting, or
usefulness, of these and other lines of evidence varies from case to
case.

Recently, Hantman (1983) has proposed a more systematic approach

to estimating length of occupation that relies primarily on site date
distributions.

Reduced to essentials, Hantman's teclnique consists of a

simple formula; To determine the duration of occupation, subtract the
tree-ring date that provides -the best evidence for initial construction" from -the latest date (cutting or noncutting)

recovc~<Cd

from the

site," then add to that result a constant of 10 years (1983:143). The
relevance of initial construction to determining occupation span is
obvious, but Hantman correctly sees a need to justify the use of the
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latest tree-ring date as an estimate of a site's abandonment date.

He

provides this justification by proposing an interpretive principle,

which OOlds that "when beams are no longer recorded within a site over
the course of several years, we can assume that the site was abandoned
at or about the date of the latest tree-ring date recorded at the site"
(1983:123),

The formula adds a constant of 10 years to accoWlt for the

slight uncertainty over the exact relationship between latest date and
lbandonment date.

It should be noted that Hantman's goal in applying

tre formula is to produce average figures for the duration of occupation
of categories of sites, and therefore, it may be unimportant to his

conclusions if some estimates arc inaccurate.
Hantman (1983:108)

on the other hand,

sees his method as an initial contribution to ail as

yet nonexistent "theory which would 'systematize' the interpretation of
dendrochronological data."

Seemingly, he has dismissed the body of

tree-ring literature described in Chapter 2, and for this reason alone,
his proposal demands scrutinyw

Application of Hantman's method presents several difficulties.
A special case concerns sites consisting of just one structure, several
of which are included in Hantman's (l983:Table 5) sample.

The dated

pithJuse in Swallow's Nest Cave, for example, may be the only Basketmaker III structure present at that site.

A terminal date cluster

indicates that the pithouse was probably built about A.D. 678 (Figure
22).

In all likelihood, beams with cutting dates in 676 were stock-

piled, those with cutting dates in 672 or 673 were reused or stockpiled,
and the beam with a cutting date in 667 was reused.

Interpretation of
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t~ree

early dates -- one cutting in 604, one .v" in 610 ~ and one "++"

noncutting in 610 -

is problematic. _

loose clustering of dates sug-

gests the beams may have been reused, whereas the

"w indicates that

the pIOCUrement of dead wood may aooount for the earliness of at least

one of the dates. According to Hantman (1983.Table 5), A.D. 604 is the
site's "best early date? and the occupation span is 84 years (678 - 604

+ 10

~

84). This interpretation makes no sense, assuming tbst the site

has just the one dated pithouse. OCcupation probably began shortly
before the construction, in 678, of the pitbouse. From this perspec-

tive, none of the early dates, particularly those in the first two
decades of the 600s, are relevant to determining the length of the
Basketmaker III occupation of Swallow'. _

cave.

Additional problems arise when Hantman's method is applied to
sites with dates from D>!:e than one structure. As before, it is cxmven-

ient to distinguish the beginning, middle, and end of a site's date
distribution.

In interpreting the beginning of a distribution, the goal

is to obtain the best estimate of when construction began.

This study

_roaches the problem in two ways, by locating the point where the tail
at the early end of the distribution merges with the body of the distribution, and by identifying the earliest dated construction events.

For example, the date distribution from Turkey Foot Ridge peaks initially in the 740& <Figure 114), the same decade as a nonterminal date
cluster from Pitbouse E that probably relates to a construction event,
though possibly not the construction of that pitbouse (Figure 10).
Given this agreement, Hantman's (1983:Table 5) choice of a "best early
date" of 746 appears warranted. In another case, Broken Flute cave1s
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date distribution peaks in the 620s (Figure 114). and the earliest dated

construction events fall in tile same decade (Figure 17).
that occupation began around 620.

This suggest5

Based on a handful of dates in the

6105, the beginning date might be pushed a decade earlier. There is,

oowever, no reason to anchor the occupation on a cutting date in 597, as
Ba.,tman (1983,Tab1e 5) does.
A gap in the middle of a site's date distribution may indicate a
period of abandonment.

Brok.en Flute Cave's distribution, for

is interrupted from the 510s to the 5906 (Figure 114).

~le,

This is convinc-

ing evidence that the site was W10ccupied for most of the sixth century.

In spite of the gap, Hantman (19B3:Table 5) uses Ciates in A.D. 430 and
637 to arrive at a single, grossly overestimated occupation span of 2n
years.
According to Hantman's principle, a sit<. s latest tree-ring date

may provide an accurate estimate of its abandonment date.

As noted in

Chapter 2, use of the prinCiple requires, at a minimum, that lateoccupied areas of a site be represented by dates and that the site's
date distribution be continuous. Hantman ignores the latter requirer.1ent
and, in so doing, reveals a dall]aging inconsistency in his use of the
principle. The evidence comes from two sites, Cerro Colorado and Two
Kivas Pueblo.

The end of cerro COlorado's date distribution includes a

gap from A.D. 700 to 734 (Figure 114).
distribution with

(1)

Two Kivas Pueblo produced a

13 or more dates per decade from the l160s to

1208, (2) a gap of just over 30 years, and (3) a single date in 1242
(Robinson, Harrill, and Warren 1975:97-99).

Hantman's principle is
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based on the premise that, if people were living at a site, their
presence will be signalled by tree-ring dates. 1IeIlce. a site must have
been abandoned soon after the l ....t tree-ring elate: Bant...on concludes
within a decade. Yet date distributions from cerro Colorado and Two
Kivas PUeblo indicate that. near the end of their occupations. the Bites
went for more than 30 years without

prodUc~

any dstes.

This assumes.

of course, that the sites were occupied through the gaps.

Hantman

presumably takes this position. because he uses the elates at the end of
the gaps to compute the sites' occupation spans U983:Table 5).

This is

tantamount to an admission that sites do not necessarily produce dates

throughout their occupations, and herein lies the

in~onsistency

in

Hantman's definition and use of an interpretive principle.
The foregolng paragraphs have identified a r.umber of problems

with Hantmanls method of estimating site occupation spans. Be meets

with difficulties for two reasons. First, the metbx1 is systematic, but
only in the sense that it relies on a cookbook awroach to a

~le

data

sauce. the Q.ladrangle Reports of the Tree-Ring Laboratory. In estimating occupation spans, Hantman has ignored the kinds of site-specific
data that underpin tbe interpretations of tree-ring dates presented
throughout this study. 5econd. Hantman has disregarded a body of theory

on the meaning of tree-ring dates that does in fact exist. 'rhe criticisms leveled here at Hantman's computed occupation spans are based on

principles -

dealing with categories of dates, kinds of dated arti-

facts. shapes of date distributions. and so forth -

designed to guide

the interpretation of tree-ring dates. These principles, based on 50
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years of resea,=ch by c: ...Ui":;Pe" of scbolars, were discussed in detail in
Chapter 2.
This is not to say that Hantman's principle for interpreting the

end of a date distribution is invalid, but it soould be used with a full

appreciation for its limitations. At the least, each of the last few
decades of the distribution should include

~veral

dates.

The need for

such redundancy is best explained with referenoe to the sample of dated
beams. Because only a portion of the beams used in a site yield tree-

ring dates, a site's actual date distribution can be viewed as one of a
nuni:ler of theoretically possible distributions.

T'Pi'O Kivas Pueblo pro-

duced no dates from 1209 to 1241 and one date in 1242.

Let us assume

that the site was occupied continuously from 1200 to 1260. and that at
least a few new beams WErE cut during each decade of that interval.
lklder these circumstances, one can readily imagine the site prodUCing a

slightly different distribution with a latest date in the 12105, the
12206, the 12305, or the 12505.

This possibility explains the require-

ment that the du;tribution include at least a few dates per decade and
that it end abruptly.

In a case like that of Two Kivas Pueblo, the

existalce of one or more isolated late dates coming after the apparent
end of the distribution is sufficient reason
prinCiple

IlQ.t.

to apply Hantman's

m determining an abandonment date.

Preferably, the principle should be used only when there is no
evidence that the date rlistribution is severely biased away from struc-

tures built late in the history of the site. Better yet is the situation in which dates qre known to come from late events.

These two

statements follow from the assumption that, although Hantman is correct
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:in argu:ing that repair and remodeling are likely to result :in the pro-

curement of new beams and, hence, in tree-ring dates from the period in
question, new constructioo. is even more likely to be rEPresented in this
¥.ay.

Finally, one can oope for a situation like that discussed earlier

for Tsegi

Can}'Oll

in which latest dates from several sites are mutually

reinforcing •
~

This study has had two primary goals, to demonstrate the useful-

ness of a OOdy of tree-ring data from prehistoric southwestem sites and
to evaluate a framework for the interpretation of tree-ring dates developed over the last three-quarters of a century by archaeologists associated with the Tree-Ring Laboratory.

It bas combined these goals by

using the body of data to evaluate the framework.

In the process, tree-

ring data from a large number of sites ranging in time from the 4005 to

the 17005 have been interpreted in detail. The strategy bas been to
focus on the analysis of tree-ring date distributions fl"Om sites and

structures.

The study has, I think, demonstrated the usefulness of

stem-and-leaf diagrams for depicting a date distribution's most important characteristic, its shape.
A IIKX1el has been deduced that awlies to the interpretation of
an individual structure1s date distribution.
deviations from an ideal

case~

This model is based on

Through its application, it has been

possible to argue, first, that "v" dates are close to or the same as
cutting dates.

Second, a coq:us of eated structures has been produced,

and this body of data has been usee to study the history of
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pitstructures.

Ose of the model bas made it poss:ible to demonstrate the

usefulness of five interpretive principles, discussed in Chapter 2, that

have aweared over the years in the tree-ring literature.

The analysis

has also contributed an increased understanding of the factors that
influen.ce the shape of a date dist.ribution.

These include sample

erosion, stockpiling and reuse of timbers, and repair and remodeling of
builCiings.

Study of repair has bad the added benefit of providing

:information on the typical uselife of pithouses and, to a lesser ext61t,
of kivas.

Site date distributions have also been cnalyzed.

These analyses

have ptovided additional information on stockpiling, reuse, and repair.
An inductive examination of these distributions has suggested that many

p.1eblos were abandoned within a decade or two of their latest tree-ring
date.
In certain cases, it has been possible

to define a question more

narrowly, rut not to answer it. For example, the study has enhanced the
plausibility of the hYJ:Xlthesis that _++11 dates represent dead wood use.
Data necessary to test this hypothesis have yet

to be collected.

Also,

a case has been maele that i.'1terpretive principles must be modified in

answer to the kind of structure being analyzed.

The analJsis has pro-

eluced abundant information on pit.h.1uses anel kivas, some iru:ormation on
jacals, but very little information on ind..ividLial tueblo rooms.
The study bas also attempted to define IOOre clearly the limits

to inference based on the body of Southwestern tree-ring data.

For

example, although a sample of 213 elated pitstructures may seem quite
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large at first glance, placing this sample in temporal and spatial

context has shown it to be quite small and uneven.

Based on this

perspective, I have serious doubts of the awropriatelless of tree-ring

data as a proxy population record.

The analysis bas also shown the

problems inherent in interpreting small collections of tree=dng dates.
In the absence of date clusters, it is difficult to decide on the
lU..:-·ming of distdbution:;. havJ.ng only ten or so dates.

The f\D1damental comparability of all tree-ring dates published
in the Quadrangle I1eports or derived subsequent to their publication has

been essential to this research.

These tree-ring data are based on

investigations conCiucted by scores of archaeologists over the last
three-quarters of a century. In this thesis, I have

demonstrat~

the

continuing relevance to archaeology of this extended research effort..
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